Tour Diaries of the Special Officer Subansiri, 1944-45.
INTRODUCTION TO THE TOUR DIARY, MARCH—MAY 1944

The country described in the diaries of my tour in the months of March to May 1944 is one of the least known parts of the North East Frontier. Lying at the extreme east of the Balipara Frontier Tract and separated from the plains of North Lakhimpur by a barrier of rugged and sparsely populated hill-ranges, it has for years been practically terra incognita. Information on the tribes inhabiting the large area enclosed by the great Subansiri bend, the Great Himalayan Range and the foothills skirting the plains of Assam was based on the experience gained during a few short visits of Political Officers and during the semi-military Miri Mission of the seasons 1911-12. Compared to our intimate knowledge of such hill-tribes as Nagas, Lushais and Chins this information was superficial, even major tribal divisions having remained a matter of conjecture.

When in February 1944 I accepted the appointment of Special Officer, Subansiri, I was given the task of establishing friendly relations with the tribes of the Subansiri Region, and of preparing the ground for a reconnaissance beyond the area explored by the Miri Mission. My directives were that I should first visit the Apa Tani and win the confidence of the tribe, which was the largest tribe in the region, and in the success of such a reconnaissance. The collection of information on the general character of the Apa Tanis and the neighbouring tribes, on economic and social conditions, customs, tribal politics and routes was to be my next task, but any active interference in tribal matters was to be avoided.

The Apa Tanis had been visited by McCabes in 1897, by the Miri Mission in 1912, Dr. Bor in 1932, and lastly by Captain Lightfoot in 1936. McCabes’ mission was in the nature of a punitive expedition and only the village of Hang was visited. The Miri Mission spent only a few days in the valley, and the expeditions of the Political Officers in 1932 and 1936, were also flying visits, when no real contact with the leaders of the tribes could be established. All these expeditions were accompanied by large escort, ranging from 75 to 150 Rifles, for the attitude of the Apa Tanis was considered doubtful and the neighbouring Daflas were thought to be unreliable and possibly hostile.

But in view of the fact that the presence of an armed force was likely to prejudice the chances of breaking down suspicion and establishing friendly relations with the Apa Tani, I decided that I should dispense with an escort and avoid contact with such aggressive villages as Likha and Licha.

Moreover the season was so far progressed that it would have been impossible to equip and ration a large expedition. The only permanent ports available at short notice were 25 Gallong Abors recruited from the Sadiya Frontier Tract, and while for them I secured the minimum equipment, I failed to obtain blankets and waterproof sheets for the casual porters on whom I had to rely for extra transport, the Political Officer, Balipara, being unable at that time to spare any of his stock. The supply of medicals was equally deficient, but it was a case either of improving the condition of postponing the winter expedition until the next season.

The beginning of March was indeed already rather late to start touring in a country where the monsoon breaks in April, paths are only the roughest jungle tracks and permanent bridges non-existent. The hillmen themselves, some of whom visit the plains during the winter, do not travel after the end of March, but I hoped to keep open a line of communications by bridging several rivers which in the rains are unfordable, so that I could delay my return until the end of May.

The state of tribal politics seemed—as far as could be judged from the scanty information available—as favourable to the Apa Tani. The Apa Tani visiting the country had brought with them a letter that Licha, a Dafla village presumed to lie in the Kiyi valley, was harassing the Apa Tani by capturing men and mithan and holding them to ransom. Previous to my arrival in North Lakhimpur three Apa Tanis of the village of Haja had come to the plains to explore the possibilities of enlisting Government’s help against their troublesome neighbours. They were by no means fully empowered negotiators representing the entire tribe, or even the whole of Haja, but this first attempt on the part of the Apa Tanis to solicit the intervention of Government in a tribal feud was a welcome opening for a policy of closer contact with the hillmen. And the three messengers proved subsequently invaluable as guides.

The Daflas of several foothill villages near the Panior River were equally well disposed to an expedition into the interior of the hills, for of late they had suffered severely from the raids of Licha, a Dafla clan inhabiting several settlements in the Kiyi valley at no great distance from Licha. They hoped for Government’s assistance against Licha and were therefore prepared to help by serving as porters and building bridges. In the case of the Daflas near Balipara, being unable at that time to spare any of his stock. The supply of medicals was equally deficient, but it was a case either of improving the condition of postponing the winter expedition until the next season.

The name Apa Tani is obviously preferable and is used throughout the diaries. The Daflas are sometimes used by Apa Tani going to the plains of North Lakhimpur.

One of the greatest difficulties were interpreters. Although some Apa Tani occasionally visit the plains, there was among the 20,000 Apa Tanis not one man who had sufficient knowledge of Assamese to be able to interpret more than the simplest phrases. The Apa Tani “interpreter” mentioned in my diaries, was a young man employed as guide and messenger, who had only a smattering of Assamese. The real interpreting was done by Kop Temi, a plains Dafla of Rangajan, who was fluent both in Assamese and Apa Tani.

During the tour described in the following diaries I came in touch with Apa Tani and Daflas. The Apa Tani are a compact tribe of about 20,000, inhabiting a single, intensively cultivated valley of less than 20 square miles. Previous reports referred to them as Apa Tanang, but they call themselves Apa Tanis or simply Tani, and are known as Apa Tanang only to the Daflas of the Joram-Toko group. The name Apa Tani is obviously preferable and is used throughout the diaries. The name Dafla, on the other hand, is the term by which the Assamese plains people refer to both as Mishang.
In the spelling of place-names I have followed the Survey of India map (No.83 E), except where the map is obviously wrong. In the new and yet unpublished edition based on the Survey operations of the season 1944-45, the spelling will be the same as in my diary.

In the names of tribesmen the clan name always precedes the personal name, as is the general usage in Daffa and Apa Tanis.

Some entries in my diary, particularly those relating to information on distant villages and routes, which I gathered from Apa Tanis and Daffa, proved inaccurate in the light of the knowledge gained during my tours in the season 1944-45. Where a statement is positively misleading I have amplified and corrected it in footnotes, but I have left unchanged such remarks on tribal custom and neighbouring villages which demonstrate how in the course of a tour knowledge is gradually built up from first elementary and later fuller information gathered in conversations with numerous tribesmen.

CHRISTOPH VON PÜRER-HAIMENDORF.

Marlauai, Hyderabad, Decem,
August 1945.

TOUR DIARY OF THE SPECIAL OFFICER, SUBANSIRI, MARCH 1944

6th March.—North Lakhimpur to Camp Joyhing.—The preparations for the tour have been made with the two-fold object of getting a party consisting of myself, my wife, the Political Jamadar, interpreters and servants into the Apa Tani country with provisions for one month, and of constructing such bamboo and cane-bridges and rest sheds as will make it possible to keep up communications when the rains set in and allow the party to return at the end of May or early in June. In order to supervise the building of three bridges between Joyhing and Gage, the first camp, one Non-Commissioned Officer and four sepoys of the Assam Rifles, North Lakhimpur, will accompany the party as far as Gage, and camp there for seven days to examine the route. The greatest difficulty is transport; besides the twenty-five permanent Gallong porters under their sirdar, 38 extra porters are required for the main party, 6 to carry the sepoy's kit, and at least 10 to build the first bridges. In the past days I have been to several villages of Plains Daffa and the Political Jamadar has made strenuous efforts to recruit Hill Daffas, but the results have not been encouraging. Most Hill Daffa to be met in plains villages deride the suggestion that they should carry loads, and the Plains Daffa are not keen on going on a notoriously difficult trek when they can easily earn Re. 1 a day for six hours' work in the plains and the USAF is engaging labourers for Re. 1/4 plus rations for work on aerodromes. There are numerous Hill Daffa villages such as Midpu, Chhaya and Sokho in the vicinity of the Doimukh outpost, but contact with them is very slight and when sometime ago the Political Jamadar suggested to them that they should furnish porters for an expedition into the Apa Tani country, they refused. It would be a great advantage if control over these villages could be tightened so that in future expeditions could draw on them for coolies. For the Plains Daffa villages are small and many of the men are not fit for carrying loads in the hills. We are therefore still short of coolies, but I hope that some Daffas and Miris who agreed to come either as porters or as bridge builders will join us to-morrow. The loads were taken from North Lakhimpur to Joyhing Camp by lorry together with the rations for a dump at Joyhing Tea Estate. The porters went by foot to Joyhing where they cleared the camp and erected temporary shelters.

The Sub-Assistant Surgeon appointed in place of the elderly doctor who would not have stood strenuous touring, has not yet joined nor have the medical supplies arrived at North Lakhimpur. So we will have to manage with the few medicines supplied on loan from Charuddar, medicines bought locally, and my own, fortunately, fairly large personal stock.

The camp lies in a piece of bamboo jungle belonging to the Joyhing Tea Estate. There are plenty of bamboos and banana leaves for temporary shelters.

7th March.—Halt Joyhing.—This morning in a final attempt to get more porters, I sent messengers to the Daffa villages of Joyhing and Rangajaj to round up more porters. They returned with a few men, who with great difficulty were persuaded to enlist as porters; Rangajaj, a village of 15 houses has sent only 4 men, Boguli, a village of 20 houses only 8 men, Kolabari a village of 12 houses only 4 men. We have now altogether 25 permanent Gallong porters, 40 Daffas, 1 Miri, 1 Apa Tani, and 1 Uraon to carry loads and construct bridges; but a good many of the casual porters do not carry our loads, but their own, food. Following the advice of the Political Officer, these casual porters are not rationed or equipped; I inspected their food brought for the trip and I have my doubts whether it will last them for six marches through uninhabited country, to say nothing of the return journey. But the immediate advantage is no doubt that they travel light, while half of the carrying capacity of the Gallong porters is taken up by their own rations for 13 days.

The shortage of porters makes it necessary to cut down the luggage to a minimum, and so I am leaving a rather larger dump at Joyhing Tea Estate, and Mr. Farmer has kindly allowed me to use his godown as a store. Light trolley has been picked up on the next trip of the permanent porters. Today was spent in distributing and allotting loads; the porters made carrying baskets and head-bands and the Gallongos built a small house where they can stay on future journeys.

The weather looks threatening, but so far there has been no rain.

March 8th.—Joyhing to Camp on the Gage River.—Approximately 11 miles (Sheet 83E, 3D) —We got up long before dawn, but did not leave until 7.10 A.M. (summer time). The plains Daffa refused to carry loads of the usual weight and before starting we had to do more re-allooting and leave behind some stores. This will upset our rationing arrangements, but it was a question of either not starting at all or relying on improvisation.

Previous expeditions took the route along the Joyhing River, but this involves a good deal of wading and is impracticable during the rains. As I wanted to find a route which could be made passable throughout the year, we followed a path leading through the twilight of high forest up and across a low hill range
After about an hour we crossed the Inner Line and reached the Dalla village of Joyhing, eight houses with their granaries on a saddle. The entire population had turned out and the women begged us to release their sons and husbands whom we had engaged as porters and bridge-builders. The men themselves supported their entreaties by pleads of bad health and age.

From the village the path dropped through thick forest; now it is fairly good, but in the rains several streams must be waded. After less than an hour we came to the Jumni River and crossed it without difficulty; I had been told that the river dried up in the rains becomes a raging torrent, would have to bridged. But the information was misleading. One or even two or three bridges across the Jumni, and could be made passable by building one large and several small bridges.

For the next two hours we moved along and in the bed of the Jumni River; in places the hill slopes on either side fall so precipitously that to cut a path out of the hill sides would be extremely expensive and difficult, if it is indeed at all possible. Where our path left the river bed it was badly overgrown and had to be cleared; in parts it was difficult to recognize because of the muddling and spoiling of wild elephant tracks. The trek through the stream bed was followed by a steep ascent through dense bamboo jungle. Many giant bamboos had fallen across the path and had to be hacked away and the coolies found it very difficult to get with their loads through the thicket and avoid sliding on the stony path. Here and there we had to cut steps to facilitate the ascent and later the equally steep descent.

We were woken by thunder and rain at 4 A.M. when we had turned camp. The Gaonbura of Joyhing agreed to provide us with blankets and waterproof sheets, and said that the burns will give trouble for three or four days.

9th March.—Gage to Kemping.—Approximately 5 miles.—Before leaving Gage we had to arrange for the bridges, necessary for maintaining our communications. The site for the large bridge on the new route over the hills to Joyhing village is about one mile distant from the camp, and I arranged that the men of the 1st Medick Bn. should set up a new camp there, so as to be near the scene of operations. The Gaonbura of Joyhing took the main bridge over the Gage River in contract for Rs. 100 and assured us that with the help of the sepoys they would build it and would then take the sepoys back on the path passable during the rains, showing the Non-Commissioned Officer on the way which minor streams would have to be bridged. I arranged with Non-Commissioned Officer that when the work was completed and the Dallas had carried the sepoys' kit back to North Lakhimpur they would receive that sum, which was to include porters' wages for the way back. The Gaonbura of Joyhing agreed also to build the smaller bridges necessary to make this new route passable during the rains and to accept payment after I had seen and valued the work.

After making these arrangements we started at 8 A.M. The path which had to be cleared, rose at once steeply through dense jungle with here and there a limited view on to the surrounding hills. In half an hour we had reached the spine of a slanting spur, and then the path led upwards in a moderate gradient through high dense bamboo jungle. At first it was fairly easy, but as the spur narrowed, bamboo often barred the way and the column had again and again to halt while the Apa Tanis hewed a way through the tangle. Gradually the gradient stiffened and soon the path, zig-zagging through bamboo jungle was so steep that the coolies had to use their hands to draw themselves up. In the most difficult places the Apa Tanis tied canes to trees and by these ropes the coolies steadied themselves on precipitous slopes. All through the rainy season the path was extremely difficult to walk, and even we were beginning to get discouraged. Here and there I saw the remnants of railings made for Captain Lightfoot's expedition in 1936. Both he and Dr. Bor described this stage as fairly easy, but on both these occasions Assam Rifles and a great number of Dallas had been working for a full month to improve the path, build railings and cut steps. Temi, my Dalla interpreter, had been with these road-building parties and tells of the great difference between the path then and now.

After a climb of nearly 4,000 feet we reached at about 12:45 the highest point of the spur, and from there dropped a short distance to a small ledge called Kemping. Water was scarce and indifferent, having to be ladled from holes dug into the bed of a streamlet. There is neither bamboo nor thickening material at Kemping, which lies above 4,500 feet high and the porters camped in the open.

Most of our coolies have some ailment or other and my wife treated 42 patients this evening for complaints ranging from a sprained ankle to various cuts and bruises, headaches and fever. Sores resulting from insects and poison combustions have been reported. The temperature at 9 P.M. is 60°F and I am afraid that our tribal coolies without blankets will be very cold at night.

10th March.—Kemping to Perre.—Approximately 6 miles.—At 4 A.M. we were woken by thunder and it soon began to rain heavily. The Gallong porters with their water-proof sheets and blankets were not too badly off, but the Plains Dallias and Miris, with no other covering than their flimsy bazar cloths were a picture of misery; some sought shelter under the Political Jemadas' tarpaulin while others crowded round their small fires. At 6 A.M. it was still raining and the morale of the Dalla coolies was low. They complained bitterly that they had not been provided with blankets and water-proof sheets, and said that they would all fall ill. Some of them had been on previous expeditons and it seems that then all porters were given equipment.

Yesterday there had been much grumbling over too heavy loads and so this morning I tried to adjust the weight by some repacking. All this and the rains caused a good deal of delay and it was 8:50 A.M. when at last we left the camp at the end of the column. It had stopped raining. From the Kemping camp is a
steep climb of about 600-700 feet up to the top of the ridge; the rain made the path very slippery and going was extremely difficult. After crossing the ridge the path dropped steeply, but though some slippery places caused the coolies difficulty we made good progress and all were cheered with the idea of a short march. But suddenly there was a hold up, the column stopped and the porters began coming back with the sad news that they had missed the way. To cut across into the right direction was impossible owing to cliffs and we had no other choice but to climb back most of the way we had come down. To make matters worse it began to rain again and the Dalla coolies were overheard discussing the possibility of dropping their loads and going home. It was decided when we had to turn back and not until 12-15 did we regain the path where we had taken the wrong turning.

Now began a very difficult and long descent on a track that can hardly be called a path; extremely steep, slippery and thickly overgrown it taxed the strength of our coolies to the utmost. In some places cane-ropes had to be fastened to trees to help in a tricky piece of climbing and throughout the descent one had continuously to use one's hands to negotiate high steps and push aside branches and creepers.

Long before we reached the valley, we heard the roar of a stream. And when we crossed the ridge the path was lost in a dense forest of bamboo. We knew that this was the Panior River. The Dallas of Potin and Selsemchi, to whom I had given this bridge in contract, welcomed us with proud smiles; they were just putting the last touches to the railing, but the bridge, resting half on poles and half suspended from the branches of trees, was already usable and we crossed by it to the camp site on the further bank. The Dallas explained that no canes such as used for bridges entirely suspended from trees was available here and so they had built this combination of suspension and post-bridge. They are confident that it will stand up to floods.

I reached the camp site at 4.45 P.M., but it was 5-45 before the last coolie came in. The coolies were very exhausted, but I raised their spirits by issuing some liquor, and promising them before they asked for it, a halt for the next day.

11th March.—Halt at Perre. The beauty of the scenery defies description. The valleys of Panior and Perre, which meet nearly at right angles, are equally narrow, and the slopes clad in high luxurious forest growth rise so steeply from the rock strewn river bed that no path can wind alongside. The waters of both streams come gushing and plunging from high forested spurs and join to make a wide and foaming river, which, leaping over rapids and, joined by the Perre, storms against the rocks of sheer cliffs before it disappears in a dark gorge. The Dallas have built several fish traps in both rivers, but only two fish of any size were caught. These they presented to us.

To-day's halt gave not only the coolies a rest, but allowed the Gallongs to build a palm thatched rest house and me to see the bridge across the Pei River completed. This bridge is about half as big as the one over the Perre River, and is a post-bridge, but well above the high water level. I paid the Dallas Rs.150 for the house and they promised to come down after the first spell of heavy rain and carry out any necessary repairs. If this route is to be retained, I think it would be a good thing to entrust the upkeep of these two bridges to the Dallas of Selsemchi and pay them a small annual fee.

The distance between Gage and Perre along the Panior River is only a little over four miles, and I discussed with the Dallas the possibility of avoiding the difficult climb up Kemping Hill and down again (2 days march) by making the stretch along the river passable. They themselves had come through the gorge, but said this road was impossible for men with loads and risky even for them. Indeed they had found it so dangerous that they had decided to return to their villages via Kemping. I suppose that by blasting an alignment into the rock and by bridging gaps by bamboo bridges a path could be made, but the expense would certainly be very great. The shortening of the route would on the other hand, be very considerable. I gather that in Capt. Nevill's time the gorge route was taken by a column, and that then innumerable bridges built by sepoys were used to cross and recross the river, whenever the cliff face did not lend itself to path-making.

The Dallas told me that an easier route to the Aza Tani country runs from Diju Tea Estate to Selsemchi, takes the same time, passing along and across a height on the south bank of the Panior. It runs through one small village and crosses the Panior River about three miles upstream from the confluence with the Pei River. At this stage the Dallas cross the river there by bamboo rafts, but a suspension bridge did exist and could be constructed again. From this crossing an easy path leads via (the now deserted) Hatu Yua to Mai. This is obviously the route taken by the Miri Mission. Once the country is pacified this route will probably prove the easiest, but at present it is too exposed to raids by Likha and Licha to be used without risk by unescorted coolies. Most of the villages in this part of the country such as Hatu Yua, Tide Yua, Motu Chuhung and Pilu (83 E, C,3) have all been raided by Likha; many inhabitants were killed and many were taken as slaves to Likha. All these villages marked on the map are now deserted.

The temperature at 9 P.M. was 63° F.

12th March.—Perre to Lobu. —Approximately 8 miles. —One of the Plains Dalla coolies who yesterday suffered from fever was worse this morning and could not get up. It was out of the question to leave him at Perre, and I detail three men to carry him back. Fortunately our loads are now so much lighter that we could just spare the three men.

We left at 7 A.M. in fine weather, and half an hour later crossed the Pei River by the new bridge and began the climb up to Lobu. This is a hard and uninteresting ascent, very shut in; but the path is slightly better than the one up to Kemping. After climbing some 4,000 feet we reached the highest point, and from then on the path led up and down along a narrow-topped spur. There was only one passable view from the top of a sandstone cliff; unfortunately mist obscured the distance.

At 2-15 P.M. we got to the camp site on a saddle of the spur, but it was not until two hours later that the coolies, having scrambled and groaning about the long climb, my wife had as usual about forty patients. Dim-dam bites gone septic are now the main trouble. Water is very scarce and near this camp as at Kemping there is no adequate thatching material.

13th March.—Lobu to Camp on the Pangern River. —Approximately 11 miles. —We left at 7 A.M. in sunny weather. The path rose at once steeply through high forest, amply interspersed with a small kind of bamboo. As we gained height the vegetation showed that we were gradually leaving the zone of the evergreen sub-tropical rain forest. After an hour we reached a narrow spur, which led up to a bare shoulder
covered with dry grass, bracken and low shrub. The steep but not very difficult ascent brought us to a peak of approximately 7,000 feet, known to the Daffas as Lai. We reached this peak at 9 A.M. but the coolies took one and all up the stiff climb.

From Lai one has a magnificent view over all the outer ranges. From the valleys vellied in blue mist spurs and slopes sweep up to summits as high and higher than ours, but not in one place is the mantle of thick forest clothing these slopes broken. Even through my binoculars I could not discover a single patch of cultivation; there was nothing but forest-clad hills as far as the eye could reach. I understood then why it is necessary to climb one ridge after the other, and why the paths lead for hours along the rugged spines of spurs.

The valleys cut into the ridges by the small tributaries of the Panior River end in such steep ravines that anyone following a stream towards the source, would ultimately come face to face with an almost perpendicular slope. It is only the spurs sloping from the peaks in a more moderate incline into the main valleys, along which progress is possible. It is no wonder that this tangle of steep and uninhabited ranges, has so far been an effective barrier between the Apa Tani country and the plains of Assam. We were pointed out a ridge where an Apa Tani died some weeks ago when returning from the plains; he was held up by snow.

All previous expeditions took a westward course from Lai, past the 7,950 feet peak Yej Lit to the Daffa village of Leji. But our Apa Tanis had suggested a shorter way further east, which leads directly into the Panior valley. After a fairly steady drop from Lai, it hits a spur, and rises again; then there are several extremely stiff cliffs and drops as it runs along a dented ridge. At 1 P.M. we had not yet begun to drop seriously and while still high up we ran into a hailstorm. The final descent was steep and slippery and we were very glad when at 5 P.M. we reached the camp-site near the Panior River. It was here, on the borders of the Apa Tani country that we met the first casual travellers, two Apa Tanis returning to their village after a visit to the plains.

Since the amount of food left to the Daffa coolies as well as the state of their health had caused me anxiety, we had sent two of our three Apa Tanis ahead from Perre with instructions to bring some men and if possible some rice to the Panior River. They arrived an hour or so after us, accompanied by 30 men from the villages of Haja and Dutu and brought sufficient rice for the Daffas' return journey.

The Apa Tanis are fine looking men, all dressed more or less alike with cane-helmets, coarse clothes and red cane belts ending in little tails. They seem friendly and cheerful and some know a few phrases of Assamese. I gave them cigarettes and matches and they needed no encouragement to crowd round our tent. They are extraordinarily curious and handle any strange object they see with us; the zip-fastener of our tent is one of the great delights and they keep on opening and shutting it. Their whole behaviour reminds me much more of Nagas than of Daffas.

14th March.—Pangen River to Camp west of Hang.—Approximately 10 miles.—At night there was again some rain, but the morning was fine. We discharged and paid 24 Dalla porters who wanted to return. Some of them retraced our steps, while others said they would return via Leji and Chotia.

We left at 8 A.M. and crossed first the Panior River and then a smaller stream. Both will have to be bridged if we are to get down by this route during the rains. The path led then continuously up and down through forest, lit up by the profuse blossoms of tree rhododendrons; some blood red, some deep rose and some white. The path was very slippery, and many muddy and even marshy places, now bridged by logs, may be troublesome in the rains. Suddenly we emerge from the forest and saw before us a large clearing with a carpet of mauve primulas covering a gentle slope. Between the primulas, some more than a foot tall, grew violets; the whole atmosphere was that of early spring.

Once more we entered the forest, and after crossing many a minor hill came to slopes were huge pines (Pinus excelsa) are the predominant trees.

Some time after we had met the path leading to Mai, we left the forest and beyond gentle slopes, mauve with primulas, we saw the strange bare hills of the Apa Tani country, rounded grass covered hillocks and spurs, only here and there broken by a strip or patch of high pines. Through the flowery slopes a good path wound downwards to a shallow unbridged stream. Here I saw the first Apa Tani mithan grazing knee deep in primulas. Some were black, some pie-bald and some nearly white. I have seen similar animals in the North East, but never in the Naga country. There were many of the ordinary plains breed, but with much thicker fur than plains cattle. We passed here some rice fields, carefully fenced in with wooden stakes, the stubble still standing. A little further we looked from a height over a large bowl filled with ricefields arranged in gently rising terraces. These were the fields of Hang, but the village itself was not visible.

We had planned to go straight to Haja, the village of our guides, but when the path over open hillocks and meadows turned west, I felt that something was wrong. Since we had got into open country small groups of Apa Tanis had joined us, and when we asked our guides again to take us straight to Haja, they changed their tone and said that a different camp site had already been selected, a choice of campsites in which we would have no voice. Either they had joined us wore superior clothes and had an air of importance. They were members of a headman's family and it became obvious that neither our guides nor the Apa Tani coolies would act against their orders and that the suggestion of a camp far away from any village had come from these men. I argued for a short while but the Apa Tanis refused stubbornly to take us to Haja, to-day.

We were in a dilemma; to camp at a considerable distance from any village was contrary to my policy and, so near to troublesome Daffa villages, perhaps not absolutely safe, but to force the issue and go to Haja against the Apa Tanis' will might well have prejudiced our future relations. The principal headmen had not come and the other men were evidently acting under orders. So I chose the lesser evil and decided to camp on the suggested site. It was a wind swept slope and much too cold for anyone's liking.

After we had paid the Apa Tanis who had carried our loads, we asked our guides to stay with us in camp and get if possible a few Apa Tanis to remain with us until tomorrow. Oddly enough, all of them refused pretending urgent business in their villages. This was not a good sign and the Political Jemadar was rather alarmed, fearing not so much any evil intent on the part of the Apa Tanis, but suspecting that they had got wind of the hostile attitude of some Daffas and wanted to dissociate themselves from our party.

1 On the return journey, however, when the weather was clearer, I saw from Lai the village of Potin and its jhum-fields.
I gathered therefore the more prominent men present, explained to them the object of our coming and asked them to leave a few men in our camp. They agreed to this, and when I gave them cigarettes, tobacco and matches they thawed and became quite jovial. Gradually more men came in, some offering eggs for barter and a few women and children on their way home to Hang from work in the fields mingled with our porters. Tobacco and matches are most in demand as barter goods. The atmosphere grew slowly friendlier and the men crowded round us to see us eating. One of the spectators took suddenly one of our table-knives and offered us his knife worn in a sheath on the chest in exchange. I did not know what implications a refusal of such a ceremonial exchange of weapons might entail and so I acquiesced; a moment later my wife was relieved of her table knife and presented with a far more formidable instrument. If this is Apa Tani custom we will soon be rid of all our cutlery and crockery and have to drink tea from bamboo chungas and eat curry from deerskins, as we watched the Apa Tanis do last night.

At dusk all except three Apa Tanis left the camp. It is extremely cold, indeed much colder than in such equally high camps as Kemping and Lobu.

15th March.—Camp west of Hang to Haja.—Approximately 4 miles.—The morning was dull with a cold wind. Apa Tanis began to stream into our camp; partly to trade and partly to look. They have an exaggerated idea of the value of their goods. A woman demanded a bazaar cloth for a small fowl and when I offered one rupee, she packed up her chicken.

By 9 A.M. none of the more important men had returned, but I felt that any hesitation on our part might be taken for a sign of weakness and so we set out for Haja leaving the camp in charge of one of the more elderly of our followers, the headman of a small village near Chakma, a wise and determined man, one interpreter and one Gallong cooly carrying political presents. A good many Apa Tanis followed us, and as we walked along the good path across hillocks all through rice-fields more and more joined us. Quite soon we met Karu, one of our Apa Tani guides, with the good news that he had already despatched Apa Tanis his village to move our camp to Haja.

For long we did not see a village, but groups of people waiting on the path thickened; there were large numbers of women and children among them and so many came with us, that we could no longer see the end of the file behind our party. On a hillock, beyond the land of their own village of Nada Roza and Chobin, the first villages on our path lay embedded in bamboo groves and forest, with rows of houses and granaries close together. In between the houses stood flowering fruit trees, some pink like peach, others a deep old rose.

Passing Duta village, we finally reached an open space near Haja, which the headmen had chosen for our camp site. It turned out to be a burial ground, but we did not know it at the time. The crowds that had followed us began pressing round us as soon as we stopped and we soon found ourselves amidst at least two or three thousand most cheerful Apa Tanis, all shouting excitedly and trying to catch a glimpse of us. It was hardly possible to understand one's own words, and the headmen were quite incapable of commanding order or silence. We sat down under the large pine to talk to Rozza and Chena, but did not get beyond a few polite phrases. Both headmen requested us not to go to the village at once; for they feared that the uncontrollable crowds would break fences and platforms in the excitement of trying to see us.

In about an hour and a half our luggage arrived, but it was difficult even to clear enough space to pitch our tent, and we ate our lunch watched as on the stage by thousands of eyes.

In the afternoon we went for a walk across the fields, and returning entered the village, passing first through well cared for groves of bamboo and long rows of granaries, all standing on piles and roofed with bamboos bent over ridge-poles. From a high point we looked through narrow streets and across hundred of roofs thatched with grey and yellow rice straw.

The houses, all facing the streets with their high verandas, are fairly narrow, but long and built on piles from end to end. Now and then the streets open into small piazzas, each with a free-standing sitting platform of enormous wooden boards. Beside some of these platforms stand low shrines (nag) roofed with wooden boards forming a gable.

I can well imagine that the labyrinth of narrow streets, all overhung by high verandas must be a nightmare to a military commander uncertain of the inhabitants' attitude. No expedition has ever entered Haja and Captain Lightfoot, who in 1936 visited the Apa Tani valley with one platoon of Assam Rifles, thought it indeed unsafe to enter any Apa Tani village. But today the friendly and I may say riotous atmosphere was so obvious, that there was no cause for anxiety. For some reason or other the Apa Tanis did not want us yet to enter their houses, but on every sitting platform we were offered rice and tea resembling very much Naga rice-beer, and piazzas and verandas were crowded with curious spectators.

On our return to the camp the crowd had hardly diminished. We ate our dinner besieged by sightseers who commented on every movement with ceaseless chatter. The first Europeans on a South Sea island can not have been objects of more astonishment and curiosity. Comparatively few Apa Tanis have ever been to the plains and particularly the headmen and member's of headmen's families have for the most part never left the hills.

16th March.—Halt Camp Haja.—There is as yet no noticeable change in the attitude of the Apa Tanis. We remain the great wonder to be gazed at from morning to evening. At breakfast and ever after we were surrounded by men, women and children, and to the desire to see is now added the wish to barter. Eggs and pulled maize are the main objects offered and cloth, tobacco and matches the articles most in demand. Cloth comes in most usefully for bartering rice. Since we had to leave behind some of the rations for our porters, we have now to buy rice, and while the Apa Tanis do not like to sell it for money, they are willing to exchange it for cloth. White cloth is liked best, black only by some and red cloth is almost universally rejected.
In the morning we went to the village, taking a woollen blanket as a gift for Nada Chobin, the most prominent headman. We had to negotiate the site for a house; for our camp, out of sight of the village, was not really suitable as a permanency. The Apa Tanis said they would gladly build us a house, and Chobin suggested that he should move from the one we were佔ing to a closer site. But if not, then lend it to us; this was to be of course provided the owner agreed to sell; would we select a site? So we set out and went around the village, but with the houses as tightly packed as sardines, and every plot in and near the village fenced in as garden or bamboo grove, the chances of finding a suitable place were scanty. Haja lies on an island between rice-fields and so great is the pressure of the population that not a square foot on this island is unused. We were much taken with the hillock which dominated the village, but this was occupied by a bamboo grove and the owner refused to sacrifice even part of it.

So we agreed to look at a piece of land belonging to the neighbouring village of Duta. Crossing a belt of rice-fields we came to another 'island', and the first glance showed that we were on the right track. For here, flanked by groves of bamboo and fruit trees, within sight of both Duta and Haja was an open slope with a few magnificent pine trees and obviously unused except in parts as a burial ground. It could accommodate several houses, and offered possibilities of almost unlimited expansion without the need of buying or growing anything but ground crops on the sloping lawn. The land was common village property and the question of purchase did not therefore arise. In the afternoon a priest came to our tent, and after a long incantation killed a small chicken and took omens whether our stay at the chosen site would be happy. The omens were propitious, but the priest made this astonishing prophecy that misfortune would strike us if we paid for either the site or the building of the houses. Consequently the men of Duta refused all payments and promised to build free of charge whatever we wanted. Whether this generosity is genuine or whether it is a ruse on the side of the headmen to prevent the slaves from earning through us too much money, I cannot yet say.

Our whole camp is suffering badly from the cold, but even more from the crowds of sightseers. The Apa Tanis seem determined to get the maximum of fun out of our visit and nothing will make them budge even a yard. There is a wall of people round every tent and shelter and it is impossible to get away from their stare and their chatter even long after nightfall.

17th March. Camp Haja. Halt—This morning we sent all but three Gallong porters and 25 Apa Tanis to North Lakhimpur to fetch our second instalment of luggage and stores. It was easy to find Apa Tanis willing to go, but they demand Re. 1 for each day they are on the way; the same as we have had to pay to other coolies. I believe that soon we will be able to rely for porters mainly on Apa Tanis.

This afternoon two Dafas from Chodo came here, ostensibly to ask whether we would come their way, went to the village, taking a woollen blanket, seemed to flatter the Bushi, talked at length about the rice-fields, their gods might be offended if we entered one of their houses, people in the village or we may fall ill, and least convincing of arguments—we have said the house was 'empty' and we fondly imagined that we would have it as Mengn, The Daflas of Mengo have no permanent houses; they put up temporary huts in the rainy season for the night and in the cool season they use these huts only for sleeping, but in the dry season they have to move from one temporary site to another. The Daflas of Mengo have no permanent granaries which we might occupy until our own house was ready. But the Apa Tanis saw grave difficulties—he asked the headmen to prevent the slaves from earning too much money, I cannot yet say.

Camp Haja. Halt—This morning we sent all but three Gallong porters and 25 Apa Tanis to North Lakhimpur to fetch our second instalment of luggage and stores. It was easy to find Apa Tanis willing to go, but they demand Re. 1 for each day they are on the way; the same as we have had to pay to other coolies. I believe that soon we will be able to rely for porters mainly on Apa Tanis.

This afternoon two Dafas from Chodo came here, ostensibly to ask whether we would come their way, went to the village, taking a woollen blanket, seemed to flatter the Bushi, talked at length about the rice-fields, their gods might be offended if we entered one of their houses, people in the village or we may fall ill, and least convincing of arguments—we have said the house was 'empty' and we fondly imagined that we would have it as Mengn, The Daflas of Mengo have no permanent houses; they put up temporary huts in the rainy season for the night and in the cool season they use these huts only for sleeping, but in the dry season they have to move from one temporary site to another. The Daflas of Mengo have no permanent granaries which we might occupy until our own house was ready. But the Apa Tanis saw grave difficulties—he asked the headmen to prevent the slaves from earning too much money, I cannot yet say.

Mengo is well known to certain Apa Tanis and can be reached by them in two to three days, via Likha or a path further north. Three years ago a member of Nada Chobin's family went to Mengo to return a run-away slave who had sought refuge in Haja. His action was determined perhaps not so much by the desire to win the friendship of Mengo, but by the fear of drawing on himself the wrath of Mengo if he gave asylum to an escaped slave or furthered his flight.

18th March. Camp Haja. Halt—Most of the night it rained and the morning found every body in our camp rather cold and wet. The temperature was 52° F. and there was little dry space. My own old tent, a small single fly mountaineering tent, has come through best, but the Political Jemadar and our interpreters and servants were all drenched and miserable. They were more over depressed and irritated by the disappearance of various small things; in the plains the Apa Tanis have a reputation for theft, and the opportunity offered to the crowds thronging our camp seems to have proved too good to be missed.

There was no sign of the rain stopping and so I asked the headmen whether there was no empty house or granary which we might occupy until our own house was ready. But the Apa Tanis saw grave difficulties—their gods might be offended if we entered one of their houses, people in the village or we may fall ill, and least convincing of arguments—we would not like the smell their houses have.

By the evening our camp, situated on sticky clay was in such a mess that even the Apa Tanis got worried. They put their heads together and proposed at last that we might stay for the night in a certain house in Duta. The owner said the house was 'empty' and we fondly imagined that we would have it entirely to ourselves.
Since the Political Jemadar and even the Dafa interpreters were not enamoured with the idea of living in an Apa Tanis house, only my wife and I took advantage of the offer. It was an excellent opportunity to break down the Apa Tanis' prejudice against our entering their houses. On the veranda we were met by the priest and his wife who seized the opportunity to talk to us. Their house was very inviting and the hospitality was fortunately favourable. After all the gods and spirits had been informed and propitiated we entered and found a large gathering round a cozy fire. Rice beer was served and we soon felt much happier than in our camp and cold tent. We were fed with part of the sacrificial chicken and for our part produced tobacco, bidis and last of all some liquor.

At the end of the evening the conversation turned to the subject foremost in the minds of all Duta and Haja men: the danger from Licha, the warlike Dafa village to the west. For years, they complained Licha had been robbing their mithan and capturing their people whom they had then had to ransom with enormous prices. They could not fight against the men of Licha, who treacherously and unseen shot them from the jungle with poisoned arrows. But now I had come and heard of their plight they all expected Government to put an end to Licha's depredations and to afford the Apa Tanis protection. This was a ticklish subject, and I tried to shelve it by pointing out that the season was already too far progressed for any expedition to Licha or anywhere else. But why should Government bother to march against Licha, and finish off the village gathering for liquor. Comparatively few men had ever tasted the Apa Tanis, either refused it or spat it by pointing out that the season was already too far progressed.

But it was a ticklish subject, and I tried to shelve it by pointing out that the season was already too far progressed.

For liquor. Comparatively few men had ever tasted the Apa Tanis, either refused it or spat it out after tasting it.

I think that in future no distilled liquor should be given to Apa Tanis.

When all the tobacco and matches had been distributed there was a terrific row. Some men claimed that they had not got enough and abused the Apa Tanis kins who had shared out the presents, and some of the headmen tried to keep order by shouting louder than any one else. For about half an hour there was complete pandemonium, and by dragging and pushing each other from our veranda they nearly demolished the house they had just built. The Political Jemadar said that in his whole carrier he had never witnessed such a scene. But gradually the noise subsided and all went home happily.

When all the tobacco and matches had been distributed there was a terrific row.

Some men claimed that they had not got enough and abused the Apa Tanis kins who had shared out the presents, and some of the headmen tried to keep order by shouting louder than any one else. For about half an hour there was complete pandemonium, and by dragging and pushing each other from our veranda they nearly demolished the house they had just built. The Political Jemadar said that in his whole carrier he had never witnessed such a scene. But gradually the noise subsided and all went home happily.

Among our visitors was one of the headmen of Bela (marked on the map as Reru). When I suggested going to see his village, he hesitated and said that his brother had just brought back the hand of a woman of Pemir, whom he had killed in revenge for being captured by the men of her household. The ceremony of disposing of the hand would be the day after to-morrow. If possible I will go and see this "hand-hunting" rite.

Other visitors were two Dafas, the sons of the headmen of Toko. They had no message to tell and seemed extraordinarily dull. I tried to get from them more information on Mengo, but they either could not or would not tell. But they told me that Toko, which incidentally has never been visited, is a village of about 60 houses and has some rice cultivation on irrigated fields besides a great deal of jhum cultivation.

While we had lunch on our veranda, several young men forced their way up, flourishing a large side of bacon which they wanted to sell. I offered money or tobacco, but they wanted beads,—red beads. Our Apa Tanis interpreter Karu explained that we could not spare beads for buying food, but the boys insisted rather obstinately and stupidly on beads. At last Karu and another Duta man in attendance lost patience and tried to throw the youths from the veranda. I now realized that the visitors were from Hari village and tried to placate our men. But tempers waxed hot, there was a tussle, and suddenly dais flashed. I saw Karu drawing his knife; raising it high, he pointed at a Hari man's chest. I caught Karu's arm, and my wife threw herself at the Hari man with the bare dais so that both nearly toppled from the veranda.

Some other men separated the enraged parties, and the Hari men withdrew shouting abuse at our men, who yelled themselves hoarse from the veranda. To save the situation and placate the visitors, I bought the piece of ore at a rather exaggerated price, and then we resumed lunch, the whole having meanwhile collapsed. Later I explained to our Apa Tanis that I don't mind barter at break-fast, but do object to murder at meals. They swore they had not meant to put their knives into the Hari men and drew only when they saw the flash of iron.

21st March.—Camp Duta. Halt—For the last few days the Haja men have been insisting on telling me the full story of their grievances against Licha, and this morning I assembled the important men of Haja and Duta under the pines near our house and asked them to explain the situation in detail. They brought three
Talyang Nipa, a middle-aged man of Kalung, went hunting in the direction of Inside and some on bag were delayed by unfavourable weather and the fact of the ceremonial rice beer parts of the village which is said to comprise nine hundred houses. Off and on it rained and the mud in the streets was ankle deep; by the time we left most were serving as courses for small rivulets.

While in this latest case the right is not clearly on the side of the Apa Tanis there can be no doubt that they are suffering badly from the Dallas' robberies of cattle. Many mithan have been driven off to Licha or slaughtered in the forest, and Nada Roza alone has lost during the last three years six mithan to Licha. Three years ago of Lich four mithan 30 kilograms of rice, followed her into the granary, but in how far this is true remains to be seen.

A further grievance is that Licha serves as a refuge to all runaway Dalla slaves and to such Dallas who have debts to Apa Tanis. It seems to be a quite normal things for Dallas who have had some difficulty in their village to come to Apa Tanis villages, borrow rice and if they cannot repay it, to settle down to serve their creditors until such a time when they can pay off their debt. But often they run away before, and if they can reach Licha, they cannot be forced to return. Having plenty of grain Apa Tanis are much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite. But determined to have his revenge, he went some days ago to Pemir, hid near a granary of the man who had captured him, and when a woman of his household came to fetch rice, followed her into the granary, killed her and cut off her hand. Then he returned to Bela.

When Nipo brought the hand home, the spirits of the deceased and living relatives of the killed woman were invited to the feast and given food offerings. The hand was then impaled on a bamboo and kept in the nago shrine.

Shortly after our arrival began a dance and a sham fight of the men and boys of Nipo's khel. He himself and the priest took part and all wore cane hats and ceremonial dress, carried shields of hide and basket hose and brandished swordlike dwo. Nipo himself wore in addition bow and quiver, and the spears of the dancers were put up beside the platform.

The dance and sham fight were rather tame and there was very little general excitement. Most people were much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.

But just as the dancers were celebrating their triumph there sprang up the rumour that Dalla warriors were at the entrance of the village. In a moment the air was buzzing with sensational news: 'A force of Dalla was approaching from the north, and when we waved with a white cloth, it dropped far off a bag with some tinned food and newspapers. Americans whom I had met in connection with the rumour of a crashed plane told me that they would look out for us in the Apa Tani country, which from the air was known to them. The impression of this visit of a plane on the Apa Tanis was received with much af function of the smiths and the selling of the smith's goods. The Dallas are much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.

We closed the session at 1 P. M. only a small number of cases had been related, but I assured the men that I would stay long enough to hear everything.

Earlier this morning an aeroplane circled round the valley, and when we waved with a white cloth, it dropped far off a bag with some tinned food and newspapers. Americans whom I had met in connection with the rumour of a crashed plane told me that they would look out for us in the Apa Tani country, which from the air was known to them. The impression of this visit of a plane on the Apa Tanis was received with much af function of the smiths and the selling of the smith's goods. The Dallas are much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.

22nd March.—Halt.—To Bela and back,—This morning we went to Bela, a village hardly more than a mile east of Duta. This village is marked on the map as Rera, but Rera is only one part of it; another part is called Kalung, and a third Tajang. The path led for the most part of the way in continual zigzags along the slippery dams of rice fields; the digging over of the rice fields has not yet seriously begun but close to the villages the seedlings are already sprouting in the nurseries.

Bela is a very large village and we walked through a long street with high platforms on both sides before we came to a sitting platform (lapang) crowded with men. Closeby was another lapang and beside it a nago or shrine. In front of this platform a fire was smoking under a temporary shelter and we realized that part of the ritual disposal of the captured Miri hand was already over. For in this fire the hand was now being burnt.

Some six months ago Talyang Nipa, a middle-aged man of Kalung, went hunting in the direction of Pemir (Map 83 E, D2) a village between the Pein River and Kamla River, and was ambushed by men of that village, tied and led into captivity. For three months he was kept in stocks, and the negotiations for his release were delayed by unfavourable omens and the fact that another Apa Tani, of Hari village, was (and still is) held by Miris of the same group of villages. In the end Nipa managed to escape and returned to Bela. But determined to have his revenge, he went some days ago to Pemir, hid near a granary of the man who had captured him, and when a woman of his household came to fetch rice, followed her into the granary, killed her and cut off her hand. Then he returned to Bela.

When Nipo brought the hand home, the spirits of the deceased and living relatives of the killed woman were invited to the feast and given food offerings. The hand was then impaled on a bamboo and kept in the nago shrine.

The dance and sham fight were rather tame and there was very little general excitement. Most people were much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.

But just as the dancers were celebrating their triumph there sprang up the rumour that Dalla warriors were at the entrance to the village. In a moment the air was buzzing with sensational news: 'A force of Dallas was approaching from the north, and when we waved with a white cloth, it dropped far off a bag with some tinned food and newspapers. Americans whom I had met in connection with the rumour of a crashed plane told me that they would look out for us in the Apa Tani country, which from the air was known to them. The impression of this visit of a plane on the Apa Tanis was received with much af function of the smiths and the selling of the smith's goods. The Dallas are much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.

We closed the session at 1 P. M. only a small number of cases had been related, but I assured the men that I would stay long enough to hear everything.

Earlier this morning an aeroplane circled round the valley, and when we waved with a white cloth, it dropped far off a bag with some tinned food and newspapers. Americans whom I had met in connection with the rumour of a crashed plane told me that they would look out for us in the Apa Tani country, which from the air was known to them. The impression of this visit of a plane on the Apa Tanis was received with much af function of the smiths and the selling of the smith's goods. The Dallas are much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.

22nd March.—Halt.—To Bela and back,—This morning we went to Bela, a village hardly more than a mile east of Duta. This village is marked on the map as Rera, but Rera is only one part of it; another part is called Kalung, and a third Tajang. The path led for the most part of the way in continual zigzags along the slippery dams of rice fields; the digging over of the rice fields has not yet seriously begun but close to the villages the seedlings are already sprouting in the nurseries.

Bela is a very large village and we walked through a long street with high platforms on both sides before we came to a sitting platform (lapang) crowded with men. Closeby was another lapang and beside it a nago or shrine. In front of this platform a fire was smoking under a temporary shelter and we realized that part of the ritual disposal of the captured Miri hand was already over. For in this fire the hand was now being burnt.

Some six months ago Talyang Nipa, a middle-aged man of Kalung, went hunting in the direction of Pemir (Map 83 E, D2) a village between the Pein River and Kamla River, and was ambushed by men of that village, tied and led into captivity. For three months he was kept in stocks, and the negotiations for his release were delayed by unfavourable omens and the fact that another Apa Tani, of Hari village, was (and still is) held by Miris of the same group of villages. In the end Nipa managed to escape and returned to Bela. But determined to have his revenge, he went some days ago to Pemir, hid near a granary of the man who had captured him, and when a woman of his household came to fetch rice, followed her into the granary, killed her and cut off her hand. Then he returned to Bela.

When Nipo brought the hand home, the spirits of the deceased and living relatives of the killed woman were invited to the feast and given food offerings. The hand was then impaled on a bamboo and kept in the nago shrine.

The dance and sham fight were rather tame and there was very little general excitement. Most people were much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.

But just as the dancers were celebrating their triumph there sprang up the rumour that Dalla warriors were at the entrance to the village. In a moment the air was buzzing with sensational news: 'A force of Dallas was approaching from the north, and when we waved with a white cloth, it dropped far off a bag with some tinned food and newspapers. Americans whom I had met in connection with the rumour of a crashed plane told me that they would look out for us in the Apa Tani country, which from the air was known to them. The impression of this visit of a plane on the Apa Tanis was received with much af function of the smiths and the selling of the smith's goods. The Dallas are much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.

We closed the session at 1 P. M. only a small number of cases had been related, but I assured the men that I would stay long enough to hear everything.

Earlier this morning an aeroplane circled round the valley, and when we waved with a white cloth, it dropped far off a bag with some tinned food and newspapers. Americans whom I had met in connection with the rumour of a crashed plane told me that they would look out for us in the Apa Tani country, which from the air was known to them. The impression of this visit of a plane on the Apa Tanis was received with much af function of the smiths and the selling of the smith's goods. The Dallas are much more interested in us than in the hand-hunting rite.
23rd March.—Halt Duta.—For some days I have had a bad cold and yesterday's excursion in the rain laid it out. But I am not alone with this trouble: the whole camp is sneezing and coughing, and we are all longing for the rain to stop and the temperature to rise. At night, 5°, in the day in our flimsy bamboo houses is definitely uncomfortable. But the landscape becomes more and more lovely; in and around the villages large trees are covering themselves with white blossoms and in all the groves and forests this delicate white is breaking through the green of bamboos and pine.

I am gradually approaching an understanding of the village organization. The clans iklah are more or less local units; some of them have their own sitting-platform (lapang) but more often two or three clans are grouped together and share one lapang, in these cases the word lapang is also used for this larger unit; some lapang have their own ground and shady grove and several lapang have not. Apart from the religious and social respect it has, this larger unit also respects political unit; such a group of lapang with one nago can be compared to the khel of the Nagas. Sometimes it has a name of its own such as Ruru, and the name on the map is in this case that of a khel and not of the whole village.

24th March.—Halt Duta.—It is still pouring with rain, but visitors coming in and going from morning keep me busy.

To-day I heard from one of the Haja headmen that the Dallas of Toko and Jorum, the two villages immediately west of the Apa Tani country came three generations ago from a place called Hidjat Lupukker somewhere near the Khrus River. At first they settled among the Apa Tanis, but the latter did not relish so many Dallas living in their villages and allotted them the land of Toko and Jorum. My informant said that some of these Dallas still maintain connections with their old home, which he believed to lie ten marches to the north, east of Lebe. The people of Lupukker are said to go sometimes to Tibet.

Karu, one of the Apa Tani interpreters returned today from Toko. He had there some work of his own, and I took the opportunity of sending a message to Toko Bat, one of the headmen, asking him to come here. The headman replied that he could not come himself, but would send his wife and his son. Karu commented that his wife was indeed the most important person in Toko, and “spoke better than the headman himself.”

To-day I discussed with several men the position of slaves. It seems that slaves are very numerous among the Apa Tanis, and for a fairly wealthy man it is quite a normal thing to have three or four slaves. However only as long as a slave lives under his master’s roof is he his absolute property and can be sold. But when a slave has been for some years in a man’s service, is married and has some children it is customary for the owner to provide him with a house site and with land and give him for all practical purposes his freedom. Such a freed slave can no longer be sold nor be deprived of his land at his former owner’s will; and his family are however under an obligation to render his master help whenever required, but this obligation is more moral and social than economic; the protection afforded by his former owner, who has now assumed the role of a patron, is the reward for occasional help in field and house. And since a freed slave has usually no influential kinsmen, such protection is a very vital factor and he will not lightly antagonize his former master by refusing to work for him. The servitude of female slaves is as a rule even more limited than that of male slaves; for a slave girl can marry a free man, who, if she goes to live with him is, from choice, need not pay her full price, but give the owner only a nominal gift, such as a daz. Or the girl may go and live with a slave, and in that case the owner has no right to interfere and receives from the slave’s owner again only a nominal price. Some free girls, on the other hand, marry slaves, usually, I suppose, in the expectation of their husbands gaining their freedom and setting up their own households.

Apa Tanis seldom sell their Apa Tani slaves outside their own country, and Apa Tanis held by Dallas are as a rule captives. Among themselves they sell slaves for prices varying between two and five sagais. Their domestic slavery seems to be of a fairly mild type, and the slaves are not easily distinguishable from free men. How it came about that a large number of Apa Tanis are slaves I cannot yet say, but many individual slaves owe their status to personal indebtedness or poverty of parents or relations. I have heard of poor parents selling their children and of a brother selling his sister, usually in times of food shortage.

Some Apa Tanis own also a few Daffa slaves, most of whom they have bought from Dallas. For Dallas maintain a regular trade in slaves and have no scruples in selling Dalla slaves to men of other tribes.

25th March.—Duta.—Halt.—For some days I have been collecting information on the route to the Kamla River and the relations of the Apa Tani with the Daffa and Miiris villages between here and the Kamla. I had planned to go at least as far as Chemir, the first major Miiris village, but it seems now that there will be insurmountable difficulties. Duta and Haja entertain no relations with the villages on that side, and Bela and Hari have recently had some quarrels with the Miiris to the north. Indeed their relations with the people of Chemir, Murga and Bua are at present so bad that it seems doubtful whether any Apa Tanis can safely go that side.

I have mentioned already the case of Talyang Nipo of Bela capturing the hand of a woman of Chemir. To-day I was told of a case affecting Hari village.

Tayo Tara, a man of Bua had bought on credit several mithans of Hari; he procrastinated over the payment of their price so long that the Apa Tanis got angry and decided to kill him. Last year they called him to Hari, ambushed and killed him on the way and performed with his head the rope ceremony. Now Tayo Tara, was a relation of Guch Tamar a Miiris possessor of Chemir, and when some five or six months ago Hage Gat an Apa Tani of Hari, went there, Guch Tamar captured him and is still holding him as prisoner.

It is therefore very doubtful whether one could proceed with Apa Tani guides to Bua and Chemir without risking trouble.

To-day I discussed also the possibility of sending messages to Mengo, the big Daffa village beyond Likha and the way to Lebe (Lebla) which is reputed to have close relations with Tibet. For next year’s tour it would be valuable to win over Mengo, and there is no reason why the quarrel with Liapa shouldn’t be removed on more relations with Dallas further west and north. The Apa Tanis of Haja said that some of them have been to

1. Only members of gushi or plebeian class can marry slaves.
2. This occurs only in families of gushi class, never in patrician families.
3. The Apa Tanis refer to all the tribes known in the plains as Daffa and Miiris as “Mishan’s”, and there is indeed no clear distinction between Dallas and Hill Miiris; the people of Chemir, Rakhe and Murga, for instance, intermarry with both the “Miiris” of the Chemir group and with the “Daffas” of Minulat and Liana.
Mengo and that they have no quarter with the Dallas of Mengo. But they are emphatic that this year it is too late to send messengers; there are various tributaries of the Panior to be crossed and no messenger would dare to undertake the journey now the rains have started. The weather is indeed abominable; ever since the first two days we have hardly seen the sun, and the temperature rises seldom above 52°F.

26th March.—Camp Duta—Halt.—To-day the men of Haja and Duta continued to tell me of their grievances against Licha. Their spokesman was Chigi Nime, one of the headmen and the most prominent priest of Duta, who in many of the cases had acted as go-between and negotiator. Before starting his account he laid out some 120 bamboo sticks arranging them in groups and crossing some with smaller sticks; each represented a man, a mithan or one of the many valuable paid to Licha as ransom for captured men or mithan. He began by invoking the gods and swearing by sun and earth that he would tell the truth and nothing but the truth. He then went into detail and seemed to remember every day, cloth or piece of pork or beef that has ever figured in the transactions between the Apa Tanis and Licha.

The cases recounted can be divided into those dealing with the capture of men and those where the victims were mithan. The Apa Tanis try to effect the release of both men and mithan and Chigi Nime usually seems to act as negotiator.

Two recent cases of the capture and subsequent release of men are worth recording.

1. One year ago Pura Tada and Pura Pegang of Haja went to cut cane and met in the forest four Dallas of Licha and four Dallas of Blabu, a village one day beyond Licha. The Dallas overwhelmed them and took them with tied hands to Blabu, where they were put into stocks and kept in the house of Belri Tem. Their arms were moreover hammered with the blunt side of dao, to prevent them from being able to use their hands in any attempt to free themselves from the stocks. They were kept there for two months and were given very insufficient food. The Dallas of Blabu said they were acting under the instructions of Licha; they had previously no quarrel with Haja.

When Tada and Pegang did not return Haja sent messengers to Licha and heard of their whereabouts. Chigi Nime then went to negotiate the release. He paid for Tada: two mithan, four deo gante (Tibetan prayer bells), 3 silk cloths, 1 white cloth, 1 Dafla cloth, 1 Apa Tani cloth, 3 brass plates, 3 ordinary dao, 4 axes, 4 hoes; and for Pegang: 1 mithan, 2 deo gante, 3 brass plates, 3 Apa Tani cloths, 2 Tibetan dao, 2 ordinary dao, 2 axes, and 4 seers of salt. Moreover eight negotiators of Licha had to be paid fees ranging from 1 deo gante 3 silk cloths, 1 white cloth, 1 Dafla cloth, 1 Apa Tani cloth, 2 seers of salt and 1 dao for the chief mediator, to 1 dao and 1 cloth for men who had played minor roles.

2. Five months ago Koji Taram of Duta was going hunting and was captured by men of Licha who lay in hiding close to Duta. He was released for a ransom of two mithan and three negotiators on Licha’s side received a fee of 1 dao. In this case the release was effected within 10 days.

The stealing of mithan is much more frequent than the capture of men. Sometimes the mithan are killed and eaten at once, but more often they are taken to Licha and released on the payment of ransom. Sometimes the ransom is nearly as great as the value of the mithan, but it seems to be a point of honour to effect the release of captured mithan at all costs. Thus Nime paid recently as ransom for one mithan cow: 1 mithan calf, 1 large pig, 1 brass plate, 2 cloths, 1 dao and as fees for mediators: 4 cloths, 1 brass cup, and 4 seers of salt.

It would seem that the Dallas grow rich at the expense of their Apa Tani neighbours who go on paying enormous ransoms and cannot muster the courage to take some decisive action against the numerically weaker men of Licha. On the side of the Dallas the capturing of men and mithan is a purely mercenary enterprise; they never capture very poor men for whom no one would pay a high ransom, and such men, protected by their poverty, are therefore often used as messengers before the actual negotiations about the ransom begin.

27th March.—Camp Duta—Halt.—Padi Layang, a headman of Rurú, came this morning to repay my visit to his village. He says that his influence extends over the eight lapag forming the sub-village Rurú, but his actual relations to the clan headmen are still obscure. Everyday I discuss the village organization I discovered a new aspect, and the difficulty of clarification is probably due to the fact that my Dalla interpreters do not understand the system either. If only one could find an Apa Tani who speaks fairly fluent Assamese.

Padi Layang has also his grievances against the Dallas, and against the Dallas of Ayo, a village to the north of Linia, in particular. Like many Apa Tanis he does not look after his mithan himself, but gives them into the care of Dallas in neighbouring villages. For instance, he has ten in Tapo and seven in Linia; as reward for their care the Dallas receive on account of each mithan cow they tend, one calf every third year. Within the last three years four Apa Tani calves were stolen by men of Ayo and Layang has been unable to obtain any compensation. At my suggestion that it might be safer to keep the mithan in the Apa Tani country, he replied that if all Apa Tanis kept their mithan near their villages no rice-field would remain undamaged.

In their cattle economy the Apa Tanis remind me of capitalists who are not energetic enough to run their business themselves and n ot strong enough to protect their investments against encroachment; therefore their continuous trouble with mithan which are robbed or withheld by men into whose care they were given.

This evening I watched in Duta the sacrifice of a mithan calf. Koji Taram gave the feast in preparation of a greater feast that he will give next year for the whole village when six mithan will be killed.

Tonight fifteen Apa Tani coolies returned from North Lakhimpur and announced that another batch with our Gallongs and a babu (obviously the new doctor) was coming tomorrow. They had come ahead while the others camped at the Pangun River.

It is still rainy and very cold; under 50°F., at night and not more than 55°F. at mid-day. We are all longing for some sunshine.

28th March.—Camp Duta—Halt.—At last a fine day and appreciably warmer; at midday the temperature rose to 62°. But the mud in the village is still ankle-deep and in places deeper. Bare feet and gum boots are the only eventualities of moving through the streets. The rice in the seed beds is now sprouting, but in most terraces the stubble is still standing.

To-day we built a house for the Gallong porters and began the house which while serve as dispensary and doctor’s quarters. Padi Layang of Bela offered to build it and brought his villagers to do the work; he fed them with rice, pick and rice beer, and I paid them with tobacco and matches. It seems indeed that
some headmen can raise a considerable number of men. Padi Layang does not receive tribute from his co-villagers; when he requires help on his fields he can summon certain numbers and they work for him without wages, but he is expected to feed them.

In the late afternoon a batch of porters returned from North Lakhimpur, and with them came the new doctor, Ajitkumar Bhattacharya; he is a young man and impresses me very favourably. The party had rain the whole day, and the Gallongs complain very much about the cold they experienced in the high camps. They are accompanied by a Gallong Political Jemadar from Sadiya, who has with him three men to carry his own luggage. Since he does not know the country or any of the local dialects, he will be of no use whatever and realizing this, he is keen on returning to Sadiya as soon as possible.

Since the doctor's luggage and stores had to be brought up, none of my own stuff has come. Some of the Gallongs rations, which were carried by Apa Tani coolies seem to have been pilfered on the way and the Political Jemadar is short of some articles from his bags. The Apa Tanis' tendency to petty theft, I am afraid, be a difficulty when Apa Tanis are used as porters and dak runners on our lines of communications.

29th March.—Duta to Hang.—Approximately 3 miles—This morning we unpacked the medical supplies and the doctor started treating Apa Tani patients. He was busy most of the morning, but the medicines the Medical Department has supplied are so deficient and so few that he had to use mainly our old stock. Though the arrival of the doctor has relieved my wife of a great burden, it has in no way solved the problem of medicines. There is also the problem of the rest of the medical staff. I hear that the compounder whom I let go was attached to a man from North Lakhimpur (a man just returned from sick leave, and who was still suffering from ulcers of the feet) has nevertheless been appointed. He would be a dead weight and necessitate additional transport of supplies, while there are in any case no medicines worth mentioning to compound. But we are lucky in the doctor; he is enthusiastic and very reasonable.

The other day I sent a message to Toko Bat, one of the headmen of Toko, and he replied rather oddly, that he could not come but would send his wife. She came this morning and I found her a very pleasant and intelligent lady, with a huge goitre. Toko, she told me, consists of three settlements one or two furlongs apart, and each is as large as Haja. Though this may be an exaggeration, they comprise obviously several hundred houses. They have not got rice-cultivation on irrigated terraces but not as much as here. She said that she had never been to Mango and that people of Toko never went there; she knew that since it is a large village. Neither had she ever been to Hidjat Lupukher, the village believed to be the home of the Dantas of Toko and Jorum. Men from there come as far as Nielmom and Licha, but not to Toko. In Licha they barter chillies and dried bamboo shoots for salt. She did not know whether Hidjat Lupukher entertained any trade with Tibet, only that large quantities of salt passed to Lupukher through Licha and Nielom.

Toko is not on friendly terms with Licha and Nielmom; last year men of Licha and Nielmom stole five of Toko's mithan, and this year another five. She said that Toko could cope with Licha were it not for the latter's excellent strategic position; Licha is surrounded by hills and its fighting men hold a constant watch on its approaches. If any expedition against Licha is undertaken, it will be of value to have a friendly Toko on the route, and Toko could no doubt provide guides and coolies. Toko is on very good terms with Haja, and a mixed Toko and Apa Tani Porter-force may be preferable to a purely Dalla or purely Apa Tani force.

Duta lies so central that I have been in frequent touch with men of most Apa Tani villages; only Hang lies further away and no important men from there have yet been to see me. So I went to-day to Hang to make contact and see the village. From Duta it is an easy walk across rice-fields and one hillock bearing bamboo and pine groves, gardens and maize plots, which belongs to Muddang Tagi. The small maize plants are already 2-3 inches high, but still of a pale yellow. Besides the gardens there are fairly extensive dry fields on which mainly millet is grown and I wonder how it is that without ploughing and without burning of jingle the fertility of the soil can there be indefinitely retained.

In Hang, as in all Apa Tani villages, there is a difficulty over camp sites. For houses, granaries, gardens, etc., there was a rule to the effect that the right of the post was reserved for the right of the post to the rice-fields and open sites on slightly raised ground lie all far from the village. But at this time of the year some of the rice-fields are not yet flooded and we camped on one of them.

Then we climbed up to the high-lying village. It resembles closely the other Apa Tani villages, but I realized here for the first time the function of the high poles with cross bars. For here long cane ropes were attached to the top of these posts and ran at a gentle inclination to a point on the ground where the other end was fastened. They serve as a kind of gymnasium and two men began almost at once to demonstrate their skill as acrobats. First they pulled down the cane rope where it was close to the ground, then sitting astride one of them allowed himself to be lifted into the air. There is a post with a cane rope attached at each sitting platform (lapang) but the size of the post varies greatly.

I was told that Hang consists of over 800 houses, and of these 203 burnt down recently but have now been rebuilt. In the newly built part of the village I saw a nago shrine, and beside it a bamboo pole standing in the centre of a heap of stones. This heap and bamboo were put up when men of the lapang killed a tiger (in a trap). Some grass is tied to a bamboo post and a number of small arrows stick in the pole. When the tiger was brought in one eye was tied to the post, and the Apa Tanis then shot at the eye in order to blind the soul of the tiger.

There are 19 clans in Hang and each has one lapang (sitting-platform); but there are only three nago-shrines. One nago serves as the cult centre of 14 clans, and the two others of three and two clans respectively. Every clan has at least one headman and these headman are said to be theoretically equal. But Ponyo Tamar, a very rich old man of the Ponyo clan is said to have more influence than the other headmen.

Ponyo Tamar was very friendly and offered to have the house of one of his slaves vacated for us in case we wanted to stay in the village.

*This is an example of the unreliability of hearsay information; Toko contains at the most 35 houses, some of them long-houses with twelve and more hearths. In this respect she was purposely deceiving me; Toko Bat has close kindship relations with Licha and is on friendly terms with Nielmom.*
The disposal of his property gives a good idea of the inheritance rules. Tamar has five sons and fifteen daughters; they are the children of three wives; his fourth wife, a young girl whom he married only two years ago, has no children. As each of Tamar's sons married he gave him a house-site near his own house, land for cultivation, slaves and cattle. When his daughters married he gave them beds, clothes and a mithan and one each. Only his youngest son lives still in his house, but has separate fields and granaries; when Tamar dies all his remaining property including some 100 mithan and 100 cows, as well as six male and four female slaves will go to the youngest son, who retains his father's house. The elder sons and the daughters have no more claim to the estate. Before the division of his property Tamar possessed 50 slaves, five of them Daflas. He freed ten of his slaves and gave them land; one of these sat in the front row of the circle round me and told me much concerning his relatives and friends.

Land is extremely expensive and never sold for anything but mithan or cows. Neither slaves nor pigs nor any other valuable is used to purchase land. For a good house site in the village 10 mithan are paid, for one medium sized rice field measuring about 1/3 acre ten mithan. A small plot of dry land costs one mithan. Land sufficient to support one couple with children is worth about 100 mithan*. For poor men it is therefore quite impossible to acquire any appreciable amount of wet land, such an amount, for instance, which would be necessary to set up a married son. But there is on the borders of the village land some unclaimed land suitable for dry cultivation and this can be taken up by poor men. All forest is clan or village property. There exists apparently no cultivated land held as common property by individual clans.

The Apa Tani never use rupees for transactions for all major payments and there is no commodity which cannot be bought with mithan.

For ceremonial payments, such as bride-prices and fines, mithan are also the principal currency.

I had hoped to see more of the village but the pouring rain made this impracticable. The way back over the slippery dams of rice fields was rather troublesome. Even in this weather women were at work on various fields, digging over the soil and repairing dams.

31st March.—Camp Duta. Half—Last night I heard that a woman of Hari accused of theft was being kept tied up between a nago shrine and a sitting platform in Haja and this morning I went to see for myself. I found a considerable crowd collected and round the Taru sitting-platform, and under it somewhat protected from rain by a projecting board sat a young woman, her left foot secured in the hole of a large wooden log by an iron peg and her arms and body tied by tight cane ropes to the lapang behind her. To prevent her from being run away her arms were so tight that the arms were red and swollen, but at my request these ropes were loosened. She had a small fire and some rice in a broken gourd beside her.

First I was told that she was being punished for stealing a brass plate, but later I realized that the position was by no means so simple.

The fettered woman was Sano Rali, and her husband Hari Bachan was killed less than a year ago on account of a theft alleged to have been committed by his sister Moriem.

The accusation against Bachan's widow, Sano Rali stands as far as I can say in no connection with the quarrel which led to Bachan's murder. Some months ago a brass-plate nago belonging to Kago Gati of Haja was stolen. The owner has grounds for believing that Dani Pila was the thief and resolved to capture him. But Dani Pila, though not a rich man, has many kinsmen and Kago Gati saw no possibility of laying hands on him without risking an open fight. He therefore captured Dani Pila's young daughter, a half grown girl, and took her to his house and kept her there in stocks. This was at the time of last year's rice harvest, approximately five months ago. Dani Pila kept quiet and at first did nothing to effect his daughter's release. But later he arranged to pay Kago Gati one mithan and one daa, Gati accepted these but did not release the girl. Dani Pila and his accomplice Tasso Talo tried to find a scape goat and put the blame on Hari Bachan, who could no longer defend himself, and on his widow, who is a poor woman without influential kinsmen. Tasso Talo captured the widow, Sano Rali, in her own house and brought her tied to Haja. Thrice he made her over to Kago Gati, saying that she and her husband had stolen the brass plate. At that Kago Gati released Dani Pila's daughter whom he had kept in stocks for more than five months and conferred with Nada Chobin, his mother's brother, who in his turn went to Dani Pila and remonstrated with him and tried to make him set his daughter free.

The belief that Dani Pila was the original thief is not shaken, however, and it seems that Sano Rali is only considered a convenient scape goat.

When referring to the value of land Apa Tani use the word 'mithan' in the sense of mithan-value-unit; one such unit is a small calf or an ox of plains breed; a full grown mithan cow counts as four mithan units.
that to recoup his expense he would take Sano Rali into his house as a slave. But privately he told me that he would allow her to return to Hari as soon as the excitement is over. For the moment Chobin's protection is for Sano Rali perhaps the best way out of a precarious position.
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1st April.—Camp Duta. Halt.—Since to-day the Gallong porters' wages had to be paid, the question of their pay had at last to be settled. They were firmly assured of the assistance that when recruited they had been promised as follows:—for work on the Ledo Road, and there the monthly pay started from Rs.32 and rose to Rs.42. I explained to them that the work here could not be compared to a war-job, and offered them Rs.20 plus a bonus of Rs.5 for good work. But they were stubborn in their refusal to work for such pay and declared that they would rather return to Sadiya. Finally it was agreed that they should get Rs.20 plus a bonus of Rs.10 per month, but that, as on the Ledo Road, they would have to carry full loads of 28 seers per man, and not 20 seers as I had conceded when they had grumbled over the bad route.

The quarrel in Haja has pentered out. Chobin and the other influential men have decided that there is no point in raising once more the question of how Dini Pila can remain in possession of the place of Kyao Gati and whether he or any other was guilty of the theft. But Sano Rali, the woman accused by Dini Pila and his accomplice, is now kept in Chobin's house in the position of a slave; she goes about freely and weaves cloth for Chobin, an occupation in which she is expert. No one seems to see anything wrong in this solution of a quarrel which threatened to disturb the harmony of the village and has now been settled at the expense of a woman of another village unfortunate enough to have no influential kinmen.

Yesterday a priest of Duta performed the Korlang-ui rite in honour of a mountain, a southern tributary river, if either, of a two-days' abstention from work; and the Apa Tani insist that they would not destroy any forest. But they brought us enough wood for the two days from their own stores; rather than that we should violate the taboo. They also do not want anyone to go beyond certain limits, and told us that during these days no people from other villages would be allowed to come to Duta and Haja. Actually several people from other villages came to our camp to-day as well as to Haja and nobody seemed to object; it seems that in theory the observance is stricter than in practice. Duta and Haja are in matters of pujas and gennas one unit; if either of the two villages performs the Korlang-ui rite it suffices for both.

2nd April.—Camp Duta. Halt.—Among my visitors was Jorum Kamin, one of the head-men of the Dalla village of Jorum, west of the Apa Tani 'country. Jorum consists of three settlements, Jara, Po and Pelti; and Kamin is the headman of Jara. He told me that in Jorum there were rice fields like those of Duta. Having loosened his tongue with some liquor I asked him about the mysterious Hidjar Lupukher, which is considered the original home of the Dalla of Jorum and Toko. He told me that Lupukher is not an individual village but an area to the north. He had never been there, but it was true that his ancestors came from there and his own brother, has been to Lupukher; from Jorum one could reach it within two days without loads and within three days with loads. I tried various names marked with question marks on the map, and when I mentioned Pai Pach (83EC2) Kamin told me that this was a block of land cultivated by the people of Lupukher and that around it lay the villages Tasser, Barum, Dui and Tacho. Pai Pach is in the valley of the Palin River, a southern tributary of the Kheru River, and it thus seems that Lupukher does not lie as near to Tibet as I had been made to believe. The people of Lupukher can get salt from Jorum and other villages in the vicinity, but they never go to the plains of Assam; neither do they go to Tibet and living 'in the middle' between both they have great difficulties in getting supplies from either side.

The Dalla of Lupukher are of Khoda clan; they used to visit Jorum, but for the last three years no one from Lupukher has come down. Kamin knows that the way to Lebe (Lebla) runs via Lupukher but he knows no one who has been to Lebe. But if next year we wanted guides he would not only furnish them, but accompany us himself as far as Lupukher.

Jorum is in quite friendly relations with Likha, and has no enmity with Licha; some Jorum men have friends in Licha.

One of our Gallong porters is suffering from pneumonia; it is as yet not very serious, but bad enough to cause the doctor and us some anxiety.

To-day one of the public mithan belonging to Duta was sacrificed in our honour; the men first brought it to our house, but I suggested that they should kill it at the nearby sacred place. There it was tied to a tree and given some bamboo leaves to eat, while Chigi Nima, the priest began a long incantation, accentuating every phrase with a forward lunging movement of a long sword of Tibetan kind. He addressed the mithan and asked him not to grieve over his death; he would die for a good cause—to cement the friendship between the Apa Tani and Government and thereby bring about the destruction of Licha. As the Apa Tani are enemies of Licha, so should the mithan's soul become an enemy of Licha and go there to trouble the people of Licha. The mithan stood no complaint about being sacrificed, for the gods had given the Apa Tani mithan for slaughter. In such a vein, Nima went on for a long time and always addressing the mithan. At last the animal was killed and both we and the Gallangs received large shares.

3rd April.—Camp Duta. Halt.—This morning eleven Gallongs accompanied by Pia and another Apa Tani left for North Lakhimpur.

To-day I tried to get a rough idea of the agricultural activities of the Apa Tanis as spread over the cycle of the year.

The real village-name is Taram, but to outsiders the village is more commonly known as Jorum, which is the name of the predominant clan.
In March they prepare the seed-beds and saw the rice, and in their gardens they dibble maize and plant taro, ginger, chillies, tobacco and various green vegetables. The next month they are busy in digging over the rice-fields and later the dry fields on which they grow small millet. The sowing of maize, tobacco and ginger continues and now a few potatoes and tomatoes are also planted. At the end of April the transplanting of the rice begins, and even small millets are not broadcast but transplanted. May sees the end of transplanting and now begins the work of weeding both in wet and dry fields. Certain vegetables and potatoes are beginning to ripen.

The small millets and maize are harvested in June and July; the ears are not all threshed at once, but taken as they are to the granaries. In August, there is little to do but weed the rice-fields which is done both by men and women. The earliest rapeseeds of rice are now reaped.

The main rice-harvest begins in October and ends in November; all vegetables are now harvested and nothing remains in the gardens. From the middle of November on, until well into January, there is no work on the fields; this is the time when the Apa Tanis go to the plains for work and for trade; others go on trading expeditions to Dafa villages. They barter salt for the whole year and in the Dafa villages women exchange rice, daal and meat for cotton, used in weaving cloth.

While all cultivated land is private property, there are in most villages some mithan and cows which are jointly owned by the residents; the mithan very heavily used by the prominent families in performing sacrifices in the public interest, as for instance at ceremonies performed to rid the village of disease. Such a mithan was sacrificed in our honour yesterday.

For the last two days one of our Gallong porters has been suffering from fever, but to-day he got worse and the doctor diagnosed meningitis. Unfortunately we have not got the necessary medicines for injections and as the man is unconscious and his jaws are locked it is very difficult to give him anything by mouth. Although the doctor is not without hope, the case is certainly grave, and we are in great anxiety lest the other Gallongs, who have been sharing a house with the sick man, may have been infected. We transferred him today to the doctor’s house, but this is not very satisfactory, as the doctor must sleep in the same room.

4th April.—Camp Duta. Halt.—The Gallong with meningitis is no better; the doctor has, however, managed with great difficulties to give him some M and B. Any medicine brought from the plains must come too late for this case, but in case anyone else in the camp succumbs I have sent off two Apa Tanis to Mr. Farmer at Joyning Tea Estate and asked him to lend us some amyllose of sulphapyridine. As there is no trouble with the Ghan, we do not have to be back on the plains and can have some treatment given to the patient.

In order to isolate the patient, we built a little annex to the doctor’s house; directly accessible from the main building but with a separate entrance. For this we bought an old Apa Tanis house of Duta for Rs.10 and had the materials brought over.

Last night Haja performed a rite for Mokum, a female deity believed to live in the earth, and to-day and to-morrow the village is observing another period of abstention from work. This time Duta is, however, not affected, for Duta performed this rite separately some time ago.

The land of Duta and that of Haja are not separated by any clear boundary; they dovetail: men of Haja own fields amidst the fields of Duta people and vice versa. Between villages like Duta and Hari there is a recognised boundary, but even here there is the possibility of a Duta man purchasing a field on Hari land, Hanga is more separate and my informants doubted whether any man of a different village had land within the boundaries of Hanga; but they admitted the possibility that, say, a man of Michi Bamin might purchase land in Hanga, but it is unlikely that he would settle there. In Duta there live several poor men of other villages, but they have no land of their own.

It thus seems that the Apa Tanis village is not a rigid territorial unit; on the other hand the Apa Tanis are on the whole very much attached to their ancestral village and do not migrate easily as do the Dafas. Most clans are confined to one single village, though some slaves or down and out members of the clan may lead an inexpressible life in ‘another village’.

The villages are not exogamous; the only exogamous units are the clan (hala) and the clan-groups using one common term (lapas); but the larger groups of clans using one agnatic-shrine and cult centre are not exogamous.

To-day I found confirmation of my suspicion that between all the lapas using one naga there are not only ritual but also political ties. The men of Duta remarked quite spontaneously that in their village there was more solidarity and co-operation than in Haja, because in Duta there is only one naga, while in Haja there are several nagas and consequently no centralized control.

It seems that Apa Tanis is a totemic language; there is a Kago clan in Haja and a Kago clan in Hanga; there are different clans and can intermarry; the difference in clan name is to my ear hardly audible, consisting only in a slight inflexion of the final o.

I heard to-day that in one of the Haja headman families it was the eldest son—Nada Chobin of Haja—who received the largest share of his father’s property and succeeded him as headman and not, as I had been led to believe was customary, by Tamar of Hanga, the youngest son who lived in his father’s house at the time of his death and took it over.

To-day I discussed with Talyang Taga of Bela the possibility of getting in touch with the Dafas of Bua and the Miras of Chemir. He has been to both villages and has friends in Bua, but, says, that owing to the murder of a woman of Pemir by a Bela man no one of Bua would come here and that it would be difficult even to send a message. The Apa Tanis kept captive at Chemir was apparently released a few days ago on payment of two mithan and a good many valuables. There is great tension between Chemir and the Apa Tanis and no Mri could therefore be sent for.

5th April.—Camp Duta—Duta to Hang and back.—The sick Gallong shows no signs of improvement; but the doctor still hopes that he may survive. Both Abors and Apa Tanis took omens and established that a spirit of the plains and not of the hills has attacked him. This diagnosis is a double edged sword; for the present the Gallongans are certainly better to believe that the disease is not caught here, but I am afraid that the Apa Tanis may blame us for bringing sickness into their country. Carriers of disease have in the past met with violent retribution and have been the cause of friction between Apa Tanis and Dafa villages on more than one occasion; it would be unfortunate to be considered a source of potential danger.
The men of Hang have built us two small houses and to-day I went to see them. I paid as agreed Rs.20 each and they will enable me to camp on that side of the Apa Tani country in any weather without difficulty. Hang is, of course, within easy reach of Duta, but to make real friends with this important village, it is necessary to camp there at least occasionally. Hang is an enormous village; to-day we were shown from one end to the other and if my guides had left me alone, it would have taken me a good deal of time to find my way out of that labyrinth of streets and narrow lanes.

The ropes for the gymnastics performed in the Mlok month were still up and this time not only men, but women too showed off their skill and boldness in swinging themselves high above the roofs of the houses, perhaps 50 feet above the ground, performing somersaults on the cane ropes. Quite an old lady with grey hair was indefatigable in the game and the young girls were no less skilful than the men. It was the first fine day after a long rainy spell and the sun poured down a warm and driving rain.

On the way back we saw young girls and boys at work on a rice terrace; they were levelling the field, ready for the transplanting and they moved the earth from the higher to the lower side heaping it on oval wooden trays, and dragging it as on a sledge by a string over the stony surface of the field, now slowly flooding.

The medicine man Chigi Nime came to-night to treat the sick Gallong with endless incantations; he did not commit himself as to the outcome of the disease. We are all rather anxious and depressed, over the Gallong's lack of reaction to treatment.

To-night there rages a storm that threatens to blow the roof off the house and the pine trees creak ominously.

6th April.—Camp Duta.—Halt.—The men of Duta and Haja have waited for days for an opportunity to continue the account of their grievances and complaints against Licha, but the bad weather has until to-day made it impossible to assemble outside and in our house there is not sufficient room for the whole assembly of headmen. But to-day was a glorious day with a violent wind sweeping the sky clear, and so they gathered on my veranda and Chigi Nime, their spokesman, produced his tallies of bamboo sticks.

The stories he told were largely of mithan stolen (and sometimes eaten) by men of Licha, of rice bought by men of Licha and never paid for, and of Dallas in debt or under obligation to Apa Tanis who ran away to Licha. Only one year ago some men of Duta and Haja sold large quantities of rice to Dallas of Licha on credit, and were never paid the promised mithan. These trade-relations with their enemies are proof of the Apa Tanis vain hope of appeasing Licha by establishing friendly relations with individuals; it is an attitude which I have remarked for some time and which often leads to loss of property.

Even quite recently, while the capturing of Apa Tanis and the robbing of their cattle continued, Apa Tani slaves went now and then to Licha and bought pigs, tobacco and bamboo shoots for salt, dao and cloth. Such a trading expedition is generally considered quite safe for slaves, for no large ransom can be realised on them. But since our coming to Duta, this trade has stopped; and the Licha men have let it be known that any one coming from the Apa Tani country will be killed, just as they would wipe out any Government party daring to come to Licha. This news came through Toko and since then no one has gone to Licha.

A Dafa of Toko, Mitu Tade, whom I met to-day explained why it is that Licha can rob the mithan of Toko, a Dafa village of considerable size with impunity. Some families of Toko stand in marriage relations with Licha, and whenever the other Toko men prepare any action against Licha, they warn the Licha people, who are then consequently on their guard. Even the most influential headman, Toko Bat, has kinsmen in Licha and his sister is married to a powerful man of Licha. Consequently he is not prepared to take part in any action against Licha. Mitu Tade once went to Licha to ransom his mother who was held there as a slave; he paid in exchange a slave woman belonging to his mother's initial captor; this slave woman had come from Mai to Jorum and on the way he seized her. He told me that Licha consists of three settlements, the furthest about three miles apart; only one is large and consists of groups of houses standing close together.

To-day I had a chance of talking to an Apa Tani who had himself been to Hidjat Lupukher and to several villages on the Khru River. It was Takhe Madang of Hang, who had once been captured by Dafas and sent to Goda, a village north of the Khru. On his way he had seen Hidjat, which can be reached via Licha and across a mountain range about as high as Lai (7,500 feet). The Khru valley is according to him so narrow that it is impossible to travel along the river, and to get from village to village involves a great deal of climbing. The people of Hidjat go neither to Assam nor to Tibet, but they get salt from Tibet and iron from Assam. Lebe seems to lie further northeast, for my informant knew nothing of it. He was ultimately ransomed by his brother with men of Licha acting as intermediaries.

The sick Gallong is to-day a little better and the doctor hopes he will recover. We are all much cheered.

7th April.—Camp Duta.—Halt.—This morning the headmen of Haja and Duta completed the long account of their grievances against Licha. There was no new element in their stories of captured men, robbed cattle and frauds, but the headman of Licha who told me of his capture by Licha and subsequent release is certainly the most highly valued Apa Tani I have hitherto met. His unfortunate brothers paid ransom for him of no less than 5 mithan cows, 4 mithan calves, 1 bullock, 13 brass plates, 2 Tibetan bells (of the value of 1 mithan each), 7 Tibetan bells (of the value of Rs.10 each), 5 dao and 5 silk cloths.

Finally the headmen counted with the help of sticks their total losses in cattle, bronze bells and dao through the depredations of Licha during the last three years; they amount to 92 mithan, 15 cows and bullocks, 147 brass plates, 11 Tibetan bells (of ordinary dao), 16 cloths and other valuables paid as ransom they were unable even to estimate.

But inspite of the losses suffered by many Apa Tanis through the aggressiveness of Licha, others continued until very recently to entertain trade-relations with certain Licha men. I asked the headmen why they could not prevent this trade and thereby cut off Licha from all supplies of Apa Tani rice. The answer was that this was beyond their power and that there was no one in Duta and Haja who could enforce a general boycott; some individuals would always be willing to sacrifice the interests of the village to their desire for personal gain, and the headmen were unable to impose punishment or fines on such individuals. They admitted quite frankly that they had not the same amount of control over their village as a Dafa headman has over his.
They told me too that Licha does not produce sufficient food for its own needs, but depends largely on trade. It controls one of the main routes between the tribes on the Khru River on the one side, and the Apa Tani on the other. It is situated in a high country and they command large profits, and jealously guarding their monopoly they prevent the tribes of the interior from coming down, and the people of the foothills and the Apa Tani country from going up. This is the obvious reason why so few people of these parts have been to such places near the Khru River as Lupukher and Lebe. From the tribes of the interior known as Ayo the Licha men buy Tibetan dzo, beads and brass plates, as well as dried bamboo shoots, and instance the trade in Apa Tani for one of their cloths with two baskets of bamboo shoots and then sell that same cloth to Ays of Lupukher for six baskets. Or they buy a cow in the plains and sell it for twice or thrice the price to the Ayos receiving Tibetan beads and plates in exchange.

The tribes of the interior, who have now to buy such commodities as salt, cloth and occasionally rice for exorbitant prices from Licha would no doubt welcome the removal of this barrier to trade, and if the routes were safe they might come themselves to the Apa Tani country or even go on trading expeditions to the plains. Just as now they go apparently across the snow ranges to Tibet.

8th April.—Camp Duta—To Hari and back to Duta.—This morning when sending off the post to North Lakhimpur, I realized that yesterday was Good Friday and that the full moon we had seen rising last night over a valley veiled in white mist was the Easter moon.

In an attempt to get in touch with the Dass of Bua and the Miris of the nearby Chemir, both villages south of the Kamla River, I called to-day Taliyang Tara of Bela and offered him a handsome reward if he went as messenger to Bua and thence to Chemir. He is well known in these villages, but he said that until Hari village had settled their quarrel with Bua and Chemir, it might be dangerous for any Apa Tani to go there. But he believed that several Hari men would shortly be leaving for Bua and Chemir to negotiate a settlement and that he would willingly go with them and give the headmen my message.

I thought it best to discuss the matter with the men of Hari, and late in the morning crossed over the rice terraces filling the valley between our camp and their village.

There I heard from Gat Tadu, the most influential man in a part of the village comprising several lagang, that an embassy to Bua and Chemir was indeed planned but would not leave for another ten days. The quarrel with these villages caused by the murder of Taya Tara of Bua by men of Hari in revenge for many deaths, is indeed most important for the Apa Tani of Hari and Bua, and probably also for the people of Bua and Chemir. For the headman Gat Tadu keeps most of his mithan in the care of men of Bua, and Hari stood in trade-relations with both Bua and Chemir.

Yet the killing of Taya Tara was not the deed of an individual, but had been decided on by the headmen of Hari. One of the main complaints against him was that he employed Apa Tanis to carry rice purchased in Hari to Bua, but did not pay them their wages, and that he bought on credit and failed to pay his debts.

Hari sold not only rice to Bua for mithan and other valuables, but traded also with Pemir, Murga and Rakhe, villages north-west of the Pein River, purchasing pigs and dogs for rice. This trade is also temporarily interrupted.

The trade connections of Bela village lie in the same directions, but their stoppage is due not only to the feud between Bua and Hari, but also to the recent murder of a Pemir woman by a man of Bela (cf. Diary of 22nd March).

Some men of Bela used to go not only to Pemir, Murga and Rakhe, but across the Kamla as far as Yukar (marked on the map as Dabom) and Kabak and to Bahu between Khru and Kamla. In the former villages they bought pigs, dogs, cotton, chilies and bamboo shoots for cloth, dzo and salt; and sometimes mithan for rice. But from the Miris north of the Kamla and Khru they bought Tibetan dzo, Tibetan bronze bells and plates for cloth, salt, knives and pigs. It seems that some of the Hill Miris of villages like Yukar and Kabak have occasionally also a surplus of rice which they sell to the people of Pemir, Murga and Rakhe for cloth and dzo. They are said to get their salt from those Miris south of the Kamla, who go to the plains of Assam, but the quantities purchased by these Miris would seem to make it improbable that they could supply very much to people one and a half days' journey from the interior.

Hari is a large village, and obviously not an offshoot of Hang as stated in some of the older reports. In ritual matters it has much closer connection with the nearby villages, and Bela like it is in its trade relations orientated to the North, while Hang has little connection with the villages on the Kamla.

9th April.—Camp Duta—Easter Sunday but no Easter weather; this morning the temperature in the shelter of the veranda showed 47° F. and it rained most of the day.

One of the headmen of Hari came for a quiet talk and we could have yesterday among the crowds of his village; ostensibly he came to repay my visit and brought with him two chickens and some eggs. From him I heard of a definite division of Apa Tani society into clans of higher and lower social status. Members of the higher class are known as guti and people of lower status as guchi. Normally these two classes do not intermarry, but individual cases of mixed marriages have occurred in recent years. The privileges of the gupie people do not seem to be clearly defined, but I gather that their voice carries more weight in all village councils and that they command a certain amount of respect. I was told, for instance, that if they are in need of help on their fields guchi people will not easily refuse it, and that a member of the higher class will not be allowed to go short of food, however poor he may have become.† The expression minga applied to any rich and influential man has no bearing on the original social status, and even a man of a guchi clan, will, if efficient and rich, be referred to as minga and may have a considerable influence on the affairs of his village.

Among the clans of higher status there are in each village one or two which hold the social scale and are considered more aristocratic than the others. But most of these clans have shrunk to numerical insignificance, and some have become extinct in the male line. Their practical importance is, therefore, small. What the reason for this decline of the Apa Tani aristocracy may be, I cannot yet tell. Inbreeding may perhaps be partly responsible.

* This is not the village entered as Kabak on the map (No.83-E,A), but a village east of Dabom close to a settlement marked as Tago.
† I later realized that this is not quite correct; only the guchi people specially depend on a guti patron must render him free services and help in economic distress.
The distinction between an upper and a lower class may perhaps be indicative of a two-fold origin of the Apa Tanis. The difference in physical type between the members of headmen families and the people of lesser status is long struck me, and it is not unlikely that the Apa Tanis in their present form owe their existence to the fusion of two racially and perhaps also culturally different populations.

Later in the day Padi Layang, one of the Bela headmen came to see me and continued the story of his grievances against neighbouring Dalla villages. Licha captured some years ago one of his slaves, a girl of Dalla extraction, and her ransom cost him more than double the price he had originally paid for her. This case is unusual, for slaves are not generally considered to be in danger of capture. The explanation both for her capture and the high ransom paid lies perhaps in the fact that when seized by Licha she was pregnant and as she was not married, it is likely that the child’s father was Padi Layang himself. That child will take his clan-name, but will not share the full ritual privileges of a member of the Padi clan.

The trade relations between Apa Tanis and Dalls often seem to result in strange situations. A man of Penir, a village to the north of the Pei River, had bought rice from Padi Layang but never paid the price and ultimately died heavily indebted to Padi Layang. To make good his loss, Padi Layang seized the man’s only son and kept him as a slave. But the boy did not like the life among the Apa Tanis and requested Padi Layang to sell him to a Dalla village and recoup his loss from the price. So Padi Layang sold him to Licha, but the purchaser never paid and the boy died after one year. In vain does Padi Layang now claim the price from the buyer, a Dalla of Licha.

Work on the fields has now started in earnest and everywhere one sees men and women hoeing up the stubble covered soil, repairing dams and shifting the soil from one side of a field to the other side. Our ‘Chokidar’ Koj ‘Tini told me that the Tanis led a day’s work on his own clan and village to work on his fields and that he had to pay them Re.1 each for one day’s work. This is the wage now received by Apa Tanis in the plains, but it is astonishing that here they demand and are paid according to the same rate. Tini is quite a poor man, owning two fields and only two cows, and no doubt people who have surplus rice to give to their helpers get labour at a more reasonable rate.

10th April.—Duta to Hang.—Approximately 4 miles.—Several Apa Tanis of Duta, who have recently been to the plains, are now ill and it seems that there is altogether an unusual number of cases of influenza in the village. Chinmoy of Dutta had received a message from North Lakhimpu, died last night; we had not even been told that he was ill. Suggestions that the doctor should go to the sick men’s houses and so prevent other casualties have to be given without enthusiasm. But in the meantime the doctor is on the road to setting up a beauty specialist. Several Apa Tani women have come to him with noses torn by the enormous rose plugs or ear-lobes ruptured by ear-rings. They allow him to perform the painful operation of stitching noses and ears in order to restore them to their original shape.

For the man who died in Duta the day before yesterday a bullock was sacrificed yesterday morning, and late last night the corpse was buried so silently that we did not notice the funeral which took place less than an hundred yards from our house. The men were particularly silent because they feared we might object to the land adjacent to our camp being still used as a cemetery.

Last night we had asked the people of Datta and Hijja for coolies to carry our luggage in the afternoon to Hang. We have only 5 of our permanent porters here and two of them are ill. But by two o’clock no coolies had turned up; messages to the headmen remained without result, for most of the men had gone to work on the fields and others did not care to carry. At last a group of small boys sent from Hang arrived and, with the help of a few odd men picked up from spectators on promises of payment in salt, we started. It was a rather long time before the Tanis learnt to link coolies on the march and any particular time. Most of the men declared they would not carry for money, but only for salt and tobacco and matches; and when at the end we gave them the choice between Annas 8 in cash or 1 seer of salt, all but one chose the salt, through in the plains salt is sold at annas 4 per seer.

In Hang we found our two houses completed and were soon surrounded by a large crowd. As we sat on the veranda hundreds of women occupied the hill-slope from where they could see us, and boys climbed the nearby trees. Those who found no room on the trees, each of whom bore clusters of spectators, climbed the lambcos and tied cross-sparre to a high node and used these as a perch.

Several of the headmen came and two wore the gorgeous embroidered clothes which are worn only at feasts. They followed the funeral procession of Muddy, the richest man of Hang, surprised me by explaining that he himself had woven his cloth, and not only his cloth but also his waistcoat and scarf. The wool used for the manufacture of these ceremonial clothes used to be available in the plains; there the Apa Tanis purchased a certain type of white blankets (Bhutiya blankets called longa), unravelled the fabric, dyed the yarn in different colours and wove it into their own cloths. But they complain that now-a-days no such blankets or any other suitable raw materials are available in the bazaars.

To-day I realised that this village always referred to as Hong is really called Hang, and that only because the Dalls call it Hong it is called Hang in all the older reports and is marked as Hong on the map. Similary the village of Paik-Tani is really called Michi Barnin, Michi and Barnin being both names of clans. I think that in future Apa Tani villages should be called by their Apa Tani names.

11th April.—Camp at Hang.—Halt.—We woke with white mist filling the valley, but the sun soon broke through and the day became fine and comparatively warm. For the first time since our arrival in the Apa Tani country, we caught a glimpse of the snow ranges in the distant north-west.

To get a general idea of the extent and character of the village land we went for a walk some of the distant fields, but though we must have covered not less than five miles we saw only a part of the cultivated land belonging to Hang.

Leaving the village we walked for a long time through a narrow lane in between fenced-in groves of bamboos, pines and fruit trees. Nearly everyone has such a grove, where he grows bamboos from roots and pines and fruit trees transplanted when young from forest and groves. Once a bamboo grove is established the bamboo regenerates by itself and the owner has only to prune surplus shoots when the growth is too dense. In one place I saw a grove being converted into a vegetable garden.

Emerging from the groves we came to rice-fields that filled the whole basin of a valley draining southwards. All these belong to Hang, and on many fields women and young men were busy digging over the ground, changing dams and levelling the fields. Older men are not so often seen on the fields and

1 Money is not current among Apa Tanis and Koj Tini could only pay in ruppes because he received wages for work in my camp.
I rather wonder what they do all day. Most working parties are large; households usually of the same clan, combine and work alternatively on each other's fields.

Where the broken marble hills hem in the mountain valley, smaller flights of rice terraces are carved out of the ravines and the slopes flanking streams and rivulets, and in some cases a whole series of these shorter and narrower terraces belongs to one man. I would not say that every possibility of gaining here or there another terrace is exhausted, but the acreage of irrigated land which with ingenuity and hard work could be added is certainly insignificant in comparison to the area of rice fields already under cultivation.

After climbing a low ridge we came to an open valley, branching off from the great bowl of flat land in which all villages share, and here it extended a large number of rice fields. They belong not to Hang, but to Michi-Bamin. It was here; that on the road from our first camp in Apa Tani country to Haja I had seen some groups of buildings, which I had then taken for megalithic monuments. I was then assured that they were natural, but when subsequently I heard of sacrificial rites performed near the stones at certain times, I thought the stones might be after all old megalithic remains. But as soon as I saw them to-day I realized that they were a natural outcrop of rock. The rice performed on the stones was offered to ancestors; a man's honour of one of the many hill deities annually propitiated when the crops are sprouting. The hills belong not only to individual villages, but to individual khels; some near the twin villages of Michi-Bamin, for instance, belonging to Michi and others to Bamin. In the distance I saw from there jhum-fields of the Dalsa village of Jorum.

High up the hills enclosing the Apa Tani valley are plantations of pine and bamboo which although not fenced in as carefully as the groves close to the villages are private property. It seems that anyone can transform communal village-land into private property by cultivating it.

On one hill-slope I saw a small piece of forest cleared and was told that there chilies, potatoes and other vegetables would be grown. Thus it seems that a kind of jhuming on a very limited scale is not unknown to the Apa Tanis, and it is possible that the deforestation of many of the near hills is due not only to the large amount of timber used by the Apa Tanis as firewood, for house-building and fencing, but also to the jhuming practised in olden times, perhaps to a larger extent than to-day.

This afternoon Hibu Takr, one of the most prominent priests, told me the story of the early migrations of the Apa Tanis and their arrival in this country. The forefathers of the Apa Tanis are believed to have lived somewhere in a mountainous boulder-strewn country to the east; from there they migrated through the hills now inhabited by the Abors; this journey was undertaken in company with the Assamese people. But when they reached a place called Palorego-Patorego, the Assamese went ahead and southwards, while the Apa Tanis went deeper into the hills and came eventually to this country. They found it uninhabited but infested with snakes and wild animals which they had to kill before they could settle down. The names of the men who founded the various Apa Tani villages are still known, and such villages as Hang, or khels of villages like Rera, bear still the name of their founder.

12th April. — Camp Hang. — Halt. — The headmen told me this morning the number of houses of their respective clans; there seems, according to this rough estimate, to be 1016 houses in Hang. This is a fairly probable figure, but I do not think it should be considered quite accurate.

I suggested to some of the clan headmen that they should ask each householder in their clan to give them a bundle of sticks, the sticks to tally the number of persons in his house and half sticks the number of slaves. But the idea was not received with any enthusiasm; the headmen thought that any idea of counting would be resisted and opposed by the villagers.

From PONYO TAMAR I heard to-day a different version of the creation of the world and of the Apa Tanis' early history. It contains endless lists of gods, spirits and human ancestors, but its most interesting part is the story of how the forefather of the Apa Tanis came from Mudu Ago, i.e., Tibet and married a Tibetan girl. Mudo Ago, explained my informant, is the land where the Khu and the Kamla have their homes; it is a mountainous country to the east; from there they migrated through the hills now inhabited by the Abors; this journey was undertaken in company with the Assamese people. But when they reached a place called Palorego-Patorego, the Assamese went ahead and southwards, while the Apa Tanis went deeper into the hills and came eventually to this country. They found it uninhabited but infested with snakes and wild animals which they had to kill before they could settle down. The names of the men who founded the various Apa Tani villages are still known, and such villages as Hang, or khels of villages like Rera, bear still the name of their founder.

Another walk through the village helped to clarify some problems of the social structure of these big villages. Each clan inhabits a quarter with a sitting platform (lapang) as its social centre; most clan members have their houses close to the lapang and only if no house site is available in his own quarter will a man build elsewhere. The quarters are not divided by visible boundaries and merge into each other, the houses often dovetailing; but there can be no doubt that the clan (khel) is essentially a local unit.

I was told that at present no free Apa Tani belonging by birth to any other village is living in Hang and that no Hang man has settled in any other village. Though nothing would prevent a man from going to live in his wife's village, no such case has occurred recently. This apparently does not apply to slaves, who are sold from one village to the other.

The marriage customs of the Apa Tanis seem to be very simple. If a man and a girl agree to live together either she comes without ceremony to his house, or he goes to live with her in her parent's house. In such cases there is no wedding ceremony, but when the couple have built a house of their own they feast the members of both clans. The parents of the girl have no right to interfere with their choice, and brideprices are not obligatory. But if a man can afford it, he pays his father-in-law a brideprice consisting of cattle sometimes after he has set up house. Only an older man sometimes negotiates the marriage of a second, third or fourth wife with the girl's parents.

1 Jhuming is today not an Apa Tani practice; the cultivated hill-slope I saw may have been cleared by a Dalsa living temporarily in Hang. There are actually only 877 houses in Hang.
This morning the doctor here came and treated some patients; I think a weekly visit, previously announced would be a good thing and would encourage other patients to come for treatment to Duta. The doctor was agreeable with me that the frequency of eye diseases is quite unusual; in all early stages considerable relief can be brought with simple means.

13th April.—Hang to Duta—Approximately 4 miles—Last night it rained and the roof of our house leaked so badly that not a square yard of flooring remained dry. The Apa Tanis made the excuse that the thatch was old, and as a large part of Hang was burnt down some months ago, they are no doubt short of good thatch. But if we are to use the house during the rains they will have to do something to it.

This morning we went to Kach, a small off-shoot of Hang on the hill near our house. It consists of four houses, two of which belong to two brothers of Ponoy clan, the third to one of their slaves and the fourth to a slave of Ponyo Tamar. One of the houses offered a strange sight; it was fenced in by a bamboo palisade higher than the roof, without any entrance in front and only an opening at the back, through which one had to climb up and down high ladder-like stairs. A platform, far higher than the roof gable, was erected above the back veranda and served obviously as a kind of sentry box. We asked for the meaning of this strange structure and were told without hesitation that a prisoner was kept in the house. The prisoner, as the owner of the house, Ponoy Tamo, explained was his own son-in-law. Tapi Pusang who had been seized as punishment for his bad treatment of his wife. Tapi Pusang married many years ago a sister's daughter of Tamo, but divorced her; later he married Tamo's own daughter Sante and lived with her for ten years. They had no children and sometime ago he began driving Sante from his house; about 10 or 12 times she returned and her relations tried to intervene, but Pusang was determined she should leave his house.

When seven months ago Pusang came to Tamo's house and declared that Tamo must take back his daughter, Tamo seized him and has since kept him in stocks. To prevent his flight or rescue Tamo has surrounded his house with a palisade, but continues to live there with his family, his daughter and her prisoner-husband.

Tamo says that he would release Pusang if he consented to take his wife back or if Pusang's kinsmen paid a ransom of 100 mithan. This is, of course, a phanteic sum and Tamo will probably be glad if he gets five or six mithan. Negotiations with Pusang's kinsmen have started but no definite price has yet been offered. Meanwhile one man of Tamo's household keeps watch every night on the platform above the roof—a cold and uncomfortable task.

Passing Kach we went to see the open grass land beyond the pine groves used as communal grazing ground. I thought it might in future times lend itself as a landing ground, but found it not so very suitable. The open flat ground near Dut is probably far better. Beyond this communal grazing ground there are privately owned pine plantations on the hill-slopes; the Apa Tanis show certain sense and skill in the art of afforestation.

In Hang I found examples of slaves born in other villages and as members of other clans, who are now considered members of their master's clans, though members with lesser rights and privileges. Every slave is automatically known under the clan name of his master and even if freed his children retain his master's clan-name. This accounts for the fact that the selling and buying of slaves does not disturb the strictly local distribution of clans.

In the afternoon we went back to Duta. We had meant to visit Michi Bumin on the way but it drizzled all the way. After two days of sunshine the weather has again returned to the usual cold and dampness.

In Duta we found everything in good order. The doctor is now treating two cases of Apa Tanis who, having gone for us to North Lakhimpur, fell ill on their return. Two of the men who went down to North Lakhimpur for us and returned with the doctor's luggage have died, one six days ago and one yesterday. The two men now under treatment are in a serious condition, one has pneumonia and the other malaria on top of influenza. If the doctor can cure them it would probably open many houses in the village to him and to treatment; they have however only called for his help when all other means in their command had failed and the patients are desperately weak.

Both our sick Gallongs are making good progress.

14th April.—Camp Duta. Halt—This morning Pochu Tangum, the headman of Leji, a Dalla village south of the Apa Tanis country came to see me. He and his companions had never been to Duta or Haja and brought a guide of Hang with them. It seems that most of the neighbouring Dalla villages have trade connections with one or two Apa Tanis villages, but entertain no relations whatsoever with other Apa Tanis.

The Dalla of Leji look after some of the mithan of Hang and exchange their cotton for rice grown by Hang. Although their own women weave, they sometimes employ Hang women to make up their cotton into cloth. The headman wore a beautiful cloth, which an Apa Tani woman had woven while on one of her professional visits to Leji; she bought the dyes with her and received as wage as much cotton as she had used for weaving the cloth. The Dalla of Leji buy their salt in the plains with the proceeds from the sale of chillies, oil-seed and ginger.

Leji is a small village of only seven houses and in recent years it has been free of raids. But there are indications and rumours that Likha, the village which has recently raided several villages south of the Panior, is also intending to raid Leji; Doni Taki, who used at one time to live in Leji and went to live in Jorum, from whom he was captured by men of Likha, is reputed to have said that the Likha men tried to freshen him into service as a guide for an expedition against Leji. Doni Taki escaped, however, and has found refuge in the plains.

The Dillas of Leji are cut off from the large Dalla villages on the upper course of the Panior such as Mengo and Lche and their village might be willing to go on such a tour.

I asked Pochu Tangum whether in any expedition in the direction of Mengo and Lche his village could furnish some porters. He said that he would not like to give a promise which he may be unable to fulfill, but that he thought some of the 35 adult men in his village might be willing to go on such an expedition.
In the afternoon a great many men from the Reru khel of Bela came and brought some rice. We are in need of rice for our permanent porters as well as indeed for ourselves and had asked the Reru headman to sell us some. But the Reru men, who had turned up in strength, declared that this time they would like to give us the rice as a token of respect, and refused all offers of payment. Since the 30 seers they brought is no great burden on a village of several hundred houses, I accepted, but explained that in future we would like to pay in cash, cloth or other commodities and ascertained the articles which they would like to obtain in exchange for rice. If next year a large column uses Duta as a base camp I believe that we will be able to purchase a great deal of rice, provided we have silk cloth, Bhutia blankets (which the Apa Tanis purchase for the sake of the woolen yarn) blue beads, axes, hoes and dao.

The men of Reru had not only come to bring their gifts of rice. They wanted to tell me more of their grievances against Licha, and explained that alone of Reru twelve people had been captured by Licha within the last three or four years. Not one, who died in Licha, were ransomed, and I was surprised to hear that several of the captured men were slaves and that their masters paid high prices to get them released. The Haja men had led me to believe that slaves are comparatively safe, but this is obviously not so. In most of the cases the release was negotiated by Daflas of Linia who stand in friendly relations with Reru as well as with Licha. Besides the twelve people, Licha captured in recent years 19 mithan of Reru, and it seems that in most of these raids four Daflas who had lived for three years in Reru, and left the village heavily indebted to the Apa Tanis, to live in Licha, act now as guides and instigators. They had come from Linia as fugitives after having raised a neighbouring village, and now repay the Apa Tanis' asylum and hospitality by treachery.

15th April.—Camp Duta. Halt—To-day a long procession of men from Hari village came across the fields with firewood for our camp. Since the Gallong porters left here are partly sick, we are having some difficulty over wood and Hari's offer is most welcome. The generosity of the Apa Tanis seems to run along collective and not individual lines; you may go to a man's house and he will seldom produce more than an egg, and perhaps haggle over the price of that, and Tamar Ponyo, the richest man in Hung, brought me a chicken as a present that had died a natural death, but sometimes villages and more often individual khel will make a splash and present you with a mithan, or several baskets of rice and four or five dozen eggs, refusing all payment except some presents for the men who had the trouble of collecting these provisions.

Hari's feud with the Miris to the north is not yet settled, and all trade with these villages is at a standstill. Of those who went to Hari yesterday and to-day were observed as sight-seers at our seaside. They are still. I asked what they would do with their surplus rice. The answer was that they will keep some for future trade and that rich men would lend out more to the poorer villagers. The interest charged for rice is 50 per cent. per annum; i.e., a man borrowing this year two baskets must return next year three baskets, and after two years four baskets.

From the headmen of Hari I heard of a custom which reminds one more of the North American potlatch than anything known from other parts of India. If two men have a quarrel one may suggest a competition in the expenditure and destruction of wealth and the winner in such a competition gains the entire property of the loser, who is consequently utterly ruined.

Sometime ago Kago Tasso of Hari surprised his wife in the act of adultery; he drove her from his house and sent her to his mother and put her into stocks. His father-in-law, Hage Ajo retaliated by seizing Kago Tasso's father and keeping him captive in his house. He then challenged Tasso to a lisuba competition and began by killing ten of his own mithan in front of Tasso's house. Tasso took up the challenge and slaughtered ten mithan in front of his father-in-law's house. This went on for six days, each of the competitors slaughtering sixty mithan, not touching the meat, but giving it away to the villagers. At last the headmen intervened and impressed on Tasso and Ajo that as relations by marriage they should not ruin themselves for the fault of another. A reconciliation was achieved and the captives of both sides released; but Tasso refused to take his wife back and did not even accept the fine paid by her lover, which was consequently paid to her father.

In the afternoon the headmen and most of the adult men of the Tayang khel of Bela village came with gifts of rice and eggs and to tell of the injuries which they have suffered at the hands of Licha. Within the last three or four years twenty of their people have been captured and one man killed, some of them on their own fields. The procedure was in most cases of monotonous uniformity; seven or eight men of Licha, often under the same leader, ambushed an Apa Tani who was looking after his mithan or his game and after two years they let it be known that they held him captive. Next Daflas of Linia village, in many cases again the same men, were employed as negotiators, and the captives were generally released on payment of mithan, Tibetan bells, dao and various other valuables, while the negotiators got good fees. Two or three months was the usual period of captivity; only one man was held in stocks for a period of two years and he died shortly after his release which had been delayed owing to Licha's exorbitant demands. Not only free men, but also some slaves were among the victims. Besides kidnapping people the men of Licha captured and killed twenty-five of Tayang's mithan and two cows.

Only once in the last three years did the Apa Tanis of Tayang succeed in surprising a raiding party. Some boys cutting wood saw foot-marks and informed the young men of the village. The latter went out armed with spears and found the Dafas resting. They hurled their spears and killed one Licha man on the spot, while the others fled. The head and one hand of the slain were brought to the naga shrine, and the tongue and eyes buried under a stone after eggs had been broken over them to render the soul of the victim blind.

This was last year, but the Licha men were not intimidated and have since captured another Apa Tani of Tayang.
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16th April 1944.—Camp Duta. Halt—The weather is again rainy and the temperature did not rise over 55° F. The day before yesterday a rite was performed to assist the sprouting of the crops, which are not very promising, and both yesterday and to-day were observed as genna days. Failing other occupation large crowds of men, women and children surrounded our camp and we had continuous difficulties in removing the sight-seers at least from the inside of the house. Even the bad weather did little to deter them, for under their rain shields and heavy cloaks they are safe from the rain.

Curiously the Apa Tanis do not wear their warm cloaks when they go down to the plains and this accounts probably for the extraordinarily high sick rate among the men I have been sending to the plains as guides and porters. Of those who went with the first batch two died soon after their return before we even
heard that they were ill, others fell ill, partly with pneumonia, but are being treated by the doctor and are slowly recovering. Of the three messengers I sent on the 4th April for urgently required medicines to Joyning one fell ill on the way and returned and of the two who got to Joyning and came back with the medicines, the one (Rika) went down with pneumonia on his return and is still ill.

All this and the many cases of sickness among the Gallong porters make communications difficult. For the last two days, for one thing, for one of us had to come up because three quarters fell ill in North Lakhimpur, and the Gallongs whom we expected yesterday or at the latest to-day have not arrived either. Apa Tanis are extremely reluctant to go down, for they are not used to travel at this time of the year and a journey of five days through uninhabited country in the rain is indeed not pleasant. In some of the camps enroute we have now rest sheds, but in others there is the difficulty that no proper thatching material is available; we will however have to arrange to have it hauled to the site, though this will mean extra days and extra rationing for the route.

If Apa Tani porters are to be used in next season's touring in high country where they often have to camp in the open, they will have to be provided with water-proof sheets and blankets. Otherwise large numbers will fall ill and upset the whole programme.

7th April.—Camp Dutu—To Mudang Tage—Michi Bamin and back.—This morning, the finest since days back I looked into the no go shrine of the Tadu early all the inhabitants were in the village. Of a numeration of gods and spirits, each name being pronounced first by one owning phrase, and it recurs again and again for hours. The men on the platforms were singing songs, and it has only once Mudang Tage nor Dutu have ever been visited and consequently there is no one now on the platform; Dutu, Duta, Mudang Tage and Michi Bamin form virtually one long stretched out settlement with not less than 1,500 houses. But politically and ritually Haja and Dutu form one unit, Mudang Tage another and Michi Bamin a third. The one bond between them is, however, that they celebrate the Mlok, the greatest Apa Tani feast, all in the same year.

Mudang Tage consists of four khels: Tadu, Nami, Mudang Tage and Naran. But it has only one nago shrine which lies in the Tadu kel. Neither Mudang Tage nor Dutu have ever been visited and consequently there is no one now on the platform; Dutu, Duta, Mudang Tage and Michi Bamin form virtually one long stretched out settlement with not less than 1,500 houses. But politically and ritually Haja and Dutu form one unit, Mudang Tage another and Michi Bamin a third. The one bond between them is, however, that they celebrate the Mlok, the greatest Apa Tani feast, all in the same year.

Of Mudang Tage we crossed a few rice fields and entered the village. Here too we found the people observing a genna day by Mudang Tage and nearly all the inhabitants were in the village. On every sitting platform (topang) were men old and young, busily engaged in basket-making. Some plaited rain shields, others made waterproof baskets: two layers of cane and in between one layer of large leaves. This type is mainly used for the preparation of rice-beer.

The women were less obviously occupied; some were drying unhusked rice and on one platform I saw a girl weaving, but most were in their houses and only crowded on to the verandas at our approach. With the comparatively warm weather of to-day, many women had discarded their jackets and wore only their coarse grey skirts.

Some of the streets in Mudang Tage are very narrow and steep with enormously high verandas, while in others the verandas are only a foot high. Although Apa Tanis know how to make very good broad planks of hard wood, they use these only for their public sitting platforms, for their granaries and for bridges; never for houses. Considering that they make it must be in winter, it is remarkable that they are content with the comparatively flimsy houses of bamboo.

From Mudang Tage we crossed a few rice fields and entered the village Michel khel of the twin village Michel Bamin. Here too we found the people observing a genna day by Mudang Tage and nearly all the inhabitants were in the village. On every sitting platform (topang) were men old and young, busily engaged in basket-making. The songs were antiphonal and sounded to our ears rather monotonous; they seem to consist of an enumeration of gods and spirits, each name being pronounced first by one singer and then repeated by another with a slightly different intonation; but there is no variation in this musical phrase, and it recurs again and again for hours.

While in most villages the guchi clans predominate, both in Michel and in Bamin the proportion of guth and guchi clans is one to three. The people of higher rank can therefore not marry within their khel but must marry within the other village and in Michel khel or in another village. There are, however, several guchi clans in each khel and these may intermarry.

In Bamin I saw a woman making pots of a yellow clay. Starting with a large lump she hollowed it out, and holding an oval stone against the inner wall hammered it on to the outside wall with a wooden baton. The surface of this baton is carved with a cross-cross pattern and this is imparted to the outer side of the pot, which grows gradually as the wall thickens. Bamin has the monopoly for pot making in the entire Apa Tani country. I do not know whether there is any taboo on pot making in other villages, but it is a fact that in no other village are pots made, although Bamin women with a knowledge of pot-making must often marry into other villages. This does not mean, however, that all pots used by Apa Tanis are produced by the women of Bamin; many Apa Tanis buy their pots from Dallas who manufacture pots of the same type and often bring them for sale to the Apa Tani villages.

On the way back I looked into the nago-shrine of the Tadu kel of Mudang Tage for the skull of Sele Dolun, a Daffa who had been captured and then executed in front of the nago in punishment of his many misdeeds. But although the skulls of enemies killed in such circumstances are often kept in the nago, in this case the skull had been burnt together with the victim's right hand. At least I was told so, but it is quite possible that the head is hidden somewhere about.
18th April.—Camp Dutia. Halt.—Last night Jorum Tacho, the headman of the Po Khel of the Dalla village of Jorum, accompanied by his wife and some younger men as well as Pei Tegi of Leji, came to see me. Tacho had named a few names, and I had brought chickens and eggs, but on this morning I had a long talk with them. Tacho was taken prisoner during the Jorum expedition in 1926 and told me that Captain Nevill had given him a paper with the order to present himself before any officer visiting this area. The paper had got burnt, but he had come to see me and begged me to give him a similar paper. I said I could not repeat that order, but I would certify that he had compiled with Captain Nevill’s order and come and seen me; he was delighted to have another piece of paper.

The Dalla headmen of such villages as Jorum, Toko and Leji, whom I have so far seen, struck me as rather dull and conventional. They are probably more savage than the Apa Tanis. This means unpleasant. I cannot help feeling that some sort of friendly understanding with the Dalla should be possible, and they are after all a much larger and more important tribe than the more civilized Apa Tanis. Perhaps a sort of enmity exists between the Apa Tanis and the Dalla, but this is not the case. I have not traversed it myself but one of the young men with me, Doch Eo, has been there. He said that Jorum Lupukher was 5 days’ journey north of Licha, the meeting of Licha-Tasser-Gemi-Toko-Hidjat. Ponin is a large village on the Paini River, and Hidjat lies, not as I had previously thought, to the west, but to the east of the Paini. The path leads via Toku, close to the Khrui, and Hidjat is also near the Khrui. From there it was five marches to Linia, which lies near Tanyan (marked as deserted on the map) near the Norchen River, north of the Apa Tani country.

Doch Eo has not been to the villages on the Upper Khrui, but has heard a good deal about them. He gave me the names of Techi, Bamin and Buru as some of the prominent villages on the Khrui valley, and said that the people of Tai, Bamin and Buru went to Tibet. He had heard Buru, Bamin and Tai described as less of a large open valley with very little forest. These villages cannot be reached in winter; for to get to them one has to cross high ranges which were under snow until about this time of the year. But villages on the Lower Khrui, which Doch Eo had visited, had been married with Tai; they sell to the people of Tai and get Tibetan bronze bells and plates in exchange. He thought that the route to Tibet ran between the Khrui and Kama, and that from Buru the Kama could be seen and that from it was only 4 or 5 days journey to Tibetan. But since Doch Eo has not been very far up the Khrui himself, all this must be taken as guess only. He said, however, that I would act as guide as far as the Khrui.

Later in the day a Dafla from Toko came to have a look at us. He was a very simple old man and not all travelled, and I had the greatest difficulty to make him talk. Two or three times a month he comes to Duta, where he has an Apa Tani friend, and sells pots made by his wife for rice. In all his life he has been only four times to the plains and then only as far as the nearest tea-gardens, never to North Lakkhipur. Nor has he ever been to Licha or Mogo or to Hidjat Lupukher. He has his salt from the Apa Tanis, but he pays his salt for rice. When he talked to Apa Tanis he speaks Dafla and they their own language, and they understand each other very well.

19th April.—Camp Dutia.—Halt.—With several of the Gallongs laid out it would be impossible to bring up all foodstuffs for our camp from North Lakkhipur. Rice is now bought from the Apa Tanis for white cloth and though it is mostly red rice, we all find it quite edible. To-day supplies are however running low, and so I explained to the headmen of Data and Haja, that if they want us to come again next year and to spend more time with them, they must arrange to sell us rice since it was out of the question to bring it all from the plains. They said they understood that very well and would not only sell us all their own surplus rice, but even buy rice for us from other villages.

In discussing the possibilities of a tour into the Khrui valley, I suddenly realized that Chigi Nime, the great spirit-caller of Duta, had himself been much further up the Khrui than most of the Dallas to whom I have hitherto spoken. Five years ago he went for the first time on a trading expedition to Lebla, the large village near the Upper Khrui, and the two following years he repeated the exploit. His companions were men of Licha, but since the intensification of the feud between Licha and the Apa Tanis, he has had to give up these tours. I do not quite know what determined Nime to go as far into country seldom visited by Apa Tanis, but believe that a certain love of adventure and desire to increase his prestige (already great as a negotiator with hostile villages) were at least as strong a motive as the hope for profitable trade.

On all three occasions he took the same route, and this is apparently the main trade route between the tribes on the Khrui and the Daflas of the Panbari basin. He set out from Licha and after several steep climbs reached Tasser, a Dafla village of 10-20 houses, which lies on the Paini River. Without stopping there he went on to Blabu, a small village near the Khrui, from which one can see the river in the valley below. The people of Blabu were very friendly and gave him hospitality, for which he paid with a salt. They only have jhum fields, dress their hair like Daflas, but wear their cloth in slightly different fashion. They weave good cloth and some men wear big cloaks like Apa Tani clothes.

From Blabu he proceeded westward in the hills flanking the Khrui, and passing through Kara and Tachi, both small villages of about 10 houses, reached Biri (This village lying south of the Khrui is not to be confused with Biri of the map near the confluence of the Khrui and Penni Rivers). Biri lies on the So Blabu. Formerly they came sometimes to the Apa Tanis country and on rare occasion even went to the plains of Assam (My interpreter Temi met years ago some Biri men in North Lakkhipur). But Licha has now stopped this traffic, and is as dangerous to the people of the Khrui as it is to the Apa Tanis.

Nime spent a night in Biri and then went in one long march to Lebla (also known as Leba) without touching any village. Lebla lies south of the Khrui and Nime is emphatic that the source of the Khrui is only about one day’s journey from Lebla. Nime described the country round Lebla as resembling the open, grassy and hilly country near Mai and Jorum. There is not much forest near the villages, but jhuming is the only form of cultivation. When Nime visited Lebla in February and March the hills round it were covered with snow and it was very cold. The village consists of several khas with long lines of houses built against a hill. The people have plenty of rice and wear clothes more like Apa Tani clothes than like Dafla clothes. Nime could understand their language without any difficulty.
In Lebla he bartered his goods. The first year he took one silk cloth (*endi* cloth) and 4 seen of salt. For the *endi* cloth he bought 10 bamboo vessels of rubber-like liquid, and for the salt 6 bamboo vessels of rubber-like liquid. In the country round Lebla is a great deal of this rubber-like tree, and the Apa Tani use it for waterproofing baskets. The second time Nime took four ordinary *dao* and exchanged each for 3 bamboo vessels of this rubber. The salt he had then with him, he only used to pay for hospitality. On his last trip to Bela, his wife and children came with him, three large white headdress only as large as ears. (I have not yet seen them). He was also offered pigs and dogs, but did not take them because of the difficulty of transport.

While in Lebla, Nime met people from various neighbouring villages. A group of villages two days' march northwest of Lebla consists of Yambu, Yandu and Pala. Nime met people from these villages and gave an extremely funny description of their dress, raising with laughter as he lucidly demonstrated exactly what they wore. It seems that the men of Yambu wrap only a small cloth round the chest and cover the penis. They solve this by cutting it short. But Nime thought the dress of the Yambu men much more extraordinary, for they push the penis into a bamboo *chunga* and fasten the latter with cane or to belts. He demonstrated how they beat on this *chunga* when chasing the birds from their crops.

The men of Yandu and Yambu go sometimes to Tibet and barter there deer skins, powdered dyes and chillies for salt, brass plates, bells, beads and woollen cloth. He said that between Yandu and Tibet there are many large villages.

After Nime's last trip to Lebla, a man of Yandu, Tacho by name, came to see him in Duta, and stayed for nearly a year in his house. From here Tacho went also to Assam, but found that it compared unfavourably with Tibet. For in Assam no one gave him food, while in Tibet he had the day's bread at his disposal. He had also offered pigs and dogs, but did not take them because of the difficulty of transport.

Nime's account tallies with the whole information I have so far gathered on the villages near the Khru. But it is far more detailed than any stories of Duta and probably more accurate. Nime declared that he was absolutely sure that the Khru valley did not go much further than Lebla and said that he was pointed out the source of the Khru. Between Lebla and the villages further north there is according to him no more than 6 days' journey. To my mind there are two possibilities: either Nime is right and the upper course of the Khru is much shorter than has been hitherto assumed, or he took a tributary of the Khru for the main course and in following that tributary, left the Khru on his way from Biri to Lebla. The Mri Mission heard from men of Takum in the Khru valley that the only communication with Tibet is by a track which leaves the right bank of the Khru and striking nearly due west crosses the high ranges; this is obviously the pass *via* Lebla, Yandu and Yambu. If next season I can get as far as these villages the question of the source of the Khru can be settled.

While Nime was still with me, Chobin, Roza and other headmen joined us and sitting round my fire they began once more recounting their grievances, but this time not against Lichas, but against Linia, a much smaller Duta village, due north of Haja in the valley of the Pein River. Linia has in recent years robbed several mithan of Haja and Duta and five since last harvest. But when I asked Nime why the Apa Tani were so helpless even vis-à-vis quite a small village, he suddenly admitted that on various occasions they had scored over Linia.

About ten years ago Haja and Duta combined with Jorum, which accused Linia of giving shelter to runaway slaves, and made a most effective raid on Linia. Four men and five women were killed and the village completely burned. The Linia people blamed the Apa Tani, the Apa Tani blamed the Haja, and the Bela people offered them protection, saying that the Linia Dafas had become their 'slaves' and that no one was to interfere with them. For three years the Linia people lived in Bela, helping the Apa Tani in the cultivation of their fields and going hunting. When things had settled down, they returned to Linia.

But in a short time some Linia men started again robbing cattle from Haja and Duta and last year Chigi Nime organized a raid against several houses of Linia, which stood apart from the main village. The raid was undertaken at night was entirely successful and the Apa Tani, supported by four Dafas who had emigrated from Linia after a quarrel and were bent on revenge, burnt the houses, killed the man accused of stealing the cattle, and captured three women and one boy. The three women, all the wives of one man were subsequently released on payment of four mithan, but the boy, the son of the same man, was not ransomed, and the captor sold him recently to a man of Haja for two mithan.

It thus seems that the men of Duta and Haja are not entirely innocent of raiding. But I did not know that my friend Nime, great in propitiating gods and curing disease, is also a renowned leader in war.

April 20th.—Camp Duta.—Halt.—The clientele of the doctor is steadily growing. He has several patients in Duta and Haja whom he daily visits, and yesterday he was called to Bela to a man who has suffered for a long time from malaria contracted in the plains. Considering how little contact the Apa Tani have with any outsiders, their response to medical care is astonishing. The demand for beauty surgery is also great; the doctor has established such a reputation by sowing together torn noses and ears, that to-day even the local headmen of Duta and Tacho came to him.

As the doctor was going again to see his patients in Bela, we accompanied him and visited there some of our friends in the village. In the main street of Rera *khel* is a house fenced in with a bamboo palisade. The owner Nani Jile, had a quarrel with a paternal cousin over the ownership of some land; he captured his cousin's wife and kept her for one month in stocks in his house. Her husband paid a ransom of 5 mithan cows and 3 mithan calves, but Nani Jile procrastinated over the release, and so at last her husband gathered several of his kinsmen and they entered Jile's house and released her by force. Ever since then Nani Jile is afraid that his cousin will capture him or a member of his family in revenge, and so he has surrounded his house with a high palisade and never leaves it. Nor do his wife and children come out; he has the house guarded night and day and only his two slaves go out and bring water and foodstuffs provided by his wife's relations. The latter help also in the cultivation of his fields. This self-imposed confinement has now lasted for more than five months, and there is no sign of any reconciliation between the quarrelling kinsmen.

In one of the gardens outside the village, we saw besides seedbeds of chillies, tobacco, maize, a few potatoes, and leafy vegetables a seed bed with sprouting millet. On a nearby dry field some girls were digging over the soil with hoes, and I was told that afterwards they would transplant the millet seedlings from the garden. Never before have I heard of millet which has to be transplanted, and even Temi said that this method of cultivation is new to him. The millet is still much too small for transplanting but some of the rice is already being planted out. In others men were squasing...
ing and levelling the soft soil with their feet. Hoes are seldom used for digging up a wet field, but only for building and keeping up the dams. Our-like wooden instruments are also employed for digging-up rice fields and loading the flat wooden trays with earth that has to be shifted to another section.

On the dry fields and gardens a good deal of cow’s and pig’s dung as well as the husks of rice are used as manure.

From the far side of the Reru khel. I saw a steep hill rising above a valley of rice terraces fringed by pine bearing slopes. As it was an exceptionally clear day and the men of Reru said one could see the snows from Khru and knows nothing of the villagers and inhabitants of the Khu and I was told that he believed the path was excellent; cut about a foot deep into the slope and even provided with drainage. Along this path most of the wood for Reru is brought from the forest, and I was told that it continues in the direction of Bua. Before trade came to a standstill, there was a considerable amount of traffic between the Apa Tanis and the men of Bua.

We had not climbed long when the first snow peaks emerged from behind a near range; and from a higher point we saw the snow ranges extending along more than quarter of the horizon from due west to north. The hills were steep and long and I was told for the Blabu and the Pain River by way of Linia and the right bank of the Khu. Nani Tagang of Eela has been to Linia. From there it is only one day’s journey to Khoda via Dora. Turning westwards one then reaches Gami via Taio, and ultimately Tasser on the Pain River, Blabu and Tokum. Tokum is the biggest of these villages on the right bank of the Khu and the furthest Tagang went on his trips to buy pigs, dogs, and fowls. He said that Hidjat Lupukher is the collective name for all these villages from Khodo to Takum. He has never crossed the Pain River on his travels. But it is impossible for a European to cross the difficult route via Licha there is a straighter route to the Khu river and ultimately Lebla. For next season’s rations convoys this route may be preferable and safer; the small villages on the Khu are not likely to oppose us and they have nothing to fear from an expedition, whereas Licha will be doubt be anxious for their trade monopoly.

Later in the day came Nada Tomu with a long story of a stolen and now identified mithan. Six years ago one of his mithan calves disappeared after the June; and he heard later that Janor Teni, a Dafa of Jorum, had stolen it and sold it to a Dafa of joying. It changed hands several times but ultimately came
into the possession of Nich Teti of Jorum. Now Nich Teti was a poor man and fearing that some of the headmen of Jorum would seize it, gave it into the care of an Apa Tani, Nada Koda of Haja; this was a rather unusual thing; to do, for usually it is the Daffas who look after Apa Tani mithan, and not the other way round. Nada Tomu recognized his mithan by the ear-marks, and as it had changed hands so often and had been bought *boughite* by Nich Teti, he did not seize it, but seized instead a mithan cow and calf belonging to Jorum Teni, the original thief. Teni retaliated at once by seizing four of Nada Roza’s mithan, and chief Tornu, the head of the Nada clan, another rich of his own village, for having informed Tomu of the theft. Tomu and Roza ransomed Leji by paying a mithan cow and a calf to Jorum Teni. The latter died but Tomu claimed no compensation from his son.

Tomu brought with him the skull of the disputed mithan’s mother as a kind of proof, and later he sat down beside a pine tree, the skull in front of him, and a chicken in his hand. Squatting there he invoked the sun and earth to witness that the mithan was his own.

To-day Siraj returned; he had gone with a party of Gallongs to the Pangen River to build rest houses. Our interpreter Karu was with him, but had taken no food with him and lived on the Gallongs. When I reported this to Tomu, he said... not allowing him to go at all and had shut up all the rice in the house. Since so many men who have gone to the plains have returned ill and some have died, we were afraid he might also fall ill and die. And this although the Pangen River is only a few miles from Hang!

We were certain that a batch of Gallongs would arrive to-day with the post; they have been away fifteen days and it is difficult to understand the delay.

23rd April.—Camp Duta.—Halt.—The time of gennas seems to be over, and the Apa Tanis are all busily engaged in the work on their fields. Already at cock’s crow the women get up, and when dawn breaks they go to their gardens and dry fields, dig them over with hoes, manure them and weed their vegetable and tobacco plots. Soon after sunrise they return, cook a meal and do the house-work, and later in the morning they begin the work on the irrigated rice fields. The transplanting of the early rice has now begun, but many children are not yet ready to receive the seedlings and both men and women, but mainly men, are busy softening and levelling the soil, and repairing here and there a dam.

The higher lying fields, where the soil gets dry and hard, are dug-over with hoes before flooding, but out the lower fields, which remain always moist, flooding and kneading the soil by foot, suffices as the preparation for the transplanting.

The Apa Tanis distinguish between an early rice-crop, planted now and reaped after three months and a later crop which is not reaped until about October. Both types of crops consist both of white and red rice.

Manure is applied both to dry and wet fields, and consists of cow, pig, dog and even human dung as well as the husks of rice.

A particularity of Apa Tani agriculture seems to be that no crop is broadcast. Not only rice, but all the small millets are transplanted, and maize is dibbled into individual holes.

With so highly developed a system of agriculture it is rather extraordinary that stocks of grain are not larger. My informants say that few men have more rice than will last them just till the next harvest; even rich men sell their surplus to Daffas and keep only their bare requirements. Failures of crops are rare and in such an event the Apa Tanis know how to eke out the grain supply with jungle roots and a kind of sago pith. But my informants remembered only one instance of scarcity, more than twenty years ago. Poor men, however, often run out of grain before the next harvest; nowadays they go to the plains, work there for some time and bring salt back with them, for which they purchase grain on their return.

While the Apa Tanis protect their granaries to some extent from fire by building them outside the village and generally on a lower level than the living houses, they have no means of preventing rats and mice from damaging the store; they neither close the baskets with a layer of mud or cow-dung as it is done in Peninsular India, nor surround the piles by wooden disks like the Nagas, so as to prevent the rats from climbing up.

This afternoon seven Gallong porters arrived with post and some stores; but two are still ill in North Lakhimpur and with one man recovering from meningitis, another from pneumonia and one porter with a bad foot, 20 per cent. of our 25 permanent porters are out of action. I am afraid that in this difficult country the temptation to follow the heads of the village to the plains and the rich gold in the heights one must reckon with a similar rate of sickness next year. By dividing the route, and working certain parts by individual gangs of porters the harmful effects of the rapid change from one climate to the other may be avoided; I believe also the porters will find the work less trying if the stages are two or three days, and the loads are relayed, instead of the present six day trip. We would if we cut up the route into relays have to really good sidewalks.

24th April.—Duta to Hang. Approximately 4 miles.—While the women and the very young boys work now nearly the whole day in the rice fields, only slaves and poorer men take an equally active part in agricultural work. Some may be seen softening the soil by trampling about in the flooded fields, but rich men shun this type of work, and only supervise the activities of women, young boys, slaves and hired labourers. When they call many villagers to work on their fields, giving them food and wages in rice, they may join in the work, but even this depends on personal inclination. The Haja men, for instance, laughed at the idea that they should come as the heads of the Nada clan and the richest man of the village, should ever work on the fields, but admitted that his much older and almost equally wealthy cousin occasionally helps in the work.

On the way to Hang I saw very clearly the difference between the low-lying easily flooded fields, which need never be dug over, and the higher and drier terraces, where the hardened soil must be broken up and which rely mainly on rainfall. Some terraces have no other source of water, and if the rain fall is insufficient they remain uncultivated. Dry rice, such as grown by some Daffas on jhum fields, is not cultivated by Apa Tanis.

On the sloping sides of many dams small millet is planted out, the seedlings being stuck into the soft mud, as much perhaps to strengthen the dams, their roots holding the earth together, as for the sake of the grain which in quantity must be insignificant compared to all the millet grown on dry fields.

If a man cuts a new terrace into collectively owned land it becomes his private property and he can later sell it. Questions about such a transformation of common land into private property led to an important clarification of the principles of land tenure. So far I have been under the impression that land is divided only into individually owned fields, gardens and groves, and common village land. This, however, is a mistake. The greater part of the uncultivated land is the property of the individual clans (hulu) or groups of clans standing in a brother-relationships.
In the vicinity of Hang is a piece of grazing land called Buri, which is believed to be the site where the ancestors of the Apa Tani settled on their arrival in this valley. It is therefore still considered as the common property of the whole tribe, and though it is mainly Hang people who use it for grazing their cattle they recognize that any other Apa Tani has equal rights on its usufruct. Besides this tribal land, there is in the immediate block of common villages used almost entirely for grazing.

The rest of the grazing land is divided into eleven blocks, each of which belongs to one clan or to a group of related clans. Though there is no objection against cattle straying from one to the other, these clan lands have clearly defined borders and only members of the owner clan or clans, may convert this land into gardens, fields or rice-terraces. A man of another clan cannot buy a piece of such clan land in order to build a rice terrace, but once a clan member has constructed a terrace it becomes his private property and he can henceforth sell it to any other clan.

All the forest round Hang is likewise clan-land, but the only privilege the owners have, is the right to set traps. Other villagers may cut wood and even hunt with bow and spear in such clan forest without being considered trespassers. Even the hills south of the Panger River, Lai, Mongao and even the forest on the Perce River, three days march from Hang, belong to individual clans for purposes of trapping. Common forest where anyone may trap exists only on the periphery of the Apa Tani country.

The land of the neighbouring Dafla village of Jorum belongs nominally to Apa Tani, partly to certain Hang clans and partly to certain clans of Haja and Dutu. Members of these clans have still the right to trap on the land of these villages. This is also why certain Apa Tani consider it their inherited right to let their mithan graze on Jorum and Toko land.

With the ownership of land and forest go also fishing rights and people fish normally only in streams on their clan land.

The clans often own collectively mithan and cows, and only the clan members can decide on the slaughter of such mithan. They are purchased with rice collected by public subscription, or are fines imposed on clansmen for such offences as clan incest.

25th April.—Camp Hang. Halt.—Early this morning I went to the small settlement of Kach and found there the same as on my last visit (April 15th), Puyoo Tamo's house is still surrounded by a palisade and his refractory son-in-law, Tapi Pusung, remains a prisoner. Talking about his fields and the way in which he had acquired them, Puyoo Tamo mentioned that two of his rice terraces he bought for ten mithan from a man who was in need of mithan to feast the warriors whom he had led in a successful raid against a Dafla village. There used to be a village, Neri Hapa, near Lobu, inhabited by Daflas from Licha. Although it was only a small village of four houses, the inhabitants—relying probably on mutual support from Licha—started robbing mithan of Hang. Within a few years they captured 50 of the Hang mithan; 40 they killed and ate, and 10 were restored to Hang by the good officers of the Daflas of Leji. Tape Talo, a young slave, of Hang who had suffered particularly heavy losses in mithan, decided at last to take revenge and rallied a great number of Hang men to raid Neri Hapa. The raid was entirely successful, Neri Hapa was burnt and sixty people killed on the spot; four small boys were captured, but so enraged were the Hang people that they did not make them prisoners and killed them near the scene of the raid. Ten bands had then been brought back, and Tupe Tasso needed a large mithan to provide meat for the next feast.

Later in the morning I went to see the distribution of some of the clan-land used for grazing as well as the place, near the main stream, where criminals are executed. This is a fairly inconsiderable part of the river bank lying within the common village land, and not on land belonging to any particular clan. The last victims killed there were two Apa Tani girls, one Apa Tani man and one Dafla of Jorum. The two girls were slaves, and their offences were very similar. They were a general nuisance owing to their incorrigible inclination to theft; they did not stay regularly in their master's houses, but moved about the village, had promiscuous intercourse with the young men and kept on stealing chickens, rice and beads. In both instances their own masters put an end to their misbehaviour, seized them and had them taken to Khogo, the place where execution takes place, and there they were cut into pieces. The parts of the corpses with all clothes and ornaments were thrown into the stream. The Apa Tani man similarly executed was a young slave who had angered his master and the prominent men of the village by refusing to comply with his orders. He was taken near the village, had promiscuous intercourse with a young slave of Hang, and was executed. The village headman, who had decided his character and previous record and demanded his return. A man of Toko consequently seized him and handed him over to Hang men who tied him up near a labong and soon afterwards he was taken to the execution place and killed.

The circumstances of the killing of a Dafla at the execution ground, throw more light on the custom of settling a dispute by the competitive destruction of wealth. Licha Seke, a Dafla of Toko, and the slave of two brothers of Toko, captured a mithan belonging to Bela Lampung, and took it to Toko where it was killed. Afterwards he had a serious conflict with the men of Toko, and fled to Hang where he was found shelter in the house of Tai Tako, a Dafla slave of Puyoo Tamar. But once when he was fetching wood Belo Lampung seized him and tied him up in his house where he was kept for one night. Next day Bela Lampung's kinsmen took him to Khogo and killed him there. Puyoo Tamar says that he tried in vain to free him and offered Bela Lampung 5 mithan as ransom. He argued that since the Dafla was living in his slave's house, it was as good as if he had lived in his own, and that capturing and killing a man under his protection was as slight on his honour. In retaliation he seized and killed two of Bela Lampung's cows. Immediately afterwards he started a ladosu competition by killing in front of Lampung's house three mithan cows and smashing one deo gante, one plate of bell metal and one dao. Lampung took up the challenge and slaughtered next day near Puyoo Tamar's house four big mithan. Tamar replied by slaughtering 10 mithan, and Lampung killed in turn 20; this time Tamar did not retaliate, but asked him by his exalted position to kill only 60 mithan. Far from admitting defeat Tamar collected 80 mithan and prepared to slaughter 70 of them.

But at that point the other prominent men of the village intervened and persuaded Tamar to be content with squaring the scores by slaughtering only 60 mithan. He gave way, and following their advice killed 60. The headmen then decided that Bela Lampung should pay to Tamar a fine of one mithan cow. This was done, and the opponents were reconciled. Had Tamar continued and won the competition, Bela Lampung would have had to replace every mithan killed by Tamar and this would probably have forced him to sell the greater part of his property. For before losing he would have exhausted all his resources and his credit.
In a similar linda competition two brothers were the opponents. They quarrelled over the possession of a slave girl and slaughtered between them 47 mithan. In this case too the village elders stopped the competition and brought about a reconciliation.

26th April.—Camp Hang. Hai—Hitherto I have always been told that Apa Tanis never sell their own tribesmen to Dafas, but today I heard of a small boy of Michi Bamin, whom his master sold to a Dafa of Mai. The boy’s parents were freed slaves, but they died and their son returned to the house of their former master, and was subsequently sold to Mai. My informants remarked, however, that to sell Apa Tanis as slaves to people of other tribes is not looked upon with favour by public opinion.

If a slave owner dies without living children or a widow, his brothers inherit his slaves. But if he has no brothers either, his more distant kinsmen give the slaves a share of their deceased master’s property; house-sites on the outskirts of the village and some fields of lesser value. The slaves will be considered as freed but remain under the obligation to give their master’s heirs the head of any animal which they slaughter or kill in the fields. If women and children will retain their husband’s slaves and her own kinsmen will assist her if the slaves become unruly. She even has the right to ask her brothers to kill an unruly slave.

I have realized for some time that Apa Tanis society is divided into gute, people of higher status, and guichi people of lower status. But only today did I discover the truth about the relative position of the two classes. Every guichi clan is dependent on one gute clan, or in some cases part of it is dependent on one gute and the other part on another gute clan. Individual guichi families are attached to individual gute families and have the inherited obligation of giving their patrons the head of any animal slaughtered or killed in the chase, and helping them on their fields with no other reward than food for the day they work. If they fail in this obligation, their gute patrons can seize their cattle and in extreme cases their fields. With the one exception that they cannot be sold their position is indeed not very different from that of slaves with their own house and land.

My informants admitted that all guichi clans were originally slave clans. Yet today guichi men can buy and sell slaves. Some are quite rich, but on ceremonial occasions they still eat with slaves, and they may marry slave girls. These guichi clans have no clan land of their own, but share in the usufruct of the land belonging of their master clans.

Incidentally I heard today of a raid undertaken by the Hang men against Mai some 20 years ago in revenge for the seizure of mithan and capturing of Hang men. Though Hang attacked with a force of 400-500 men and captured 40 men, 100 women and children, Hang killed only 15 and captured 10 men. All men escaped and the prisoners were subsequently released on payment of high ransom.

Some years afterwards Haja raided Mai, but this attack is said to have been unprovoked. The Haja men Unnamed Mai for having brought desentery from the plains; but the disease actually reached Haja through Jorum and Toko and Haja singled out Mai for no other apparent reason than that it was a small village. They killed in the raid 40 men of Mai, and captured 20 women; ten of the latter were released on payment of ransom and ten were kept as slaves.

Mai revenge themselves on the Apa Tanis by attacking a large number of Michi Bamin people working on outlying rice fields; They killed 50 people on the spot and captured two young girls.

With the scores nearly squared Mai and the Apa Tanis decided to desist from further raids; a peace was negotiated and a deko-stone set up in commemoration near Mai.

The Hang men told me also of an unsuccessful raid against Jorum. For that raid they had called levies of Miris from Gocham, Biku, Bini, Rotam and Chemir, promising them part of the spoils and paying the village headmen in duo gante and other valuables. But Jorum was forewarned by Apa Tanis of Michi Bamin and gave the raiders no welcome with showers of arrows that they retreated in confusion. 8 Miri men were killed and three Apa Tanis; two guns brought by the Miris were captured by the Dafas of Jorum.

Among my informants was Taj Tako, a Dafa slave of Ponozy Sama, who with his hooked nose and narrow face could be a European but for the colour of his skin. It is for the first time that I have seen this type in a Dafa. He told me with great animation his very eventful life history. His parents were of Licha and after a family quarrel went to stay in Haja and then moved to Mai. When his father tried to capture mithan from Michi Bamin he was killed, and Taj Tako, while still a small boy was sold to Toko by the Mai man in whose house he was staying. Several years later he ran away from there and went to the plains where he lived for a year with plains Dafas. Then Ponozy Tamar, and Ponozy Tama persuaded him to stay and paid himself three mithan to his former master of Toko.

Taj Tako married then a girl half Apa Tani and half Dafa, who was a slave of Ponozy Tamar, and had three children, two sons and one daughter. The eldest lives in Tamar’s sister’s house, and the younger in Tamar’s house, and the girl stays in his own house. Except for a garden, he has no cultivation of his own, but is maintained by Tamar. If her daughter marries and has children all her daughters will belong to Ponozy Tamar and all her sons to the father and the father’s master. It is a general rule that the daughters of a slave woman become the property of the man who was the slave woman’s owner. This explains perhaps also why slave owners have no objection to their slave girls marrying freed slaves or slaves of other people, even if they lose thereby their immediate help on the fields and in the house.

While this evening we were sitting in our house with Hibu Takr the great spirit-caller, heavy rain began to fall and soon there was not a dry space in the room. The repairs to the roof, which the Hang men pretended to have carried out, were obviously quite ineffective. But Hibu Takr came to our help; standing on the veranda he invoked the deities of rain and weather with long incantations and it was not long before the rain abated.

27th April.—Hang to Duta. Approximately 4 miles. With bad weather threatening and the roofs of our houses leaking, we decided to return early to Duta. On all such moves it is not so much young boys who come forward to carry our luggage, but the same middle aged men with a smattering of Assamese, who have attached themselves to our camp. Since they are anxious to help us, but have little control over the young men, they find it easiest to carry our loads themselves. None of them ever accept the offered cash wage, but all want tobacco and matches.

On many of the fields groups of girls, sometimes re-inforced by two or three men, are planting out the early rice. Every unmarried girl is member of a gang (pating), consisting of boys and girls, both free and slave, of one clan, or in rare cases two or three related clans. The members of a gang are not all of exactly the same age, and a married woman may continue to work with her gang until she bears a child. The gangs work in turn on the fields of their members or are hired by men who have no daughters or
young slave girls and paid wages in grain. Though the patang comprises both girls and boys, the later often go out for work separately, and I have often seen groups of ten and more boys of the same age working on the fields. There exist, incidentally, no boys or girls’ dormitories or anything comparable to a morning.

Soon after we had arrived in Duta, Jorum Kamin, a Dafla headman of Jorum, with his wife, son, brother’s wife and one slave came to see me. He brought a little goat and two chickens as ‘presents’, but with the admitted idea of getting presents of cloths and beads. Some time ago the slave’s wife was also a slave of Jorum Kamin, whom he had bought from Haja, escaped with another Dafla and sought refuge at Lokra. But Jorum Kamin went to Lokra and the girl was returned to him by the Political Officer. Encouraged by this success, he deigned today that several families of Jorum who had moved to the Dafla village of Joything close to the Inner Line should be compelled to return to Jorum, saying that if that were not so, he would raid Joything. These families are not his slaves, but may have stood in some dependence towards the headman.

The Daflas of Jorum have not yet sown on their jhum fields. After burning, they scratch the soil with bamboo hoes which seem to be identical with Konyak hoes, and then broadcast small millets, but dibble such crops as rice.

28th April.—Camp Duta. Hail.—Yesterday afternoon I heard from men of Hari that three men of Rakhe, a village south of the confluence of Khuru and Kamla were in their village. They had brought back a mithan belonging to Hari, which had been stolen by men of Bua, and I hope that this may be the first sign of a detente between the Apa Tanis and their neighbours to the north. I sent Temi, my Dafla interpreter to Hari and asked him to do his best to bring the Rakhe men here, or to persuade them to come and see me today. But Temi failed in the attempt to bring them with him and today passed without them turning up.

Temi told them that some of his own forefathers came from Rakhe and that they should trust him, but they seemed very frightened and thought probably their journey to Hari a sufficiently risky venture without any contact with new and possibly dangerous people. Two of them were slaves and they had all been sent by Rakhe Sala, the headman of which they had below him and had been taken by Kop Tals of Bua and then made over to Guch Tamar of Chennie. Somehow or other it had wandered across the land of Rakhe, and the headman thought it a good move to send it back to the rightful owner. He informed Guch Tamar and suggested that thereby amicable relations with the Apa Tanis could be restored, and Guch Tamar consented that the mithan should be returned. Bua was also informed and seems also to be tired of their feud with Hari, which has stopped all business. The coming of the rains seems to have put an end to any more contact on the part of these villages. They told Temi, who knows by now very well what I am interested in, that they have trade contacts with the villages on the Kamla, but that they have never been to the villages known as Hidijat Lapukher in the Khuru valley west of Rakhe. They say that they speak a mixture between Miri and Dafla, and dress more or less in Miri fashion. It is a pity that I could not see them, but it would have been injudicious to rush at once to Hari in order to meet the girls who and another man of very little importance. The fact that they refused to come to my camp seems to lessen the chances of making any contact this season with the villages on the Kamla River.

For the peace negotiations between Hari and Bua will presumably still take a fairly long time.

Today I was badly handicapped in all enquiries regarding customs by the fact that Temi is laid up. He is the only one of our interpreters who can interpret from Apa Tani into Assamese at all efficiently and I am very conscious of the danger of the whole work depending on one man. But by now we have met every Apa Tani with any knowledge of Assamese and found that none of them has more than a smattering. For simple direct questions the little they know suffices, but once we come to more detailed and complex matters, Temi is indispensable. The only alternative is Tade, a Plains Dafla boy, whom I have attached to the doctor to interpret into Apa Tani. He has not sufficient intelligence and concentration for tackling difficult subjects, but is a possible temporary substitute for Temi. His great disadvantage is that he (Tade) suffers from elephantiasis, and I wonder how long he could stand hard conditions.

The lack of interpreters would be very serious if any closer control of Dallas, Apa Tanis, and Miris were to be attempted. It seems that besides Temi, who is no doubt first rate in every respect, there are only three or four Eastern Daflas who and another man of very little importance. The fact that they refused to come to my camp seems to lessen the chances of making any contact this season with the villages on the Kamla River.

29th April.—Camp Duta. Hail.—After a period of better weather there has been today a good deal of rain, and it looks as if monsoon weather was gradually settling in. Practically all the rice fields are now flooded and so far are some channels that they overflow the dams and there is even in the fields quite a noticeable current. We all wonder how the dams will stand the much heavier rain of later months.

Temi is still not very well, and I had to use Tade for interpreting. Even so I hit on an interesting custom closely connected with the land. The inhabitants of the villages near Haja and Dafla, where Nada Tasang and Duni Pila of Haja, and the cause of their quarrel seemed comparatively slight. A Dalla of Licha, who was heavily indebted to Haj Tamar of Haja, came as a guest to the house of Duni Pila, and when he was returning he was seized by Duni Pila, and kept in stocks until his brother had paid a ransom of one mithan and one cow. Haj Tamar gave the cow into the care of Nada Tasang, but Duni Pila killed it one night to revenge the loss of face which he had suffered when his guest was captured soon after the banishment of his house. Nada Tasang demanded from Duni Pila the price of the cow, but Duni Pila refused to give any compensation and challenged Nada Tasang to call all his kinsmen, friends and supporters and engage the men whom he, Duni Pila, could summon in a pre-arranged fight. So both called upon their kinsmen and friends and the whole of Haja was split into two camps. In the morning the opposing parties met on the island between the rice fields on which our camp was surrounded by the Daflas. For some time Duta and other villages came to support the party with which they sympathized. Only Nada Tasang and Duni Pila themselves remained in their houses. But their supporters lined up in to enormously long lines stretching far into the fields; all men were fully armed with dar, bows, spears and shields, and those without spears, swung pointed bamboo. Then it was seen that both sides were equally strong. They were not made up by whole clans. Chobin the head of the Nada clan, was on the side of Duni Pila, while his first cousin Roza joined Nada Tasang’s line.
If one side had been much weaker, the other might have attacked; not as seriously as in real war, but sufficiently in earnest for opponents to wound each other. Put since both parties were equal, the men decided to go home and tell the competitors to start slaughtering mithan. Nada Tasang began and killed a total of 45 mithan with 30 killed on the last day; Dani Pila followed suit, but reached only a total of 26 mithan. At that stage, when it would have been Dani Pila's turn to sacrifice 30 mithan, the other villagers inter vened and the competition as stopped. Dani Pila paid Nada Tasang one mithan and one dao as compensation for the original loss of the cow.

In this, as is apparently also in many other lisudu competitions, most of the mithan did not belong to the quarrelling parties but to their relatives; Nada Tasang, for instance, owned only 5 mithan; all the rest were given by his kinsmen, and had not to be repaid.

Of a similar case I heard today from Talyang Bokar of Bela: two brothers' sons were quarrelling, the one accusing the other of having stolen some beads. The accused cousin began a lisudu and both competitors killed ten mithan each. Though both had mithan of their own, those killed were those of brothers and kinsmen and only those of more distant relatives were to be given back.

30th April.—Camp Dutu—Halt.—The rain of the last two days has completely flooded the rice-fields and in many places the water is flowing over the dams and submerging some of the minor paths between the fields. The channels are already full to overflowing and I see no way in which the water could be diverted. On many, though perhaps not yet the majority of fields, the transplanting is completed and in the wide expanse of flooded traces there are here and there patches of green in various delicate shades.

During these days, one can observe very well the gangs (patang) of boys and girls going in single file to the work on the fields. All the members are usually of more or less the same age though occasionally a smaller boy or girl, who belongs perhaps not to the patang, has joined them for the day. The composition of such a gang does not seem to follow any strict rules, and the members belong very often to different clans. But once a boy or girl has become a member of a patang, he or she remains in it until the time of marriage. A young married man may still go out to work with his patang, but a woman cannot easily combine her household duties with the work of the patang and henceforth works with other married women, who adjust their working hours to the requirements of a household. It happens quite often that member of the same patang, but of course different clans, get married.

Today I heard more of the pre-arranged fights (gambu)—one might call them 'mass duels'—which are to the Apa Tanis the last resort in the settling of disputes. They result usually in real fighting and lead often to casualties on both sides, but are regulated by rules preventing and general conflagration and are essentially different from the raids which Apa Tanis undertake when at war with their Dafa neighbours.

One of these gambu was held five years ago in Bela village; the opponents were Nani Tasser of Reru khel and Milo Dubo of Tajang kkhel. A Dalla who owed Milo Dubo the price for a good deal of rice came to the house of Nani Tasser, and was captured by Milo Dubo, after leaving the village he was later released on the payment of ransom. But Nani Tasser felt insulted because his guest was captured and challenged Milo Dubo to a gambu. Next day the kinsmen and friends of both sides lined up outside the village, and before there was any fighting, leading men of the neighbouring village intervened and the dispute was settled by Milo Dubo slaughtering one mithan for a general feast.

Less harmless was the outcome of a gambu between Bela and Hari. When five years ago Haja raided the Dalla village of Linia, a man of Hari joined the raiders and was killed in the fighting. One year later his brother Hage Sa heard that Linia people had come to Bela to purchase rice. On their return journey he and his kinsmen ambushed them and killed one man and one woman. The people of Bela were exceedingly angry over this breach of the peace, which threatened to disturb their trade relations with Linia and to involve all Apa Tanis in hostilities with the Dalla to the north. They demanded therefore that Hage Sa should placate Linia by paying compensation. When he refused, the whole of the Reru and Tajang Khels declared a gambu against Hage Sa, who took up the challenge and was supported by his village.

On the arranged day the fighting men of both sides met on an open field between Bela and Hari; and Hage Sa remained according to custom in his house. Even the women helped by bringing bamboo spears. The numbers were approximately even and the parties attacked each other with arrows, spears and sometimes, when sallying forth, even with doss. Many men were wounded by arrows and spears and two on each side were killed. As usual when one or two men have been killed on both sides, the gambu was broken up. There was no formal peace-making, but the dispute was considered settled and both villages were afterwards again quite friendly.

Another gambu occurred between Hang and Michi Bamin over a boundary dispute. The men of Hang encroached upon a piece of Michi Bamin's communal village land, declared that they would cut the thatching grass there and erected, without consulting Michi Bamin, a boundary stone well inside Michi Bamin's land. Thereupon Michi Bamin upset the boundary mark and burnt the thatching grass wrongly earmarked by Hang for their use. At that Hang men tried to make a permanent boundary line, with hoes but Michi Bamin stopped them. Both sides agreed then to hold a gambu, and on the fixed day the fighting men of the two villages lined up on both banks of the Kete River where it forms the boundary between Hang and Michi Bamin. Hang contains many more houses than Michi Bamin and can therefore muster many more warriors, but Michi Bamin was supported by the men of Mudang Tage. From the two banks they shot at each other with arrows and spears and each party lost one man, besides many being wounded. The outcome of the gambu was that Michi Bamin retained the disputed land, and that Hang's attempt to profit at the expense of a weaker neighbour was foiled by Michi Bamin's determined stand.
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and slaughtered a third mithan to be eaten by the assembly of men who came to decide the dispute.

But after some days, Jora Tana came to Haja and complaining that the Bela people had demanded payment for the return of the two women, instigated Taku Tana of Haja to steal the two cows that had been stolen before by one brass plate. Haja Tana paid one cow to the captors and the two cows were recovered. Taku Tana of Haja and Duta paid each one cow to the captors and the two cows were subsequently returned to Jorum. In recognition of these services Jora Tana paid to Haja and Duta one mithan each and slaughtered a third mithan to be eaten by the assembly of men who came to decide the dispute.

But after some days, Joren Tana came to Haja and complaining that the Bela people had demanded payment for the return of the two women, instigated Taku Tana of Haja to steal the two cows that had been stolen before by one brass plate. Haja Tana paid one cow to the captors and the two cows were recovered. Taku Tana of Haja and Duta paid each one cow to the captors and the two cows were subsequently returned to Jorum. In recognition of these services Jora Tana paid to Haja and Duta one mithan each and slaughtered a third mithan to be eaten by the assembly of men who came to decide the dispute.

But later some days, Jora Tana came to Haja and complaining that the Bela people had demanded payment for the return of the two women, instigated Taku Tana of Haja to steal the two cows that had been stolen before by one brass plate. Haja Tana paid one cow to the captors and the two cows were recovered. Taku Tana of Haja and Duta paid each one cow to the captors and the two cows were subsequently returned to Jorum. In recognition of these services Jora Tana paid to Haja and Duta one mithan each and slaughtered a third mithan to be eaten by the assembly of men who came to decide the dispute.

But later some days, Jora Tana came to Haja and complaining that the Bela people had demanded payment for the return of the two women, instigated Taku Tana of Haja to steal the two cows that had been stolen before by one brass plate. Haja Tana paid one cow to the captors and the two cows were recovered. Taku Tana of Haja and Duta paid each one cow to the captors and the two cows were subsequently returned to Jorum. In recognition of these services Jora Tana paid to Haja and Duta one mithan each and slaughtered a third mithan to be eaten by the assembly of men who came to decide the dispute.

But later some days, Jora Tana came to Haja and complaining that the Bela people had demanded payment for the return of the two women, instigated Taku Tana of Haja to steal the two cows that had been stolen before by one brass plate. Haja Tana paid one cow to the captors and the two cows were recovered. Taku Tana of Haja and Duta paid each one cow to the captors and the two cows were subsequently returned to Jorum. In recognition of these services Jora Tana paid to Haja and Duta one mithan each and slaughtered a third mithan to be eaten by the assembly of men who came to decide the dispute.

But later some days, Jora Tana came to Haja and complaining that the Bela people had demanded payment for the return of the two women, instigated Taku Tana of Haja to steal the two cows that had been stolen before by one brass plate. Haja Tana paid one cow to the captors and the two cows were recovered. Taku Tana of Haja and Duta paid each one cow to the captors and the two cows were subsequently returned to Jorum. In recognition of these services Jora Tana paid to Haja and Duta one mithan each and slaughtered a third mithan to be eaten by the assembly of men who came to decide the dispute.

But later some days, Jora Tana came to Haja and complaining that the Bela people had demanded payment for the return of the two women, instigated Taku Tana of Haja to steal the two cows that had been stolen before by one brass plate. Haja Tana paid one cow to the captors and the two cows were recovered. Taku Tana of Haja and Duta paid each one cow to the captors and the two cows were subsequently returned to Jorum. In recognition of these services Jora Tana paid to Haja and Duta one mithan each and slaughtered a third mithan to be eaten by the assembly of men who came to decide the dispute.
the end the wounded man, recovered, and the other woman still held by Takhe Tagan was ransomed by her relations. The latter, as is the general custom, did not take part in the fight; only occasionally do the men on whose account a gangub is fought take the field. For they are personally responsible for any losses on their own side and must, pay compensation for any one killed; therefore they are not generally allowed to fight; if they were to die, who would pay compensation to the kinsmen of fallen fighters?

For a long time we have been buying rice from the Apa Tanis mainly for the permanent porters but also for ourselves. At first, we asked prominent men to sell us rice; they brought some, but not enough and though we offered payment in cloth at a generous rate we were always hard pressed to get sufficient supplies for our day to day needs. But then some women came to sell rice and we began trading with the women. From that moment our difficulties disappeared, and the supply was assured. I am told that a man must ask his wife when he wants to sell rice, but that the women have control of the granaries and can sell even without consulting their husbands. Considering that land is of great value and generally inherited in the male line and owned by men, the position regarding the rice store is surprising.

3rd May.—Camp Duta. Halt.—After two days of rain, there was a fine morning and I went to the villages of Duta and Haja, to establish the territorial distribution of clans, the lay-out of the villages and if possible, count the huts.

In Duta, which is a comparatively small village the local character of the clans (kulu) is well pronounced. All the 121 houses of the Koji clan are grouped together in streets of their own around the two Koji sitting platforms (lapang) which are the social centres. On the outskirts of the village in side lanes and interspersed among Koji houses stand two groups of 23 houses of Yachang clan; this clan is a guchi clan attached to the Koji clan and has no lapang of its own.

One quarter of the village; with one lapang is inhabited only by people of Chigi clan, which comprises 25 households. Although small in numbers the Chigi clan furnishes now the virtual leader of the village, Nene, taking on the characteristics of a spiritual head. Thinking this is a tribe of 23 houses of Hanyo clan with one small lapang, but this group dovetails with the Koji quarter. Hanyo is a guchi clan, and some of its families are dependants of Koji and some of Chigi men.

Haja is about three times as large as Duta. I made a rough plan of the village, according to which the clans are here also strictly localized; in many a street one can draw a line which divides, to both sides, one clan from the other. This strict localization of the clans is only possible if the house-sites are inherited in the male line; and this is indeed the rule. Freed slaves have their houses usually near their master and since slaves adopt their master's clan name, this does not upset the local character of clans.

This afternoon I talked to a Dalla of Toko, who had come here to buy rice and had brought with him one nithan to pay for it. He once lived in Nielom, a village half a day's march from Licha. He said that Licha lies quite close to Nielom, and that both are in the Kyi valley. Licha and Likhia could thus easily be dealt with in the same operation, should the necessity arise.

4th May.—Camp Duta. Halt.—Today the two Apa Tanis whom I had sent with three Gallong porters to North Lakhimpur returned; they were alone, all three porters having fallen ill in North Lakhimpur and my clerk writes that three porters of another party are also ill and under treatment. This means less provisions for us, and greater difficulties with communications.

Talking to the headman of the Nendin clan, Nendin Tagum, I asked him about his property in land, and how he had acquired it. Apart from his inheritance he bought a good deal of his land himself; the mithan required for these purchases he obtained partly by selling rice and partly, as he explained cheerfully, by capturing men. Within the last ten years he captured four Dauss of Licha and Likhia and kept them in stocks until the ransom was paid. In each case, there was a good pretext, usually the fact that one of Nendin Tagum's relatives had once been captured by Dauss of the same village. Three of the victims had come to Haja to buy rice, but one was a woman who had quarrelled with her co-wife, and ran away from home. But in one case he was cheated of his profit; the captive, although Nendin Tagum did not know it at the time, was a very poor man, and all he got as ransom was one prayer bell (deh gate, msj) worth about Rs. 3. The man, however, had been for 8 months in his house in stocks, and eaten much more food than the value of the ransom. Nendin Tagum described laughingly how fat the Dalla prisoner grew on his good food.

The capturing of men is thus not Licha's monopoly and Nendin Tagum admitted quite openly that the main object of keeping the victims as prisoners was to extract a high ransom, sufficient to offset ransoms previously paid by his kinsmen to Licha and Likhia.

But of late Haja has not captured any Dauss and it is two years since the last Dalla was kept captive in Haja.

Some 15 or 20 years ago Haja raided Licha, but the Licha people were forewarned and the raiders, led by renegade Dauss of Licha and supported by men of Jorum and Toko retired without striking. No Licha man or woman came to harm; but my informants say they burnt the houses in Licha; I have, however, reason to doubt that they did even this.

5th May.—Camp Duta. To Hari and back.—Last night Nada Bida, who had brought our post from North Lakhimpur, was sitting in our house with some other men, but left after a drink of liquor in the best of spirits and in good time. At about 11 p.m., when I was just going to bed, the door opened and his wife stood there, pouring forth a tale of woe, of which I understood only that he had not come home. With difficulty I persuaded her to go away, but dawn had hardly broken when she came again and woke us with the same story. Even then he supposed he had little sleep, for every hour she came and kept on talking and complaining, with the result that we slept hardly nothing of what she said. At last we ourselves grew anxious fearing something might have happened to Bida. But there was another explanation. My interpreter Karu confided to me that Bida had spent the night in a granary with a young unmarried girl of good family and at cock's crow had come to Karu's house to establish an alliance; the two friends pretended that from our house Bida had gone straight to Karu's house and had stayed there. Material circumstances are of interest. He belongs to the richest and most prominent clan of Haja, but is himself very poor. He had some land, but sold it all when he was hard up for rice and pressed by a creditor. Now he works here and there for other men; he is one of the men who go frequently to the plains to buy salt and sell it at a profit. His wife is of a good and
rich family of Bela, but his parents-in-law do not help him very much. Though he has been married for nearly ten years, he has no children, and when I asked Karu, whether Bida could take a second wife, he replied that his wife’s relatives would not tolerate that and would tie him up if he did such a thing and cut off his hair.

Polygamist is indeed rare among Apa Tanis and in Haja there are only three men with more than one wife. But Kago Bida, one of the richest younger men, told me that his wife had permitted him to marry another wife, and he had already arranged with three young girls to marry them one after the other, and had received their parents consent. He said laughingly that he wants to be like a Dafla. Next year he will marry the first of these prospective brides.

This morning we went to Hari village. It consists of two khels, Pato and Hage, which observe some gennas separately and have separate nago shrines.

In talking to the headman of the Pato khel, Gate Tadu, I clarified the position regarding the children of slaves. If a slave girl marries the slave of another man, and his owner does not pay any bride-price, all her children, male and female, become the property of her owner. But if a bride-price has been paid, her owner can claim only the daughters while the sons go to the father’s owner. The same rule applies if she marries as a free woman. In his case too her owner has a claim on the daughters unless the husband paid a bride-price of the normal very moderate value, but her full price which the owner could have realized by selling her as a slave.

A good deal of the rice seedlings are still in the seed beds, most of which are immediately near the village and fenced in. But transplanting is in full swing. On a slope of one of the small islands standing out from the flooded rice terraces, I saw newly transplanted millet, and I watched a woman planting millet seedlings between the stubble of last year’s harvest. From some of this stubble new shoots were springing. The Apa Tanis take advantage of the perennial character of some type of their rice, and in some fields where the ground is soft and damp, they don’t disturb the stubble and roots, but allow the old shoots to come up, planting the spaces between with fresh seedlings. Thus some fields are not dug over for periods of several years.

6th May—Camp Duta. To Mudang Tage and back. The party of Gallong porters who arrived yesterday from North Lakhimpur brought the news which necessitates a change of plans. The number of sick porters has increased and there is not much hope of getting them all up by the end of the month to take us and our luggage down. Of late not a single party has done the trip without some falling ill either in North Lakhimpur, here on arrival, or being forced to return after the first stage. To bring all the Gallongs up again may mean a return journey burdened by sick men. The second piece of news is that at Perre the water has already nearly reached the level of the bridge. This is a bridge partly suspended from trees and supported at the banks by posts. The Daflas who built it swore that the river could never rise to the level of this lofty structure. But the Gallongs speak of a terrific scene at the confluence of the two swollen torrents, Perre and Panior, and there is no doubt the possibility that this bridge, which seemed to us all so secure, may give way when the rainfall increases. The trouble is presumably that few Daflas have ever seen the Perre in full flood at this particular place, and that they could not gauge how high the water rises. Some members of our camp imagine themselves already cut off from all communications with the plains and wonder how they will live when the food runs out. But the feeling is not deep enough to make us want to adjust the programme of our return journey. The Gallong porters now here will start on the 8th with Siraj and the Medicine carrier and some of our luggage. There has been no heavy rain lately and they will no doubt be able to cross the Perre River without difficulty. After their arrival in North Lakhimpur they will return with all Gallongs to Perre and Siraj will send word to the Daflas of Selsemchi, who built the Perre bridge, to await us there on 23rd May. We will start from here 10 days earlier than originally planned, namely on the 21st May, and engage Apa Tanis to carry our loads as far as Perre. With parties on both sides of the Perre river, some arrangement for crossing can no doubt be made even if the bridge has collapsed. My reasons for an earlier start are twofold: first of all the Apa Tanis are emphatic that they would not undertake any trip down after the end of this lunar month; secondly the earlier start increases the chances of finding the bridge standing. All the other bridges are described by the Gallongs as safe and well above the water level. But they complain that one stretch of the path near Gage is knee deep in water.

Today we went to Mudang Tage. The most prominent headman, Mudang Takr, has so far kept rather aloof, but came recently to see us and was very insistent that we should come again to his village. For on our previous visits he had always happened to be out. So we sent word this, but when we arrived there were difficulties. It was raining slightly and we had no intention of sitting on one of the open sitting platforms. But Mudang Takr had made a puja for a sick child, and did not want us to enter his house. While in some villages we can go freely into the houses, there are in others still difficulties, but at last we were accommodated on the covered veranda of the house of a freed slave.

Mudang Takr told me that some fifteen years ago he had taken part in the famous Apa Tani raid on Licha and described how the raiders found the village deserted and burnt the houses. But I have my doubts as to the accuracy of this statement. Every man I ask about this raid tells a different version, and the only point of agreement is that no Licha man was killed. I believe that the raid was quite out of character for Apa Tanis and that they probably decided to raid Licha was considered such an extraordinary feat that an abortive and in no way creditable raid gained a certain fame. When I discussed it this evening with Koji Raja he admitted that the raiders never got to Licha, and far from burning the houses, turned back a long way from the village; their only achievement was some damage which they did to the crops on outlying fields.

In this abortive raid the Apa Tanis were reinforced by some twenty-five Daflas of Licha who were living in Haja and Duta at that time. Most of them were refugees who had had to leave Licha for various reasons, some because they had eloped with girls or married women, some on account of quarrels with relatives, another because they had been kept in stocks for some time, proposed to his captns that they should set him free on the condition that henceforth he would live in Haja and, by helping them to capture mithan from Licha, purchase his freedom. Licha had at that time large debts for rice bought on credit from Haja and Duta, and the Apa Tani unable to obtain payment sounded the Dafla refugees in their midst as to whether they would help in a raid against Licha. Knowing to have killed Daflas, they prepared a raid against Licha, but their ballots failed and some and they set the place on fire.
Most of the Dafas continued to live for several years in Haja, but only one, who incidentally still lives here, had a house of his own. All the others stayed in the houses of Apa Tanis and repaid their hospitality by work on their fields and gifts of game that fell to their bows. Many went later to live in Jorum and Toko.

This evening came the wife of Toko Bat, one of the headmen of Toko, with some presents of rice, beer and eggs. From her I heard that on their jhum-fields the Dafas dibble the red rice into holes made with digging-sticks, while the white rice is broadcast. The dilling of rice, reminiscent of the dilling of Sorghum vulgare by digging stick cultivators in the Eastern Ghats, is to me new, and I do not think that the literature on the Assam hill-tribes contains any reference to this method of sowing rice.

7th May.—Camp Duta. Halt.—A good deal of today was spent in arrangements for the departure tomorrow of the last batch of Gallong porters. They will leave with some of our luggage and meet us again at Perre in about a fortnight's time. I am now breaking the news to the Apa Tanis that we will have to rely on them to take us down as far as Perre. There is little enthusiasm for the trip and they all start by saying that they are not used to travel at this time of the year and would risk illness and death if they did. But in the end they see that somehow we have to get down and promise to consult omens. I am not disturbed over this hesitation; it is only after the first time the Apa Tanis have ever been asked to do all sorts of things with no precedent in their customary behaviour, and they have on the whole proved very accomodating and helpful.

This morning Mudang Takr came to repay my visit accompanied by his wife and four brothers. They brought two bundles of bamboo sticks tallying with the numbers of houses in the village I had asked them to count the number of gate and guchi houses, and these were 176 and 131 respectively,—a total of 307 houses for the whole of Mudang Tura. As, in most villages, the families of higher rank are more numerous than those of commoners and slaves. Takr asked for a document stating that there would be permanent peace and friendship between Government and his village—a kind of dapo stone in paper. I told him that he would first prove his practical friendship by sending some men to carry my loads of rice down here, and that this would give him a piece of paper to say that he had personally proved friendly towards Government. I do not know where from he got the idea of written agreements of this kind, but there can be no doubt of the Apa Tanis' desire for friendly and closer contact with a Government which in their view may strengthen their position vis-a-vis troublesome Dafa neighbours.

Chigi Nime told me today of a curious tradition concerning the Apa Tanis' early history. According to him they are descended from Nime Bendi, the original mother of Apa Tanis and other races, who lived in a country called Supung, and that they migrated from the borders of the Apa Tanis country to the north called Supung. On their migration southwards the ancestors of the Apa Tanis crossed first two large streams called Ui-Kamla and Ui-Khru (i.e., god's Kamla and god's Khru) which unlike the real Kamla and Khru turned northwards and flowed into Tibet. (Could this be a faint recollection of the Subansiri or Tsangpo?). Later they crossed the Kamla and Khru which are still regarded as the northern borders of the Apa Tanis country.

8th May.—Duta to Hang. Approximately 4 miles.—This morning a party consisting of Siraj, the mediciner, and eight Gallong porters left for North Lakhimpur. They will halt at Lobu and build some sheds. In all the other camps huts have been built by various parties of Gallongs.

Padi Layang, the most prominent headman of Reru, and indeed the whole of Bela village, has a great reputation as a warrior and the great influence he has seems to be due not only to his wealth, but also to his power of leadership. Today he told me of his raids on Dodun near the Khru and the story revealed some of the fiercer aspects of the feuds between Apa Tanis and Dafas.

It seems that there has been for many years enmity between Bela and Dodun, probably manifested in a similar way as that now prevailing between Haja and Licha. Padi Layang said that many years ago, before he was elected a representative, the man he considered the most prominent leader in war who had once captured Padi Layang's father. The settlement consisted only of five houses, but some of these were very large and Dodun Tania's house alone contained twelve hearths.

During the raid no one was killed on either side, but Nani Kani died in Reru of his arrow wound ten days afterwards. To revenge his death his clansmen killed Dodun Taka's two wives and his small son who were among the captives. They took them to a stream, cut them into pieces and threw the fragments of the bodies into the water, taking only the left hands to the village to perform with them the ropi ceremony.

Four boys and four women were subsequently ransomed by their kinsmen, but the remaining nine captives were sold to various Dafa villages, such as Licha, Toko, Jorum and Sekhe (near Chodo). But the hate of the Reru men was unappeased and the death of Nani Kani had given it a new sting.

After the raid, the Dafas of Dodun Tana's settlement moved for safety to the largest settlement of Dodun. The Apa Tanis, however, were not deterred, they made a second raid and this time all three khels of Bela took part. They attacked late in the evening and affected a complete surprise. They burnt two houses, killed five men and five women, and captured ten women and ten small boys. Only three of the boys were subsequently released on receipt of ransom; the others were sold to various Apa Tanis, and the women were sold to Mai and Leji.
Dodun Tania had again escaped the raiders, and the Apa Tanis sent word to Dodun through men of Linia, that only when Tania was dead would they cease raining Dodun. They even went so far as to bribe Tania’s brother Taka, saying that only by killing Tania could he save his village from utter destruction and promising him at the same time a reward. It seems that Taka consented, and a Tibetan bell was paid to him in advance. But Tania got wind of the plot, seized his brother whom he suspected of treachery, took him in bonds to the banks of the Khru and had him killed there and his body thrown into the river. An Apa Tani slave of Renu, who surprisingly—happened to be in Dodun, watched the killing.

Though Dodun Tania is still alive, there have been no more hostilities between Dodun and Bela; Apa Tani slaves go now-a-days to Dodun for purposes of trade, but no free men.

At midday I started for Hang, and arrived there to find all the terraces between my camp and the main village green with sprouting rice. Only on high outlying terraces has the transplanting not been completed.

I had hardly arrived when Gate Tadu, a headman of the Pato khal of Hari and Hage Gate came to see me. The latter is an extremely handsome young man with an oval face, a long fine nose and light brown eyes; with a lighter skin and a different hair dress he would look definitely Europoid. Gate Tadu, who is related to the Hage Gate and has killed very much of the same type; both men are tall, very well-built and of a grave and most dignified bearing.

Hage Gat is the man who was recently released from captivity at Chemir, and he to’d me with calm indignation how one of his mithans had disappeared and how, on a rumour that it had been seen in Chemir, he went there and entered the house of his friend Guch Tamar, the headman (who is incidently a posa holder). Tamar had often been to Hari and was on friendly terms with Hage Gate. Notwithstanding he seized his guest and put him in stocks, explaining that so would he revenge the death of Taia Tara of Bua, his wife’s brother, who had been killed by Apa Tanis of Hari. Hage Gate says that there has never been any quarrel between Hari and the Apa Tanis of Bua, and adds that Taia Tara had deserved his fate. He considered therefore Guch Tamar’s action as entirely unwarranted and as a break of friendship and of the datpo between Chemir and Hari. Guch Tamar kept him for four months in stocks and demanded an inordinately high ransom. This was at last paid and Hage Gat had in addition to pay very large fees to various negotiators.

Hage Gate said that he understood that Guch Tamar was receiving a posa from Government and requested that Government should in future exert pressure on p-o-a receiving Miris so that they should not capture Apa Tanis and extort enormous ransoms. I think that this is a concrete instance where intervention would be justified and comparatively easy. Someone must obviously be the first to stop the game of man-catching and demanding such enormous ransoms. Someone must also obviously go a still further and go a new step and dare to make a proposal to Government which would, if accepted, lead to a stop of the game of man-catching.

In the evening I had a long talk with two Hang men which threw some light on the relations between gate and guchi, the two classes of Apa Tani society. My informants told me that nearly all girls have a number of love-affairs before they marry. They meet their lovers in granaries, field houses, empty houses, in the forest and sometimes even in their parent’s house. No objection is raised to such premarital intercourse as long as the rules of clan-exogamy are not infringed. And no one minds if gate girls have intercourse with boys of lower class, and if such a girl bears a child before marriage it may be accepted in her parent’s house. The primogeniture of gate girls is a guchi, and is prepared to become her wife, she may do so, but loses thereby her status as gate. On no account however can a gate man marry a guchi girl and all children sprung from such parents remain guchi and members of the girl’s clan.

9th May.—Camp Hang.—Halt.—A perfect day with white fairy tale mist in the morning, a cloudless sky and cool wind, followed by a still, moon-flooded night.

In the morning I made the round of the village, and asked at each of the sitting platforms (lapang), which are the social and ritual centres of clan, one or two men to count the houses of their clan. There was none of the opposition which my first proposal to count not only the houses, but also the people, had evoked on my last visit, and I had not long to wait for the bundles of bamboo sticks representing the houses. Their total number is less than that given by the villagers out of hand, and comes only to 887 houses, a good many of them shelter, however, two or more families and have the corresponding number of inhabitants.

In Hang there are many men even of gate class and respectable families who own no rice fields, and a few who have neither rice-fields nor dry land in the shape of gardens and fields for millet. Yet, there would be no land for more rice terraces at the southern end of the valley, and I was told that there a village of the size of Michi Barnin could easily be accommodated. But the Hang men say that no one dares to settle or cultivate the land could be cultivated by those who had to live there. I think that this suggestion might once be taken up; at the south end of the valley there would be an ideal place for a civil station with ample land, forest and water, and if there is land suitable for rice cultivation landless Apa Tanis could settle there and cultivate partly for their own benefit, and partly for the personnel of the station. By introducing new vegetables and improved crops, two birds would be killed with one stone; for the station staff would be easily supplied with vegetables, potatoes and fruit, and the Apa Tanis, expert gardeners, could improve the crops for their own use. Ponyo Tamar mentioned also that Hang had invited the last expedition (Captain Lightfoot’s) to camp at Buri, near the village, within easy reach of the other villages; if this invitation had been accepted they say all Apa Tanis would have come and made friends with the party. The Political Jemadar confirms this statement and explained that the offer was declined for fear that so central a place might have given the Apa Tanis an opportunity to attack the camp from all sides; 50 Rifles were considered insufficient protection in such an eventuality.

10th May.—Hang to Duta—Approximately 4 miles.—Before leaving Hang I explained to the headmen the necessity of giving us porters for the way to Perre; I think there will be no unsurmountable difficulties in getting a sufficient number. Some have already volunteered and the headmen said they would ask for a few men from each clan. In the cold weather we could have as many men as we liked, but now some persuasion would be necessary.

1 When I visited Chemir in 1945 I discovered that Hage Gate was not so innocent as he had made out and that the capture had only been one incident in a long quarrel.
I then broached the question of purchasing rice next autumn. This year Hang did not sell any appreciable quantity to outsiders; for their usual customers, Mai and Lei, they had good crops and are not in need of grain. Apa Tanis seldom store rice for long and they say that if kept longer than until the next harvest, it goes bad. Since plains people—and also Nagas—keep their unhusked rice for years, this must be due to a faulty method of storage. The bamboo roofs of the granaries are presumably not quite water-tight, and moisture undoubtedly spoils paddy.

Pony Tamar, husband of four wives, confirmed that women have the right to dispose of their husband's rice, fowls, pigs, and mithan, without consulting their husbands. If the household is short of food a wife may even sell the bread if her husband and wife made independent arrangements for the sale of the same mithan, the wife's arrangement would be given priority and upheld even at the expense of the husband's plans.

The Apa Tanis do nowadays a good deal of hunting and legs of wild boar and deer are often offered to me for sale. But the difficulty is that all people offering game want cloth, and rarely agree to sell for money. And our store of cloth is nearly exhausted; what we have we require for buying rice. Tobacco is now fast losing its value, for the new crop is already coming in. Apa Tanis do not dry their tobacco leaves whole as in the plains, but tread them underfoot while they are still fresh and green; the crumbling mass is then dried on mats on the verandas.

11th May.—Camp Duta.—Halt—This morning we went to look for a possible site for the Assam Rifles in case they come up next year. I had envisaged a site at the north end of the valley where water and communal forest are near to hand. But on going there I found it is really too far away, and I have come to the conclusion that the open fields and soft slopes of Hang and Duta, just north of our present camp will be most suitable. The millet grown on these fields, will by then have long been harvested.

Just now young men and in some places also girls, are busy digging up these fields with their large iron hoes, most of which are of the type used in tea-gardens. In the old times, when such hoes were not available, the Apa Tanis used wooden spiked hoes, made of a forked branch. Old men say that the work was then much harder and there can be no doubt that the digging over of the soil with such wooden hoes must have been far less effective. After the men have turned over the soil, the women break up the clods and level the little hollows left by the much resembling Konkay hoes. Into the level soil the millet seedlings are then transplanted. Some of the millet fields are altogether a surprise that there too each individual plant is planted. Some of these dry fields are on gentle slopes, and dams between the plots prevent too rapid drainage.

In a depression between dry fields lies a group of rice fields, and I was told that these were made only three or four years ago. Previously that land too had been used for dry cultivation. The rolling hills at the end of the valley offer still opportunities for an extension of both wet and dry cultivation, but here as at the south end, there is the danger from Dafla kidnappers. My interpreter pointed out the places from where Apa Tanis, while working on their lands, had been carried off by men of Licha. He gave a telling demonstration of how they hide behind trees in the near jungle and then rush forward, some of the raiders covering the victim with their drawn bows while others tie him up.

This evening I had a conference with several headmen of Haja in which we discussed the question of porters for our trip to Perre and next year's tour to Licha and the Khru valley. They see less difficulties in getting 150 men in the cold season for a long tour than 30 now for 5 days, but promised that they will arrange for both. Without relying too much on headmen we have already made our private arrangements for porterage on the Bela, for 150 men to Duta, just north of our present camp. We have so far promised to cover the expenses of 100 men.

Now that it is known that we are to leave so soon, various clan headmen drop hints that they too are hoping for presents. When we arrived we gave the more valuable of our presents to those prominent headmen who were in the foreground and helped us in settling down. Later we realized that some of the less important and partly even more dignified headmen, who had been less pushing, had remained without presents. We explain that we have given nearly everything away, and they take this in a reasauble spirit. For a considerable number of the headmen we have given presents of political presents. A headman of a clan of a hundred households would appear important in the disposal of political presents. A headman of a clan comprising perhaps on'y 30 households may appear very prominent. Fortunately we made no renl faux pas, and no man of any but the highest rank got a valuable present. It is worth remembering that any Apa Tanis who describes himself as a gaonbura is almost certainly a slave or a freed slave; no headman of high rank is ever referred to as gaonbura either by himself or by others. Assamese-speaking Apa Tanis sometimes refer to such headmen as 'raja.' When going to the plains those males who have a smattering of Assamese style themselves gaonbura and act as foresmen or gang-leaders for batches of five or six of their fellow villagers, and as such get a slightly higher wage.

12th May.—Camp Duta.—Halt—Nani Tayo, a man of Ruru, told me to day that this year both he and his wife went to work in the plains and stayed there for nearly three months. Together they earned daily an average of Rs. 2, and saved sufficient money to buy three silk cloths at a total cost of Rs. 62 two silver bangles at Rs. 15 and two small pigs costing Rs. 2 each. On their return they sold all their purchases except one small endi cloth retained by the wife, for rice and salt.

Freed slaves can do what they like with the goods which they bring from the plains, only sometimes do they give a little salt to their former masters. A headman of Haja told me, however, that since salt has become scarce in the plains and Apa Tanis can no longer buy as much as they want, his freed slaves and dependants have stopped giving him any complimentary presents of salt.

The exchange value of cloth, salt and other articles brought from the plains has not risen, and however expensive silk cloth may now be, it fetches in the same price in rice as before. It is perfectly reasonable, for the wages earned by the Apa Tanis in the plains have risen in proportion and a man need not work to-day any longer than before in order to earn the money required to buy, say, an endi cloth.

This evening Dimp Pila and Nada B'da returned from Perre after accompanying Siraj and his party. They tell that the bridge across the Perre River is undamaged and that just now the river is quite low. This is a great relief, and I hope that on our return journey we will have no more difficulty than Siraj's party had.

Since yesterday it has been raining of and on and the temperature, which on the previous fine days rose to nearly 80° F., is again down to about 60° F.
Duta. Halt—I did not feel very well to-day and had to stay most of the time in bed. Other members of the camp are also suffering from some kind of diarrhoea. But even if one is not particularly in a mood to see anyone, it is impossible to save oneself from the Apa Tanis. They will walk into the room and sit down beside the fire, smiling vaguely at any meek protests. What strikes me often in the Apa Tanis is their passion for counting. Whenever a man gets hold of my note book or diary he will solemnly sit down and count the pages, and to-day one man counted all the pages of a book by Ghurye, and made only a mistake of some eight pages among 240. Their interest in numbers may spring from their trading spirit and help them to calculate prices and measure quantities. They use money, and though they count and reckon while even middle-aged men love scribbling with pencil and paper, their attempts to draw a man or mithan are lamentable. Their drawings are indeed inferior even to those of the Chenchus! So what of the theory that drawings are in any way indicative of the mental age of a people? However, many boys model very nice mithan and human figures of clay and some carve crude mithan from soft chalk. I have never seen any attempt at wood carving.

In recording the genealogies of some prominent men of Haja I realized to my surprise that many men know the names of their ancestors in the male line as far as the sixth generation before them, and as far as the fifth generation they usually even remember the names of their grand-and great-grandmothers as well as the clans and villages from which they came.

14th May.—Camp Duta. Halt—To-day there has been a good deal of rain, alternating with some bright hours. But undeterred by the rain, men and women of Duta streamed to their dry fields which have to be dug over now the transplanting of the rice is nearly over.

Talyang Bokar, one of the headmen of the Kalung Khel of Bela, came this morning with a peacemaking offer of rice and pork. The other day he refused in a rather rude way to converse on quite harmless subject and so I told him that he need not sit about on my veranda. He stayed away for some ten days but re-appeared to-day in a chastened mood.

He and his companions confirmed that all their trade was with Linia, Rakhe, Pemir and other villages to the north, and they never encroached on Haja’s and Duta’s preserve by trading with Toko and Jorum. To-day Dassas of Toko are in Haja trying to buy rice for a mithan, but they too never seem to approach villages on the other side of the valley. Owing to the feud with Pemir, the trade of Bela is thus very small. Only free men of Bela go only as far as Linia and Linia people come to Bela; but only slaves go occasionally to Pemir, Rakhe and Murga and no men from there dare come to Bela. To Pemir go only slaves of the Tajang Khel, but since the recent murder of a Pemir woman by a Kalung man not even slaves of the Kalung Khel venture so far north.

Only a few days ago I heard from Haja men about the fabulous prices demanded by Dassas for their pigs and dogs when sold against such articles as cloth. The Bela people tell too that for a white cloth costing Rs. 3.80 in the plains, the Dassas on the Kreu will give only one piglet and for one silk cloth worth Rs. 15 to Rs. 20 only two small pigs. When I pointed to a mithan calf perhaps 6 months old, temporarily tied up here they said that Dassas would demand for such a mithan six double sheet silk cloth, each costing Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 and in addition several seers of salt. When in need of rice the Dassas barter their animals for more reasonable rates, and even expressed in salt their prices are far lower.

Salt is the only imported commodity whose value has recently risen; not owing to the rise in prices in the plains but to the scarcity of salt. Thus a pig valued previously at 12 seers of salt, can now be obtained for six seers. In general it seems that the carriage up here puts up the price of salt by nearly eight annas per seer.

15th May.—Camp Duta—Halt. I heard to-day that the arrow poison used by the Dassas of the vicinity and sometimes sold by them to Apa Tanis is obtained from Mengo. On the high ranges near Mengo, near the snows, grows a small plant of the size of til oil-seed; from its tuberous roots the arrow poison is made. A scratch by a poisonous arrow is not dangerous, and even a flesh wound from such an arrow can be washed out and the wound is washed. But if a poisoned arrow remains in the wound for any length of time, the victim is certain to die.

Men of the Kalung and Tajang Khels of Bela brought to-day the bundles of sticks tallying the number of houses. Kalang comprises 180 houses, and Tajang 387; only the figure for the Reru Khel is still outstanding. The social structure of the Kalung Khel is so far exceptional as it contains no guchi clans; all the clans represented are of gute status and there are comparatively very few slaves in Kalang.

In Tajang, on the other hand, the numbers of gute and guchi clans are equal. The unusual thing here is that one of the two nugo shrines, and that one used as ritual centre by all clans but one, is situated beside the lapang of a guchi clan and bears the guchi clan’s name. This confirms my belief that guchi clans consist of the descendants of slaves whose gute masters and patrons have died out.

There has been heavy rain to-day and it is still rather cold, temperature being about 62°—65° F. in the day time. But the Apa Tanis work in the rain as on any fine day and their large bamboo rain-shields give them no doubt a good deal of protection.

16th May.—Camp Duta—To Reru and back.—The weather has surprisingly and suddenly changed and to-day was a beautiful day, sunny throughout and with a cool north-wind blowing. Walking at mid-day over the sun flooded rice fields I was rather cool than hot. There can be no doubt that even at this time of the year the climate is very different from that of the Naga Hills.

I set out hoping to see the people at work on their dry millet fields where the small seedlings must soon be transplanted, but found that all were going out游击ing rice fields where some work remained still to be done. So I used the fine day to go to Bela village, where I wanted to see the blacksmiths at work. In other villages there are no blacksmiths and the three blacksmiths of Bela, two in the Reru and one in the Tajang Khel, provide all Apa Tanis with their iron implements in so far as they do not obtain them from outside.

First I went to one of the blacksmiths’ houses, situated on the outskirts of the village, the last house of its street. But he was not at home, and I was taken to his smithy. It lies a good way off; we went first through the village, then across rice fields in a side valley and up a slope past pine groves.
Then in the middle of pasture land we saw a small hut, the blacksmith's workshop. The blacksmith, Nenkre Kechi, was at work, helped by a boy who blew the bellows and another older man, busy sharpening a new dao. Several men were watching the work perhaps to see that the blacksmith used the whole of the iron which they had supplied.

A blacksmith's workshop must be at some distance from the village, for his art is fraught with dangers and the gods would be offended, if iron was worked close to them or kept in a place of religious rites. In Nenkre Kechi's smithy, a pot of the Second Dafil had been hereditary for generations, but anyone may learn blacksmith's work and Kechi's father actually taught Havung Tayo, the second blacksmith of Reru. A blacksmith is considered of slightly inferior social status, although he may partake of sacrificial food and people may eat in his house.

The bellows are different iron any type I have ever seen. They consist of two wooden bowls let into the floor and covered with the leaves of wild bananas twisted into cones to which handles are attached. A man standing between the two bellows pulls the banana leaf-cone alternately up and down, thereby pressing the air into the bamboo-tubes leading to the forge. These banana-leaf cones which take the place of the skin bags used in other parts of India, last, I was told, about one month before they must be renewed. Apa Tanis have never seen any other type of bellows.

Nenkre Kechi has made all his instruments, hammers and tongs himself. He manufactures das, knives and axes, but cannot make the large hoes which the Apa Tanis use on the fields. His raw material is either iron, which he bought in the plains; I saw even of European make and had obviously been obtained from tea-gardens. Most probably tea-garden cookies steal them or get old hoes at a small rate and then sell them to Apa Tanis. The blacksmith never goes to the plains and does not buy his raw material. His customer's brings the iron and pays him a making charge in pork or rice, or gives him instead half of the iron for his own use. From one hoe supplied he makes two das; if he is paid a basket of rice or a side of pork, he gives both to his customer, but otherwise he retains one for himself in place of wages. With nearly 20,000 Apa Tanis depending for repairs and new implements on three blacksmiths, these workshops are always busy.

This evening came Gate Tadu, one of the Hari headmen, who had been to Bua and Rakhe to negotiate a peace with the Dafils of those villages. He had given the men of Bua and Rakhe the message that they should come and see me, but they said that just now they were too busy with their cultivation. Next season they would receive me well if I came that way. Men of Memir and Murga had also come to the Hari village, but all the villages agreed to come to terms with the Apa Tanis; it was decided that between these villages on the one side and Hari on the other there should be no more raiding and capturing of men and millets, and that after the harvest of the small millets a formal dafo agreement should be concluded. Such an agreement would also affect Hang, Michi Bamin and Mudang Tage whose lands lie on the path to Bua. The Hari men had sent an invitation to Chemir, to attend the meeting at Rakhe. But Chemir had refused to send representatives; so it was agreed that Bua and Rakhe should leave Hari a free hand to deal with Chemir as they liked. But just when the Hari men were on the point of returning, a message came from Chemir inviting them to come and discuss terms in Chemir. They refused, however, saying that the Chemir men, who had captured and detained one of their men and owed them compensation should take the initiative in re-establishing peace, particularly since they had refused the invitation to attend the meeting at Rakhe.

17th May.—Camp Dutia—Nada Rika, a man of Haja, who is one of the men who came up with us from North Lakhimpur, went yesterday to one of the settlements of Likha, and I told him to try to persuade the headman to come and see me before I left. Rika returned this afternoon, but had not succeeded in bringing anyone with him. He has been to a settlement called Yoolu, inhabited by Dallas of the Likha clan but a long day's march from the main settlements, which he had also decided to come to terms with the Apa Tanis; it was decided that between these villages on the one side and Hari on the other there should be no more raiding and capturing of men and millets, and that after the harvest of the small millets a formal dafo agreement should be concluded. Such an agreement would also affect Hang, Michi Bamin and Mudang Tage whose lands lie on the path to Bua. The Hari men had sent an invitation to Chemir, to attend the meeting at Rakhe. But Chemir had refused to send representatives; so it was agreed that Bua and Rakhe should leave Hari a free hand to deal with Chemir as they liked. But just when the Hari men were on the point of returning, a message came from Chemir inviting them to come and discuss terms in Chemir. They refused, however, saying that the Chemir men, who had captured and detained one of their men and owed them compensation should take the initiative in re-establishing peace, particularly since they had refused the invitation to attend the meeting at Rakhe.

The Apa Tanis do not breed pigs themselves; they castrate all males and keep the pigs shut up in small enclosures under the houses where they feed on refuse ; at the time of the Mloko feast in March they usually slaughter all their pigs and then start again buying small pigs from Dallas and Miris and even from the plains.

Four Gallong porters returned to-day and said that the Perre bridge is all right. There has been heavy rain and the river was high, but was not touching the bridge.

18th May.—Camp Dutia—Halt—Padi Layang came to see me on his return from Taplo a village near Tado and Linia. He had gone there to fetch one of his mithan which is in the care of a Taplo man, but as it was raining they could not find the animal. So he brought with him two of his own pigs, which he also keeps in Taplo. It seems that all the Apa Tanis’ live-stock is scattered over the neighbouring Dafila and Miri villages.

In Taplo he met also Taplo Konku and from him he heard a strange story. When I heard that Padi Layang was going to the villages near Linia, I had told him he should tell those Dafils that next year I would visit them and that he should try to bring one of the headmen back with him. But when he gave the message, Taplo Konku ridiculed the idea that I would ever dare to enter a Dafila village and blamed Padi Layang for talking nonsense. He had been taught to be afraid of me stay in their country; and even take the trouble of building houses for me. He had recently been to Rakhe and there he had met Hipu Tadu, Chemir, who is a poss-hold and who said that he had some weeks previously been to the plains and received his passes from the Political Officer. Hipu Tadu had grumbled that “Government had no good ruppes left, because they had all been used for the war and with the new ruppes one could buy but little in the plains.” He had then gone on to ridicule the Apa Tanis for having taken so much trouble over and set their hopes on a Sahib who said that the Political Officer would bring a Sahib (Sub-divisional) Officer and bring with him a Jihwa (Sub) outside who had probably come to the Apa Tanis because he was afraid of the Japanese. Taplo Konku also hinted scorn on the Apa Tanis, and spitting vigorously to show their contempt of their foolishness, said they should just wait and see whether their new Sahib would ever be able to prevent the Dafils from
capturing their mithan. Padi Layang was apparently somewhat taken aback but said, I think in a rather dignified way, that he would tell me of Hipu Taya's abuses, and that if I was a real Sahib Hipu Taya would not doubt lose his pasa, while if he continued to draw his pasa Taplo Konku might be right. At this Taplo Konku got even more abusive and threatened Padi Layang that when the Japanese arrive the Dallas and Miris would enlist their help and would drive the Apa Tanis together with their Sahib out of the country.

I was rather sorry for Padi Layang, for he is one of the most helpful Apa Tanis and was obviously disturbed by these remarks coming from a man who had just returned from the plains where he had received his supply of rice for the following harvest. Of course I had learned that he did not get along too well with his Sahib in the hill, but that did not amount to anything, and I felt that there was no need to press the matter. I told Padi Layang that I would be glad to settle the matter between ourselves, and that if he didn't get along with his Sahib he had only to come to me and I would do my best to help him. Padi Layang seemed satisfied with this and said that he would think it over.

Yesterday there was a minor incident when through the vigilance of my Apa Tanis interpreter Koji Karu it was discovered that his clansman Koji Tini had stolen one of thine white cloths with which we have been buying rice. One had been missing for some days and was now discovered in the house of Tini, whom I had employed to look after our houses and who had therefore had ample opportunity for stealing whenever we were out. The cloth was stamped and bore the same number and marks as one still with us. This confirmed the story of the interpreter. The headmen said that it had been a minor incident and that they had not detected it, and that they would pay for the cloth. I told the Apa Tanis that I would let them deal with the matter.

To-day Chigi Nime, spokesman of Duta, came and said they had held a council and that the young men were ready to seize Tini and put him in stocks for some days, but that they had waited to hear my view. I explained that I thought the disgrace sufficient punishment and that from my point of view no action need be taken. Chigi Nime said that in that case they would let him off with a warning. Tribal justice is apparently swift and it is a good sign that the headmen took so serious a view of the theft.

We had asked for men to take us to the borders of the Apa Tani country and were paying them well; if he did not bother to comply with a friendly request, means would be found to exert some pressure. Chemir has, of course, been well-aware of my presence and no doubt got the idea that he had brought the cloth in the plains quite untenable. I told the Apa Tanis that I would let them deal with the matter.

While the discussions with headmen such as Padi Layang and Nada Chobin, who are doing their best to get us some porters, were in a friendly atmosphere, I had to use rather strong language to Mudang Takr, the headman of Mudang Tage. He came this morning and declared bluntly that none of his villagers would come as porters. As Mudang Tage contains more than three hundred houses, it is absurd that he cannot get even five men to go. I told him therefore that so unhelpful an attitude would get him into trouble. We had asked for men to take us to the borders of the Apa Tani country and were paying them well; if he did not bother to comply with a friendly request, means would be found to exert some pressure; next season we would not tolerate any such refusal. If the Apa Tanis want to buy salt and cloth in the plains, they will have to learn that friendly relations with Government involve certain obligations.

Mudang Takr returned in the evening and promised to send one of his own slaves, but declared himself unable to provide any more men.

I discovered to-day rather belatedly, that in casual conversation the Apa Tanis do not often use the terms gute and guchi, for the people of high and of low rank, but refer to them as mite and mura; it is only in formal discussions and councils that the words gute and guchi are mainly employed. The terms appear to be synonymous, it is possible that there is a slight difference, which we have not yet detected. Mura like guchis means not only 'slave' but is generally used for any member of the lower class.

The valley is now chequered with fields bright green with young rice; in some fields the new seedlings have been planted amidst the stubble of last year's crop which is itself newly sprouting. The current is not too strong. There have been a few showers, but they passed quickly, and on the whole there has not been much rain. We are all sorry to leave, for it is still delightfully cool—now in the evening only 63°F. In a few weeks we would also get some fruit; to-day I was given branches with small green peaches which when ripe are probably quite good, and on the trees near our house small pear-like fruits are forming. It is mainly on these plants put into the ground of fields just dug over—and trampled under by cattle—that the seedlings are now being planted, seedlings much older and stronger than the small plants put into the ground of fields just dug over and trampled under foot into a soft mud. Eager not to waste a single piece of ground where rice could be grown, seedlings have been planted even in some channels where the current is not too strong.

Chigi Nime and Koji Talo of Duta came this morning and presented me with a Tibetan sword in a bamboo sheath such as is worn by many rich men. Chigi Nime put the strap round my head and said that it should signify our friendship; making the gesture of taking out his heart and putting it into my chest, he said, "if I have to fight you I should like to be like brothers."

Inspite of these noble feelings there are still difficulties over the porters. Some clan headmen say that all men refuse to go, partly because the omens are bad and partly because they are afraid of sharing the fate of those men who went down for a month in March. It is indeed most unfortunate that two men died on their return and several fell seriously ill. I remember that we had then not the slightest difficulty in getting at short notice some twenty men; but their misfortune has frightened others and the time for journeys to the plains is doubt definitely over.

I mentioned to the headmen my doubts over getting men. 150—200 coolies next season when it is now hard to get 100. But this assured me that the coolies are of the best and another 1 would get as many porters as I liked. I do not take this literally, however, and believe that some time will elapse before the Apa Tanis are sufficiently disciplined to furnish at any given time a large number of porters. It seems that the headmen have really not much authority over the men and the only people whom they can send are their own slaves.

21st May.—Duta to camp on the Pengen River, approximately 14 miles.—We got up at 5 A.M. although we had no illusions as to a late start. Luck is with us, for it was a perfect morning and we hoped that the sight of the sun and the clear sky might determine some hesitating men to run after all the risks of the trip.
Yesterday I was forced to give some advances to headmen who promised to send certain of their men. Even in the plains Apa Tanis do seldom any work without receiving at least half of the wages in advance, and the Political Jemadar tells me that the cultivators are in the habit of complying with their demands for advance wages. But in our case the headmen wanted the advance probably because they do not trust their slaves to bring back the money. Thus Padi Layang brought back this morning part of the money and asked me to buy for it a cloth and send it through one of the men who were going with us to North Lakhimpur. Quite apart from the fact that most of the porters are slaves, the headmen have also a claim on part of the wages because they are the greatest part of the rice needed by the porters as rations.

While the men of Hang alternately nine including our Chowkidar and four men of Michi Bamin came in good time, all the others did not turn up for a long time, and frantic messages had to be sent to their villages. The headmen assembled, but had not brought the porters, and consoled us with the assurance that the men were making ready. When at last they trickled in they turned out to be the oldest or most miserable of their villages, evidently men entirely dependent on some rich people and so compelled to go as porters whether they liked it or not. Since there is now-a-days a great deal of work on the fields, the cultivators are apt to appear in full force when their men are needed, but it may also have been the idea that to send an old slave means incurring a smaller risk; even if he should die on the journey, which everyone seems to consider most dangerous, the owner does not suffer as great a financial loss as by the death of a young slave.

But I believe that there is also a good deal of truth in the headmen's plea that people will not listen to and that their own separated slaves and dependants refuse to obey them if they order them to go as porters. This is born out by the situation in Dutia village. Chigi Nime, the most prominent headman and greatest spirit caller, did his best to persuade some more men to come, offering them rice and dine with them after the attempt to pick them up met for the moment. But he turned eight of the twenty men away to the mountain village of Chotia, and he declared that if no one else would go, he would set a good example and accompany us to Perre. But the villagers were not impressed and no new volunteers came forth. But he stuck to his word and has really come, dressed up magnificently in a large black fibre rain-coat and a rain hat of some strong black fibre, with a long tail-like brim at the back, covering exactly that part of the shoulders which is not protected by the rain coat. On the back of the coat he has tied some cheese with a food and a bleached mithan skull. When he walks ahead completely covered by the bristy black fibre he looks like a bear, and it may be that the elephants, always worn for hunting, are not only protection but also a kind of camouflage, which deceives the game.

But although Nime was ready in his strange outfit and all the headmen stood about solemnly in their best white cloaks bordered gorgeously with bands of a golden yellow and red, or a deep mave and red, there was not getting away and some of the coolies did not turn up while others found each and every load too heavy. A lot of young men, as strong and fit as one could wish, were standing about as sightseers but scorned the idea of coming as porters. They felt this was a job for slaves and down and outs, and saw no reason to neglect their posteriors to earn their food. I have already said that the rain came with the coolies.

There is, moreover, the feeling that it is the obligation of the plains going people to carry our luggage, since they are dependent on trade with the plains and consequently on the good will of those in power there. And as many of those people going habitually to the plains refused to come as porters, other men saw even less reason to embark on the journey.

If in future Apa Tanis coolies should be regularly required, it may be necessary to have a register of the plains going men and provide them with passes, which are liable to be withheld if the holder refuses to carry loads when required by Government. The difficulty of exerting pressure on the headmen is that they themselves have no such authority; it is not desirable that they should be unpopular with their own community. Another difficulty are the rations. Very poor men have often not enough rice in their houses to provide rations for a journey of several days. In the future it may be better to buy rice from rich men and provide the porters with food. But all this requires a definite policy and this year we had to manage as best we could.

At 9-30 a.m. we could at last start, and we thanked our stars that the weather was fine. If it had rained, half of the porters would probably have bolted. There was soon trouble over the loads and we were very glad when the porters of two Dais of Toko and the headmen of the village of Chotia of Toko 1ad heard that we wanted porters and came on their own initiative. Including them we had 39 porters and in addition five of our Gallongs. The other Gallongs will come to meet us in Perre the day after to-morrow.

Very slowly we wound our way through the maze of rice terraces and it was 11-30 when we passed Hang. The way from there to the end of the valley seemed to-day very long and we did not get to the edge of the forest till about 1 P.M.

The weather continued fine and at times it was rather stuffy and hot. Two of our coolies who looked rather ill, had difficulties in carrying their loads; it was not until 5-15 P.M. that we got to the camp between the Nichitche and Pangon River. The bridge across the Pangon, built by the Apa Tanis of Bela seems quite strong and is now still high above the water. I think it will stand in the rains. Just after we got into camp there was a light shower but fortunately it passed very quickly.

Chigi Nime, who feels obviously that it is below his dignity to sleep with all the slaves, insists on sharing our hut, saying that "we should stay like brothers" a sentiment that obviously and fortunately includes Betty. So Chigi Nime will sleep on the floor between our camp beds, a 'brother' placed rather oddly between husband and wife.

22nd May.—Camp on the Pangon River to Lobu, approximately 11 miles—Though I was very tired I could sleep till nearly midnight. But we got off at 6 A.M. after an easy start, and the Apa Tanis proved far better than the Dais with whom we had come up. Each man collected his load and started without any fuss. There was no haggling over the weight of the loads and no delay caused by people trying to get away with half loads. On the way too the Apa Tanis were good and I was surprised at our elderly men who carried fairly heavy loads over an atrocious route. This stage is very difficult and long, and the path is every bit as bad as I remembered it. After the first long ascent to a height of between 6,000–7,000 feet, it goes continuously up and down with a great amount of places that in going down one has to hand one-self from one bambou or creeper to another. There is no member of our party who did not slip or fall, and this although we were favoured by the weather, and the day was dry. It is to the credit of the Abor porters that they managed to negotiate this route so many times and I think they have well earned their bonus.

Although we never rested for longer than to allow stragglers to catch up and regain their breath, we were 10 1/4 hours on the road, and did not get to the summit of Mount Lai until 2 p.m. and into camp at Lobu until 4.15 P.M.
23rd May.—Lobu to Perre, approximately 8 miles.—The weather is still fine and we had no difficulties in getting off at 6 A.M. The Apa Tanis coolies were again excellent and I have little doubt that once they get used to the idea of carrying occasionally for Government officers they will make good and reliable porters. The stage Lobu to Perre is unduly long and took us only six hours, but the path is very slippery even in dry weather, the earth being so loose that the feet can often find little grip.

For many hundred feet the path winds laboriously through a thicket of giant bamboo, with stems so thick that the fingers of both hands cannot meet round them. As they pass the Apa Tanis cut small holes into the walls of these bamboos so that rain water collects in the section and provides them with a drink on the return journey.

In Perre we found Siraj and a party of 15 Gallongs who had come to meet us. Six Gallongs are sick in North Lakhimpur. Neither the Panior nor the Perre River carries appreciably more water than in March, but drift wood collected high up on the shore marks the level of this year’s flood tide; at our time the water must have come up to the bridge. Dallas of Selsemei and Joyhing had come to meet us, they are still confident that the bridges will stand in all weathers.

After all the difficulties of finding sufficient Apa Tanis to come as far as Perre, it now turns out that most of the men would like to come as far as North Lakhimpur and are disappointed that we do not employ them any further. But with 15 Gallongs and 12 Dallas it would be a waste of money to take all the Apa Tanis to North Lakhimpur. I hear moreover, that there are cases of small-pox and typhoid in North Lakhimpur and I think I will ask the Apa Tanis to go only as far as Rangajam village. They are all keen on obtaining salt and have asked me to help them to get it.

In the evening it is raining so heavily that I have some misgivings about to-morrow’s steep descent.

24th May.—Perre to Kemping, approximately 6 miles.—Our luck with the weather has come to an end. It began to rain in the middle of the night and has not stopped ever since. Even after a few hours of rain there was much more water in Perre and Panbore and I can now well imagine how these streams swell suddenly to raging torrents. But the change of weather was not the only misfortune. As we arrived at the foot of our path, the local coolies had left with lid containing all our precious medicines as well as some photo accessories—caught in the cane ropes and the basin crashed into the river and disappeared at once in a foaming whirlpool. There was no hope of recovering it and we had to resign ourselves to its loss.

Changing over this morning from Apa Tanis porters to Dallas we realized the difference between them. The Apa Tanis took their loads every morning without fuss, tying them up carefully and efficiently; the Daisas rushed about to pick the lightest loads, separated any they considered too heavy and then generally deserted us.

We have always expected the return journey in the rains would be hell, and to-day our expectations were justified. The path up to Kemping, difficult in the best of weathers, was sodden and the yellow clay so slimy and slippery that every step was hazardous. Leeches were bad and by the time we reached Kemping at 12.30 P.M. we were wet to the skin, and the camp proved as narrow and unsatisfactory as before. But this time we had at least some huts, palm-leaf roofed, and these gave some protection from the rain. On a fine day it should be easy to get in one day as far as Gage, but to-day everyone was exhausted, cold and wet when we arrived here.

Now in the evening it is raining so heavily that I have some misgivings about to-morrow’s steep descent.

25th May.—Kemping to Joyhing, approximately 16 miles.—It rained nearly all night and we had difficulty in providing adequate shelter for all the coolies. Narrow as our own hut was we took in an Apa Tanis couple; the girl is accompanying her husband and has been carrying quite cheerfully a full load.

We started at about 7 A.M. in drizzling rain. The steep descent of some 4,000 feet was difficult; but we made good progress and when at about 9.30 I saw the Panior not very far below us, I had the idea that we might try to do two stages and reach Joyhing the same day. The thought of another night in dampness and mud was to no one’s liking and the hope of getting under a solid roof gave us new energy. The last part of the path was through a stream-bed and then we reached the broad level valley and the prepared camp near the confluence of the Gage River and Panior. It was then three o’clock and our Dallas guides thought we might be able to reach Joyhing before nightfall. They urged us indeed to go on for they thought that another day of rain might swell the Panior to such an extent that the route might become impassable for porters.

So we had hot tea and some food for everyone and after an hour’s rest we crossed the very good bridge which the Dallas of Joyhing had built across the Gage River. After a while the path emerged from thick forest onto the rocky bank of the Panior River. The volume of water must have increased by many times since thirty hours ago when last we saw the Panior at Perre. The muddy brown water was boiling up into white foam as it rushed over a continuous series of rapids and a fine grey mist lay over the river while the rain poured down steadily. There were just a few stone slabs, rounded and worn smooth by many floods, still left unsubmerged and over these the coolies balanced their loads along the thick undergrowth lining the bank. But it was only for a stretch that we could follow the river; before us rose a cliff and the river lapping furiously against the stony barrier had turned right in a sharp angle and disappeared in a narrow gorge. A bamboo ladder led up the precipitous bank and a suspended cane-bridge spanned a small tributary that had remained hidden from view. Then began the first of many ascents some 1,500 feet up a slope where only the toes and fingers could find a grip in the shallow holds cut out of the sandstone. This was no longer just a steep climb but veritable mountaineering and I admired the coolies who unperturbedly scrambled up with their heavy loads. Hardly had we reached the height when a descent less than steep brought us again to the level of the river, perhaps only a few hundred yards further downstream but on the other side of the gorge.

For the next few hours we followed the river bank, climbed up the cliffs, descended through narrow ravines and stream-beds, only to be again and again faced by walls of rock enclosing the river, which forced us up and across another ridge. Just above one of the gorges was a huge whirlpool where drift wood—from large tree trunks to broken splinters—was slowly and unceasingly being churned round and round. Now and then the rain would beat down in sheets, clattering on the huge banana and cane-leaves and streaming from our topees, shoulders and backs, and then it would dissolve into a fine drizzle.
At last at about 4-30 P.M. we came to old jhum-fields of Joyhing village; but the settlement was still a far way off and just then a downpour worse than any other transformed every path into a stream. It was now getting cool and the large fire in a spacious Dafla house was most welcome. To take all the Apa Tanis and Dassas further that night seemed senseless, for on the Joyhing Tea Estate we had no accommodation for them. So we left them and the bulk of the luggage in the Dafla village and started ourselves with the Gallongs for Joyhing. Dusk was setting in and in the high forest it was getting dark. But we raced ahead, inspired by the prospects of a dry house and a change. It was not yet quite dark when we reached the Gallong camp. A cold wind was blowing and we began to shiver in our wet clothes. The mile or so over the tea garden road seemed long, but at last we saw the lights of Mr. Farmer's bungalow. The servants gazed at us in speechless surprise, wondering if they should let us in. It was about 7-30 P.M. and in a few minutes we were in a warm bath and felt that the age of miracles had not come to an end. The Political Jemadar and the Doctor found shelter with some friends on the tea-garden and our Gallongs stayed partly in their own camp and partly in Mr. Farmer's out-houses.

26th May.—Joyhing. Halt—It was lucky that we did yesterday two marches, for all night it poured and in the twenty-four hours ending this morning 2 1/2 inches of rain fell. The Panior is to-day no doubt much higher and it is doubtful whether with the last ledge of rock along the bank submerged we could have got down with all our luggage.

This afternoon I went by lorry to North Lakhirnpur and the coolies went in by foot. There is unfortunately a difficulty in getting salt, for North Lakhirnpur has been short for some time and there is none in the shops. For the Apa Tanis this is a bad disappointment, and I hope that somehow or other it will be possible to scrape together a little for them.

I returned in the evening to Joyhing where some of our stores are still in the Tea garden storehouse.

27th May.—Joyhing. Halt—I discussed today with Mr. Farmer, the tea garden Manager, the question of how the Apa Tanis obtain their hoes and iron. He confirmed that all the tea-gardens lose a great many hoes by theft, and that such stolen implements find their way probably also into the Apa Tani country. This year the Joyhing Tea Estate lost a great many iron fence poles; they were removed at night from outlying fences and Mr. Farmer suspects hill-men, either Dassas or Apa Tanis of the theft. He says that local hill-men hardly ever work in the tea gardens, probably because the wages are not high enough and they are not interested in permanent work, but want to earn a lot at rush times. During the harvest, landowners pay them Re. 1 to Re. 1-4 a day, and Mr. Farmer heard the other day of a forest contractor who engaged Apa Tanis for Re. 1-4 plus food per day, but said that it was well worth-while, because they worked from morning till evening and did in one day a job over which a plains coolie would take three days.

28th May.—Joyhing. Halt—To-day I inspected the bungalow which the Joyhing Tea Estate would be prepared to let. It would be a good headquarters, for it stands at the far end of the tea-garden and hill-men could come in without touching the coolie lines. It would be very advantageous to have this bungalow as a base for next season's expedition; 'all stores could be kept there, the clerks could live in it, and the in-coming porters could live in quarters near by at the edge of the forest. This would save two days on every trip and consequently a good deal of money and the porters would not be subject to the same dangers of infection as in North Lakhirmpur. Communications will be no difficulty, for the dak-runners of the tea-garden go daily to North Lakhirmpur and lorries are going in and out at least two or three times a week.

29th May.—Joyhing to North Lakhirmpur—Came this morning by lorry from Joyhing to North Lakhirmpur. Near Rangajan I met a group of our Apa Tani porters who are very miserable about the lack of salt. All attempts to get salt have so far been in vain, but there is still some hope that to-morrow we may get hold of one or two sacks. I took the Apa Tanis in the lorry back to North Lakhirmpur and have promised to feed them until the salt arrives.
INTRODUCTION TO THE TOUR DIARIES—OCTOBER 1944 TO MAY 1945

While the establishment of friendly relations with the tribesmen and the gaining of knowledge on country and people were the main objectives of my tour to the Apa Tani valley in the spring of 1944, operations in the Subansiri area during the following season, i.e., October 1944 to May 1945 were of a different and more complex character.

During the first part of the season exploration and the study of tribal custom and local conditions had to take second place. The primary aim was the consolidation of Government's influence among Dallas and Apa Tanis and the establishment of Assam Rifles outposts at Duta and in the Kiyi valley. It was believed that this aim could only be achieved by strong action against Licha, a Dafila clan, whose many acts of aggression had induced the Apa Tanis to appeal to Government for protection, and against Likha, a Dafila clan responsible for numerous raids on villages of the Panior and Par valley.

Government's decision to check the raids of Licha and Likha by extending its authority over the Kiyi valley, coincided with the request of Assam Rifles and the Apa Tanis for the extension of Government's control over the area. The party which visited Licha and Likha consisted of Captain A. E. G. Davy, Additional Political Officer, Balipara Frontier Tract, Captain Cooksey, myself and my wife as well as a much larger staff. Moreover a Survey Party under Mr. M. W. Kalappa of the Survey of India worked with the main party from December until the middle of February, and carried out a ground survey of the Apa Tani and the Kiyi valley in conjunction with the air-survey undertaken at the beginning of the season.

The greatest problem throughout the season was transport. In planning the operations I had reckoned with 200 permanent Gallong porters and until a few weeks before my start it was believed that the expenditure would be provisioned, at least in part, by air. But owing to a shortage of transport planes, air-droppings could not be arranged, and the heavy demands on Abor porter for war-work made it impossible to provide for the Subansiri area more than 100 Gallongs, many of whom struck work after the first few days. Consequently, a long programme of preparation in any event was made necessary. The Government exercised little control and where some of the tribesmen were suspicious and even hostile, while others had never been visited by any outsider. This shortage of permanent porters restricted the range of operations and hampered the mobility of the Assam Rifles, but it also had the unfortunate result that excessive demands for porters had to be made on the tribesmen, particularly the Apa Tanis, a tribe which had never before been treated as a fighting unit. Such treatment was not a mere show of force but a necessary preparation for the intervention of Government in their feud with Licha and during my first visit I had made it clear that if a column were to visit Licha they would have to provide hundreds of porters and they had agreed to do so, they were slow to realize that their co-operation was an essential factor of Government's programme. This was to some extent understandable and it was therefore with the greatest reluctance that at the beginning of the season, when recruitment was difficult, I backed my demands for promised porters by a strictly limited show of force against Licha and Likha, and it was only then taken that the Apa Tanis, the tribesmen of the Upper Kamla, who have for many years had the strong hand of Government afterwards became our most loyal and helpful friends. After the initial difficulties the Apa Tanis settled down to systematic convoy work and there were times when close on four hundred Apa Tani porters were travelling on the lines of communications. The response of the Dafila was, though not so spectacular, faithful and satisfactory and for measuring their efforts it should be remembered that they do not constitute a large and concentrated population as the Apa Tanis.

My diaries of the season, 1944-45, cover three district periods. During the first (October—November) I was mainly engaged in preparations for the expedition to Licha. I first built a base camp in Joything, then established a ration dump in the Dafila village of Selsemchi, visited several villages in the Panior valley and finally went to Duta in the Apa Tani country, accompanied by my wife, a small staff and two sections of Assam Rifles. There I established an outpost and a trading depot, which was necessary to enable the Apa Tanis to dispose of the money they earned by working as porters and Government to purchase rice for porters' rations. At the end of November I returned to the plains for a reconnaissance flight and there met Captain Davy, Captain Cooksey and Mr. Kalappa. The second period during which the entire party was in the hills, extended from December 1944 to February 1945. At that time, Licha, Nielorn and Likha in the Kiyi valley were visited, and Captain Davy, my wife and I made a short reconnaissance tour into the hills near the area, while Captain Cooksey visited Miri villages south of the Kamla River in order to settle a feud between the tribes. The third period during which the entire party remained in the plains, from February to May 1945, was mainly occupied by a further reconnaissance flight and there met Captain Davy, Captain Cooksey and Mr. Kalappa after mapping the Kiyi valley returned to Joything. In February I separated from Captain Davy and the Assam Rifles who returned to the plains in the middle of March. During this third period, which covers March, April and May 1945, I toured the so-called Miri country accompanied only by my wife, the Sub-Assistant Surgeon and several tribal interpreters. With this small and mobile party I visited Miri villages south of the Kamla River in order to settle a feud between them and the Apa Tanis and then moved up the Kamla as far as its confluence with the Selu. From there we crossed into the Sipi valley (Sheet 82 II) which lies beyond the area visited by the Miri Mission and further north than any point reached by previous expeditions west of the Subansiri. The Sipi valley is on the Tibetan side of the Trade Divide between India and Tibet and the tribesmen of this area resemble in every detail of appearance and dress the tribesmen photographed by F. Ludlow at Migytiyan in Tibet. The season being too far advanced to allow further exploration, I was compelled to return to Duta with refreshments for the grand Subansiri gorge, but although a geographical gap remains, it would seem that ethnologically the conection between the tribes of the Upper Kamla and Subansiri Region and the so-called Lobas met by travellers north of the Himalayan main range in the Tsari area has now been established.

I re-crossed the Kamla River just before the onset of the monsoon and returned to the Apa Tani country, where I worked the trading depot. On the 15th May I left the Apa Tani valley and reached the base at Joything on the 22nd May 1945.

During my first tour in spring 1944 as well as throughout the three seasons 1944-45, I was fortunate to receive the warmest support over the work from the staff of the newly created Subansiri Subagency. I should like to pay a special tribute to Rani Gogoi, Political Jenuadar, who has for many years enjoyed the confidence of the tribesmen visiting the plains of North Lakhimpur and who proved invaluable in organizing transport and rationing arrangements, to the Sub-Assistant Surgeon, A. K. Bhatacharyya, who showed not only skill and unfailing enthusiasm in his medical work, but proved faithful and cheerful during extremely strenuous tours in unexplored and difficult country, and who managed to keep in touch and as a result was on the most friendly terms with the Apa Tanis, and to Siraj-ud-din, the Transport Supervisor, who covered more miles than any other member of the party, and who, with his courage and unfailing reliability, made him an extremely valuable member of the staff. They all worked under conditions of great physical discomfort, in a climate, whose rigour was for them far more trying than for the European members of the party; their efforts were all the more praiseworthy as the thrill and exhilaration of original discovery.
cannot have rewarded them for the hardships in the same way as it did my wife and myself. No less important for the success of the expedition were the tribal interpreters, among whom Kop Temi of Rangajam, our head interpreter was unsurpassed in efficiency, intelligence, tact and courage. Excellent work was also done by the Daffas Bat Hel and Jumo Gogoi, the Apa Tanis Koj Karu and Kago Tajo and the Mira Naker Mado and Gocham Tapak. All those who have ever travelled in undisturbed tribal territory will realize how great a debt I owe to these interpreters, who left their homes for weeks and months and by their reliability, courage and tact enabled me to move without escort through the country of suspicious and war-like tribesmen many of whom had never before come in contact with outsiders.

Hyderabad, Deccan,
15th October 1945.

CHRISTOPH VON FÜRER-HAIMENDORF.

15th October.—Joything to Selsemchi 71/2 miles. I started from the Joything Camp at 6 A.M. with 1 section Assam Rifles, 50 Dalla porters under Sirajuddin, the Transport Supervisor, and the Doctor. Twenty-five, Dalla porters had already gone ahead the afternoon before in order to save time in crossing the Ranga Nadi.

The path from the camp to the river had been cleared the day before and is easy, leading throughout over more or less level ground. I estimate the distance at 21/2 miles. We reached the river in less than an hour and hailed the Miri boatmen who were camping on a sandy site on the right bank of the Ranga Nadi together with the advance party of Dalla porters.

The river is not very deep and the boatmen can use their poles during the whole crossing, but the current is fast; there is one place where every boat is carried down with great speed, and the boatmen do not regain full control until it nearly touches the bank and is dragged up with ropes. The two boats had both been brought from the Subansiri. To cross and come back takes ten to twelve minutes. Our entire party was across the river within an hour, but when large numbers of porters go up to Selsemchi it will be necessary to send the majority ahead and let them cross on the afternoon before. There is a good camp site on the other bank which can take several hundred men.

From the Ranga Nadi the path follows for about 21/2 miles the bed of a small stream called Komasoke. With a little trouble it is possible to avoid wading, but after heavy rain one will no doubt have to walk a good deal in the water.

Finally the path leaves the right bank and leads first uphill and then down to the Kimin River which has to be crossed by wading. The path used by the Selsemchi people when going to Dju bazaar leads along this river, but is said to be more difficult than the path by which we came from Joything.

After the crossing of the Kimin River the steepest climb of the march starts; the path leads through high forest approximately 2,000 feet up a slope. Landslides are here very frequent and we had to cross one which had occurred within the last week. I have never seen a country where the process of erosion is so visible; a few thousand years must have witnessed quite a considerable change in the shape of the hills.

Near the top of the ridge we emerged on to a pluem field of extraordinary steepness where rice and millet stood in ears: I saw also a few isolated stalks of sorghum vulgare. From this field we could see clearly the tea gardens of Dju and Joything and the bungalow which is now our base.

Crossing the ridge we saw on the other side a good many fields and plots of young secondary jungle, as well as two isolated houses with their small granaries. But to reach the main settlement of Selsemchi we had to climb another ridge, then drop steeply into a valley and again ascend to where six houses stand on separate ledges of the hillside.

On a spur slightly higher than the village and close to water and forests the Selsemchi men have built a good house in Dalla style as a godown for our ration dump. The narrow spur with a magnificent view on Mount Kemping on the one side, and the plains on the other, has just enough room for the Assam Rifle post and a few tents. The sheds for porters will have to be built at a small distance between this camp and the village.

It was 3-30 P.M. when we reached the camp. The march of 91/2 hours was not very hard, but the plains Dalla porters had difficulties on the hills.

The Dalla porters are certainly not perfect, but they are already far better disciplined than they were last year, and the system of having them divided into companies under their own sirdars works well and simplifies rationing.

The whole day was fine and at times it was fairly hot. But the evening is quite chilly.

16th October.—Halt Selsemchi. Early in the morning one could see beyond the Brahmaputra valley the long line of the Naga Hills, but later mist rose and the view was veiled. Yet it was a fine sunny day.

The Assam Rifles and porters spent the day in making a perimeter which encloses the storehouse and the Assam Rifles shelter. At a short distance between the outpost and the village I had the shrub cleared and a house for the porters built as well as bamboo structures to take tarpaulins for more porters.

The six houses of Selsemchi stand scattered over a hill-side. They are all built on piles and thatched with palmrya palm leaves. At a little distance, sometimes hidden by shrub, stand small granaries, and some houses have separate pigsties. But mithan and most pigs are housed between the piles below the houses. There are a many very fine mithan in the village and unlike Apa Tanis mithan which live half wild in the jungle, they are proper domestic animals and come to the houses where they are often fed with salt.

The houses are fairly large and contain two to three hearths. Normally at least two families, often of brothers, live in one house. There are, however, no partitions and the entire house consists of one large room.

Selsemchi was founded some ten years ago by six families from Kakoi village on a site that had not been inhabited within human memory, and on land that was claimed by no one, not even as hunting grounds. The settlers had left Kakoi because there many people had died of disease. Selsemchi seems to be a healthy open site, and the inhabitants have kept well ever since they came here. Later they were joined by a family from Potin and another from Pette; these two households have, however, settled about a mile away on the next ridge.
The land is here, as elsewhere among the Daflas, common property. In Selsemchi it is so ample: that there is no cause for disputes, but in some of the large villages in the Par valley it is scarce and then there are sometimes quarrels over land. Yet even there no private ownership in land is recognized.

This morning came Tana Talar of Posa, a village in the Par valley one mile from Dolpu, and had a day's march from the village of Pilaipu. This year there has been a severe small-pox epidemic in the Par valley, and in the fifteen houses of Posa 50 people are said to have died. To make things worse the villagers now blame each other for having brought the disease and threaten retaliation.

Tana Talar has come to ask for Government's protection against Chhuu Taj of Pilaipu who has declared his intention to raid Posa with men raised from Sekhe village. He has already captured five mithan of Posa, three of which belong to Tana Talar. The odd thing about this quarrel is that Posa is on friendly terms with the main part of Pilaipu and the threat comes only from Chhuu Taj who lives in a one house settlement at some distance and relies for support in raiding on his many friends in Sekhe and other villages.

I told Tana Talar that I will probably visit the Par valley and look into their disputes, but that until the time came they should give proof of their desire to co-operate with Government by sending men to carry loads to Potin and Dolpu. He asked for three written orders for Posa, Dolpu and Pilaipu and promised to show the papers to the headmen and tell them to send porters to Joyhing.

At dusk a group of extremely jungle and dirty but sturdy looking men, all heavily armed with bows and dho appeared in the camp and told me to my surprise that they were men of Small Mengo and had come to carry my loads. Soon after my arrival in North Lakhimpur I sent word to Mengo by a man of Pom, who had fallen ill in the plains and had been looked after and fed by us for a month or so. I asked them to send men to carry loads, but I never thought that any one would turn up. Apparently my superficial contact with a few Mengo men last year as well as with the man of Pom has born fruit and thirteen men have turned up. Small Mengo has grievances both against Likha and Licha, hence their co-operative attitude. The assistance of a friendly village in the rear of Likha and Licha might prove helpful; the most recent grievance is the capture of six Mengo men by Licha; they were caught nearly one year ago and have not yet been released.

I think that a visit to Mengo will be very useful and enable us to establish really friendly relations with an important and large Dafla village, even if Licha and Likha are hostile.

17th October.—Selsemchi to Joyhing 7½ miles. The weather is now delightful. I started back at 8 A.M. leaving one section Assam Rifles in charge of the Selsemchi dump. The Daflas are setting great hopes on the sepoys to deal with the wild pigs and deer that are ravishing their ripening crops. But they were rather disappointed that only one or two sepoys at a time may go hunting. Their idea of an outpost is obviously one sepoy in each field! While the sepoys were still in Joyhing two tons of boot-polish disappeared—now it turns out that some Daflas stole them and ate the contents, taking the polish for a new type of glue.

On the way through the rice fields I heard of an interesting custom. All rice is dibbled and all small millets (Eleusine coracana) broadcast. The dibbling of the rice may only be done by women and on the day of sowing the women must cook and eat their food separately; similarly the broadcasting of the millet must be done by men, who have to observe a corresponding taboo; no such taboos are connected with the sowing of other crops. Small millet is reaped with small knives, and rice is not cut at all but men and women rip off the grains by drawing the ears through the closed hand.

As we went down through the forest the porters collected and ate various jungle fruits. None was of outstanding flavour but some were quite palatable. We crossed the Ranga Nadi without difficulty and reached Joyhing at 2 P.M.

18th October.—Halt Joyhing. Today the porters rested. A Dafla who had worked in the camp and fell ill three days ago died this morning in the Joyhing hospital of septic Celulitis.

19th October.—Halt Joyhing. Seventy five Dafla and 23 Gallong porters went today to Selsemchi accompanied by Siraj and the Compounder. Two Gallongs are ill and had to stay behind. Most of the Gallongs are of poor physique and rather truculent; not nearly as good as the lot I had last year.

20th October.—Halt Joyhing. The party of porters returned from Selsemchi. The weather is fortunately continuously fine; a great boon as we have no water-proof sacks for the rations.

21st October.—Halt Joyhing. Two men of Pilaipu, Nabum Epo and Tabia Kaya came to see me. They say that in retaliation for the spreading of small-pox last year, Tetchi Teke of Sekhe has captured five mithan of Pilaipu; of these two returned of their own accord to Pilaipu.

Muru Rayo of Peru village complains that men of Pila and Nakur village captured five mithan and threaten to raid Peru; all in retaliation for the spreading of small-pox. I asked both to go back to their villages and to send us porters.

27th October.—Halt Joyhing. We had intended to start today, but there is as yet no sign of the Gallong porters who are expected from Sadiya. A piece of luck were 25 men of Potin; they had meant to meet me in Selsemchi, but as I did not arrive have come here. So I am sending tomorrow a convoy to Selsemchi, and have postponed my departure till the 30th or 31st, hoping the Gallongs will arrive.

31st October.—Joyhing to Selsemchi 7½ miles. Many of the Daflas who have been working since October 1st and have already done four trips to Selsemchi have for some time been clamouring to be discharged, and it was not easy to get them to do another trip. At last they agreed and took their loads, but drawing their own loads was too much for them; they were afraid of putting too much meat on, and then the meat would be wasted. To make matters worse the rice was not cut at all but men and women rip off the grains by drawing the ears through the closed hand.

As Potin and Dura. He asked for three written orders for Pos, Dolpu and Pilaipu and promised to send word to Mengo by a man of Pom, who had fallen ill in the plains and had been looked after and fed by us for a month or so. I asked them to send men to carry loads, but I never thought that any one would turn up. Apparently my superficial contact with a few Mengo men last year as well as with the man of Pom has born fruit and thirteen men have turned up. Small Mengo has grievances both against Likha and Licha, hence their co-operative attitude. The assistance of a friendly village in the rear of Likha and Licha might prove helpful; the most recent grievance is the capture of six Mengo men by Licha; they were caught nearly one year ago and have not yet been released.

I think that a visit to Mengo will be very useful and enable us to establish really friendly relations with an important and large Dafla village, even if Licha and Likha are hostile.

17th October.—Selsemchi to Joyhing 7½ miles. The weather is now delightful. I started back at 8 A.M. leaving one section Assam Rifles in charge of the Selsemchi dump. The Daflas are setting great hopes on the sepoys to deal with the wild pigs and deer that are ravishing their ripening crops. But they were rather disappointed that only one or two sepoys at a time may go hunting. Their idea of an outpost is obviously one sepoy in each field! While the sepoys were still in Joyhing two tons of boot-polish disappeared—now it turns out that some Daflas stole them and ate the contents, taking the polish for a new type of glue.

On the way through the rice fields I heard of an interesting custom. All rice is dibbled and all small millets (Eleusine coracana) broadcast. The dibbling of the rice may only be done by women and on the day of sowing the women must cook and eat their food separately; similarly the broadcasting of the millet must be done by men, who have to observe a corresponding taboo; no such taboos are connected with the sowing of other crops. Small millet is reaped with small knives, and rice is not cut at all but men and women rip off the grains by drawing the ears through the closed hand.

As we went down through the forest the porters collected and ate various jungle fruits. None was of outstanding flavour but some were quite palatable. We crossed the Ranga Nadi without difficulty and reached Joyhing at 2 P.M.

18th October.—Halt Joyhing. Today the porters rested. A Dafla who had worked in the camp and fell ill three days ago died this morning in the Joyhing hospital of septic Celulitis.

19th October.—Halt Joyhing. Seventy five Dafla and 23 Gallong porters went today to Selsemchi accompanied by Siraj and the Compounder. Two Gallongs are ill and had to stay behind. Most of the Gallongs are of poor physique and rather truculent; not nearly as good as the lot I had last year.

20th October.—Halt Joyhing. The party of porters returned from Selsemchi. The weather is fortunately continuously fine; a great boon as we have no water-proof sacks for the rations.

21st October.—Halt Joyhing. Two men of Pilaipu, Nabum Epo and Tabia Kaya came to see me. They say that in retaliation for the spreading of small-pox last year, Tetchi Teke of Sekhe has captured five mithan of Pilaipu; of these two returned of their own accord to Pilaipu.

Murru Rayo of Peru village complains that men of Pila and Nakur village captured five mithan and threaten to raid Peru; all in retaliation for the spreading of small-pox. I asked both to go back to their villages and to send us porters.

27th October.—Halt Joyhing. We had intended to start today, but there is as yet no sign of the Gallong porters who are expected from Sadiya. A piece of luck were 25 men of Potin; they had meant to meet me in Selsemchi, but as I did not arrive have come here. So I am sending tomorrow a convoy to Selsemchi, and have postponed my departure till the 30th or 31st, hoping the Gallongs will arrive.

31st October.—Joyhing to Selsemchi 7½ miles. Many of the Daflas who have been working since October 1st and have already done four trips to Selsemchi have for some time been clamouring to be discharged, and it was not easy to get them to do another trip. At last they agreed and took their loads, but drawing their own loads was too much for them; they were afraid of putting too much meat on, and then the meat would be wasted. To make matters worse the rice was not cut at all but men and women rip off the grains by drawing the ears through the closed hand.
Fifty men crossed the Panior yesterday afternoon, but when this morning we were ready to get off, there was a dreadful down pour and I began to doubt whether it would be wise to leave in such torrential rain. But the weather cleared and we started at about 8 A. M. with the Gallongs and some Dafass. In all we had 21 Gallongs and a hundred Dafass porters.

The boatmen have found a better crossing about two furlongs upstream where the water is deeper, and the current less swift. But the path on the other side is worse than the old route along the stream-bed.

We got into camp shortly after 4 P.M., but on the way we overtook many Dafass groaning under their loads and some collapsed with fever; the Gallongs and the Doctor did not reach camp until dusk. The Assam Rifles have improved the camp and it is now as comfortable as its situation is attractive.

The most cheering thing, however, is the arrival of thirty Dafass from Pillipau. I had sent them a message and they arrived here yesterday. Since then, they complained, they have had nothing to eat and it is lucky that we have enough rations in Selsemchi to give them some food at once. The Selsemchi people did not offer them hospitality and it seems that the Dafass have by no means the custom of feeding any tribesmen who happen to come to their village.

The arrival of the Pillipau men solves the problem of discharging the most deserving cases among the Dafass porters, many of whom, having served throughout October, have only one idea and that is to go home. Many are really rather run down and carry with difficulty.

1st November.—Halt Selsemchi. A good deal of the morning was spent in selecting the porters most worthy of being discharged, and there were many more than 30 who would have liked to go home. But I stuck to the 30 for whom there were relief porters from Pillipau.

The men of Pillipau are today in some excitement because a slave of Nabum Takom, Boke Tania, ran away this morning, and some men have set off in search of him. Takom bought him one year ago from the son of Likhipulia, who had brought him as a boy from the Kham. Four men went out, hoping to find him, but in vain. It is believed that he ran away in the direction of Pillipau.

I also heard a case in which a man of Selsemchi demanded of a man of Posa a deo gante (Tibetan bell) which had been promised as dowry. But the girl lived with her husband, who claims the deo gante from her brother, only for one year and was already pregnant when she came to his house. She went then to live with the father of the child, leaving her husband's house, and the latter repudiated the supposed marriage. My interpreters maintained that although the wife had deserted him, the husband was yet entitled to the agreed dowry. Since it is important to get this point clear, I adjourned the case till Potin, where several Dafass headmen will come to see me and where a medi can be arranged.

This evening I went to Bat Peikhi's house. He has worked as sirdar of the Selsemchi men and is the obvious headman of the village. As he has been most co-operative both this year and last, when he helped to build the Perre bridge, I gave him a red cloth. The interpreter Bat Heli, has already received one in Jofying in his capacity as interpreter, but to make it clear that the red cloths are also for co-operative village notables I gave one to Peikhi although both are of the same clan.

The main body of Gallongs arrived to-night after dark.

Of the 29 Gallongs who came with me six are sick here and six have been left behind in Jofying; of the new batch four have already fallen out.

There is also a fair amount of malaria among the Dafass and treatment is often made difficult by their conviction that most illnesses are caused by spirits. Unfortunately the cure by sacrifices and offerings can in their opinion not be combined with the taking of medicines and a man who for two days has taken quinine, stops taking any more pills as soon as a ceremony has been performed to appease a spirit.

2nd November.—Selsemchi to Camp Sichu, 5 9 miles. Though everyone in the camp got up at 4 A.M., there was long delay before we could start. The Dafass were excellent, lined up in good time and looked to their own loads. But with the Gallongs and particularly with those recently arrived we had endless trouble. They did not eat, nor did they set out, then they made difficulties over their loads and the interpreter had to make a separate load of all their plates and cooking vessels and were generally un-co-operative. Many did not start at all because they were ill.

So much time was lost over all this, that I myself did not start till 7 A.M. With me went one section, and the other section took over the guard of the Selsemchi dump. Nearly 300 loads are left here and it will need two conveyos to take the bulk of them to Potin.

The path to Potin has been cleared up to the border by the Selsemchi men and from there on by the Potin men. It rises fairly steeply from the camp and leads first through several jhum fields and then across the jhum border into the fields opposite. The path is already heavily overgrown.

The Gallongs were from the beginning most troublesome. After a short time they decided to sit down and have a meal and throughout the march we had to wait for them although their loads were by no means heavier than those of the Dafass. For the first four or five miles the path leads up and down over slopes and spurs without any great descent. But the ascent to the Taserputta ridge of 4,700 feet is pretty stiff, though neither as long nor as exhausting as the climb up to Kemping. The weather was at first fairly clear, but just as we reached the top of the ridge and wanted to sit down and have something to eat there was a heavy downpour.

From the ridge the path drops steeply some 3,900 feet into a narrow valley with a stream and then rises again steeply to a site called Lichi, where the Potin men have cleared a camp site. The villagers of Potin used to live here and it is only some ten years ago that the people moved to the present site.

The camp site looked rather like a newly cleared jhum field with the bare trunks of a good many trees still standing, and fallen trees scattered all over the place. There was ample room for us, the Assam Rifles and nearly two hundred coolies, but water is rather far away and not very plentiful. Later in the year it may be too little for a very large column, and this would make it necessary to fetch water from the stream at the bottom of the valley.

It was a very dark night when the last Gallongs and some Dafass stragglers came in. A few men are not well and will have to be discharged tomorrow.
I started at 7 A.M., and got into camp at about 4 P.M. Though not excessively long the march is fairly hard on the coolies, but there is no possible camp-site on the stream (called Bhat) from where one has to climb up to the camp.

3rd November.—Lichi to Potin, 5-5 miles. We got up at 4 A.M. in the bright light of a moon still nearly full, but it was 6.45 till we could start.

From Camp Lichi the path leads down a steep slope, which falls ultimately into the Panior. After a short time the gradient became less steep and the path led in irregular ups and downs along the slope. A short climb brought us to a place sometimes used as a midway camp from where we could see far up the Panior valley, and high on an open spur the scattered houses of Sekhe village.

Gradually the path dropped again and at last, very abruptly, descended into the bed of a small stream. Then it rose and led to another stream, crossed by a bridge, and at last over a hump to third and bigger one. Then we were at the head of Potin, but not the headmen were awaiting us. They had brought excellent rice-beer and gave us the present of half a fish.

From this valley which opens a furlong or two further downstream into the Panior valley, the path leads up a very steep slope to the rice fields of Potin. The first is fairly low down, and from there we overlooked magnificent scenery. Mount Lobu had its ridge tower above us beyond the Panior valley, and wooded slopes, uninterrupted by any cultivation, rise from the left bank of the Panior River. On this side (the south side) there are, on the other hand, a good many fields. The slopes near Lichi bear still traces of previous feelings, but the jungle is rapidly regaining its hold on the land—the first year with wild bananas, then shrub and last of all with proper forest.

At the very beginning of the climb up to Potin a path branches off to the right and leads along the Panior to Pite. Later on it will be best to let the coolies take this route without touching the village of Potin.

On the fields of Potin a small part of the rice and millet (Echinoe coracana) has already been reaped and in the field houses are heaps of ears spread out to dry. Here some of the rice has also been reaped, the ears having been cut off, whereas generally the grains are stripped off by hand. Both millet and rice remain standing out by foot. On some fields I saw a good deal of Job's Tears and I found one single ear of I think, Setaria italica. All crops are down mixed, and here and there is a high stalk of sorghum. The Dafas say that they don't sow more of it lest it spoil the rice and small millets. Though the Dafas eat taro, I did not see any quantity growing in these fields.

It is a fairly long climb, alternatively through fields and jungle up to the village the houses of which are loosely scattered over slopes and ridge. The camp the Potin men had prepared occupies a narrow spur, just big enough for our tents and the Assam Rifles. But the coolies have to camp in a sheltered place below me. The strategic position is excellent, for on three sides open slopes drop steeply and the only connection with the main ridge is a narrow saddle.

For a short stay of a small party the camp is thus very good, but there would be no room for more people, and water is not too plentiful. Building material is also rather short, and it will thus be better to use as a dump the camp near the Pite river on the banks of C. C. Panior.

In the Potin the we were at once surrounded by men and women who brought rice-beer, eggs and a few chickens. They were very friendly and the women were not at all shy. Among the visitors from other villages was Tana Sera, the headman of Posa. I asked him why he had not brought any porters (so far there are only two Posa men working as porters). He said bluntly that he could not get more porters, and excused himself with the pretext that many of the young men of his village had died of small-pox. The other Dafas did not think much of this excuse and insisted that there were still a lot of men in Posa and that if Sera liked he could recruit about 100 men from his village and the nearby village of his son. Tana Sera then complained that Sekhe men had captured 5 mithan of Posa.

To my surprise a young man from among our porters whom I had taken for a Potin man turned out to be from Sekhe and defended justifiably the patriotism of capturing the Posa mithan. From Posa the illness had spread to Sekhe and 25 people died; but it was not as compensation for the dead that they had captured the Posa mithan but to recoup the loss of grain they had suffered by being unable to look after their fields owing to sickness.

Sera, on the other hand, maintained that the disease had not been carried to Sekhe by Posa men, but that Sekhe people had contracted it independently in the plains. I ended the debate by saying taj', however the disease spread, there was no point in adding losses to losses suffered by all in the epidemic, and that Government would in future not tolerate the capturing of mithan.

When I pressed my demand for porters from Posa, Sera said that no Political Officer had ever given the Dafas so much trouble, and that on previous shows all loads were carried by porters from outside. To this I retorted that I saw no reason why Nagas or Gorkhalis should carry in the Dalia country, for it was not the Nagas or the Nepalis' mithan and men which Likha had been capturing and that Government was intervening only for the Dafas' benefit. Finally I gave Sera a written order to bring at least fifteen more porters and he sent it with two of his men back to Posa, while he himself remained in camp.

4th November.—Halt Potin. The weather has improved and sunshine alternates with the clouds enveloping the heights that bring sometimes a few drops of rain. The view from Potin is magnificent. To the east one looks along the Panior valley towards Lobu and Kemping and to the north-west right up the Panior and over the ridges of Chiol, Sekhe, Yoijat, each with a few houses above yellow jhum fields. And in the far distance one can see the light coloured fields of Likha on the upper slopes of higher ranges.

This morning I went to the house of the headman of Potin, Tabia Nieri. The path leads through a fenced-in field where early rice and millet (Setaria italica) have been grown and already reaped two months ago. It seems that the Dafas always grow some early crops comparatively near their houses.

I invested Tabia Nieri with the red cloth of a headman. Both last season and now he has been most co-operative and his family is of good status.
Today a party of porters under Siraj left for Selsemchi to bring up more loads, and I had a good deal of difficulty in persuading some of the Dafla porters to do one more trip.

5th November.—Camp Potin—halt. Early this morning the Dafla porters left for Selsemchi, and I listened until mid-day to the complaints of Daflas of Potin and neighbouring villages about the depredations of Likha. It seems that Likha is no better than Licha, and in some respects even worse. For while Licha is mainly intent in capturing people in order to realize ransoms Likha has a very black record for wholesale slaughter and deliberate murder of captives.

I asked why so many villages all burning for revenge against Likha cannot combine and retaliate by raiding Likha. The answer was that Likha is not only strong, but has friendships and marriage relations with so many peoples in different villages that no plan can be conceived, and even less executed without information leaking out beforehand. Dafla warfare depends entirely on the element of surprise and no force, however strong, would dare attack a prepared Likha, which no doubt would quickly summon numerous allies.

Today I discovered a division of the Eastern Daflas into various exogamous groups, which may be described as sub-tribes or better as phratryes. These groups are to some extent localized, but in many villages at least two or more phratryes. Besides such groups with them are dialectic divisions so far I have ascertained three definite dialects, called Leli, Aya and Durum occurring in the area of the Par and Panior.

6th November.—Halt Potin. This morning I went to one of the jhum fields to find out something about agricultural methods. Rarely have I seen jhum fields quite as steep as those here. Many are very large, not just patches carved from the forest, but whole hill-sides denuded of tree growth, except for a very few tall tree trunks that have defied dao and fire. To clear such a field takes up to two months and the owner often calls all the men of the village to help him, rewarding their services with a feast of meat and beer. Even poor men get at least five or six friends to help them and a slave having its own cultivation is entitled to the assistance of all the men of his master's household.

I asked whether grain was never stolen from the granaries that stand at a fair distance from the houses, and was told that grain-theft from the granaries was practically unknown, though children and very poor people might sometimes steal small amounts of grain or tubers from the fields. "To steal mithan and capture men", I was told, is Dafla custom, but grain in the granaries is safe from raiders as well as from other villagers.

The large amounts of millet (Eleusine coracana) grown by Daflas, are used almost entirely for making beer, but if food is short millet is also made up into a coarse bread.

Daflas have seldom a surplus of grain, but individuals sometimes sell grain for mithan.

According to the programme Siraj with his convoy of Gallongs and Daflas should have left Selsemchi for Potin today. But in the evening came the disturbing news that most of the Gallongs abseconced, or more literally, walked out at Selsemchi, in front of the Assam Rifles. This is quite an unexpected blow, for although the Gallongs complained from the very beginning of the distance from their homes, the rate of pay and the loads, which are yet only 25 seers, they seemed to be settling down and on the evening before they left for Selsemchi I had had a long talk with the sirdars, explained to them that after the Selsemchi dump was transferred to Potin, they would find the work not so very heavy, and that they would be given a cook for each section, though I could not now concede to their demands for an orderly per sirdar in addition. I told them that they would be well looked after and that as they did not like the evening I started, rested a day in Joyhin and joined me in Selsemchi the following evening. They were only two days on the road with me. None of the marches they have hitherto done was particularly long or strenuous, the weather was good and the camps were comfortable.

7th November.—Halt Potin. Most of the morning I spent in hearing the complaints of Daflas against Likha. Many cases speak of a ruthlessness on the part of Likha which must definitely be checked. Thus a man now living in Pilipu told me that he used to live in Ang, a village a short distance west of Yojait, when Likha Ekhin and Likha Tabla raided it some five years ago, killed four people captured seven. All attempts to release the captives failed and six of them died in captivity; one is still a slave in Likha. The other inhabitants of Ang dispersed in terror. Similar attacks by Licha and Likha Tabla have on the other hand not so far proved very serious. When Licha Ekhin and Licha Tabla last raid were on the village, killed both his parents, his elder brother and his wife, and captured the two wives of his elder brother and their small children. He is the only free survivor of his family and lives now in the house of Nabum Epo, a headman of Pilipu.

I consider it absolutely essential that action is taken against the leading men of Likha, who are responsible for the destruction of at least ten to twelve villages, and have amassed large numbers of slaves and mithan and deo gante. The captives taken in recent raids will have to be freed, and I think that the ring-leaders of the raids that occurred, say within the last five years, should be compelled to pay compensation to the relatives of those killed. I have gone into the question whether this would be according to Dafla customs and concluded that in some cases where at a settlement, compensation was paid for those killed. But I think that at this stage Government can do little more than to arrange a mel and that Likha should not be ‘fined’ or ‘punished’, for they may argue that they had no knowledge of any law forbidding slave-raiding, that they should be made to pay compensation to the victims of their raids in the same way as a village, which is suddenly faced by a combination of villages stronger than itself may according to Dafla custom pay compensation in order to avoid more violent retaliation.

8th November.—Halt Potin.—This morning the weather was so clear that from the fields above Potin one could clearly see the fields of the various settlements of Likha. Furthest to the north are those of Pulip the village of Likha Horiku and Likha Take, obviously a village with a large population judging from the amount of cultivated land, and to the south Takho, the village of Likha Teji. These three men are the richest in Likha and the leaders in most raids.
Today Koj Karu my Apa Tani interpreter arrived with eleven men and the good news that Apa Tani of all villages except Hang were on the way to Pite. This is a great relief, for since the defection of the Gallongs everything depends on the co-operation of the Apa Tani.

Throughout the day I heard more complaints, mainly against Likha, and looking over this vast and sparsely populated country with many times more land than the people can possibly cultivate, one may really despair of man’s ability ever to live in peace with his neighbours.

This evening one section of Assam Rifles, the remaining Gallongs and a party of Dalla’s reached Pite, and I sent word that early in the morning they should send up a convoy to fetch us down from Potin.

9th November.—Potin to Camp Pite. 3 miles. The porters coming from Pite did not get to Potin until about 9.45 A.M., and I started at 9.40 A.M. The path drops steeply into the Panior valley, and leads along the Stony bank and through jungle in the bottom of the valley. In two places one has to climb up the precipitous river bank, but on the whole the way is good, leading for stretches over the soft sand of small tributaries and through flats of the wide stretches of banana jungle; with the shining red of the giant stems, the pale green of the broad leaves luminous in the sun-light, and the delicate fawn colour of the faded leaves, such banana-jungle is very lovely.

Just before one reaches the camp, onehas to cross the Pite River, a major tributary and the Portin men have built a high bamboo and cane bridge across it. I reached the camp soon after 11.40 A.M. and found there Rajoni, Siraj and the section of Assam Rifles that had been left in Selsemchi. The camp is close to the suspension bridge which now spans the Panior at a place where it is dark and quiet. It is a good position from which to watch the Portin men who built it at my request within a short time.

There had once been a bridge here before, but when Likha began raiding the villages on the right bank, the latter cut it down to make the crossing of the Panior more difficult for the Likha men.

From Siraj and the Naik of the Assam Rifles I heard details of the desertion of the Gallong porters. It seems that they had contemplated this move for some time, presumably ever since they realized that they would not get Rs. 30 like last year but only Rs. 20 per month. For on the same day when the Gallongs absconded from Selsemchi, three convalescent Gallongs secretly left the camp at Joyhing. The whole night before the walk out, the three Gallong sirdars of the second party were consulting omens. Morning of the day they left, the year and remained low, reported to the Transport Supervisor and the Naik that the Gallongs of the second batch were planning to run away. In the morning the disaffected Gallongs threw down their blankets and waterproof sheets near the Assam Rifles barracks and declared that they were leaving. The Dalla porters tried to prevent them from going, but the Naik ordered them not to interfere. Without the active help of the Assam Rifles, Siraj could do little but try persuasion, and the Gallongs walked out. After they had left, the Naik took some of his men to the crossing and the Dalla sepoys met the sirdar Tage Pete with a group of Gallongs and tried to stop them but Tage drew his dao and threatened to attack saying he had seen too many sepoys to be afraid of them, and the sepoys withdrew.

Eleven Gallongs were caught when crossing the Panior and are now detained in Joyhing.

The Apa Tani are unfortunately also rather a disappointment, for so far only 38 men have turned up, and though there are rumours that more are coming, there seems to be little hope. I am afraid the headmen are playing the same old game of sending only a few slaves.

The problem is now how to get porters. Some of the Daffas who have worked for more than a month cannot be longer detained, and the Posa men, whom I expected failed to materialize. This evening men of Sekhe, the village on the hill above this camp, came to see me in response to an earlier message, with loads of rice, eggs, and beer. They were at first too shy to come into the camp and I had to go to a nearby rice-field and bring them in myself. But at last they were quite amenable and agreed to give some porters. To make quite sure, I will go tomorrow to their village.

Tabia Nieri, the headman or Potin presented me the other day with a half grown mithan, and to-night we killed it and fed the whole camp and the Dalla headmen who have followed us.

10th November.—Halt Camp Pite. Today we had to halt in order to redistribute the loads and select the porters who have to go with us to Duta and those who must go with Siraj to Selsemchi to bring up the loads left there owing to the defection of the Gallongs. The section of the Assam Rifles that came from Selsemchi has to remain in Pite to guard the loads we cannot take up to Duta. Siraj will go back to Selsemchi to bring the bulk of the rations and he will be met at Pite by the Apa Tanis who we hope to send down. If enough porters can be raised he will bring all the loads at Pite and those from Selsemchi as well as the section of Assam Rifles up to Duta. This section can then take me down to Joyhing, for unless there are serious complications in Duta I will have to leave for Joyhing on the 22nd, to meet Davy and be in time for the reconnaissance flight.

But the most pressing need is now the need for porters, and to raise some more and at the same time visit a village which appears friendly and lies right on top of Pite camp, I went this morning with one section to Sekhe. Tabia Jobo, the headman, one of his wives, and some other prominent men and women had spent the night in Pite and went with me to show me their village. Quite close to the camp and less than a hundred yards from the river bank is a fairly large field belonging to Sekhe. The rice has been reaped, but an excellent crop of millet is standing.

After a fairly hard climb of 2½ hours I came to an open place close to the village and had from there an excellent view over the country to the west and north. To my surprise I realized that the land of Jorum and Toko, as well as most of the land between here and Likha is without much forest, consisting mainly of grass covered round hills very much like those of the Apa Tani country. Beyond the ridge on which Likha lies there seem to be at least two more major ranges before the snows, the high peaks of which were already visible in the distance.

Sekhe lies in two settlements on two neighbouring spurs, and there are 8 houses in each standing scattered over a rounded hill-top. The house of Tabia Jobo, standing on piles on the sloping hill-side contains six hearths. Later I went to the house of Benga Tedr, who was once arrested for raiding Boguli, but escaped. Yet he seemed only too pleased that I was visiting his house.

Although each settlement consists only of eight houses, I got twenty new porters; five had already worked for me alongside Potin men.

In Sekhe there was a man from Posa and he told me that Tana Sera had sent word to his village that no men should come to carry my loads. The obvious explanation is that Tana Sera is a great friend of the
leaders of Likha, and seeing me record so many cases against Likha wants to hinder our progress. I had sent a message to Tana Sera who is Government goanka of Posa while I was in Selsemchi for the first time, but though it is a village as large as Piliapiu, which has sent 30 men, only four turned up and of these two ran away almost at once. Tana Sera was in Potin when I arrived and I ordered him personally to provide one company of porters; he sent two men to Posa but was non-committal as to whether porters would come or not. Owing to the Gallong's defection Sera had a week to collect his men but today's report makes it clear that although there were rumours they would arrive today, Sera is playing a double game.

When I returned from S'ke I saw Tana Sera sitting in the porters' camp surrounded by a crowd of Daffla and arguing with a man who was in dispute with Daffla. When I asked him, he said his men were not coming. I have been appointed 'goanka' by Captain Lightfoot and given a coat with red cuffs, he should consider it an obligation to collaborate with Government and his attitude is the worst possible example for other Daffla villages. I decided therefore to fine him, and as he was on the spot I arrested him and then pronounced the fine of one mithan for his double dealing. He gave as security two of his necklaces and I took these with the promise to return them as soon as I hear that he has handed the mithan into the safe keeping of Talaia Nieri of Pulin.

In conclusion about the general reaction of the Daffla in my Porter Corps and the headmen present, but found that the firing of Tana Sera was a popular move; most men said that he was a bad man and that because he is a Government goanka his villagers should not get out of working as porters.

11th November.—Pite to Camp Dodo Seram Approximately 7 miles. After a good deal of difficulty in getting a man for every load we started at 7.15 with 65 Daffa and 38 Apa Tani porters, carrying 14 days' rations for everyone. Sraj with 28 Gallongs and 20 Schekhens went the same morning back to Selsemchi to bring the luggage left there.

For several miles the path followed the left bank of the river. As long as it was cut, the going was easy through high forest in the level river bed. But later on the track was hard to discern and we were held up several times by losing the way. Now and then the path came right down to the river and we had to climb over slippery boulders. A different track will have to be cleared for travel in the rains. Over long stretches the Panior is here quiet and deep, but boats would not be of much use, as these navigable stretches are frequently interrupted by rapids. Once or twice one has to climb the steep bank, but on the whole the path is fairly easy, until one reaches the confluence of Panior and Pangem. There the forest opens out on to a large stretch of open ground covered with high grass. The slopes too are bare and grass-covered, with tree growth only in ravines and on the crests of the hills. It looks as if the soil has here been exhausted by over cultivation, and then abandoned.

Immediately after we had reached the Pangen River the path led steeply up a hill-slope and after a while evenly steeply down. It would be better to bridge the Pangen here with a simple bamboo bridge, cut a path on the level ground on the right bank and if necessary re-cross further upstream. When the plateau is reached a bridge could be built within an hour.

For about two miles the path led through the beds of small rivulets, running more or less parallel to the Pangen. One of these is called Dodo Seram and gives its name to the locality. At last we reached the crossing of the road where the path to Jorum branches off from the path to Mai. Here there is a somewhat doubtful bamboo bridge leading ladderlike from the left bank up to a tree on the right bank. Just when we were exploring the possibilities for a camp site we met a group of Daffla and-to our astonishment Apa Tani women. I asked them about the respective merits of the path via Jorum and the Mai route, for from Sekhe I had seen Jorum and heard that an easy route leads via Jorum to the Apa Tani country, but the Pei people painted the difficulties of the Jorum road in the blackest colours, and told us of a path not used for a long time and overgrown by high grass. They obviously wanted to dissuade us from going to Jorum, but I don't believe them and will yet try the Jorum route. Heli the interpreter says he went that away last year and it is quite easy, and a visit to Jorum (two of whose headmen visited me in Duta last year) will have a wholesome effect on the neighbours of Licha and Likha; to get an impression of theantry with a helpful for the future Jorum and the near-lying Toko are huge villages from whom I hope to recruit porters.

In the end we decided on a camp-site on the right bank of the Pangen River, and the Assam Rifles built within a short time a temporary bridge using the foundations of a fish weir. The last porter arrived at about 4.30 p.m. The camp was cleared and a perimeter built before night fell.

12th November.—Camp Dodo Seram to Jorum.—Approximately 9 miles. We left camp at 6.30 A.M. The path rises directly from the camp very steeply through jungle and then up a very long grass covered slope. From there we saw the fields of Pei on the opposite hillside and not very far off the houses of Pei on a spur.

To our surprise we found the path well trodden. After passing over a saddle the path leads through forest, and very soon one comes to the first jhum fields belonging to Jorum. Some years ago this land belonged to Tade Yua, but some time ago he sold it to the Jorum people. This year they have already started burning the grass, but the Jorum people have again bought it from them. In the fields we found the bodies of Tade Yua and his men. Some of the survivors fled to Jorum. Scarcity of land near their village forces the Jorums to cultivate to some great a distance. Some of the field houses on these distant jhum are unusually well and solidly built; for the people often spend the night in distant fields.

For many a steep climb, the path drops to the Kale (or Kal) River, and as there is no bridge we had to wade.

From then on there is less and less forest and soon one comes to the first wet rice-fields in the flat bottoms of the valleys. The path leads up and down along the peculiar hillocks and innumerable grass covered slopes. All bare of cultivation and of little use except as pasture for mithan and cattle. In some places the Jorum people have already started burning the grass. There could be little of value brought out by the Jorum people. Some of the survivors fled to Jorum. Scarcity of land near their village forces the Jorum people to cultivate to some great a distance. Some of the field houses on these distant jhum are unusually well and solidly built; for the people often spend the night in distant fields.

After many a steep climb, the path drops to the Kale (or Kal) River, and as there is no bridge we had to wade.

It was too late in the day to climb up to any of the three settlements and we searched for a camp site somewhere on level ground. At last we found one, just above a field, and enclosed on one side already with a wooden fence. But there was difficulty over fire-wood and wood and bamboo for the shelters for Assam Rifles and porters, and we had to use the wood of some nearby fences, which after the rice harvest did not serve any immediate purpose.
We met some people whom Heli knew returning from the fields and sent word to the headmen of the four separate settlements to come to our camp and to send firewood. We sent Heli to his friend Jorum Kamin to ask for firewood and to tell him we were using his fences for shelters but would compensate him for any damage done.

Long after nightfall Jorum Kamin of Jara settlement and his people and the prominent men of the Peli khel turned up with gifts of fowls and rice-beer, most of them accompanied by their wives and children. This alone seemed to show that they came as friends and indeed they seemed delighted to see us. One of the reasons for my coming to Jorum was the hope of getting porters to bring up the luggage from Pite, and I asked the headmen to give me some men. They said that they would discuss it, and let me know tomorrow.

13th November.—Jorum to Duta.—Approximately 8 miles. Before leaving camp there was a scene with Jorum Tacho of Poh khel which showed that not all Daflas are as proud and generous as those we have so far met. He and his family brought several chickens and as they handed them over proclaimed loudly from whom each was. When in return I gave them beads and mirrors, they declared that they did not want these, but wanted a cloth for each chicken. I said I understood the chickens were gifts and as such I had made gifts in return, but I did not want to buy the chickens and ordered them to be given back. The Daflas with one accord rebuffed me as behaving like a slave and not like a nia, but he was unashamed and left with his family and all his chickens.

I then went up to Kamin's settlement perched high on a spur, each house by itself with its group of granaries. In front of two houses Apa Tani women were sitting weaving, and on some balconies I saw more Apa Tanis than Daflas.

Kamin's house, with eight fire places, was the largest Dafla house I have yet seen. In the dark, undivided interior we were entertained with rice-beer, and surrounded by a crowd of men and women. I again asked for porters and Kamin promised to try and raise two companies of 23 each.

We left the village at 9-30 and started on a very tiring climb up a steep slope. Toko which has never been visited is clearly visible with its enormous long houses.

On a high ridge, on the border between Jorum and Apa Tani land I saw a dapo monument made of wooden stakes with a pointed peg stuck in a wooden block to signify that anyone disturbing the dapo would be put into stocks. This dapo has recently been erected at a peace settlement between the Nada clan of Haja and the Jara settlement of Jorum. The horn of a mithan, sacrificed, hangs also on the monument.

From there on the path leads over a 6,000 feet ridge through the peculiar type of forest, which I have seen only at the approaches to the Apa Tani country. Heli too said that nowhere in the Dafla hills has he seen the like. There are trees with fruits like acorns, but not the typical serrated leaves of oaks, and many other very high tress the trunks clad in creepers. The Apa Tanis must have defended this land very effectively to prevent the land-hungry Daflas of Jorum from using it for their jhuming.

The path is partly very muddy and leads for a stretch through the bed of a stream. Then it rises again and emerges from the forest just above the fields of Haja. The view of the Apa Tani country, the fields now yellow with the straw of the reaped rice, and the dark pine trees was as attractive as ever. We dropped down a steep slope and were soon among the rice-fields, our column winding its way through the tangle of clump like a long snake.

After last year's splendid reception and the friendly relations we had established with the Apa Tanis, we had expected to be met by a good many people, but except for a few boys on the fields, Nada Roza and four men, were the only people who awaited us at the approaches to Duta. They did not show any great pleasure at seeing us, but were mainly interested in the sepoys. As we went along the outskirts of Haja we found the entrances barred and Karu, my interpreter said something of a paja being held to-day which prevented people from coming out.

As we approached our old camp-site a few boys ran out from the village and gradually some men collected under the pines. But there was no firewood and the houses were badly delapidated. The only man who seemed pleased to see us was Koj Tini, with whom last year we had had a row because he stole a white cloth. The other men looked glum and did nothing when we pointed out that we must have firewood. We waited several hours, but had to order the cooks to break the nearby fences of some bamboo groves for firewood and shelters; for they could not go without a meal. To make things worse it began to rain, and as there were not sufficient tarpaulins to go round, we gave some Daflas our house and slept in a tent.

Very belated and rather apologetically Nada Chobin came, but did not do much. Only the Duta men brought a little firewood as it grew dark.

I do not think there is any evil intention in this lack of suitable arrangements but the Apa Tanis just cannot be bothered with anything out of the ordinary.

14th November.—Halt Duta. This morning most of the Dafla porters were discharged, for they were anxious to return to their harvest. But before they left they insisted on having their many complaints heard; claims for bride-prices and compensations, prices for mithan long given and never paid for, and above all complaints about the killing and capture of men by Likha and other villages. I noted some 25 cases in which some action may be taken later, particularly when Likha is visited. We should certainly try to affect the release of persons still kept captive.

The attitude of the Apa Tanis is still unsatisfactory. This morning I called the prominent men of Haja to explain Government's policy and what we expected from them, but only Nada Chobin, Nada Roza and Nendin Taghum and several less influential men turned up. I reminded them that last year they had asked for protection against Likha and beseeched me to bring sepoys and punish Likha. I had then made it clear that their co-operation in carrying loads and selling rice would be a condition for any expedition against Likha and they and promised to give men and rice. Now Government has decided to meet their demand for protection and messages have been sent to them to send porters. But their response was quite inadequate, and coming here I find that they are in no way anxious to help. Chobin's reply was that when my first messages came they were busy with their harvest and no one listened to him or to any other of the clan-heads. But now they would give help and furnish porters. I ordered Haja to provide tomorrow three companies of 22 men with one sirdar each and explained the manner or rationing and payment. Then I chose three of the men present as sirdars and told them to get their men together. But this evening I hear that as yet there are no results.
All today we tried to get bamboos and wood for building a perimeter and storehouses, but with very little effect. The men of Duta brought in the morning a little firewood, but no bamboos were forthcoming and I threatened to have the nearby groves cut unless we got bamboos against payments, offering Rs. 3 a hundred which is slightly more than what I paid last year.

All today it was rainy and cold with clouds hanging low over the valley.

15th November.—Camp Duta—Halt. If yesterday the situation was unsatisfactory, it is today depressing. Early this morning I sent Temi the head interpreter to the village to find out whether the porters were ready. He returned with the news that none of the sirdars had raised anything like twenty-two men. All in all eight porters arrived in camp and so I went myself to Haja. In the village I saw everywhere stacks of bamboos, timber, thatching grass, and here and there the signs of recent repairs to houses.

I asked for Chobin, but was told that he was not in his house. But on a nearby balcony I saw Nada Bat, the son of Roza and some other young men; all strong and fit and obviously with nothing to do. So I went up and told them that they would have to fetch loads from Pite; they showed little inclination to do so, and I took their names. Then I went into the Nada-Kimle street and going from house to house wrote down the names of young men, marking at the same time their house-posts. It was a laborious process, for many men were out hunting, others were said to be ill, and some men had gone to trade in Dafa villages and what is significant—even to Likha. Finally I came to a place where more than a dozen young men were building a house; they were only just starting and I asked them too to go to Pite. Chobin who had in the meantime joined me tried also to persuade them, but they remained obdurate, saying they might go tomorrow.

In the other khet I had even less luck, for there few men were to be seen and those I found on their verandahs were not much impressed by either orders or persuasion.

I returned to the camp to find that neither wood nor bamboos had arrived, but that instead a crowd of Miris from Gocham, Biku, Ratam, La, and Chemir were awaiting me. From Joyching I had sent Nak Mado of Seajuli with a message that they should come to Duta in the last days of November, but somehow they had misunderstood the date and turned up together with Mado. Among them were Gocham Tapak, the headman of Gocham, Guch Tamar and Hipu Taya of Chemir, and Biku Yama, a woman pujari-holder of Biku. The Miris of Chemir have a feud with Hari, and I told them that tomorrow morning I would call the prominent men of Hari and arrange for a settlement of their outstanding disputes. The Miris spent last night in Bela and Padi Layang was with them. But for today and tomorrow morning they have nothing to eat and since their relations with the Apa Tanis are still strained I had to give them rice. The men of Gocham and Bini complained much about the long and difficult way, but all thought the Apa Tani country very pleasant. With them was an Apa Tani who has emigrated and lives now in Bua; he said that he left because he had no land here, whereas there is plenty in the Mira country.

Later in the day I called Chigi Nime and Koj Talo of Duta and explained to them how very disappointed I am at the behaviour of their people, and that they were gravely mistaken in thinking that they could play about with Government. But there was still time to mend their ways, and I wanted tomorrow from Duta 500 bamboos and 100 men to help build the camp. Chigi Nime produced various excuses and promised to collect the Duta men tomorrow.

Only 17 men of Haja left for Pite, and in the evening came Kamin of Jorum and declared that from Jorum too only twenty men had gone to Pite, for all the others had refused saying that they were still too busy with their millet-harvest. I told him that never the less one other company must go down to Pite and that this was an order not to be disobeyed. I gave him a red bordered parwana to show to the other villagers. The whole position looks at present pretty hopeless and I do not see much chance of raising by the 22nd, the day when I ought to go to Joyching, the porters who are required to bring up Davy and the platoon.

To-day was a clear day and now in the evening it is extremely cold. Our house is in such bad repair that we have not yet been able to move into it but in the evening we use it nevertheless in order to have at least a fire.

16th November.—Halt Duta. This morning Chigi Nime came to say that the Duta men had not heeded his words and had gone hunting instead of working for us. He and Koj Talo would cut some bamboos, but he was unable to send any men. A little later Chobin produced ten instead of the required forty men, but he sent some bamboos and I heard that the son of Roza, Nada Bat, has just gone to Pite.

All this makes me believe that the extraordinary attitude of the Apa Tani is not social, rather than a political phenomenon. Last year I had contact mainly with two classes of society: the most prominent and richest men, who appeared as the leaders of their villages and their hangers-on and slaves, most of whom have been to the plains, and have a smattering of Assamese. Those men, used to work for wages and to trade, naturally crowded round me and benefited by conducting barter of cattle; and the most prominent men had felt perhaps the advisability of coming to terms with any new element exerting an influence on the hill-men. Between these two classes lies a broad middle class of free men, who have their own land, never go to the plains and are less interested in trade. This class is presumably less affected by feuds like that with Licha; for its members neither possess many mithan, which might be captured, nor make very eligible victims for capture, because they are not rich enough to pay heavy ransoms.

It seems now that the men of this middle class, whose interests are centred in their cultivation, are unwilling to exert themselves in an undertaking which promises them little advantage and indeed resist any suggestion that like the slaves and hangers-on of rich men, they should go to the plains and carry loads. Government is for them, who have perhaps never left the Apa Tani country, a very vague force, and they are determined not to allow themselves to be disturbed by either me or the rich men of their villages.

The so-called headmen realize in the face of this passive opposition their own impotence, for the only men over whom they have control are their slaves and freed slaves, and these they send indeed to work as porters. Although they themselves may be, and partly are, prepared to co-operate they cannot carry with them the bulk of the population.

It is quite possible that last season when they promised porters and rice, they did not foresee this development but it is quite obvious that they have no means of controlling the free men even of their own clans.
This curious lack of any authority explains perhaps why the Apa Tanis are incapable of dealing with a village like Licha, and why in most raids Dallas form the bulk of the raiding force, the Apa Tanis being at the front of this with the others who pay them for their services. Since it is obviously impossible to persuade individually every single man of a village of 600 or 800 houses, it will not be easy to effect a change of heart in the broad class of independe\textperiodcentered t free men, yet it is they who could furnish the largest number of porters. At present there is unfortunately neither the time to hope for a gradual change of attitude nor have I the force to exert any real pressure on the bulk of the Apa Tanis.

In the late morning Chigi Nime, Koj Talo and perhaps six other Duta men brought bamboos, and the fact that the old and respected Nime—a great warrior and a great priest—had to carry the bamboos on his shoulder illustrated the tale of the battle in which he had led the Apa Tanis in a fight against forty for bamboos, and so we could start building the Assam Rifles lines. At first we had only three Apa Tanis to help, but gradually more trickled in and in the late afternoon about twenty men were working on the camp.

Padi Layang and his people of Reru also brought some bamboos and though he declared that he could never raise 200 men in Bela (a village of over 1,000 houses), he was less elusive than yesterday and we are regaining hope.

The greatest success is so far the shop, and if we were prepared to sell we could do a roaring business. But we have said that until we get more co-operation we are not selling such things as salt and matches except to men actually working for us, and for the moment we are mainly buying dal, vegetables and thatching grass from Apa Tanis against cash.

The main purpose of calling the Miris to Duta was to settle their feud with Hari village, and as soon as they arrived I sent mess-\textperiodcentered es to Hari calling Gate Tadu, the other headman and particularly Hage Gat, who last season was captured by Guch Tamar of Chemir (see May 8th). But this morning no headman of Hari appeared, although I sent them more messages and even a written cit; at last Rajoni had to go to Hari with two sepoys and beg Gate Tadu and Hage Gat. They arrived with a good many Hari men, and I collected Miris and Apa Tanis under the big pine-trees and started the mel.

To one side sat the Miris, stocky figures in their barbaric dress and rich ornaments, with large head dresses of bear skin, enormous silver, trumpet-shaped ear-plugs and heavy necklaces of multicoloured beads, no man dressed quite like the other; on the other sat the Apa Tanis, sleek figures with shiny smoothed hair held in place by a simple narrow head band, with no other ornaments than some small ear-rings, wrapped in their heavy cloaks of severe chaste lines.

The first to speak was Gate Tadu, the headman of one khl of Hari, and when he had finished his version illustrated the tale of the battle in which he had led the Apa Tanis in a fight against forty for bamboos, Guch Tamar, sitting opposite him related his story. It turned out that both parties had a case: both having suffered losses and both having committed acts of aggression. Hari men had waylaid and killed a Bua man a close relation of Guch Tamar, and Guch Tamar in retaliation had captured a prominent man of Hari and exacted a large ransom. After I had heard both sides, I told them that I had brought them together in order to make a peace, so that trade relations between the two peoples could be resumed. The details of the peace should be worked out by the parties in consultation with the present headmen of both tribes and the result reported to me tomorrow. Only if they could not reach an agreement, they should come back to me and I would impose a settlement. Guch Tamar declared himself ready to pay some compensation to Hage Gat and they all departed for Bela.

Before Gocham Tatak left I gave him a red cloth. He has always shown himself most loyal to Government, and last year took enormous trouble to trace a crashed American plane. Many years ago he was given a red coat, which is now very worn, and so he seems definitely entitled to a red cloth.

On the other hand I confronted Hipu Taya of Chemir with Padi Layang who repeated all he told me last sea on about Hipu Taya’s derogatory remarks about Government (see May 18th). Since it is obvious that the rumours in question were spread by one of the Miri posa-holders, I told them that Hipu Taya would be held responsible and his posa temporarily stopped, unless they could trace any other culprit. Hipu Taya’s whole behaviour made it pretty obvious that he had a bad conscience.

17th November.—Halt. Duta. The work on the camp is now proceeding better, more men are working and more bamboos and thatch are coming in. But the porter situation is as bad as ever. I questioned Nendin Tagum why his part of the village had not sent any men and gave him time until afternoon to collect his clanmen. At yesterday’s mel I had ordered Hari to send forty porters, but when I sent Temi here this morning, they flatly refused to give even a single man. So when later in the day I saw Dümpro Dūbo who had even before my arrival dissuaded the Hari people from carrying and had boasted of this to Temi, I compelled him to stay in my camp until Hari would send porters.

When no Nendin people turned up I took eight Rifles to Haja, called Nendin Tagum, and as witness Chigi Nime of Duta, and began demolishing Nendin Tagum’s granaries. Before much damage was done I stopped the demolition and told the attendant crowd that this was only a lesson but that anyone disobeying Government’s orders would have to suffer.

To demonstrate how on the other hand, Government recognized loyalty, I invested in the evening Chigi Nime and Koj Talo of Duta with red cloths. They had pulled their weight to get the Duta men to co-operate and while their success was modest, they had worked hard, themselves carrying bamboos and building the houses, which in elderly and respected clan—heads is quite a creditable feat.

Suddenly at about 10 P.M. I heard peculiar and ominous shouts and cries, and saw from my veranda the fields alive with torches moving towards our camp. Then I saw that red smoke was rising from Haja and realized that the village was on fire. For a moment I was anxious thinking that in the confusion we might be blamed for the fire, having threatened to burn granaries as punishment for non-co-operation, but I soon saw that the men with torches were running from other villages towards Haja. The fire grew, exploding bamboos cracked, and huge flames shot into the sky. I had the village with its crowded streets doomed and a foreboding for the progress of our work if a village of 600 houses had to be rebuilt.

Then a group of Hari men arrived with Gade Tadu; I thought to help in Haja, but in reality to enlist as porters and thereby effect the release of Dümpro Dūbo. They did not seem at all disturbed about the disaster in Haja but I sent them off with our bucket’s to help.

Almost miraculously, as it seemed, the fire subsided and we soon saw that it was under control. The shouting ceased and the men with torches began to move back to Duta.
The Hari men begged for the release of Dubo and promised to return in the morning. They were only 15 men, but they promised more and so we took their names and as a gesture of compromise I allowed Dubo to return with them. He had the extraordinary cheek to ask for the blanket given to him for the night as a present, and when I refused, at least for a gift of matches.

Late that evening we heard that only three houses of Haja had burnt down, but that many around them had been cut down to prevent the fire from spreading. This shows a very creditable efficiency; I had thought the situation hopeless, and if there had been a wind a large part of the village would certainly have gone.

18th. November.—Halt Dutta. This morning we heard how the fire at Haja started. A man of Haji clan was sitting by his fire smoking a pipe. Some burning ash fell on his cloth, but not noticing it he hung it up on the wall and left the house to visit a friend. Two of the adjoining houses were also destroyed by fire, but by cutting down all the surrounding houses and pouring water on the debris the villagers prevented a general conflagration.

Today a good many men, also from Dutta and Hari helped rebuilding. Nevertheless a number of men came for our work and we were able to buy thatch and bamboo.

In the morning some 12 Hang men and 26 men of Haja came to carry and we sent them to Pite. Later 28 men of Hari turned up and these I sent straight to Joying. Yesterday's stern measures seem to have had some effect.

Gate Tadu of Hari came too, and to my great annoyance I heard from him that the Chemir people left to-day without settling their dispute with Hari. Yesterday they were the whole day in Renu with Padi Layang, and I heard that his house was filled with debating men. But Gate Tadu and Hage Gat were obviously not keen on a settlement and though they invited—without success—Guch Tamar to Tadu's house, they did not themselves go to Bela, and thus missed the opportunity of establishing peace with Chemir. Guch Tamar and the other Mir poša holders are too busy at present for Manda to order them to return, and after the nesel they should report to me the terms of the settlement; they left without coming to see me again. I think this incident makes it clear that even poša holders have not yet realized that orders of Government must be obeyed. They believe obviously that their obligations end with meeting touring officers and providing perhaps some porters and gifts of chickens and beer.

19th. November.—Dutta to Hang and back. This morning I went to Hang to arrange for porters to go with me to Joying. The temperature early in the morning was 40°F, and I started in a thick white mist. But by the time I reached Hang, the sun had broken through and it had become so warm that I had to take off my coat and pullover.

At first I had some difficulty in collecting any important men and Ponyo Tamar was ill and could not get up. His son Kago, however, proved helpful and promised to come himself as a sirdar. On the whole I found the Hang people more accommodating in regard to providing porters than the people of Haja or Bela, and they agreed to collect three companies of 23. But it remains to be seen whether they will stick to it.

A lot of building is now going on, for this is the month when the Apa Tanis rebuild all houses that need repair or renewal.

From Hang I went to Micha Bamin where I found nearly all the men and boys of Bamin gathered on a lapang drinking rice-beer in a pause in the work of building a house. From this village too I asked for two companies and was promised that they would be forthcoming.

Mudan Tage was less positive, and only Mudang Takte promised to raise a company, while the men of the other khel remained non-committal, saying that since among them they had no "Sahib" who could give orders, no one could compel his neighbour to work as porter.

Yet, I feel that the atmosphere has slightly changed and that the people are more prepared to co-operate. This may be due to the action taken against Dümprake Dubo and Nendin Tagum, which taught them that I am determined to enforce orders, or perhaps it is only that it takes a long time until the realization of the necessity to co-operate sinks into the public mind.

This afternoon Siraj with Gallong and Dafja porters and the section left in Pite arrived with all but 16 of the loads left in Pite, and these are being brought up by Apa Tanis who are one day behind. This move was made possible by the helpful attitude of Sekhe and Jorum Dafjas, the former providing one and the latter two companies of porters. Mai and Leji also sent more porters than we had dared hope. The convoy came by the Jorum route, but in going to Joying I will explore the path via Mai, which is said to be somewhat shorter.

20th. November.—Dutta to Bela and back. The building of the camp is slowly progressing and the Assam Rifles barracks and the shops are now complete. The great difficulty is nowadays not so much men as building in material, and the fire in Haja which necessitated the rebuilding of nearly twenty houses, has caused an acute shortage of bamboo. Fortunately bamboo from Micha Bamin and Mudang Tage are gradually trickling in but it is clear that the Apa Tanis are not really keen on selling bamboo, probably because every man wants to preserve his stock against the day when his own house might get burnt.

Today I went to Bela and repeated at each lapang my now already stereotyped speech about the necessity of providing porters and the benefits the Apa Tanis will derive from working in the hills for Government instead of going to the plains and buying their requirements of salt and cloth there.

The very fact that the Apa Tanis yearly routine is so exactly regulated, with times allocated for every activity, may make it difficult for a village to provide at short notice any appreciable number of porters for work which takes them away for two weeks. It is obvious that a people of 2,000 living in a single valley of about 20 square miles and maintaining a higher standard of living than most hill tribes, must have a very well developed economic system, and even the slightest transference of man-power to work not foreseen in this system may, before an adjustment has been effected, disturb the smooth working of the economic machinery. If for instance the Apa Tanis had given about 600 of the fittest men to do two trips to Joying in November, it is imaginable (though by no means certain) that their house-building programme would have been delayed and the building activity of the men working as porters extended into the next month, which according to the traditional routine is reserved for other occupations. Similarly the detailed regulation of every activity according to the calendar, evolved during innumerable generations of an undisturbed isolation, may obviate the need for any effective leadership and strong authority. Perhaps we have here an example of the perfect democracy, a democracy where the Government is not simply obtrusive, but actual and non-existent. Such a system would, of course, have no adequate answer to either the aggression of a strong
and well led village such as Licha or the visit of an officer of Government who demands suddenly a considerable diversion of economic effort to work as porters and offers those doing the work reward in a new medium of exchange.

The Apa Tanis may, for instance, argue that the man who spends this month working as a porter and buys at the end for his wages perhaps a cloth, a bell metal bowl and beads for his wife, defrauds those of his co-villagers who helped him—for a drink of rice-beer—to rebuild his house last year, and are now entitled to his help in building their houses.

Such considerations may prevent one from regarding the attitude of the Apa Tanis just as unfriendliness stubbornness or even complicity with Licha. Realizing how great a breach in their traditional economy is any work for cash wages, and that in a society without effective leadership every individual man must be persuaded before a change is possible, I am rather disinclined to adopt at this stage severe measures which might antagonize the whole tribe. Moreover, I think that the principle of preventing more than temporary results. Such punitive action as is unavoidable should be taken against individuals who flaunt Government's orders, rather than against whole village communities. This may mean a slowing up of operations, but such delay may not be too great a sacrifice, if it allows us to discover a way by which the Apa Tanis can be persuaded rather than compelled to cooperate and which gives them time to adjust their mentality and their economy to Government's demands for porters.

21st November.—Halt—Duta. An uneventful day on which the buildings in the camp progressed fairly well. Large quantities of thatch are now brought in, for we pay a fair price and it seems that anyone may collect the straw left on the fields after reaping.

I went to see the site of the fire in Haja and found that nearly all the burnt and demolished houses have already been rebuilt with good new material, obviously with the help of a great many villagers and relations from neighbouring villages.

Now is the time when the women dye their cotton yarn for weaving. This may not be done in the villages, and so they have places outside the village where they boil the dyes (mainly the bark of trees) in pots.

The shop is flourishing and a good many women bring in rice, vegetables, and eggs. To dispose of rice seems to be much more a matter for women than for men.

22nd November.—Duta to Mudang Tage and back.—My hopes that the Apa Tanis have resigned themselves to work as porters have been disappointed. This morning I sent messengers to all the Apa Tanis villages to remind them to furnish by this evening the agreed number of porters, but the result was most disappointing. Temi returned from Haja and told that Tage Tadu had failed to raise any porters, and it seems that the villagers were threatened Gate Tadu, holding him responsible if any of the men who have already gone to Joying fall ill or die on the way.

While some of the clans have given at least a few porters, others despite their promise refused all cooperation and so I went myself to the village with nine Rifles. The most prominent men besides Tage Tade who was with me, were unfortunately out and so I could get hold of only two kinsmen of clan heads. I told them that they would have to come with me and so say stand security that porters would be sent. I did not arrest them and at first even left them their adao, in order to save their faces. Hari was thronged with people who seemed more amused than angry about the detention of these two men.

But Heli came with an equally depressing story from Hang. Ponyo Tamara's son Kago, who had agreed to work as Sirdar has gone hunting and the other clans refused to give any porters. Hibu Taka came later with two men and gave vague promises that men would be forthcoming after two days when the house-building was finished, but one of the young Hibu men with him ridiculed the idea of giving so many porters, so I added him to the other Apa Tanis in the care of the Assam Rifles until the porters turn up.

A message came from Mudang Tage who declared flatly that they would not give a single man, and since Mudang Taka is already in my bad books, I wanted to set an example and arrest him. Unfortunately two of his brothers who had just come into camp got wind of this and created a stir by suddenly running off. Attempts to catch them were in vain and so I took eight Rifles and went to Mudang Taka's house. I gave the villagers a short time to call Taka, but he did not appear and so I gave the order to demolish his house. Many men of Duta had followed us and tried to mediate; and when Koj Talo promised to prevail on the Mudang Tage men to come as porters; I accepted their guarantee and left the house standing.

Late at night 19 Duta men came for enlistment; this falls short of my demand on Duta, but is at least a symbol of their good intentions.

Altogether four men are now detained; two from Hari, one from Bela and one from Hang. Though all are fairly prominent men, no attempt has yet been made to effect their release.

23rd November.—Duta to Camp near Mai.—Approximately 16 miles. None of the men who had promised to come with me to Joying turned up and it was only after I had sent repeated messages to Duta and Haja that a mere handful of men arrived. But none had brought their kit and food, and thus more time was lost by the men returning to their houses to make ready.

There was no move on the side of the Hari men to effect the release of the two headmen by sending porters or even opening negotiations. I let it be known that Tage Tatun would have to come with me, if no porters turned up, but it was of no avail.

At last with enormous trouble and messages hither and thither I obtained sufficient men to move me and one section of Assam Rifles; even 16 men of Mudang Tage came to carry, hoping thereby to ward off further trouble. But they too had left their kit behind and were not at all pleased when I sent one man to fetch it and gave the others their loads. When a group of Nani people of Keru arrived I released the Nani prisoner but Hague Tatun had to go with me.

It was nearly 12 p.m. when at last I set out and I had hardly reached the path outside Duta when excited villagers appeared on the outskirts of Duta and shouted to the porters they should drop their loads, and refuse to carry. My Dulla interpreters Heli and Gogoi got quite perturbed when they picked up shouts announcing that the Apa Tanis would make war, not in daylight when they could not prevail against sepoys, but at night; even Koj Talo was heard shouting defiantly after I had refused to stop again and let the porters go back to the village to pick up more kit.
With great difficulties I got the column past Mudang Tage and Nichi Bamin. Everywhere crowds stood in the approaches to the villages, there was shouting and yelling and Hage Tatum, whom I compelled to accompany me was being alternatively invoking the gods, uttering a peculiar shrill cry and calling to the men lining the road. After passing through a narrow lane between two bamboo groves I ordered a halt, and questioned my men, interpreters about the exact meaning of all the shouting. This is always a dangerous business. I did not think it wise to leave the base at Duta with only 1 section.

So leaving the luggage in charge of the section with me, I walked back the old mile to the Duta camp to see what the situation was there. Everywhere the path was lined with men, some sitting glum and silent, some shouting wildly. Koj Talo came in greatly perturbed and I charged him at once with having joined in the hostile shouts. He denied any evil intention and I sent him off in the direction of the Hari men with the message that if their intentions were peaceful they should come and say what they wanted. Just then Nada Tomu came with the news that the Haji men—42 of them—were all ready to start; no doubt he expected to get a lot of praise and was taken aback when he found me in not too amicable a mood. At first I thought of letting the section and porters proceed and stay myself in Duta, but this would have meant missing the re-connaissance flight. Eventually I decided to leave my wife and two sections to look after the Duta base and go to the porters without escort to Joyhing. As this meant that I would have no rifles with me I could obviously not take Hage Tatum with me; so I returned to where I had left the luggage and sent him back to Duta.

By the time I could finally leave it was 2 P.M. and to my surprise I found that many more Apa Tanis had joined my party. There were altogether 139 men to go with me and among them even eight men and one woman had come from a distance. Only a few men whom I had detained yesterday and released today because he promised to carry a load voluntarily, dropped the load soon after in the forest and vanished.

We went by way of our first camp of last season, and this is preferable to the way along the rice terraces of Hang. The sun was sinking when we reached the fo. est, and by the time it was dark, we had crossed the ridge separating Hang and Mai land, but had not yet reached the open country round Mai. Therefore we camped in the forest near a small stream at a place where men out hunting sometimes spend the night.

It was curious that the Apa Tanis recruited with so much difficulty, were perfectly cheerful and did not seem to bear any grudge of the mornings events.

24th November.—Camp near Mai to Camp Pite—Approximately 18 miles. I left camp early and soon we emerged from the forest onto the open grass spurs near Mai. It would have been impossible to reach the village last night.

Mai lies on the top of a spur very much like Jorum. There are a few planted bamboo groves probably inspired by Apa Tanis, but very little forest. With a guide from Mai we dropped into a valley with rice terraces, climbed a steep slope and then descended into the Pangen valley where harvested and obviously irrigated rice-fields of Jelji village occupy most of the flat bottom.

W. crossed the Pangen by a small temporary bridge and then climbed up to Pei village where we were well received and entertained with beer. But to reach Pite in one day we hurried on, past our last camp at Dodo Saram. Although we had walked from 7 A.M. with very little break, we had to move fast to reach Pite at 5.30 before it got really dark. It was a forced march, possible only with very little luggage and, many porters to change the loads round.

In Pite I found one section Assam Rifles under a Jemadar, coming up with 66 Apa Tanis.

25th November.—Camp Pite to Camp Lichi.—7½ miles. I sent the section of Assam Rifles towards Duta and left myself at 8 A.M. It had begun to rain at night and still drizzled in the morning. The path was very wet and slippery and the stretch along the river below Potin is rather hard going with a lot of balancing over rocks and boulders. But we managed to get into Lichi soon after 4 P.M. On the way men of Jorum and 6 of Toko caught up with us; they have all come to carry loads and ration themselves by leaving small dumps near their various camps.

16th November.—Camp Lichi to Camp Selsemchi.—5—9 miles. I left Lichi at 7 A.M. and found the climb up to the ridge above Selsemchi not too bad. But the way down is long and it took me till 1 P.M. to reach Selsemchi. There I found everything in good order and 1 section of Assam Rifles.

Since there is no chance of finding in the near future sufficient porters to carry all the salt up to Duta, I have decided to liquidate most of the Selsemchi dump by taking most of the salt back to Joyhing. But I arranged that a bag of salt to be kept and sold by Bat Peikhi for Rs.9-5 each.

A large number of villagers came to buy salt before it was taken back and I sold several sacks of 25 seer at a price of an anna 6 per seer.

As men of Potin and Sekhe had come to Selsemchi to buy salt I sent twelve loads of porters' rations back with them to Pite.

27th November.—Camp Selsemchi to Joyhing. I left Selsemchi at 8 A.M. and arrived before 12 P.M. at the Panior River crossing. Just before the crossing I met Captain Davy, coming to meet me. In the camp at Joyhing, I found the Survey Party under Mr. Kalappa, who will accompany us for the next two months. There were also the 52 new Gallongs from Sadiya.

28th November.—Halt Joyhing. The day was spent in calculating portage and rations. To save porterage on the first day, we sent the Survey Party to Selsemchi where they have some work to do. Twelve Nepali porter's arrived yesterday from Charduar and went also to Selsemchi to carry some of the Survey Party's 51 loads.

29th November.—By plane over Daffa and Apa Tani Country. This morning we went by lorry to the Lillabari aerodrome where at 10 A.M. we had a rendezvous with a reconnaissance plane. The weather was fine and the plane arrived punctually. It was a small plane, taking two passengers. After gaining height, we made for the Panior River, which in the plains appeared as a winding line between broad white banks but in the hills is just a narrow band enclosed by forest. Flying high above Selsemchi we passed within
a few minutes the densely wooded country through which one struggles on foot for several days. The cultivated land appears there only as small patches amidst the vast forest covering every hill and valley. But as soon as we reached the confluence of Panior and Pangen the picture changed, and below us spread the open hilly grasslands of the Jorum area, with only here and there a streak of forest filling a ravine or lining a river. From the air the hills seemed little more than ripples on a sandy beach, but I knew from bitter experience that each has to be climbed in at least fifteen minutes of strenuous walk. We could discern Jorum and Tottow in the distant forests of the Panior valley, and further west the cultivated slopes and houses of the various settlements of the Likha group. Over a wooded range we crossed into a valley running at right angles to the Panior valley, obviously the Kiyi valley of the map. Here too there is a great deal of grassland and cultivated slopes, and we saw three settlements of typical Dafla style, long houses each surrounded by smaller granaries and sheds. This I took to be the Licha group, and we were glad to see that the country is fairly open with little forest in the immediate vicinity of the villages.

Further west, on the left bank of the Panior we saw a large village, probably Mengo, but by that time clouds had settled over it to keep clear of the sun. The pilot was anxious about flying below the clouds and we had to give up the idea of either following the course of the Panior or crossing over into the Khuru valley. But rising above the clouds we gained a magnificent view of the snow ranges, a continuous chain of dazzling white peaks emerging from the sea of bulging milky clouds. As we returned over the Apa Tani area the sky was largely overcast and we could not get sufficiently low down, but at the end of the valley we caught a glimpse of a village which must have been Hauk, the reputed tomato-light yellow amidst the purple hills covered with dry bracken.

To our great disappointment we had to return, but even the glimpse we had of the Dafla country on the upper Panior seems to confirm all that we heard last year, namely, that Jorum, Toko and Licha are only the outposts of a large Dafla population inhabiting the valleys between the Apa Tani country and the snow ranges and that north of Mengo lies a large and fairly densely populated area. Looking northwards from above the Kiyi valley in the direction of the Khuru we could see beyond a low ridge traces of heavy cultivation, and above thus it seems that small isolated villages separated by great stretches of unbroken forest, such as Selsemchi and Potin are by no means representative of the bulk of the Daflas.

Returning along the Panior we made a second attempt at penetrating into the hills by following the Suransiri valley. We could see traces of forest clearing, that in the valley of the Sidam river, flowing into the Subansiri from the east, there is a good deal of cultivation and that on the spur enclosed by a sharp bend of the Subansiri, near the confluence of Subansiri and Siken, there lies a village not marked on the map. In the area of Bini and Gocharm we saw from a distance also a good many cultivated slopes, but before we could reach the confluence of Subansiri and Kamla clouds again barred our way.

We landed at Lilabari at 12 p.m. and before returning to Joyhing bungalow went to see about stores in North Lakhimpur.

When we came back to Joyhing I was very relieved to find a group of Apa Tanis of Hari and a letter from my wife saying that all was well in Duta. Gat Tadu and Hage Gat have apparently seen reason and after a day or two of negotiations agreed to send porters and as a fine for their hostile demonstration to rebuild our house without payment and the detained men were released. The people of Duta and Haja have apparently behaved very well and done their best to patch up the difficulty.

30th November.—Halt, Joyhing. The men of Bela village were anxious to leave ahead of us in order to get back soon and take part in the building of new longhouses. So we sent them to Duta with 26 Assam Rifles loads and they will take the shorter way. Other companies of Daflas and Apa Tanis were also given their loads and crossed the Ranga Nadi this afternoon. We and the rest of the porters with the Assam Rifles will start tomorrow morning for Duta.

1st December.—Joyhing to Selsemchi.—7·7 miles.—Captain Davy, Captain Cooksey and I with one section Assam Rifles left Joyhing Camp at about 9 a.m. and reached Selsemchi at about 4 p.m. The journey was uneventful and the route needs no comment as I described it in detail on October 13th. I was surprised however to hear from the Survey Officer that the distance between Joyhing Camp and Selsemchi is only 7·7 miles on the ground. The highest point reached is 2,300 feet, but Selsemchi lies at an altitude of only 1,900 feet.

A real problem in Selsemchi and presumably also other Dafla villages of the foothills, is the rapid spread of a Giant Agaratum which has occupied many of the slopes round the village and prevents the growth of jungle. The Daflas say that this weed was unknown in the hills and appeared only some ten years ago. In the immediate vicinity of the houses of Selsemchi there were several hill slopes where eight years ago were cultivated for the first time, and on which owing to the dense cover of Agaratum no trees have yet grown up. Consequently this land is now entirely valueless; further away from the village I saw in some places slopes abandoned only for two or three years and already bearing good forest growth, and in others Agaratum covered land that has lain fallow for six years and shows no sign of regaining its usefulness for cultivation. Advice of an agricultural expert regarding how Agaratum could be kept in check would be most valuable, for in villages with limited land the spread of this weed may have serious consequences.

2nd December.—Selsemchi to Lichi.—5·9 miles. We had not enough porters to move our own party, the Survey Party with its 50 loads and 2 sections of Assam Rifles, and so we decided to leave 1 section of Assam Rifles and some non-essential equipment at Selsemchi. The sorting out of the loads took some time and we did not start until 8 a.m. The climb to the 4,700 feet ridge of Taserputtu seemed as long and as steep as on the first trip, but as this time there was no rain and the path was fairly firm, neither I nor the porters found it quite as strenuous. Dense clouds enveloped the highest part of the ridge and the vegetation dripping with moisture, looks as if at that altitude the rainfall was much higher than on the lower slopes.

When we arrived in Lichi we found to our pleasant surprise 55 Apa Tanis of Havg whom my wife had sent down to meet us. They enable us to bring up the Selsemchi section and remaining Survey staff.

The distance between Selsemchi and Lichi is according to the Survey Officer only 5·9 miles, a fact that met with general incredulity among the members of our party.

3rd December.—Lichi to Pite.—7·2 miles. The 55 Apa Tanis and 6 Gallongs, whose loads had been eaten returned this morning to Selsemchi, while we proceeded to Pite, the Survey Officer making a detour via Potin.

57
Even today when it was not raining, I found the stretch along the Panior River, with its innumerable ups and downs on a newly cut path along steep and partly precipitous river banks rather exhausting and though there is no major climb the march is pretty long for the porters.

On the bank of the Panior we were joined by most of the Potin men. There are several cases of illness in Potin and judging from the description and the fact that mainly children are ill I believe that it must be measles. But the Potin men are convinced that magicians of Likha are sending disease spirits to Potin and that only by sacrifices and powerful counter magic can the disease be combatted.

In Pite we found all the loads which on my down journey I had sent from Selsemchi by Potin and Sekhe men, and this very much eased the ration situation.

A great many Daffas have met us, and several of them lodged complaints against Likha.

The most interesting development is the release of two captives by Likha and their arrival in Sekhe, Chera Bogu, who had not come to Pite, was captured several years ago in Tabia Nierri's house while on a visit to Lichi. Now Likha Tani, who is obviously afraid of what might happen to him if we visit Likha has of his own accord brought Chera Bogu to Sekhe.

The other released prisoner is Chera Tasso, a miserable looking youth of perhaps 18 or 20 years, the son of Chera. His face was pale and when Tasso was a young boy Likha Tassor raided his father's house and captured him and his mother Yaji. Likha Tassor sold both captives at once to Nich Topu for five mithans. Likha Tasso is a poor man, who lives now in Jorum, but Nich Topu of Muclo settlement is rich and bought the two Sekhe people on speculation, hoping probably for a ransom higher than five mithan. But Chera Hali of Sekhe was too poor to effect the release of his wife and son, and whereas the woman was, after some time, allowed to go about as a slave, the boy Tasso was for five years kept with one leg in a heavy block of wood, which he could drag about with his own help, but which prevented him from ever going far. His legs are weak and spindly compared to those of other Daffas. His mental development seems also retarded and he squatted before us frightened and speechless, not fully taking in what the interpreters said. While in Likha he often begged his captor to release him from the log, promising to work for him as a slave, but his entreaties were of no avail.

It is remarkable that a man will for five years feed a captive without deriving any advantage, only in the expectation of getting a ransom or selling him at a profit. Tasso's mother Yaji is still in Likha and we hope to affect her release when we visit the village.

This afternoon we saw a large fish otter sunning himself in the sand of the Panior bank. Daffas tried to shoot him first on the river bank and then in the water but without success.

4th December.—Pite to Pei—9-8 miles. We started at 7-45 a.m. in fine weather and found the first part of the march very easy. Parties going up and down have burnt a good deal of the high grass on the flat ground near the confluence of Pangen and Panior and it appears that the construction of a landing strip on this level ground should be neither difficult nor unduly expensive. The Daffas of Pei village have cut a path running along the slope half way between the Pangen River and the village, as I arranged on my way down. This shortening of the route allowed us to get without too great a strain on the porters to the rice fields of Pochu village close to the Pangen, where there is a good open site for a camp as well as plenty of wood and water.

5th December.—Pei to Camp on the Kele River—9 3 miles. Last night there was a light drizzle, but not enough to make things really uncomfortable. Daffas of Peou and Pei came to see us, the latter to get their loads which they had left there. We made great efforts to carry our loads as far as Duta and this enabled us to send back a batch of Gallongs. Transport is still so short, that only by making use of every casual porter can we get all our rations and the Survey Party up to Duta.

To day's march started with a long climb up a grass-covered slope to a ridge above Mai village just over 5,000 feet. Where small streams have cut into the slope a few small rice terraces have been constructed, and the attempts at terracing the slopes are obviously inspired by the example of the Apa Tanis.

We stopped only for a few minutes in Mai where we were not expected and the women made feverish but not too successful efforts to produce some passable rice-beer. Quite a number of Apa Tanis were in Mai, partly to trade and partly to weave cloth for the Daffas. From Mai we climbed higher, and it struck me again how suddenly one leaves the dry grass land with poor sandy soil and only an occasional patch of scrubby jungle, and enters the high luxuriant forest with a soft rich soil, today doubly slippery after the night's light rain. The highest point the path reaches on the ridge between Mai and Hang is nearly 6,000 feet and in frequent ups and downs one drops from there gradually to the wide bowl of the Apa Tanli valley. With a great effort we could have reached Duta before dark, but we decided to camp on the open hillocky ground on the Kale River.

6th December.—Camp on the Kale River to Duta—7-6 miles. We started before 8 a.m. and reached Duta in about two hours. My wife and the Political Jemadar have succeeded in settling all the disputes, the excitement which accompanied my departure has died down and harmony reigns again in the Apa Tanl valley. After I had left, our house was broken up to strengthen the perimeter, then negotiations with Hari started. The Hari men produced the feeble and somewhat disingenious excuse that their armed demonstration was not against Government or the Assam Rifles, but against Duta and Haja which by calling Government into the country brought all the trouble upon them. But they were obviously afraid of the effects of this demonstration, so hurriedly to send porters, but to build me another house. The new house is quite well built, but rather smaller than the old one, the Duta men, led by Chigi Nime and Koj Talo have built a house as a present for Davy.

7th December.—Halt Duta. It is now possible to sum up the attitude of the Apa Tanis. Though very slow in taking to any new idea and infuriating on account of their genius for procrastination, they have yet given us great amounts of rice, porters and the way up from Joyning we met two large groups of Apa Tanis going down to fetch more loads. Indeed without the co-operation of the Apa Tanis the Agri year's programme could never be carried out. The buying of rice is gradually progressing; very few men sell large quantities, but many women bring a few seers at a time to the shop. If I could have come up earlier and had not had to wait for the Gallong porters and if once in Duta I had not had to go down again to Joyning no doubt much more rice could have been purchased, for in that case I would have had a few days in which to tackle every individual rich man and to build up a large store of rice. As it is, we are buying...
sufficient rice to ration our Gallong porters while they are here and for their return journeys. The shop is doing well and all white cloth we bring up is immediately sold out.

8th December.—Halt Dut a. A Bela man captured recently by Dafas of Licha came this morning to Dut a and told the story of his capture and eventual escape. He is Rade Lalyang of the Tajang Khel of Bela, a youngish man who is obviously shaken by his trying experience. Some two months ago he and about a dozen men of Bela went hunting for rats in the Dole forest north-west of Dut a. After spending a night in the forest there were no more rats left for them to hunt, and so they returned to the village the next day. But just as they were nearing Dut a, some 30 Licha men surrounded them and seized half of the men. Most of the Apa Tanis could offer no resistance, but Rade Lalyang drew his dao and let fly. Thereupon a Daflu shot him at short range with an arrow, which might have killed him, but fortunately hit a rib and left a wound which is now healing. Other Dafas cut his knees and head with dao and so he was forced to surrender. Some of the Apa Tanis had managed to get away in the first moments of the attack, but five of Lalyang's companions were also captured and dragged off to Licha. Lalyang and two other men were taken to Togur of Licha, then to Taka of Licha, and finally to Togur Taka in Licha. They were all severely punished. Their legs were of course in stocks. Other Bela men were kept in the houses of Nichi Butang of Bagi settlement and Likh a Tana of Kitum settlement.

Negotiations for the release of the captives were started through Dafas of Linia village, but Licha refused even to discuss terms until Bela had paid compensation for the death of Nich Tacho, who last year was killed by Bela men in the course of an abortive raid by Licha into Apa Tani country.

Two or three days ago Lalyang managed to draw his foot out of the wooden block and make his escape under cover of night. He avoided all paths and moving through the forest reached Bela. Only yesterday Nani Be lang who was kept in Nichi Bu ang's house also succeeded in escaping; he, however, has not yet reached here.

Lalyang says that in Licha our prospective visit is the general topic of conversation, and the Licha men have apparently several strategies up their sleeves. Some say that they will kill all the Apa Tani prisoners in their lands if we approach their village and then fight to defend it; others plan to pull us into a feeling of security by giving us a friendly reception and then to attack us when we have entered their village. Little value can be attached to the conversations overheard by the captives, for I would not put it beyond Licha to have purposely discussed the situation before the Apa Tanis and then given them a chance to escape in order to tell us stories specially designed for our benefit.

As we were talking to Lalyang we heard that men of Linia were in Bela, and Dave and I decided to go there first of all to get news, as we could not send a message to Licha through them. Licha has for some time acted as mediator between Apa Tanis and Licha, and some Linia men must have derived considerable profits from their activities as go-betweens in the negotiations for the release of captured Apa Tanis. Although we have succeeded in sending messages to Licha through Taka, we have so far failed to find someone to carry a message to Linia, and we now wanted to avail ourselves of this Geneva of tribal politics and approach Licha via Linia.

When we arrived in Bela, we were told that the Linia men were in a house in the Rera khel, and Temi went ahead to allay any fear and nervousness and explain what we wanted. But after we had waited a long time, Temi came back saying that the Linia men were frightened, and only one of them had talked to him at a distance, but refused to meet us. So we went ourselves to the house, only to find that the Dafas had hidden somewhere else, and we were on the point of leaving Reru when Padil Laying came running after us with the news that he had persuaded one Linia man to meet us. So we sat down on a lapang and Padil Laying brought Tanya Togur of Linia, a very attractive looking Daflu with surprisingly fair, almost rosy complexion and a charming smile. His bearing and dress showed that he was a man of good status and I have often heard his name in connection with negotiations for the release of Apa Tani captured by Licha.

We explained to Togur that he should go to Licha and tell the headmen of our intentions. We did not want to make war on Licha, but to settle their disputes with the Apa Tanis; so far we had heard only the Apa Tanis' story and now we wanted to hear what Licha had to say; we would visit Licha in any case and would there hold a mel where Dafas and Apa Tanis could state their cases. If Licha wanted to be friends with Government we would come as friends, but force would be met with force. The first condition for any friendly relations was the release of the four captured Apa Tanis still in Licha and any harm done to them would be severely punished.

Tanya Togur promised to give the parewa and the message and to bring us back Licha's answer. But he insisted on going first to his own village, and he will probably have to catch us up on the way to Licha. With this message despatched by a man who for long has been paruana and Padil Layang and two men of Licha, the people of Licha have no excuse for opposing our approach with force. As a reward for his work as go-between we promised Tanya Togur an endi cloth whatever the reply of Licha.

9th December.—Halt Dut a. With us and in our wake came many Dafas of Putin, Sekhe, Phlipri, Pri and Pochu and other villages, all of whom have complaints against Licha or Linia or other villages. Thus we have a whole camp of Dafas with us and if we had the time we could spend the whole day in listening to their claims and grievances. But there is no point in hearing cases against Licha and Linia now and at this juncture it will probably be sound policy to hear cases preferably in the village of the defendant.

But today we had to deal with a serious complaint against Jorum Tacho, an influential man of Jorum whose house was burnt in 1926 by Nevill and who was subsequently taken to Lokia as a punishment for raiding. There he remained for several years, but no one seems to know what became of him. Some two years ago he sent men to waylay and capture Nibia Nia of Sumodo, with whom it is said he had had no quarrel whatever. Nibia Nia was not only captured, but so badly cut up that he is maimed for life, and ever since I came to Potin he has been clamingour for compensation. Yesterday we sent a Kotoki for Jorum Tacho and he arrived today, in Duta. His defence was very long winded, but he failed to put forward a reasonable connection between the capture of Nibia Nia and a long chain of murders and captures which had preceded the incident. In the end he admitted the claim of Nibia Nia for the return of the ransom at the value of six mithan paid by him to Jorum Tacho as well as four mithan compensation for his injuries, taking into account that Jorum Tacho had once been arrested and punished for raiding and had in no way mended his ways. He was given one month to collect the mithan or their value.

10th December.—Halt Dut a. Among the Apa Tanis there is astonishingly little enthusiasm for the expedition against Licha, now that we are on the eve of the adventure, and we are still doubtful whether all the required porters will turn up in time for our start on the 13th. On this expedition we want to take only some men of Haja, Dut a and Bela, the three villages which have real grievances against Licha and have clamoured or armed intervention ever since I arrived in the Apa Tani country last March.
Many of the so-called headmen admit openly that they are much too frightened to join us, and in this they are quite unashamed. When we reproached Chobin, the richest and most influential man of Haja, for the bad example he was giving and suggested that he should dress like a woman and come with us in this guise, he laughed instead of being embarrassed and said this would be an excellent idea. His cousin Nala Tomar, another of the important Apa Tani Nime on the other hand have promised to come to Licha, and we will thus have some important Apa Tani and Daffa headmen to move among the porters.

11th December.—Duta to Hang and back via Michi Bamin and Mudang Tage. This morning we went to Hang to see about porters which are to bring loads from Joyhing. Ponyo Tamar, who has recovered from his recent illness, appeared in a chequered blanket given to him by Nevill, and was extremely friendly. He admitted that his son Kago had acted very wrongly in promising to work for us as sirdar and then going hunting. But it seems that men like Tamar have really very little influence on the people who go as porters.

While we were in Hang there was a heavy shower and the weather is altogether very disappointing. Ever since I returned to Duta, there has not been a single really clear day, and the Survey Party can hardly do any work. It seems that a dry season does not exist in these hills.

From Hang we went to Michi Bamin, where all entrances to the village were barred with bamboo doors, because the rite to start fires had been held.

Then we passed through Mudang Tage, but saw neither Mudang Takr nor any other prominent men. We asked for porters for to go to Joyhing and the sirdar of the last trip promised to bring the men tonight or tomorrow to Duta.

12th December.—Duta to Mudang Tage and back. Today there was again a crisis. Except for a handful of Hang men no porters were forthcoming, neither Michi Bamin nor Mudang Tage having sent a single man. As a little strong action worked so well in the case of Hari, we felt that some definite action against Mudang Tage was necessary before the plateau left for Licha. The most influential man in Mudang Tage is Mudang Takr but both this and last season he has been not at all co-operative. We have sent him messages repeatedly, but he has never come and when on more than one occasion we went to his village he either sent word that he was preparing to go to several Daffa headmen in our camp. Yesterday’s appeal for porters also remained unheeded: we therefore decided to take some action against Mudang Takr. The best thing of course would have been to arrest him, but we had little hope of catching him. However, we took a chance, approached Mudang Tage in three parties from different sides and then entered more or less simultaneously and gathered at Takr’s house. But we found the house empty and Takr in hiding and all attempts to make him come forward failed. We gave him half an hour to appear and when he did not come, began demolishing his house, not only symbolically, as I had done previously, but so that it was definitely uninhabitable.

The other villagers showed extraordinarily little interest and made no attempt to mediate.

The expedition had no immediate effect on Mudang Tage, but the news spread and before evening we had over 40 men from Hang ready to go to Joyhing.

A few days ago a Daffa brought a mithan calf as a present and on the eve of our departure for Licha, we gave the mithan to be sacrificed and eaten by the men coming with us to Licha. Chigi Nime took it to the sacrificial place near our camp and there for long invoked the gods lunging again and again at the beast with his long dao. At last the mithan was killed by Nime and other Apa Tanis helped with their dao cutting up the meat for the Apa Tanis and Daffas who assemble (or are expected to assemble) tonight in our camp.

Later Chigi Nime in full war dress, with black fibre hat and rain cloak, leading a small black dog on a string and carrying a bamboo in leaf, came to perform the rite which precedes a raid. In the part of our camp lying nearest to Licha—a small way from the perimeter—he began the preparations for the rite. A small tree was erected and others set around it. Nime put his spear into the ground and tied the dog to a peg. Then, looking in the direction of Licha, he and his assistant squatted down and started the peculiar diaphanous chant typical of most Apa Tani rites. His assistant dressed up in black hat and cloak was Koj Piago of the withered leg, deformed obviously from birth. Chigi Nime invoked the spirits of heaven, forest, water and earth as witness that the fault of the quarrel between Apa Tanis and Daffa lay with the Daffas of Licha to judge with the Apa Tanis to settle. Licha is left with the responsibility for this war: that so no evil might befall the Apa Tanis warriors participating in the expedition against Licha, may their dao and spears be sharp, may the arrows and dao of Licha be blunt and incapable of harming the Apa Tanis. In this vein the chant went on, the assistant repeating the end of each phrase.

It got dark and fires were lighted before the chanting priests but they continued without interruption and are still chanting.

There are various rumours about the attitude of Licha but the most consistent is that they have sent all their women and children, as well as their movable wealth, such as mithan, to Talo (Toko) and that the men are determined to fight. It is, certainly significant that neither would Toko Bat’s wife, who visited Duta the other day take the formana nor did Toko Bat or any other responsible man of Taloom to set us. Talo and Licha—Taloo and Likha—stand in close marriage relations and are very friendly; and it would seem that Toko Bat, without openly taking part against Government, is doing all he can to help his friends in Licha.

13th December.—Duta to Camp on the Gando River. Even for this expedition against Licha it has not been easy to raise the required number of porters (140) and last night we were anxious that lack of porters would delay our start in spite of the rites already performed.

When I woke up this morning at 4.30 a.m. I still heard the chanting of Chigi Nime, interrupted now and then by shrill war cries, followed by a humming sound, which at first I took for the noise of swarming bees. But when dawn came the real tid tid this weird reproduction by the young Apa Tani warriors and that close to the place where Nime was singing a sacrificial monument of bamboo and leaves had been erected. Arrows stuck in the wooden parts of this monument, particularly in a large horizontal board and chicken big and small but all still alive hung head downwards from several parts of the monument and on the bents tops of some bamboos adorning the monument. The dog was now tied to the structure and Chigi Nime and his assistant sat before it waving their fans of kite feathers, and invoking the gods, calling on them to give victory to the Apa Tanis and to protect them from all dangers.

After a short while the dog was seized and first Nime and then the others slashed at him with their dao. It was dead in an instant and then its head was cut off. Nime cut off the heads of the dangling chickens and this was a signal for the warriors to start yelling, brandishing their dao and dancing round the ritual statue. At last Nime cut the dog’s head in two and tied the part with nose and jaws to the shield of a warrior.
In the meantime most of the porters had arrived, all in war dress with long spears and black rain shields. Nada Tomu and Tara Taku were also dressed up for this trip, but to my surprise Padi Layang of Bela wore his ordinary clothes and declared rather shamefacedly that he would not join us.

When the loads were distributed, there was suddenly a shortage of porters and we heard to our annoyance that some of the men with whom we had been provided had gone ahead and would wait somewhere in the forest. We got off, however, with all our loads at 8.45 but it took some time before order could be brought into the chaos: the guides including Chigi Nimi, distinguished by white band heads, in front, then the advance guard, Davy, Cooksey and 1, another section of Assam Rifles, three sections porters, a section Assam Rifles, four sections porters and finally the doctor and the rear guard. Unless well closed up the entire column stretched out over the best part of a mile and it took quite a long time and a great deal of shouting to explain to the Apa Tanis that this time they could not move at their own pace.

From Duta we went at first almost due north, and after passing through rice-fields and open grazing grounds, began to climb one of the steep slopes rising from the valley. At the foot of the slope we found the entire company of Duta porters, all armed with spears, who awaited us there happily as if for them there had existed no obligation to carry any load. They were very much surprised when I told them that we had now no use for them and that they should go to Joying and fetch luggage from there. In spite of this order some of them followed our column; I doubt whether any went back and joined a party going to Joying.

The climb was long and steep, and after about half an hour over open, bracken covered slopes with a few planted pine groves, we entered the high forest surrounding the Apa Tani country on all sides. In the valley had been sunshine but we had not climbed long through the moist and luxuriant forest, before we were in mist which seems to envelope these high ranges on most days of the year.

The path led fairly steadily in a north-western direction, and when at last we reached the crest of the ridge, it ran in a moderate up and down along a ridge, which must be well over 7,000 feet high. There the path was good and obviously much frequented, and several paths, described by the Apa Tanis as hunting paths, branched off towards the north. Resting places and traces of fires showed that many men used this path and after the initial climb it was a good deal easier than for instance the path to Haja. It is certainly impossible for any Mahil men to follow this path, and it led us to the conclusion that our route was the only one suitable to the Apa porters to reach the Apa Tani country, as there is no way through the forest when we had to follow the ridge.

After dark it began to rain, and though we have a good many tarpaulins the porters are rather miser­able. Chigi Nime and two Duslas have sought shelter in my tent and I am letting them stay with me for the night.

14th December.—Camp on the Gando River to Camp near the Pai River. Even today we had some difficulty in getting off early, the porters playing all sorts of tricks to avoid having loads. It was 7-15 A.M. before we started, and the first step was a very steep hill where they stopped and one porter being ill we were forced to stop to make a small gap and behind it a moveable rat trap. The entire length of the barrier into which rats are driven is hardly less than a mile. The men of Haja and Duta come here and build these traps in groups of sixty and more; consequently they are more or less safe from attack, for even Licha men hesitate to take on such large numbers.

The path leading along the barrier uphill was well trodden, but on a level place on the top of the ridge, obviously used as a resting place. Karu our Apa Tani interpreter trod on a panji, and we found that the whole place was thickly sown with newly made panji. Although the path continued to be good and led in easy gradients along a long crest, our progress was from then on slow, as the guides had to go warily and the advance guard as well as ourselves had to try to clear the path of panji for the heavily laden porters.

We were not a little surprised to meet in this enemy territory a lone Apa Tani, an old and obviously extremely poor slave of Duta, who is too miserable to be an attractive victim even for Daula raiders. He had gone out to look after the traps and could not tell us fully that the day before yesterday he had met four men of Licha, ostensibly hunting, and that they had asked him about developments in Duta and the time of our coming.

From a spur which we followed a fairly long time one would in fine weather have had some useful vistas north and south. Even with the more distant mountains veiled in clouds, we realized that square C 2 of the map-sheet 83E must be largely wrong. According to that map we ought to have been dropping into the Pai valley, but we were told that the valleys to both sides of the spur drained into the Kiyi River. The ridge sketched in as connecting the peaks of 7,569 feet and 8,189 feet obviously does not exist. Thus it seems that Licha and the sources of the Kiyi lie much further north than we had expected.

Gradually the path deteriorated until it was so overgrown that step by step it had to be cut through thick undergrowth, low bamboo, high ferns and bracken alternating with other jungle. Two more of our guides got their legs spiked by panji. In some places no track was discernible at all and progress became painfully slow. To make things worse it began to rain and we realized that Chigi Nime had miscalculated the distance to the Pai River where we had meant to camp.

Dropping steadily we lost a good deal of height, but the valley with the river seemed still far down, and when it was nearly 5 P.M. with only half an hour of day-light left, we decided to camp where we were, without reaching the river. Just then we heard long drawn out shouts and yells from the valley and glimpsed some Jhum fields on the opposite slope. The possibilities of being attacked in the dark before a perimeter
could be built was decidedly unpleasant and so we hurried to get into camp with or without water. After some minutes of utter confusion among the porters, order was restored, the forest cleared, and tents and some kind of perimeter put up.

The lack of water hit us all, but to send a party down to the stream in the dark was too dangerous and we all managed as best we could.

Although we were on the move for more than nine hours, the distance covered is not great, and I doubt whether we have covered even as much as five miles. On a properly cut path and without fear of panji the stage would have been a very easy one, and Chigie Nime, who has not been this way for two years can be excused for miscalculating the time required for cutting the path and clearing it of panji. Some of the panji, were incidentally old and may have been put there when the Licha men heard of my presence in Duta last night.

15th December.—Camp near the Pai River to Camp on the Pai River; Bagi and back. The night passed without incident and we started at 7 A.M. without breakfast and arrived within half an hour at the Pai River, a stream in a deep narrow valley. On the other side lay the camp-site which we hoped to reach last night, and here we halted to allow sepoys and porters to cook a meal and ourselves to have some breakfast. We hurried on to the valley; other circumstances Apa Tanis would have loudly protested against camping in a place without water for cooking their rice, there was last night no grumbling whatsoever, but this morning we had first to allow them to fill their stomachs.

Captain Davy did not like the idea of proceeding against Licha with a column of sepoys carrying heavy flying column kit, and even more heavily laden porters. And so he decided to leave the luggage guarded by one section and fifty Apa Tanis and Dallies here, inside a perimeter, and to move on with three sections and the rest of the Apa Tanis and Dallies not burdened by any loads. The basis of the perimeter was built while we were still here, and by the time sepoys and porters had cooked and eaten it was 11 A.M.

At first we had to cut our way through high grass and thick shrub, but after a few furlongs we came on to a meandering valley between slopes with old and new jhum fields. We had expected to be watched by Licha men, and it was not long before we saw the grass moving on a nearby hill and caught a glimpse of a man moving towards the village. Unlike yesterday there were, however, no shouts and yells.

At no great distance from the camp we came to the Kiy River and had to wade through its cold, swift flowing water. On the other side the path led up through steep jhum fields, some abandoned and covered in high grass, others with the stalks of this year's rice and millet still standing. From there we could see the very extensive cultivation of Licha and, next to the virgin forest through which we came yesterday, newly cut jungle with the unburnt tree-trunks scattered over the ground as casually as split matches. Most of the abandoned slopes are covered with high grass, which is a certain sign of exhausted soil. It almost seems as if the unexhausted land lay only at the periphery of the cultivated area, and that to get new land suitable for cultivation the Licha people have had to eat more and more into the surrounding virgin forest. The distance between these newest fields and the village cannot be less than two miles and in between there is hardly any young secondary jungle, but grass alternates with a few patches of high forest spared for the one or other reason.

For the moment I am still puzzled by this situation, for I do not understand why a village of no very great size should have so completely exhausted the land of so large an area. A possible, though by no means entirely satisfactory explanation may be the general insecurity of the country which first induces people to cultivate fields close to the village until the soil is utterly exhausted and later to repeat this process with every new belt of cultivation. Another possibility is that the people of Licha clan did not settle in virgin country, but came into an area which several waves of jhum-cultivators had already denuded of much of its forest-growth.

In a gulley leading up a steep slope the path was barred with a bamboo-fencing bearing the heads of a pig and a dog, obviously killed but yesterday. It is a well known Dalla custom to perform such a sacrifice in order to ward off approaching enemies and to bring them death and misfortune. It may be that the Licha men meant to rely solely on the magical effect of the rite, or that they thought of making a stand in the easily defensible gulley. If they had considered an attack on our column their courage must have failed them when they saw our numbers. A few panji on the path were the only sign of opposition.

For a long time visibility was not more than three or four yards, but ultimately we reached a spur from where we saw on a nearby slope several houses of Licha, and further down the Kiy valley the distant fields of Nielom and Lihka. Thereafter the path hugged a steep slope and it was not long before we came to a point where the path branched; one path led to the Tablia settlement of Licha, and the other dropped past a line of granaries to the larger Bagi settlement. Some pigs and goats were moving about the village, but no people were to be seen.

Slowly we moved downhill and found that the granaries had not been emptied. Captain Davy set one of them on fire with his cigarette-lighter, and soon a column of smoke rose into the sky. But I hoped that we might yet make contact with the Licha people, and when we came out on a spur near two large houses of Bagi, we saw indeed a man in the main settlement across a deep ravine. He began shouting and was recognized as Licha Tara, a man of some importance. Two Toko men among our guides volunteered to go and talk to him, but as they descended into the valley, he shouted that they should keep clear of him. Our interpreters shouted back and asked him to come and talk to us and to bring with him any important men who were nearby. But he refused, calling across the valley that tomorrow he might bring other men, but not today, and in the end he vanished altogether.

I still did not consider the position hopeless and as it was 2 P.M. I put forward the suggestion that we should stay in the village, camping in one of the houses, with one and a half sections and our Apa Tanis and Dalla guides, and send down one and a half sections to bring up the remaining section, the porters and the luggage, either this evening or tomorrow morning. But Captain Davy and Captain Cooksey considered the risk too great, for in view of the shortness of the days it seemed doubtful whether the porters could rejoin us before nightfall. Consequently there seemed to be only two alternatives: either to return to camp without doing anything or to burn the village and then return. Since Licha had scorched all our approaches through intermediaries and the men about the village refused to negotiate, Captain Davy decided on the latter course, and this decision was no doubt popular with the Apa Tanis, who at once set about spearing pigs, catching chickens and looting the houses.

Two sections of Assam Rifles and some porters were detailed to burn Tablia and part of Bagi; they were to leave unharmed several houses which we may need on our return tomorrow.
Began to rise from the houses and it was only a few moments before the village burst into roaring flames. Though Licha was by no means conquered, its fame of invincibility had definitely come to an end.

Apa Tanis brought the news that in Bagi there was still one or two men, but too old to be worth capturing. Hoping to get information about the Bela men who are still in Licha, we sent a few men and we were given considerable anxiety, I told the men to bring her all the same. So they dragged her, not too gently, to the site where we were re-assembling, but she was too frightened to give us any useful information. We instructed her to tell the headmen that unless they came to our camp to talk things over, the remaining houses in Bagi and all Kirum Tanas would be burned and a Zulu by a hill, would also be burned. Then we let her go, knowing that she would soon be found by men watching from the safety of the forest.

As we were leaving at 3-30 P.M. Apa Tanis saw a string of Licha men moving in the same direction higher up the slope. For a moment I thought that the Daffas would adopt the tactics of the Pangsha Naga and stage a counter-attack, but all remained quiet and at 4-45 P.M. we reached the camp without any difficulty. We have been lucky with the weather and, except for a light shower in the morning and a drizzle in the late afternoon, there has been no rain. But ever since we left Duta it has been cloudy and far warmer than one would have expected at this time of year.

The original plan was that Captain Davy and Captain Cooksey would camp at Licha with three sections establish an outpost and try to make contact and start negotiations with the Licha people, while I was to return with one section and all the porters to Duta, gather the Apa Tani headmen interested in a 

For a site we chose a high rounded hill just above the houses, bare of tree-growth and overlooking the village. We told him that we had no intention of making war on Kirum or any part of Licha prepared to reach a settlement, and that we would stay where we were and await the Kirum headmen in our camp at Duta. If they came to see us and accepted our terms nothing would happen either to them or to their village, but that if they persisted in their defiance of Government, their village would share the fate of Bagi.

We were still near the highest house. We heard shouts and saw four men with a white goat coming towards us. Among them I recognized Likha Reblia, an old man who a year ago had fled from Likha after having been raidied by the men of another Likha settlement, and who lived in a small house when times to Duta to tell me his grievances. He lives now in the Kirum kheb of Licha, and came to announce the peaceful intentions of the Kirum people. His story was that ever since our coming was known, he tried to persuade the Kirum men to treat with us, but that his council did not prevail, mainly because the Kirum people put the responsibility of making the first step to friendly relations with Government on the Bagi men, who were the main enemies of the Apa Tanis. He said that even yesterday he urged the Bagi people to meet us, but that they were still hesitant when the first granary went up in flames and all got frightened and hide in the forest.

We told him that we had no intention of making war on Kirum or any part of Licha prepared to reach a settlement, and that we would stay where we were and await the Kirum headmen in our camp at Bagi. If they came to see us and accepted our terms nothing would happen either to them or to their village, but that if they persisted in their defiance of Government, their village would share the fate of Bagi.

Likha Rebla, whose son is incidentally among our porters, left with the promise to bring the Kirum headmen to our camp and to search also for the men of Bagi. We insisted that the captive Apa Tanis of Bela should at once be released and brought to our camp by the negotiators.

In the meantime the perimeter was built and the Apa Tani and Daffa porters began settling into the new camp. In view of our intention to stay here at least over tomorrow and then move not straight to Duta, but to Toko, the question of rations for our porters has become acute. Before we left the Apa Tani were told to take with them seven days' rations, but already last night the Kalung men of Reru told me that their rations were running short, and I doubt whether many Apa Tanis really have food for seven days. The obvious solution is to draw on the stores of Licha, for it is only owing to Licha's uncompromising attitude that the Apa Tani porters have to be kept here for so long. We allowed the Apa Tanas and Daffas therefore to take whatever rice, millet and maize they could find in the abandoned villages. Some rice was found in the granaries, which is in good condition, and they found more in unburnt granaries in the upper part of the village. Pounding blocks were soon carried to the camp and the Apa Tani set to work pounding and winnowing rice, delighted to live at the expense of Licha which had for years been a drain on their own resources.

Late in the afternoon some men came from the direction of Kirum, and I was not a little relieved to see among them one of the captured Apa Tani porters. It was Nani Kano of Reru, who had been held captive by Likha Tana and had been released from stocks only an hour before. He was incredibly dirty having obviously had no chance of washing since his capture, and was clad in a thin cotton cloth; otherwise he is quite well and says that in Likha Tana's house he was not badly treated. He believes that Nani Buda and Havung Buda escaped on their own, probably when their captor Licha Taga evacuated his house in Bagi
and that Nani Lal, the last of the captured Bela men, who was kept in Nich Bute’s house, has now been taken to the forest.

All the Dallas in the negotiators’ party were slaves of Licha, with whom we refused to treat. With them was Licha Taje, who had once come to see me in North Lakhimpur to complain that Likha Tabla of Bentam Kirum, the chief of a small section, had raided his house; now at the news of our approach he had come to spend two nights with us to see if there was a good deal of dissension among the people of Licha. Those who have no direct quarrel with the Apa Tanis urge the others to come forward and be prepared for a settlement, whereas the latter prefer to hide in the forest.

We told Licha Taje what we expected from the Kirum men and sounded him on the attitude of Likha. It seems that Toko Bat is feverishly negotiating with Likha to bring about a settlement and wants to invite the Licha and men and us to Toko in order to hold a meeting. Some of the leaders of Licha are obviously considering the possibility of paying a few mishtan in order to buy us off, and would rather negotiate in Toko than have us camp in Licha.

The weather has definitely improved and tonight it is much colder.

17th December.—Halt Bagi. After a cold night there was a fine morning with the sun soon rising from the clouds which even today hung about the highest peaks. So we hope that the weather has really turned.

In vain did we wait for representatives of Licha. Only a slave of Likha Rebla came from Kirum, saying that some of the big men of the village would come to see us this evening. As there would have been no point in waiting any longer, we left the camp guarded by one section of Assam Rifles and went with three sections, our interpreters, some guides and several Dalla headmen of other villages to Kirum, starting at 8:45 a.m.

In about 40 minutes the path ascends a series of steep slopes, most of them once cultivated and now covered by high grass, with here and there a patch of jungle and a good many flowering bushes. I am always surprised at this at the time of this year so many plants, both herbaceous flowers and shrubs are still blossoming. Fairly high up we passed a reaped field, and at last from the top of the ridge saw Kirum village spread out below us. The Apa Tanis had described its position as well nigh impregnable, and I believe indeed that any raiders armed only with dao, spears and bows would find it extremely difficult to attack any of the Licha settlements, and particularly Kirum. Its nineteen large houses stand in groups at various points, on the opposite sides of intervals in the jhum slopes, which has only one opening where a branch of the Kiya River flows south-eastwards in between open jhum slopes. Kirum has a much more prosperous appearance than Bagi, and near some of the long houses stand as many as a dozen large and well built granaries, usually in groups at some small distance from the dwelling house. Here and there are a few banana trees in fenced-in enclosures, but there is nothing comparable to the extensive gardens of the Apa Tanis, and I saw none of the fruit trees. In the immediate vicinity, when one peered into the live stock there were some pigs and goats in the village and it is obvious that the Dassas are keen on the breeding of animals than on gardening.

As we appeared on an open slope above the village, shouts sounded from every corner of the village, and through our binoculars we saw people running about in between the houses and granaries. Our guides and interpreters shouted that the principal men of the village should come to meet us and the people shouted back that we should wait where we were. This was obviously an echo of the policy of procrastination which has so far ruled the attitude of Licha towards us, and when we saw men and women running from the granaries with huge baskets laden with grain and making for the jungle, we moved down to a house belonging to Licha Sera, a man of whose raids against Apa Tanis I had heard a good deal.

The house was empty and many of the household goods had been removed. But on shelves stood several pots in various stages of manufacture, showing that some of the inhabitants were expert potters.

From this house we could overlook the whole village, and we sent Likha Rebla’s slave to his master and all the influential men with the message that they should come and talk things over. Our interpreters reinforced this message by shouting to the men collected before several of the other houses, but the only shouts that came back were pleas that we should wait and not come any further. In the meantime the villagers, men and women alike, were feverishly busy carrying away rice and driving livestock into the jungle. Now and then we saw a group of young men, fully dressed and carrying bows, leave the village on the path leading into the forest on the high slopes. It seemed that our interpreters could shout themselves hoarse without making any impression on the men of Licha. Again and again they repeated that we had not come to make war on Kirum, but to settle matters and hold a meet attended by Licha men and Apa Tanis.

At last an old man with a wrinkled but expressive and energetic face came up the hill. He wore no hat, only a sort of thing for a Dalla—an old cloth and no ornaments whatsoever. His scanty grey hair was tied up in the smallest knot, and at first I doubted whether he could possibly be a man of any status. But his poor dress was obviously for our benefit, and we heard that he was Licha Saha, once a warrior of very great reputation and still one of the leaders and brains of Licha. Many years ago he led the raid in which Sohi (near Jorqum), the village of our head interpreter’s father, was wiped out. Licha Saha wore no dao, but carried a kind of wooden sword such as Dassas use in disputes with each other. He had no ornaments and showed none of the signs of injury and pretended to know nothing, either of the whereabouts of the other headmen or of the Apa Tanis captive. He sat before us with a sullen expression, chewing his pipe and evading every direct question.

His presence did not profit us, and we moved one step further to one of the more central spurs, bearing the very large house of Toko Panior and higher up the house of Licha Telie. Here a very old man with white hair, a fine nose and profile, and clear light eyes joined Licha Saha. He was Toko Tatam, owner of one of the largest houses in the village, but he too was poorly dressed and wore only a wooden sword. We repeated to him all our arguments, but with singularity little result. Neither he nor Licha Saha were proper negotiators, they had obviously no authority to enter into negotiations with us, and claimed to have no influence over the other men of the village.

After long arguments a third and younger man appeared. He was Nielom Tani, and seemed to be a born orator. With violent gestures and raised voice he explained how he had realized the necessity to negotiate, but that the other men of the village would not listen to him but ran away and hid in the forest. Again we explained our aims and demands, and he in turn shouted to the men collected before the house lower down, gesticulating and spitting, but without any effect.
Once more we realized that we had got no further and that the Licha men had decided rather to go into hiding than to come to terms with us. All the time we were being watched not only by men, women and young boys assembled on the platforms of distant houses, but also by groups of young warriors sitting on the edge of the jungle just above the village.

To stay any longer would have been useless, and so we left the village at about 2 P.M. instructing the three men that Nani Lali, the captured Apa Tani would have to be brought to our camp this evening. So we started that tomorrow morning at the very latest the principal men of the village must come to see us. We said that the Kirum people had taken part in the capture of Nani Lali and that because he was kept in Bagi, their responsibility had not ended. On the contrary we would make them responsible for the return of Nani Lali, whom they should contrive to have released by the Bagi men. Unless this happened Kirum would share the fate of Bagi.

Rather disappointed and not too confident of the probability that the men of Licha would yet come to discuss matters, we left for our camp and reached it after 3 P.M.

In the evening a man and a small boy of Nielom came with gifts of chickens and eggs, and proposed good friendship. Through them we sent word that on the morrow we would be coming to Nielom as friends to settle any disputes or inquire into disputes, but would like to meet the people of Nielom and make friends with them.

At about 7 P.M. long after dark, we heard shouts below us. The Apa Tannis said they recognized the voices as Apa Tani voices, and soon understood that the approaching men shouted for guides with torches to show the way; so we sent some Apa Tani warriors to lead them up to the camp. Shortly afterwards nine men of Haja, carrying heavy loads of rice, arrived in camp, and we were not a little aghast to hear that they had come all the way from Haja with relief rations for their co-villagers. They had been benighted on the way and walked with their conspicuous torches right through the valley where the Dallas of Bagi were hiding and not content with this, came straight through the hostile village itself. When the Haja men, without consulting us, had sent for relief rations they did not yet know of all the Licha rice which would fall to them; I think it speaks for their organizing ability—though not for their prudence—that the relief party arrived so speedily. However, one does not like to think what might have happened to the unfortunate Apa Tani if by any chance we had left Licha today, or the Apa Tani had arrived a day later.

18th December.—Bagi to Nielom. The weather has now radically changed; the nights are cloudless and very cold, the days sunny and at mid-day quite warm. Soon after 7 A.M. we started for Kirum, for neither last night nor this morning did we hear or see anything of the Licha people. We had not gone half way when Licha Saha came to meet us; he pretended that he had resolved that two of his sons had been with him on their way to our camp, but had bolted when they saw us approaching. If it was true it shed a curious light on the courage of the Licha warriors who would seem not to be averse to letting the oldest and feeblest of the party run all the risks of an encounter with a feared opponent. Licha Saha's behaviour did not betray any change of heart on the part of Licha. When we arrived in the village the situation was almost the same as before. The only difference was the presence of an old woman—described to me as mother of Licha—near the nearest house; she was later joined by a boy of about ten, the son of Toko Paniar. The Licha people accredit us apparently with a code of honour higher than their own and assume that we would do no harm to women and children. To the Apa Tannis with us our behaviour became more and more incomprehensible and Padi Layang pokeled me again and again throwing glances at the boy who in his eyes was too good an object for swift and effective action to be missed. But we still hoped for an understanding; the village was not deserted and near most of them. Women and young boys assembled on the platforms of distant houses, but continued to watch our doings; they remained unperturbed as they were unassailable. The whole attitude was so utterly negative, that we realized that they had come for no other purpose than to delay us and perhaps induce us to return to our camp in the same way as the older men had done yesterday.

Our greatest difficulty was the fear that Nani Lali is still in the hands of Licha men. After the burning of his captor's house in Bagi there was not mere hope of ransoming him in the usual way by paying a high ransom and other valuables through intermediaries of Linia or Toko, and it would indeed have been fatal for the prestige of Government if the Apa Tannis after joining an armed expedition had had to revert to these methods. But if we had left with no pawn in our hands, the Licha men might very easily have killed him in their rage at the blow administered to their pride as invincible warriors. As much as we talked to arresting men who had come to talk to us, Davy decided to take Licha Tasser and Nielom Tarin with us and detain them until Nani Lali was brought in.

The position was explained to Licha Saha, and his grandson (the son of Licha Tasser) went off, as he said to arrange the release of Nani Lali with the Bagi men who were keeping him tied up somewhere in the forest.

All warnings that we would burn Kirum if no negotiators came forth remained unheeded. At last Davy ordered five houses to be burnt; the houses of men notorious for their raids—and with Nani Lali they would have been either burned out by fire or by the combined power of the men of Bagi, with whom they were in league against us. The houses of the men who had come and talked to us nor of the two men we had taken into custody were touched, and we fully realized that today when all valuables had been evacuated the burning of a few houses would be felt as an act of war. The Licha Tassis began to show signs of anxiety.

Sepoys were sent to set the houses and granaries alight and Bat Heli, a Duffa interpreter, accompanied them. But he returned soon with a bleeding foot; the Licha people had apparently prepared for the possibility of having the village burnt, and had planted panni round the houses.

While smoke began to rise from the doomed houses groups of people on the verandas of more distant houses continued to watch our doings; they remained unperturbed as they were unassailable. As the sepoys approached they faded away only to re-appear after a surprisingly short time.

In the brilliant sunlight of the winter morning the fires were an awe-inspiring sight. At first only thin spirals of smoke oozed from the roofs, but suddenly masses of thick whistling smoke streaked with yellow billowed forth from the gables, then burst through the roof: a column of black smoke followed by...
flames shot up into the sky, carrying with it fragments of thatch and bamboo. Bamboos cracked and exploded and in a few moments the whole house stood in flames.

There was nothing more to be done in Kirum, but to assure Licha Saha that unless the big men of the village came to negotiate in Toko, the rest of the village would also be burnt.

We returned to our camp where everything was ready for our start and we left at mid-day in the direction of Nielom, a village clearly visible on a spur on the opposite side of the valley. The path dropped sharply through old jhams into the valley of the Kiyi. Licha has extended its cultivation beyond the river and, it seems that nearly all the most recently cut fields are carved from the forest on the eastern side of the valley. Perhaps three times the length of the crossing would be after a period of cultivation. Only in ravines and narrow side valleys did we see any virgin forest with the usual country belonging to the Nielom, and in a small valley a narrow rice-field protected by an unusual type of bird scare, a loose net with large, now dried leaves suspended from the string fastened above the entire length and breadth of the small field.

It was about 4 P.M. when we saw Nielom stretched out in a long line on the various levels of a long spur that ran at right angles to the valley. We sat down and sent ahead men of Toko who were friends of Nielom, to announce our arrival and assure the villagers that we were paying them a friendly visit and wanted to camp near the village on our way to Tal (Toko). But there was no need to announce our coming; Nielom seems to have watched the Licha path and through our field glasses we soon saw people gathering before the houses, and later a small group of men coming along the path. We soon saw the men of Licha up the line of path and two Toko men who happened to be in the village. They suggested a camp site on a small spur immediately below the village, and as it was getting late we had no other choice and camped there, though water is very scarce and the site rather narrow.

While sepoys and porters settled into camp and built a perimeter, Davy and I with Temi as interpreter went to the village. At the entrance a few people and among them a most amiable woman met us and seemed as delighted with our friendliness as we were with theirs. The woman, who turned out to be the head woman of the Nielom, led us to her house, and the few people we spoke to pleasantly surprised that we were not some kind of ferocious monsters, but studiously defecting persons producing large quantities of cigarettes and matches from our pockets.

Unfortunately our attempts to produce a good impression were lost on the majority of the Nielom people who—including Nielom Sera, the most important man—had thought it safer to leave the village temporarily. Yet, when we got to Licha Tania's house, we found quite a number of men and women gathered round the fires, and joining and asking us to announce that they knew it was we who were coming. We soon saw the men of Licha and two Toko men, who happened to be in the village. They suggested a camp site on a small spur immediately below the village, and as it was getting late we had no other choice and camped there, though water is very scarce and the site rather narrow.

As we walked back at dusk through the village, I remarked the many granaries roofed with stout bark, others with wooden planks and only some with thatching grass. The houses are more solidly built than those of Licha, and some of the courtyards are surrounded by a strong fence of wooden planks and stakes, possibly to prevent cattle from straying, but perhaps also as defence against raiders, whose onrush would thus be slowed.

Returning to our camp we saw in the distance smoke and a large fire and realized that Licha men were burning our camp, unmindful that the material with which the Apa Tanis had built shelters and houses, came from their own houses and could no doubt have been used again, but I think the burning of the camp, though rather childish in its senselessness, can be interpreted as an act of revenge showing that Licha is still very far from contemplating unconditional surrender. Chigt Nime was quite distressed over the burning of the camp and said that he felt great shame that the place where he had slept for two nights was now devastated by Dallas who jumped about it in triumph. So it is not impossible that the burning had some magical purpose, the idea being that the destruction of people's belongings has a harmful effect on them.

19th December.—Nielom to Talo (Toko). In the early morning more Nielom people came to our camp with chickens, eggs and beer, but the really important men were still absent, and there can be no doubt the majority of the population was still too suspicious or too frightened to come forward.

We started soon after 7 A.M. and for the first hour the path wound its way up a narrow valley with a delightful, clear little stream, which we had to cross innumerable times. In the rains this path is presumably impassable for many days. After half an hour along the stream-led we climbed very steeply through high grass and crossed our first one on old jhams fields; this was the path along which the river, crossing old the crossing, would be awkward. After perhaps two miles along the river, the path led up the left slope in a south-eastern direction and passed through secondary forest, with trees perhaps fifteen years old and hardly any undergrowth. The slopes are thickly wooded and Excellent forest has grown up here after a period of cultivation. Only in ravines and narrow side valleys did we see any virgin forest with the usual country belonging to the Nielom, and in a small valley, one bore two small crossed pieces of wood. The Dallals with us explained that this was a monument put up to commemorate the landing over of a deo gante (Tibetan bell) after the price had been paid. Such a transaction is as important an event as a wedding and Dallals consider the paying of a brideprice and the purchase of a really valuable deo gante, deals of the same order.

The highest point of the ridge must have been well over 7,000 feet, and from there the well trodden path dropped steadily until at last we emerged on the open grass land of the Talo Joram area. The slopes seem to have been cultivated here nearly to exhaustion and bear mainly a high coarse grass interspersed
with shrub and only in places is there poor secondary jungle. But even this miserable jungle is often
felled, and we saw last year's jhum fields with the tree stumps no thicker than a man's arm and
very few in number. The crops grown on this impoverished soil must be scanty and we saw
indeed in a fenced-in field the short stalks of very inferior cotton. But in the valleys there
are some fairly substantial terraced rice-fields, far better than anything we saw in Licha and
Nielom, though neither in size nor structure comparable to the Apa Tani's rice terraces. From
a high hill slope we had seen the village of Talo (Tokoz of the map), and as we approached
through an open space we saw a number of pile-born granaries perched high on the hill-tops.
Talo is the largest and most prosperous looking Dalla village I have yet seen; the houses are built on numerous isolated hillocks, separated by deep ravines.

Where exactly Talo's obvious prosperity comes from, is difficult to say. The village land is certainly
not rich and the shortening of the cycle of rotation on the nearer slopes indicates a considerable pressure
on the land. The existence of a good many irrigated rice-fields, ample grazing for mithan and economic
interchange with the nearby Apa Tani may party account for this prosperity.

Toko Bat, the richest and most influential man of Talo is extremely elusive, and last season I never
succeeded in getting into touch with him. But I saw him, though his wife Yoyum came several times to Dutu and we
exchanged presents and had many long conversations. As we entered Talo we sent word to Toko Bat,
but when we had settled into our camp on a small open space near a stream, not Toko Bat, but his wife
Yoyum, a competent elderly lady with an enormous goitre brought us the customary gift of beer. She
pretended that her husband had gone to Pei, but we had definite information that he had been to Lijka,
and thought it hardly likely that with our visit imminent he would go to Pei. Slightly annoyed that
all attempts to get in touch with so-important a man had failed, and that he had ignored our invitations to
Dutu and now sent his wife to greet us, we refused the millet-beer and insisted that Toko Bat should come
and see us tomorrow.

While Davy was making arrangements in camp I went to several houses in the village, including the
enormously long house of Toko Tekhi, cousin of a Toko Bat. Everywhere I was received most cordially and
if the people of Talo bear us any grudge for burning the houses of relations in Licha they certainly did not show it.
Toko Tekhi, an old grey haired and slightly senile man went even further and declared that the Licha
men were wicked rascals who had stolen many mithan belonging to him and other Talo people, and that he
carried them off to Licha. In this man's house I found fourteen hearths, of which twelve were actually in use. Innumerable men, women and children, all living in its
one large room, were crowding round me and showing no very great respect for the old patriarch,
happily chattered while he tried to talk to me.

If Toko Bat is sticky or perhaps only timid, his kinsmen were friendliness itself and the general
atmosphere in the village is excellent. I only regret that last season my directives did not allow me
to visit Talo; I am sure that I could have stayed here safely without escort and this would have enabled
me to meet Nielom and Licha men and establish a contact which this season might have been invaluable
in negotiations with Licha.

20th December—Talo. Last night and this morning we heard that Toko Bat had been in the
village when we arrived, but was too timid or too wary to meet us. So we decided to go to his house
and show him and his family that they had nothing to fear. His wife Yoyum—the most important of
seven wives—still maintained that he was absent, but nevertheless entertained us with beer and we chatted for
an hour. While in Toko Bat's colossal house with its 13 fire places and long houses with their large
number of inhabitants always give the impression of great prosperity and there can be no doubt that
the owner himself is usually a man of means and influence. But on second thought one realizes
that the standard of living of ten families sharing one single house must be lower than that of
ten families living in separate houses, and that Dallas spend far less energy and building material
on their habitation, and have indeed less comfort not to speak of privacy in their home than Apa Tanis.

It seems that the economy of Talo is as much, if not more pastoral than agricultural, and that the
breeding of mithan is the main source of wealth. I was told that Talo sells annually 30—50 mithan to
Apa Tanis mainly against deliveries of grain, and that Toko Bat alone owns approximately 100 mithan.
These may be exaggerations, but there can be no doubt that there is an extensive trade between the
Dallas of Talo and the Apa Tanis, and that the latter do sell a good deal of grain to Talo. The Apa Tanis
in our party seemed perfectly at home in Talo and most of them spent last night in the houses of
dallas friends.

The Apa Tanis claim the entire land of Talo as their own and tell that three generations ago the
foresathers of the present Dallas inhabitants of Talo migrated from Hich Lichen, which lies near the
Kericho line. Before people called Tor had lived on Talo land, but had committed such atrocities against their neighbours and particularly against Mai, that many people combined and wiped
them out. It is said that the Nada clan of Haja on whose land Talo lies, first objected to the settlement of the
immigrant Dallas and even raided their first settlement, but that through the good services of the
ChiGi men of Dutu a peaceful settlement was reached and that there has been peace and friendship between
Apa Tanis and Talo since over.

Since we were anxious about the supply and power position in Dutu we decided that I would
return to the Apa Tani porters while Davy and Cooksey would look for a suitable site for an
Arama Rifle camp, build shelters and a perimeter and follow me to Dutu in two days. By
that time we hope that Toko Bat will have come forth and perhaps initiated some negotiations with Lijka
and even Licha.

I left before mid-day with one section and all Apa Tani porters and was pleasantly surprised to
find the path to Haja and Dutu excellent and very short. There is only one long climb immediately
behind the village, up a series of grass-covered slopes but once over the crest of the ridge the path is
fairly level until it drops steeply into the Apa Tani valley.

Although we were bringing with us a white mithan captured in Licha, the Apa Tanis were by no
means in a triumphant mood. They had expected far greater exploits and were disappointed that the
two Licha hostages had remained in Talo (where we hoped an exchange with Nahi Lali could be
effect). ChiGi Nime, walking with me at the head of the long winding column, his black fibre-hat and
rain shield worn above his red cloth, never stopped telling me that he was feeling great shame
because he had to return to Dutu without any slain foes or captives to his credit. All the people in


Apa Tani villages would laugh at him if he returned empty handed, and he added that particularly Yelu (my wife) would be disappointed that we were bringing nothing home with us and he consequently felt and needed to show his face to her.

As we approached our camp Chigi Nime and Koj Karu collected bamboo tallies and as we came to the camp they sat down on the side of the path and laid a stick on the ground for each porter that passed. I had expected some rite or ceremony to precede the return of the warriors, but nothing of the kind happened, and after the Apa Tanis had received their wages, they went straight to their villages and not even the mithun brought from Licha was sacrificed.

21st December.—Halt Duta. Arrangements in Duta have gone fairly smoothly during my absence. Several parties of porters are on their way to Joying and while we were in Licha there were at one time some 350 Apa Tanis porters moving on various routes. This tends to show that the initial difficulties were more the result of lack of organization than of ill-will among the Apa Tanis. This morning a very humble Mudang Takir came to see me, Koj Talo had apparently induced him to realize his mistake and it is a very good thing that the unpleasant Mudang Tage incident has now come to a satisfactory end.

While we were away wild rumours of events in Licha reached the Apa Tani country: several Apa Tanis were reported to have been killed by Licha men and the others were said to be without food. Many Apa Tanis wanted to post scouts on the hills to warn the people of the valley of the approach of the Licha Dalla who were rumoured to be planning revenge. With our return today all these rumours and alarms died a natural death, but my wife has had to exert all her powers of persuasion to prevent the Apa Tanis from sending relief expeditions.

22nd December.—Halt Duta. Today the Survey Officer returned from his camp above Jorum where he has been able to do a good deal of work. To provide him always with porters to go to various hill-tops and send his men to others has not been an easy task, and my wife has had her hands full arranging for his transport in addition to sending porters to Joying for Assam Rifles rations.

23rd December.—Halt Duta. Today Davy, Cooksey and three sections of Assam Rifles returned from Tal, bringing with them Licha Tasser, the man kept as hostage until Nani Lali has been returned. The other hostage Davy released while he was still in Tal, so that he could take a message to Licha and there is some hope that some men of Licha will come to Tal, and negotiate a settlement.

24th December.—Halt Duta. Mehi of small Mengo, who had been among the porters who brought us up to Duta in November and then went back to Mengo, has now returned. He says that Mengo is looking forward to our coming and hopes that we will have a restraining influence on Likkhipulia, a village that has recently raided small Mengo. Mehi passed through Likhia and was there told that the Licha men may now have to give way before Government, but that when we have gone they would take revenge on all those who have given us help or complained against Licha. If now their houses are to be burnt, after our departure they would burn the villages which had made friends with Government.

25th December.—Halt Duta. The fine spell has definitely come to an end, and all today it rained. The temperature is now slightly higher than it was in the early mornings of fine days, and moves between 40° and 50°. Many people in camp suffer from colds, sore throats and coughs and the Political Jemadar is completely laid out. Mr. Kalappa, the Survey Officer, who during our absence in Licha was engaged in surveys of the Apa Tanis and the surrounding areas, has now shifted his camp to Mount Donkho, above Bela villge, but the weather is far from favourable for survey work. Some of his men are still on the hills above Jorum and the necessity of keeping supplied both parties is an additional strain on our transport.

26th December.—Halt Duta. For some days we have been debating how we could consolidate control over the Apa Tanis and give some permanancy to the system of raising and employing porters which has begun to show some weakness. We have to remember that the traditional self-government of the villages, it will be necessary to choose men that can act as representatives of their villages in all dealings with Government. The prominent men of wealth and high social status such as Padi Layang, Chigi Nime and Nada Chobin, will obviously have to remain the leaders of their villages and their authority will have to be recognized and possibly strengthened. A few of them have already received red cloths, and others will receive them later this year when they have proved their worth. But besides them we need interpreters and messengers, men who are of good status but neither too old nor too rich for work for Government to attract them. So far, there is only one interpreter, Koj Karu, but one for Bela and Hari and one for Hang are definitely required. Yet even with three or four such interpreters—who at first may know very little Assamese—we would still have no direct link with the large number of former plains going men, who work now as porters. Most of them are of guchi class and nearly all are rather poor. Among them are some good sirdars, men who have the confidence of a fairly large number of the younger men, who speak some Assamese and can raise porters. To deal with these men only through the village headmen would be a circuitous way and would not give the war service has already grown up that these sirdars and not the clan headmen are informed when any particular party of porters is required. It would be a good thing to enrol the best of these sirdars as Government servants for the duration of the touring season, or simply as permanent sirdars on the Permanent Labour Corp roll, without issuing them with food, and clothing while they are in their own villages, but paying them on a monthly basis.

By means of such a system we would have lead lines to the three main classes of Apa Tani society: the clan headmen whose authority would be reinforced by a red cloth, the interpreters drawn from the younger sons of headmen as spokesmen and leaders of the broad upper strata of gute men, whose cooperation has been so habitual to gain, and thirdly, the Government sirdars who can control the ranks of poor gute and guchi from whose ranks all our porters come.

We had not discussed these problems with anyone, not even with the Political Jemadar, or any of the interpreters, when today Chigi Nime and Padi Layang came with serious faces and explained at great length that the headmen alone could not shoulder all the work and responsibility of making our arrangements, they proposed therefore that we should appoint (and of course pay) a man in each village to look after our interests, just as Koj Karu does in Duta and Haja. They suggested practically the same men on whom we had already picked for sirdars, and we had no difficulty in explaining that in addition we wanted also a few young men of superior status to act first as messengers and ultimately as interpreters.
It is, I think, remarkable that the Apa Tanis have realized themselves that their present social organization is not adequate to fulfill Government's demands and would not stand the strain imposed on it by the growing contact with outsiders. They obviously feel the need for a particular class of men to assure the smooth working of their relations with Government and to interpret Government's demands and orders to the great mass of the tribemen.

27th December.—Duta to Donkho Hill and back. Early this morning we all went to Bela and climbed from there to the peak of Donkho Hill (7,993 feet) on which the Survey officer has been working for some days. We started at 7 A.M. in thick white mist, but as we climbed the sun came through and we saw below us the Apa Tani valley covered with a sea of white milky clouds from which only some of the hills with pine groves stood out like dark islands in a foaming ocean.

The path from Bela to Bia runs right up to the top of Donkho Hill, and is broad and well maintained. After three hours' climb we reached the top and could just see the highest peaks of the snow ranges to the north-west before rising clouds obscured all view. Nyegyi Kansang (23, 120 feet) and Chumo (22, 760 feet), pointed peaks of dazzling whiteness were the most prominent, but the ranges to the north remained veiled. Later in the afternoon we caught one glimpse of the hills framing the Khru, and saw the large patches of cultivation and even some houses of Balu and several other villages on the left bank. Linia, far below us was clearly visible and in the distance to the north-west we saw the cultivation of Takum on the right bank of the Khru, beyond it confluence with the Palm River. All these villages looked from here so near that one could hardly believe that it would take us a good many days to get there. On the way down, when the clouds cleared, we saw a range nearer and lower than the main snow range, but also deep in snow.

28th December.—Halt Dut a. Neither Licha nor Tal o has so far made any effort to effect the release of Licha Taser, but tonight a Talo man brought the rumour that the Licha people had been prepared to release Nani Lali and were actually with him on the way to Nielom, when Toko Tada of Talo, sent to Licha with the released Nielom Tarin, dissuaded them from so doing saying that they should not release Nani Lali until we had set free Licha Taser. While we were in Talo Toko Tada had volunteered to go to Licha as negotiator and this action, if confirmed, is a particularly bad piece of double crossing.

29th December.—Halt Dut a. Most of the time is now taken up with preparations for our tour to Likha and Mengo. The supply position is fairly good, and we no longer find it very difficult to induce Apa Tanis to fetch loads from Joyhing. Nearly all the men going down ask now for permits to purchase salt and cloth in the plains from our office in Joyhing. This has the double advantage of strengthening our control over the Apa Tanis and of gaining an idea of the quantities which the Apa Tanis will require in future years. The difficulty with the shop in Dut a is that the shortage of porters prevents us from bringing up sufficient goods to meet all the Apa Tanis requirements. Both salt and white cloth has to be strictly rationed and only men who have actually worked for us and people who have sold rice or building materials are allowed to buy either.

30th December.—Halt Dut a. The Apa Tanis are now beginning to repair the dams of their irrigated fields and one often sees women carrying buckets of manure to distant gardens and mille plots. Thus there is hardly any season when agricultural activity stops altogether. We are now getting a kind of spinach grown in gardens and even a few very tiny new potatoes and spring onions. There has as yet been no frost, and the weather is warmer than we had expected, the temperature seldom sinking below 40° F. But the damp and the mist filling the valley day after day till late in the morning makes one feel the cold and is obviously the cause of the many colds and coughs among the members of our party.

31st December.—Halt Dut a. Today we heard that Nielom Tarin and some other men of Licha have come to Talo and brought Nani Lali the last of the captured Apa Tanis. It seems that they are prepared to negotiate and in order not to miss an opportunity we sent ahead Kop Temi, our head interpreter, to talk to the Licha men and induce them to stay on in Talo until we ourselves arrive the day after tomorrow. Chigii Nime and several other Apa Tanis also went to Talo with Temi, for they have seen that an armed expedition can inflict damage on their enemies, but it is not necessarily the swiftest way of regaining the Tibetan lands which they have lost to Licha. So many Apa Tanis think that negotiations in the shadow of the Sircar and its spoes may have more tangible results.

Our present plan is to spend a week or ten days in Talo and while we are there settle, if possible, the feud between Licha and the Apa Tanis. From Talo we will move to Likha and we have good reason to be lieve that Likha having learnt a lesson from Licha's fate, will be amenable to negotiations. If conditions are not too unfavourable we will establish in or near Likha an outpost where Captain Cookey and the Political Jemadar with two sections of Assam Rifles will remain until March. From Likha Captain Davy, my wife and I intend to explore the Upper Paniri Valley and to visit Mengo, where we hope to gather information on Lebba, the village (or area) which is said to have contacts both with Mengo and with Tibet (or with people habitually visiting Tibet). After the reconnaissance to Mengo, we will probably return to Dut a. During March and April I hope to tour the Miri country south of the Kamla and then either the Upper Kamla or the Khru valley. I do not think that in this area an escort will be necessary and I hope that then I shall have a chance of getting down to systematic investigations of tribal custom, a task for which this season there has as yet been little opportunity.

1st January.—Halt Dut a. We had hoped to leave today for Talo, but there was still so much to do in Duta, that we had to postpone our start until tomorrow. With parties of Apa Tani porters arriving from and starting for Joyhing almost every day, there is hardly ever a quiet day when we can devote some time to office work: the shop, the arrangements for further supplies of trade goods and the difficult calculations of the rations for the months ahead.

2nd January.—Duta to Talo. 6-4 miles approximately. In order not to frighten the Licha men who are reported to have arrived in Talo, we left all the Assam Rifles in Duta and Davy, my wife and I went without escort to Talo. We had arranged for porters from Bela, Hari, Ha ja and Dut a, as the villages most implicated in the Licha dispute, and after some considerable delay in the morning were faced with the unusual position of having too many porters; however we diverted one small party of Hari to go to Joyhing.

We left Duta at 11:45 A.M. and, being in no hurry, we launched on the way and arrived in Talo at 4:30 P.M.
We had heard rumours that Nani Lali had arrived in Talo, but since we had no real information we took our Licha hostage Licha Tasser with us, releasing him of his handcuffs on his promise that he would not attempt to escape before we reached Talo. He seemed content enough to come with us and said that if he was allowed to return to Licha, he would act as negotiator and try to persuade other Licha men to meet us in Talo and arrange for a settlement.

On the path to Talo we met several parties of Apa Tanis as well as Dallas, some going to and others coming from Talo. Nearly all of them had gone out to trade, and their various transactions represented a cross section of the economic relations between Apa Tanis and Dallas.

We were just climbing the first steep slope rising from the rice-fields, when heralded by squeaks and grunts two Apa Tani men appeared with baskets containing their purchases. They had been to Talo and bartered cloth woven by Apa Tani women for two pigs and a small dog. The pigs they were carrying in local small lathed bamboo baskets on their backs, but for the dog, the men had a small reddish puppy perched on his shoulder. The cotton used for the weaving of cloth is not grown by Apa Tanis, but by the Dallas, who, yet use Apa Tanis for spinning and weaving, and a few minutes later we met a group of Apa Tani women carrying several large gourd vessels filled with cotton. This they had brought in Talo for a kind of yeast necessary for the brewing of millet-beer, and apparently an Apa Tani specialty, for the Dallas, though expert brewers lack in general, though there are exceptions, the knowledge of preparing this yeast and rely for its supply of equality, the presence of so many people out for the blood—or rather the mithan and trade, and we met an Apa Tani a little further on carrying four such vessels, one of them still fresh and green, which he had just bought in Talo for one small knife. Though the Apa Tanis have only very few blacksmiths, yet they seem to export a certain amount of _doo_ and _krievs_, for around the neighbouring Dallas there are even fewer blacksmiths, and knives always find a ready market. Although it is only two months after the Dallas' harvest and there should be as yet no grain shortage in Talo, we saw two Dallas with large conical baskets carrying rice, which they had bought in Haja, giving dogs in exchange. The rice is bought unhushed and is carried covered with a substantial wrapping of leaves.

This was no doubt a normal day and the volume of trade between Talo and the Apa Tanis must be quite considerable if on a walk of four hours one meets so many trading parties. Two other encounters gave us an idea of how industrious the Apa Tanis must be in order to maintain themselves in so small an area: about six miles from Haja we met a man carrying a load of a sago-like plant used as food, and another man, even further out, going to the forest to gather firewood. He may have had business in Talo, and instead of returning empty handed used the opportunity to cut some wood and thus save the firewood grown in the privately owned groves near the Apa Tani villages.

On arrival in Talo we heard from Temi Kop that things did not look too bad. Two men of Licha have arrived: Nielom Tarin, whom Davy released when he left Talo, and Toko Tatoom, a very old man whom we had met in Kirum. There is as yet no sign of the Likha headmen, but the Talo people hold out hopes that some of them will come and attend the _mei_.

Our camp is on a small hillock north of the village, with a beautiful view over the houses and gardens of a small hamlet, near which we camped and beyond which are the Paniar. In the evening the 8,000 feet range south of the Paniar is a solid wall of deepest blue, its knife-like edge silhouetted sharply against a sky of pale yellow, flushed in the moment of the sun's passing with long drawn out steaks of pinkish cloud.

3rd January. Halt Talo. Talo is thronged with Dallas from nearly every village of the Par valley and the lower Paniar valley, all clamouring for redress of their many real and alleged grievances against people of Likh, Licha and—unfortunately—also Talo. There is Tabia Nieri and his men of Potin hoping for the liberation of his wife and several other relatives kept captive in the settlement of Likha Horku and Likhake, as well as for compensation for the eleven men and women killed in the raid on Licha; Nabom Epo and several other headmen of Piliapu demanding action against Likh Teji of Takho and Toko Holli of Talo who raided Piliapu, killing Epo's mother and four other of his relatives; and many men with big and small claims against each other, for example, one man of the Licha Tassers of Haja left Talo after Captivity of one year. Rebla has got back not only his relatives but also two Tibetan bells that had been robbed during the raid on his house, one of them a beautiful, old piece of bronze with a lovely mellow green patina.

Tibetan bells, known to the Dallas as _maje_, have here partly the function of a currency and partly that of valued pieces of art. There are _maje_ of a value of ten and more mithan, which are known under a particular name just like any famous statue, _maje_ of a value of one and two mithan and small and commensurate only with the mute of a _doo_. They promised to go to the Licha and prevail upon the other Licha headmen to come to Talo and arrange a settlement with the Apa Tanis. His actual release caused a good deal of hilarity, for when we wanted to divest him of the porter's blankets which he had worn wrapped round him while a prisoner he protested violently. The reason was that as the cloth in which he had come to meet us had been very old, he had thrown it away when we let him the blankets, and he had nothing under the blankets: the idea of standing naked in
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Nielom Tarin promised to compensate Koj Karu and other Apa Tanis who had some claims against him, saying that he would go back to Licha to fetch the necessary valuables. It remains to be seen whether his and Licha Tasser's word can be trusted.

4th January.—Halt Talo. All day long we are besieged by a crowd of Daflas anxious to get their cases heard, and I fear that with a very little encouragement the Daflas will develop a spirit of litigiousness which must be the despair of any officer. It is certainly significant that all through the time of our stay in Duta not a single quarrel between Apa Tanis was brought before us, whereas you have only to put your foot into a room to be overwhelmed by claims and complaints, many concerning events that occurred ten and more years ago.

A peculiar aspect of the Daflas' legal system—and one which must baffle every new—corner—is the more or less accepted rule that an aggrieved person, such as a man captured and kept for many months in stocks, is entitled to compensation not from the man who injured him, but from the person on whose account he has had to suffer. Today for instance we had the case of a man (Tao Heri) who was captured by a man of Jorum (Jorum Hago), because the latter suspected that a run-away slave of his had been hidden by Tao Heri. Tao Hagi does not have anything very rare does the interest of the community prevail over that of the individual, but from Pil Nyei of Talo who had sold Jorum Hago the slave whose escape had been the cause of his capture. Pil Nyei, who would seem to be in no way responsible for the behaviour of a slave once sold, can have had nothing to do with the capture, yet most Daflas present agreed that Tao Heri should demand compensation from him rather than from Jorum Hago.

5th January.—Halt Talo. Our attempts to induce the many Daflas present to settle some of their disputes among themselves, have so far met with little success. Whenever possible we referred disputes to councils of some of the important headmen, but though the parties argued for hours, they never could agree, and we have not heard of a single case settled by compromise without our intervention. Sometimes a man when hard pressed by a majority in favour of his opponent, promises to pay up, but in fact waits until he has collected supporters for his counter-claims and then refuses to abide by the original decision.

The Daflas seem to love arguing, and with men of so many villages assembled, there are everywhere mel and councils, with larger and smaller groups gathered round a claimant placing stick after stick on the ground and explaining in an endless flow of words exactly how many mithan, mofe, cloths and dao his opponent owes him. Usually the defendant waits quietly and when the accuser has at last finished, takes up tally sticks himself and proves not less eloquently that all the claims put forward are more than outweighed by outstanding claims from his father's or grandfather's time against the family of the claimant. It is indeed difficult to attach the responsibility for any act of violence to the one or other person, for most raids and captures are only one link in a long chain of reprisals and counter reprisals. As a rule public opinion exerts very little restraining influence on warlike men; one or two households of a village may have an acute feud with members of another village, while the other inhabitants of the village are not much troubled; as possible the dispute arises from the fact that a man of the one village does not regard the other as a member of the same community. It is indeed difficult to attach the responsibility for any act of violence to the one or other person, for most raids and captures are only one link in a long chain of reprisals and counter reprisals.

Jorum Kopi, the headman of the Pelii settlement of Jorum, approached us today with the request that we should stop the Apa Tanis as well as the Talo people from stealing his cattle. He owns, as it seems, a large number of cattle, and losses every year many by theft and capture, Apa Tanis and Daflas of neighbouring villages often killing and eating cattle that stray too far away. Kopi brought a large bundle of bamboo sticks to tally his losses, but said that he would let past things be past, if he could obtain protection for the future. Last year I heard a good many complaints on the part of the Apa Tanis about the capture of their cattle by Jorum men, and it seems that there has been a drawn-out feud, with both sides forcibly recouping losses whenever an opportunity occurred. Since from our point of view it would be as well to have all Apa Tanis villages united and strong, we impressed on Kopi and the Apa Tanis present that it was essential to have a dopa and sent for those Apa Tanis who are most involved in the feud. Pelii used to have dopa treaties with all Apa Tanis villages except Bela and Hari, but only the dopa with Hang is still in force, whereas the dopa with Michi Bamin, Mudang Tage, Duta and Haja have been broken. The non-existence of dopa between Bela and Hari and Jorum does not signify a feud, but only that these two villages have no interest in the Jorum area and do not trade to that side.

This morning when I went through the village I searched for porters for the Survey Officer, I saw in front of Licha Buti's house a young mithan tied to a post, and in front of it the old priest Chuhu Teki and his little son invoking the gods in an endless diaphonal chant. The mithan was to be sacrificed to appease
a spirit which had caused an illness of Licha Bütu and which had at one time threatened to kill him. In the late afternoon I returned to the house, and found members of the family, guests and the priest inside Teko Bat's house. Joining them and came just in time for some rites in honour of deities living in the house, and the sacrifice of the mithan and several chickens, each for a different couple of deities, all Dafla deities being apparently in pairs.

6th January,—Halt Talo. The last few days the weather has been fine with cold nights, but pleasant, sunny days. But this morning was dull and bleak with a chilly wind, and since noon it has been raining. Thus there are many huts and the Panior valley lies in the foot hills and the snow on the ridges suggested the prospect of another period of cold. It is now forty days to the 1st January when we crossed the big snow barrier into the Rib of Phuk and we have had no sign of it since. To us the scores seemed to be fairly well balanced, but the morning brought as threatened to be blown off by force of wind and rainfall beating against today! The men of the many hamlets and the Panior valley are in such weather, not wishing to come near us, and there is much demand and compensation for past raids from villages like Likha; for they live in temporary huts and shelters close to our camp and are in such weather pretty miserable.

We ourselves could not hold any mei in the open, but in the morning went to Toko Bat's house where on the veranda we heard a very long and involved case. Men of Chuhu clan of Chod village in the Panior valley complained that five years ago their house was raided by men of Talo, that two men were killed and two women and one boy were captured. They alleged that the raid was instigated and organized by the Chuba girl who had run away to Toko Bat. This girl had been among the first to hear the sound of the shot and probably the wind behind it. The Toko men admitted the raid, but claimed that it was in retaliation for an attack on Toko men near Chod by men of Potin. Tabia Nieri of Potin who had taken part in that attack and whose brother had been killed by an arrow, claims that he too acted only in retaliation and in order to obtain prisoners to exchange for Tabia men who had been captured by people of Jorum; it was, he said, not his fault that the attacked Toko men defended themselves and shot his brother and that in anger he killed a Toko slave in revenge. To us the stories seemed to be fairly well balanced, but the Chuhu men of Chod whose father had been killed during the raid on his village pointed out that, though related to the Tabia men they had no part in the attack on the Toko party and could not be made responsible for Tabia Nieri's deeds. Indeed we suggested that both parties should wash out their claims, on the ground that his own revenge and kill two Toko men.

Our position in all these cases is somewhat difficult. On the one hand we do not like to come for the first time to a friendly village such as Talo and begin by enforcing a lot of claims for mithan and Tibetans. We all put forward by force of distant villages, however justified this claims may be according to tribal custom. On the other hand we do not want to disappoint all those villages of the foot hills and the lower Panior valley whichever since the beginning of October have helped us by clearing paths, building bridges and carrying our loads on innumerable occasions. Thus in many cases a compromise is necessary, and in this particular case, we suggested that a mei should decide on the compensation due to the Chod men, and that this compensation should be paid jointly by the men who organized and led the raid on Chod, and the men of Jorum who had started the whole quarrel by capturing some Tabia people ten or more years ago. For according to Dafla custom the main blame falls not on the perpetrators of an act of violence, but on the men on whose account it was committed or who started the chain of captures, ransoms and raids.

This is an uncomfortable night to sit in a wind-swept hill-top, with the storm beating against your tent.

7th January,—Halt Talo. Last night we feared our tents might be blown off their precarious perch, and we steelcd ourselves to the prospect of another period of wet weather. But the morning brought a pleasant surprise: there were moments when shafts of sunshine parted swiftly trailing clouds of mist and when the clouds dissolved we saw the tops of the ridges sugared with a delicate coating of snow. Even the 6,000 feet ridge between Talo and Duta had had its snowfall and later in the day we learnt that on the hill above Nielom where a Survey party is now clearing a viewpoint, there are two feet of snow and that large branches broke under this weight. Captain Cocksley, who arrived today from Duta with four sections of Assam Rifles, says that in the Apa Tani valley it snowed all night; in the morning he found himself in a white winter landscape with two inches of hard crisp snow on roofs and paths. Yet the Apa Tani boys went out for wood as usual, their bare feet unmindful of the crackling snow.

Among the people who came to see us was Nabum Takum of Niergi, a village on the right bank of the Panior, not far from great Mengo. He says that upstream from Mengo there are only two more villages, Kulu and Tapo, and beyond them high uninhabited mountains where the Daflas obtain their arrow poison. The path from Memu to Lelba does not pass through these villages, but strikes straight north and leads over very difficult country with high hills and no villages. In Niergi there are a few houses of Sulung, a tribe with a language different from Dafla.

Mai Hei, the most prominent man of Mai, came this morning to complain against Toko Bat. Five years ago an epidemic swept through Mai, Talo and the Apa Tani villages. The Toko people blamed Mai for having brought the disease and in retaliation captured six people of Mai from their fields. Four of these were subsequently ransomed, but the youngest wife of Mai Hei's late father and one slave are still in Toko Bat's house. The woman (Yagi) appeared, not to clamour for her release, but on the contrary in order to protest against any suggestion that she should have to return to Mai. Though the daughter of a wealthy and respected man and first married to a headman of Mai, she lives now as the wife of one of Toko Bat's slaves, has a son by him and seems to be perfectly content with her lot. Not only has she no desire to join the household of her late husband's son, Mai Hei, but her whole sympathies lie obviously on the side of her captors, and she very much resented the idea that Toko Bat should have to come by paying the ransom price, which shows no desire to return to his former master.

Viewing the stories of captures and slave raids from a western standpoint one might be shocked, but the Daflas seem to have so great a capacity of fitting into almost any household that except when people are kept in stocks, lovers separated, or small children torn from their parents, there is perhaps less hardship than we might be led to imagine. I have met several captured men and women who refused to return to their former homes when given the opportunity, and I do not think that they were all exceptions. But for instance, we found a young man claim to have come with us, to give the special purpose of effecting his release; the young man, however, far from appreciating his brother's exertions, said that he liked living in Licha and had no desire to rejoin his family.

This afternoon we heard another complicated case. A girl of Sekhe was betrothed to Nibia Tate of Surmodo who paid to her father Chera Tott a bride-price of nine mithan. But before the marriage was celebrated she began an intrigue with a kinsman of her mother, Likha Tado, living in the same house, and on finding herself pregnant eloped with him to Jorum, where they now live with their child. Likha Tado paid a bride price for her (four mithan) and for three years they remained undisturbed in Jorum. But
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Today we moved from our first camp, which is being occupied by the Assam Rifles, to a neighbouring hillock, a little closer to the village.

8th January—Halt Talo. Yesterday we were rather dispirited, because there was no sign of the leading men of Likha and Licha, who were expected to come to the mel; and the feeling of frustration arising from the difficulty of clinching any of the many cases brought to us for judgment was accentuated by the obvious resentment of the people of Talo that we should come to their village and seemingly support the claims of a crowd of men from various distant villages all demanding compensation for alleged injuries suffered at the hands of Talo men.

But this morning we heard the good news that Likha Teji, one of the outstanding men of Likha had arrived in Talo, and was prepared to negotiate a settlement with the Piliapu people whom four years ago his villagers had RAIDed. Anxious not to intimidate him by meeting him in a large crowd or asking him to come to our tent, we first sent Temi to meet him in Toko Bat's house, and after a considerable time I went there too.

Entering a large Dafla house from the bright sunlight one sees at first little but the long line of hearth fires, and groping my way to the nearest fireplace I saw a large circle of men who moved aside to leave a place for me and Temi. Sitting down I looked for Likha Teji, expecting some dignified headman with enormous head-cloths and countless necklaces. But Temi pointed at the man beside me, a youth of hardly more than twenty-five, very handsome and well built, and in that moment just a little nervous. This was obviously a person very different from the Licha man we had so far met, and a few amiable words produced a charming broad smile. I gave him cigarettes, but he said he did not smoke, and would keep them for the people of his house. After a few polite phrases, he declared that he was a young man who had never been in the plains or met any Government officer, but had received the messages of Government and had now come to hear what were our wishes. He would do his best to satisfy us, for he wanted peace and harmony, and would not reconcile his enemies. His whole manner was delightfully simple and frank, and I felt at once that here was a man whose friendship might become very valuable. Even the presence of Nabum Epo, the headman of Piliapu, on whom he had made war, did not put him off, and his attitude was as dignified as it was conciliatory.

I explained shortly Government's desire for peace and good relations between all villages and by the time Davy and my wife arrived, there was an atmosphere of general cordiality with Toko Bat and Yoyum heartily agreeing to our pleas for reconciliation and general peace.

Likha Teji said that he would try to square matters with Nabum Epo and when they had come to an agreement, he would settle the matter. He offered to come to our tent, but with some amiable words proposed the idea of a friendly visit to the village of Likha Teji.

In the afternoon I went to Toko Tada's house, and found there too a mel in progress, but the household taking no part in it. Even if most of these mel do not achieve full agreement they serve at least to bring the parties together and allow them to talk over their disputes without fear or anxiety on either side. There are no doubt men who would like to exploit the situation and Toko Tada complained that men are coming to him for answers and would not reconcile his enemies. His whole manner was delightfully simple and frank, and I felt at once that here was a man whose friendship might become very valuable. Even the presence of Nabum Epo, the headman of Piliapu, on whom he had made war, did not put him off, and his attitude was as dignified as it was conciliatory.

9th January—Halt Talo. Today the long awaited mel between Likha Teji and the men of Piliapu began. When we arrived the parties were already seated on an open flat place between out-crops of granite boulders. Likha Teji sat in the middle of a rough semi-circle of his followers and partisans, facing the larger semi-circle of his opponents with Nabum Epo, the headman of Piliapu sitting with immobile features in the midst of his own men and sympathizers of Sekhe, Chod, Potin and Selsemehli. Likha Teji had already begun his oration, for it seems that in Dafla mel it is always the accused who has the first word. Seizing and handling the tally sticks with a rapidity and dexterity of an expert orator, he spoke fluently and well, not once hesitating or searching for a word, and the spectators were so much impressed with the modulations of his voice, to hear the harmonious and well-balanced gestures of his right hand, the smile with which he wowed the audience, so that continuous was the flow of words coming apparently without effort to his lips that he had not even time to swallow, and every now and then he would with a jerk of his head spit out little drops of white saliva, that left one with the impression that he was almost foaming. Youngful, strong and handsome, his cheeks ros y and his eyes bright and sparkling he was the very opposite to Nabum Epo, whose yellow, mask-like face—more Mongoloid than is usual among Dafla—betrayed no trace of emotion.

Likha Teji was recapitulating the history of his raid on Piliapu. A disease had spread over the country, and in the neighbouring settlement of Likha Ehkin and Tabla several people had died. The two headmen blamed Teji's village for having brought the epidemic, and RAIDed it capturing seven men and women. To ransom them Likha Teji had to pay 15 mithan, and then he proposed to clear himself by ordeal of any suspicion of disease-carrying. He had a large pot of water heated and one of his material kinmen thrust his hand and arm in up to the elbow; when the arm was withdrawn the skin was unharmed and everyone admitted that Teji and his village must have been innocent of the spreading of that disease. The
epidemic had obviously come from elsewhere and it was not long before people agreed that Piliapu was responsible.

"You all", said Likha Teji, turning to the Likha and Toko men in the audience, "blamed Piliapu and talked about making war on the bringing of the disease. You all encouraged me when I came forward to organize the raid. Why should I alone have to answer for it? I had my losses when Ekkin and Tabla raided me unjustly, why should I alone pay for the damage done to Piliapu? You Likha Rebla", and he addressed the old man who has always exasperated me by his many claims, "you are two of the mithan paid as ransom for the Piliapu men; if we have to pay, why should you not return your share, of the gains?"

Likha Teji continued to describe how he had planned the raid and provisioned the warriors, but how (according to Dalla custom) as the organizer and a great and wealthy man he had not actually taken part. (This prudence of Teji's though perfectly understandable to Dallas, marred to some extent the picture of a bold and high spirited Achilles.) He had given the order to capture Piliapu people, but not to kill them and if his warriors yet killed Epo's mother this was not unforeseen in his plan. What he wanted was to hold the captives to ransom and thereby force the Piliapu men to attend a mel and compensate him for the losses he had suffered through the epidemic, the spread of which had wrongly been laid at his door. But of the eighteen Piliapu men ultimately captured only one had been ransomed, whereas the others were set free when Tana Kuli, acting as a messenger of Government, demanded the unconditional release. Teji ended by saying that he was now prepared to compensate Nabum Epo and conclude a treaty of friendship which would enable him to go to Epo's house and Epo to receive hospitality in his own. As a sign of his good-will he had brought one Tibetan bell worth five to six mithan, and three magnificent large mithan.

The next speaker was not Nabum Epo himself, but his sister's son Tab a Hah, a rather insignificant youth, who elaborated at great length the history of the raid from the Piliapu point of view, but proved a poor orator and could never speak and arrange his tatty-sticks at the same type. People continued to listen politely, but there was not the same intent interest as when Teji was speaking.

When we returned to the mel again after lunch the scene was still much the same. Licha Tapin, the mother's brother of Likha Teji was then speaking, but he soon ended and Nabum Epo of the opposing party summed up the position and put forward his demands. He would be content with the return of the ransoms paid by Piliapu and compensation for the murder of his mother. No one could fully repair this loss but he would have a wife and children, and his father had been killed, and his mother. She was famous for her beauty being as light of skin as we were and his father had paid for her twenty mithan, since she came from a great house. For her he did not want mithan or many small maje and valuables, but one very large and precious maje he knew to be in the possession of Likha Teji. Then he would be prepared to forget the past and make a _dapo_ treaty with Likha Teji. He was speaking well and with animation, and though as always, he seemed sullen and gloomy, the tone in which he addressed Teji was not entirely unfriendly, and I began to hope that a real reconciliation may result from this _mel_.

Epo had hardly ended when Likha Teji jumped up, and declared he would go back to his village, collect the mithan and valuables due to Epo and prepare for our coming. Then he departed rapidly, followed by his two wives who had come with him.

While the _mel_ with Likha Teji has progressed beyond expectation, there remains still the equally ticklish problem of compensation for the losses incurred by Piliapu, in a raid which preceded that of Likha Teji by two months. Then Toko Hol and Nabum Taga were the organizers of the raid and though both are present, their claims are far less inclined to come to an understanding with Epo. Toko Holi admits having taken part in the organization of the raid and he has commanded his warriors into the vicinity of Piliapu, but claims that he acted only "like sepoys" under the order of Nabum Taga. One of the difficulties in unravelling right and wrong in these tribal feuds is that the instigator, the organizer and the leader of a raid are very often different persons, and the men who derive the greatest profits from raiding usually sit at home and let their slaves and young men of the village do the actual fighting.

Today was in more than one respect a hopeful day. Licha Taas our former hostage, returned from Licha Taga's home and several other Licha men and there are good prospects for _mel_ between Licha and the _Apa Tanis_ tomorrow.

10th January.—Halt Talo.—All today was taken up with the great _mel_ between Licha and the _Apa Tanis_. Hearing of the arrival of the Licha men, many prominent _Apa Tanis_ such as Padi Layang, Dami Tan, Tana Tak and others joined the small group under Chigi Nime who have been here as observers ever since we came to Talo.

The setting of the _mel_, though it was held in a different place, was similar to that of yesterday, and after Chigi Nime had stated which men had arrived and which were still required for discussing a final settlement of the dispute with Licha, the spokesmen of Licha, Licha Taga of Bagi village, began a long tale of injuries suffered by the Licha men at the hands of the rapacious _Apa Tanis_. Very much in contrast to the aristocratic, well turned out Likha Teji of yesterday, Licha Taga, wrapped in a coarse, dirty cloth and wearing no ornaments, gave at once the impression of a ruthless, though rather jovial rogue. He and the men of his party looked more like wandering vagabonds who for some account with Sikhu, or a band of tough desperadoes. It is always said that while Likha is very rich, Licha is poor and the people live from hand to mouth, selling most of the booty from their raids.

When Licha Taga had laid out on two long boards a formidable array of bamboo tallies, each representing some claim against _Apa Tanis_, he began to account with more sticks for all the damage we and the _Apa Tanis_ had done to Licha: the houses burnt, the granaries despoiled, the mithan captured and the pupils and chickens eaten. But here we intervened, the burning of the village was Government's punishment for Licha's treachery and the rest of the duties deputed to us, who were then only acting on the orders of Government. So the sticks tallying these losses were taken away, and the _Apa Tanis_ began their indictment of Licha's many acts of aggression. Though many Licha men had in the past found refuge and hospitality in _Apa Tanis_ villages, they had repaid their hosts with treachery, the robbing of mithan and the capture of men. Now they had rejected all approaches through Linia and other neutral villages and thus brought misfortune on themselves. Then followed the enumeration of the many claims lodged against men of Licha. After each side had stated its claims we left the _Apa Tanis_ and Dallas to work out by themselves some equitable compromise, having first privately warned the _Apa Tanis_ not to drive too hard a bargain and so jeopardize by immediate demands the chances for an agreement.

When after some hours we returned the atmosphere seemed relaxed and cordial and instead of the two opposing parties, Dalla and _Apa Tanis_ headmen sat side by side still arguing about mithan and _maje_, but with
many a laugh and rather like old business partners than like enemies with the blood of kinsmen between them. The Apa Tanis, after stating their claims, had reduced them by about three-fourths, and demanded only the return of Tibetan bells and bronze plates recently paid as ransom, and of altogether thirty-six mithan, sixteen for Haja and ten each for Haja and Duta. As a total demand from all three settlements of Licha this is not excessive in their eyes. There can be no doubt that all Licha men together could easily pay up.

The Licha spokesmen offered something like 17 mithan, but promised to consult with their co-villagers and send for the headmen still in Licha, so that they could join in the discussion. We had not expected any immediate decision, but we were well content that Apa Tanis and Licha men had at last been brought together.

11th January.—Halt Talo.—This morning's news was an anti-climax after the high hopes of yesterday. All the Licha men have slipped away, some while it was still dark, and others early in the morning. When some Toko men wanted to detain them, they drew their daw and threatened to strike anyone who stepped in their way. The Apa Tanis are badly disappointed, but to put their long stay in Talo at least to some use, they proposed to enter upon a dafa agreement with the Dallas of Sekhe, Potin and Selsemchi, the villages on the new porter route to Joying. But the mithan the Apa Tanis wanted to sacrifice on this occasion was not paid, and Dafa who said that it was too small and sickly for such an occasion. Since the Apa Tanis had no other mithan at hand, this idea too had to be dropped and they departed rather disappointed for Haja, Duta and Bela.

During a visit to Likha Tekhi's house I heard more about the extraordinarily close economic relations between Apa Tanis and Talo. The shortest walk through the village convinces one that Apa Tanis are here a permanent feature of the social structure. In or about nearly every house one sees Apa Tani girls who do apparently all the weaving in the village, and Apa Tani men are coming and going everyday with loads of trade goods on their backs. In addition to live-stock and cotton, the Apa Tanis buy from the Talo people and exchange on the same lines as those made in this area by Apa Tani and the Dafa, albeit made by the same technique. But Likha Holi, Tekhi's eldest son, told me that Apa Tanis do also most of the house-building in Talo and that his own enormous house was built almost entirely by Apa Tanis.

The great rôle Apa Tanis play in Talo opens prospects for the future. If Apa Tanis are so easily acceptable as helpers to the Dafa, they could be used as instructors and any improvements started in the Apa Tani country, such as new agricultural methods and handicrafts could be then introduced among the less progressive Daffas by Apa Tanis.

12th January.—Halt. Talo.—Tomorrow is the day fixed for our departure for Likha, but transport is again our weak spot, and the whole day we have been collecting porters. However, it is only thanks to the presence of a good many Potin and Piliapu men that we can move at all. They are eager to go to Likha, where they hope to recover captured kinsmen and extract compensation for past losses, and loathe as we are to surround ourselves with a crowd of claimants, we could not move without them and have obtained quantities of rice to ration them for the trip. The people of Talo promised after many difficulties to give three companies of porters, but Jorum proved a complete disappointment; the sirdars said that in Jorum all men were busy re-building their houses, and that the news of our need for porters had reached them too late. However after a talk by the fire they promised that they would come to Talo in four days and join the second convoy then scheduled to start for Likha.

13th January.—Talo to Camp on Mount Pad (7160 feet)—5 1 miles—10-15 A.M.—2-15 P.M. The shortage of porters has necessitated a change in our programme, for without the expected 66 men of Jorum, there was no point even in attempting to move our entire party to Likha. It was decided that Davy, my wife and I should start with two sections, pick up the Survey Officer who has for some days been working on the ridge west of Taklo, and proceed back to the river. The Apa Tanis had no other mithan at hand, which is not enough for their expected course through the valleys of the Taro, Jorum, Mai and the Panior River. The Doctor and the remaining Assam Rifles rations. We had breakfast at 6 A.M. when the last stars were palin and from 6.30 on we tried to marshal our porters. None, except the Potin and Piliapu men had any idea of discipline, for the Talo men have never been used to loads and preventing the men from snatching the lightest loads and leaving the bulky ones behind. To make things worse, we were dreadfully short of men, and could hardly have started at all if not in the last moment nine men of Jorum Koli's village had turned up and relieved us of our worst embarrassment.

After 3 1/2 hours of running about, shouting at porters and cajoling the villagers into giving us a few more men, we started at last at 10-15 A.M., obviously much too late for a long and strenuous march.

For the first hour and a half we moved through the high grass covering most of the slopes round the village, and only here and there interspersed with some patchy jungle and a few hill-fields of definitely poor soil. I believe I have at last hit upon an explanation for the dearth of forest. I have never seen this part of the Jorum, Mai and the Panior Ridge. The Doctor and the remaining Assam Rifles rations. We had breakfast at 6 A.M. when the last stars were palin and from 6.30 on we tried to marshal our porters. None, except the Potin and Piliapu men had any idea of discipline, for the Talo men have never been used to loads and preventing the men from snatching the lightest loads and leaving the bulky ones behind. To make things worse, we were dreadfully short of men, and could hardly have started at all if not in the last moment nine men of Jorum Koli's village had turned up and relieved us of our worst embarrassment.

After 3 1/2 hours of running about, shouting at porters and cajoling the villagers into giving us a few more men, we started at last at 10-15 A.M., obviously much too late for a long and strenuous march.

For the first hour and a half we moved through the high grass covering most of the slopes round the village, and only here and there interspersed with some patchy jungle and a few hill-fields of definitely poor soil. I believe I have at last hit upon an explanation for the dearth of forest. I have never seen this part of the Jorum, Mai and the Panior River. The Doctor and the remaining Assam Rifles rations. We had breakfast at 6 A.M. when the last stars were palin and from 6.30 on we tried to marshal our porters. None, except the Potin and Piliapu men had any idea of discipline, for the Talo men have never been used to loads and preventing the men from snatching the lightest loads and leaving the bulky ones behind. To make things worse, we were dreadfully short of men, and could hardly have started at all if not in the last moment nine men of Jorum Koli's village had turned up and relieved us of our worst embarrassment.

On the highest parts of the Pad ridge we found many large branches and bamboos broken and the Survey Officer tells me that this happened during the snow-fall several days ago, when in places up to 2 feet of snow gathered and many branches collapsed under the unusual weight.

We did not reach the Survey Officer's camp close to the top of Mount Pad until 2-15 P.M. and since many porters were far behind and there was no hope of reaching Nielom, or indeed the nearest camp site with water before nightfall, we decided to camp here, a decision which to our astonishment met with general approval, among the porters. I had thought the Daffas would protest against camping in so high and exposed a place, but they seemed only too pleased not to have to go any further.
From the hill-top of 7,160 feet, which has for the most part been cleared of trees, by the Nepali porters and sepoys camping here with the Survey Officer, we had a good view into the Kiyi valley and further west and north-west. Nielmom, Kirum and Likha Horku's settlement are all visible and the cultivated fields of Lichia, Sulu which traded with Tibetans and through whom villages such as Tasser on the Paniori received Tibetan swords and beads. Our informants were firm that these Tibetans lived some ten days' march from here and on this side of the Himalayan main range, before one comes to the "land of snow".

We also saw the high ranges west of Mengo which would seem to enclose the upper waters of the Paniori, steep, often precipitous slopes, partly covered in snow and bearing on top pine trees, recognizable by their shape on the crest of hills.

14th January.—Camp on Mount Pad to Camp near Likha.—8 Â½ miles—7 A.M.—4:30 P.M.—We had expected a very cold night and were surprised that at 7,160 feet it was warmer in camp than it had been the previous nights in Talo at 4,600 feet. One sees clearly that a very low pass leads from Kirum into the Palini valley, and it seems that two and in some places three ridges lie between here and the Khru valley. The only large cultivated area visible (except for Likha, Licha, Nielmom) is where the old map shows the village Takum near the Khru bend.

North of the Khru rises a high wooded ridge, as it seems with extremely steep slopes and the Survey Officer believes that so far as one can judge from here, the tentatively marked upper course of the Khru is in its direction correct. We were also told that on this upper course or somewhere near it lay the villages of Bemi, Laba and Sulu which traded with Tibetans and through whom villages such as Tasser on the Paniori received Tibetan swords and beads. Our informants were firm that these Tibetans lived some ten days' march from here and on this side of the Himalayan main range, before one comes to the "land of snow".

As we passed below the peak cleared by the Survey party I went up and was faced with a magnificent scene. The entire line of the snow ranges, lit up by the first rosy light of the morning, rose from the deep blue shadows of valleys and ridges not yet touched by the sun. The main Himalayan range is about 70 miles from here and I was surprised to notice that only three or four lower ranges seem to lie in the intervening space. Are there immediately below the snow ranges only very low hills not visible from here with broad valleys in between? All these questions are answered neither by the maps nor by the view from Pad Pad to Mengo. But when they saw us determined to go ahead they made bone men a mauvais jeu and showed us the way to Pulik settlement of Likha Horku and Takhe. After several ups and downs we came to a slope near a stream where some grass had been recently cut; it was the camp site where the Likha men expected us to stay.

We climbed steadily through thick jungle, until at last we emerged on slopes with entire groves of an oak-like, deciduous tree, and bare of any undergrowth. But our guides assured us that these trees, though useful owing to the hardness of the wood, were not purposely planted there. Shortly afterwards we came to the first jhum field of Likha and the cultivation in the swamp bottoms of narrow valleys. Our guides said that the nearest camp site with good water was still far off, and as it was getting late we camped on a spur above a jhum field in full view of three of the settlements of Likha, spread out on the opposite hill slope. Water was scarce and muddy, but the camp itself quite comfortable. The Likha salve went to their village and the evening was uneventful.

15th January.—Camp near Likha to Mudo (Likha)—2 Â½ miles—8 A.M.—12:30 A.M. The weather is now perfect with clear nights and sunny days, most welcome to us and an enormous boon for the Survey Officer.

While we were breaking camp some more slaves of Likha came to meet us. They were not too pleased when they saw us ready to start and suggested we should leave our camp where it was and visit the village without sepoys, producing all sorts of excuses why we could not camp on the ridge where the village lies. But when they saw us determined to go ahead they made bone men a mauvais jeu and showed us the way to Pulik settlement of Likha Horku and Takhe. We then went straight to the long house of Likha Horku and Likha Takhe the two brothers of whom bold and war-like deeds we had heard so much. Just before
the house there stood two enormously high bamboo structures, the funeral monuments of Horku's father and another prominent man. We climbed the shaky ladder to the veranda and were at once surrounded by curious and friendly young men. Then we entered into the twilight of the long hall with its rows of glowing fires, surprising the women as they quickly swept the place round the hearth where guests are received.

Sitting down on the mithan skins which in wealthier households serve as seats, we dozed out cigarettes and matches and had soon every woman and child in the house crowding round us. But there were as yet no prominent men and we were told that Horku and Takhe had gone to tie up their missions. This we took for an excuse and imagined that these great and experienced warriors were somewhere holding council as to how to deal with the 'invasion' of their villages by powerful strangers.

Then suddenly there entered a slave and shouted to the people to make room; a moment later two young men rushed abreast through the doorway, paused on the threshold to take stock of their visitors and sat down by the hearth. We were face to face with the bogey of many long tales and could hardly believe our eyes when we saw two charming very young boys, perhaps 20 and 21 years old. Though unshaven, a bit nervous, they smiled at us quite happily and were delighted with our gifts of cigarettes, matches and two large safety pins which I happened to have in my pocket. Both were unusually handsome and dressed in good, new endi-cloths and a good many beads. Their mothers, dignified, though by no means old ladies, brought vessels with rice-beer and seemed to whisper to the young warriors the one or other hint. We did not go into any details of the feats which we had come to settle, but said only that we came with the desire of making friends and establishing peace between the villages of the Dallas which would ultimately benefit them all; it was obvious that the two brothers must have been mere children when five years ago Lichi was raided, and it would not be fair to hold them responsible for all the deeds of their late father. The two boys said that they too would like to settle matters, but they seemed more interested in us and our clothes than in all the feuds of their father. They both tried on my sheep-skin jacket and had considerable difficulty in getting their arms in and out of the armholes.

We then talked about a camp-site and made it clear that we wanted to camp inside or close to the village. This was at first not too popular, but we explained that the sepoyas would in no way interfere with the villagers and set out to look for a site. Before leaving the house, however, the two boys asked Government's help against Tasso a village in the Palin valley, who had recently raided their settlement. Climbing up and down some extremely steep and slippery paths, we passed through Puli settlement and crossing a ravine reached Mudo on the neighbouring shoulder. There we saw just above the village a reaped and fenced-in field on a small knoll and decided to camp there. Most of the villagers came out of their houses and were pleased with our cigarettes; they were chatting and smiling and showed no great nervousness.

We asked whether we could use the field as a camp-site and promised to compensate the owner for any damage which might be done. Then we sat down on a tree trunk and sent for the sepoys and porters. Suddenly an excited woman came puffing up the hill, began to dig up the earth under the tree trunk, and extracted after some minutes a small pot containing a few bracelets of great value. So insecure is life in a Dafla village, that all valuables are hidden somewhere in the fields and the forest.

The site is very near to a small stream and to jungle for firewood and has a magnificent view over the two settlements of Puli and Mudo, and north through the Kiyi valley as far as Licha, with Nielom clearly visible on an open shoulder.

It turns out that the map is quite wrong and that by connecting the two peaks of 8,189 feet and 7,569 feet in square 83E/2 the surveyor of the Mihi Mission had sketched in a continuous 7,000 feet range, where in reality the Kiyi breaks through. What on the old map is shown as the upper course of the Palin, is actually a brook which flows northward and flows south instead of north. The distance from Licha to the Kirum and to the Palin valley, which is much smaller than the valley shown on the map, is consequently not great, and one sees from here clearly the saddle over which one crosses from Kirum into the Palin valley.

16th January.—Camp Mudo (Likha). This morning we had very great difficulty in persuading any of our porters to go back to Talo and fetch the remaining Assam Rifles and loads. The Potin, Sehe and Filiapu men, who have so far carried on many occasions have reached the objective of their long journey where they hope to realize compensation for losses suffered in past raids, and the Talo people declared that carrying heavy loads once across Pad Puttu was bad enough, but that they would rather die than do it again. In the end however, we induced, with varying arguments for the different groups, a good many men to carry once more, thus ensuring that the second convoy can start without delay.

Twelve Likha men of Likha Teji's settlement who had started from Likha independently and arrived in Talo the day after our departure arrived in the morning with loads. This is a good sign of Likha Teji's good faith.

Among our visitors were Nabum Taga of Embinkota and his wife Yopu, who has for three years been held captive in Nielom with her two small children and escaped when she heard of our and her husband's coming. Her history is strange. One day she went with the children, the one only a few months old, to Talo to visit her sister Yopu, who is married to Toko Togur. While Yopu was in Togur's house, his daughter died and Togur blamed Yopu, apparently without reason, that she had brought the disease. Toko Togur's daughter was betrothed to Nielom Taka, who had already paid 30 mithan as bridewealth. Toko Togur did not return the price, but seized Yopu and her children and handed them over to Nielom Taka in compensation for the latter's loss. For three years Yopu worked as a slave in Nielom Taka's house, and hampered by her two small children could make no attempt at escape.

When the day before yesterday we approached Nielom, Taka told Yopu and her children to hide in the forest until we had passed but she, knowing of her husband's presence, hid so well that even Taka could not find her, and made her way secretly to our camp, where she rejoined her husband last night.

A few hours after we had talked to Nabum Taga and Yopu—and congratulated ourselves that our presence made possible such reunions—came the news that Nielom Taka had not resigned himself to his loss, but helped and abetted by his friend Toko Togur had forced his way into the house.
of Likha Rebla, the brother of the escaped Yopu, and seized Rebla's small daughter. He took the child to his house, and Likha Rebla ran to us to tell of the incident and seek our help. He and the men with him spoke of a "raid" on his house, and it seems indeed that Nielm Taka and Toko Togur entered his house with a small bunch of men, prepared to use force if Rebla did not give way. Two curious facts emerge from this incident: Yopu was apparently kept captive against her will for three years in a village where her own brother (Likha Rebla) lived as a, free man. Secondly, this 'raid' was carried out two days after we had passed through Nielm and visited several houses, while our present camp is in sight of the village—in addition one section of Assam Rifles was sitting on Mount Pad above Nielm also within sight of the village and on the path between Taloo and Nielm which must have been used by Toko Togur, and a fourth section is still in Taloo, with sights. Taloo is two Togur's days' journey away. It would therefore be quite possible that the mere presence of Assam Rifles in an area, or even in a village, would prevent Daffas from using violence in their usual quarrels and disputes. The capturing of a close relative or kinsman of a man through whom we never suffered any kind of loss seems to be so general a custom, that it attracts little interest and comment and in no way disrupts the ordinary social life in a village.

In the afternoon, when walking through the village, we saw on a veranda an old couple, and began talking to them. Finding that the man's clan name was Nabum (and knowing that Likha is not the name of a village), I asked him where he was born and heard to my surprise and delight that he came from Lebla, which using the Aya dialect he called Labâ. We asked him about the route of Lebla and heard that via Tasso and Blabu it was possible to reach the village in four days. In Lebla there was a great deal of flat land and the people grow wet rice. But the most exciting item of information was that every year caravans of Tibetan traders come to Lebla and barter furs and dyed rock-salt, in exchange for the dyes and ornaments. The old woman described the clothes of the Tibetans: they had trousers like we have, thick coats and high caps with protruding rims framing the face. So vivid was her description as she handled our clothes, and particularly my sheep-skin jacket that we could have no doubt as to her having seen Tibetans herself. She said that the Tibetans had their luggage carried by Daffa porters from villages closer to the snow ranges, had no pack animals and slept in Daffa houses. They spoke a language of their own, understandable to the Daffas, but could also speak Dalla. The Peltane family came from Ribe (beginning of the harvest season, September and October) and they never stayed in Lebla for long. Some Daffas of Lebla and many more of the Tred and Tai clan go occasionally to Tibet; the journey from Lebla took them seven days and they had to cross the snows.

In another house we followed up this conversation and heard from Likha Tajaam, whose wife comes from Khoda, a village said to be near Lebla, that Lebla lies in a large plain, not like that of the Apa Tani, but like the plain of Assam. In that plain there were many villages—at least thirty counting only those south of the Khrū. *

17th January.—Halt Mūdo (Likha). Today I tried to gather more information on Lebla and the plain to the north-west, with little success. Only a few men seem to have been to the Palim valley, and no one could tell me very much about Lebla. The trouble is that most of the villages in the Palim valley have feuds with Likha and only one month ago men of Tasser killed two women and a man of Likha and captured two boys.

The mel between Tabia Nieri of Potin and Likha Horku and Takhe has now begun, but so far the two Likha brothers have sent only their slaves to negotiate and three mithans as an advance payment. Nieri's daughter Yeli has now also been released (following the previous release of his wife) and thus there are no more captives of the raid on Nieri's house in Lichi left in Likha.

Another woman released as a result of our presence is Nabum Tada's sister Rinia. Five years ago Likha Rebla raided Peru village and killed five men including her husband. She herself was captured and kept in the house till the Tada house inside Pochu a settlement east of the Kiyyi, one day from here. There she was forced to live with one of the men of the house and recently gave birth to a daughter. Likha Rebla has let her go, but refuses to give up the child. With tears streaming down her face, she implored us to affect also the release of her daughter, and so we arranged that several Daffas of other villages, armed with a paruana should go to Pochu and demand the child. Later on we may visit the village, but until the second porter convoy has arrived, we cannot move from here, except on day trips.

In the evening Licha Tasser, our one-time prisoner, and since then faithful go-between came from Licha saying that he has done his best to persuade the Kirum headmen to come and see us, and that he expected some of them to arrive tomorrow. We asked him about the route to the Palim valley and Lebla, and he said that Kirum had many a quarrel with the villages there and if we went to Tasser and Takum the Kirum men would willingly carry our loads—no doubt in the hope of enforcing their claims with the help of our prestige.

The news of the proximity of villages annually visited by Tibetans has changed the entire outlook, and we have altered our whole programme. Instead of returning to Duta and approaching the lower Lichia, we plan to reach Cherdum by a side path and now strike from Licha straight towards the upper Khrū, Lebla and the plain reported to lie in that direction.

18th January.—Halt Mūdo. Today Temi went to Jouhing to have a few days' leave before our great tour and to bring up a convoy of Gallong porters to Kirum with rations.

In the morning we went to the house of Likha Horku and Takhe. They have not yet made any very strenuous efforts to satisfy the claims of Tabia Nieri and the other Potin and Piliapu men, who have come to Tasso and Tada (the brother of the escaped Yopu) with threats. Their raiding parties have now doubt as a captatio beneficiæ) presented us today with a mithan. Their difficulty seems to be that as the fewest of the organizer of various raids, they are expected to pay numerous compensations, while they are unable to compel or persuade the other participants in the raids to share the burden and disgorge their share of the loot.

In Horku's house, we met Nielm Sera, the headman of Nielm and a very great warrior. Unlike other organizers of raids, he has himself often led the raiding parties and is reputed to have killed 15 to 20 men with his own hand. Thus it was Nielm Sera who killed the father of Tabia Nieri of Potin.

* Subsequent inquiries did not confirm the existence of a large plain this side of the snow ranges; there are, as it seems, several broad valleys with some level land, but none as large as the Apa Tani valley.
Dafa warriors wear neither beads nor feathers in their hats and in conformity with this custom, he was dressed very simply without any ornaments. But his expressive face and manner of speaking characterized him at once as a leader. His last act has, however, been not one of war, but of conciliation. When on his return to Nielom two days ago, he heard of the capture of Likha Rebla's daughter Yedu, he realized how the raid might involve Nielom in difficulties with Government, and insisted on the release of the child. Today he brought her here, and the incident can thus be regarded as closed. Nielom Sera has friends in the Palin valley and promised to accompany us when we go that way.

Likha Horku and Take are now building a new house at some distance from their old one, which has stood for ten years. They are abandoning it and the site because their father and many people died in it.

19th January.—Mudo to Takho, and back.—14 miles. Likha Teji has several times been in our camp and the day before yesterday he brought the gift of a fine mithan. He has invited Nabum Epo of Piliapu to come to his house and negotiate a final settlement of their feud. To strengthen him in this good resolution we went today to his village, which we thought to lie on a neighbouring ridge, but which in reality is a main line of communication between the settlements of Likha is not at all well cleared. Today groups of people were going forwards and backwards, most of them men of the Par valley and other distant villages who alone would never have dared to come to Likha, but who encouraged by our presence now went to one of the other settlement to claim compensation for losses or collect old trade debts.

Likha Teji's settlement is called Takho and consists of only five houses, including his own long house with many hearths. He seemed pleased to see us, and struck us again by his cheerful and dignified bearing. In return for his mithan we presented him with an endi cloth and six seers of salt, his joy over the salt seemed even greater than that over the endi cloth. I was interested to notice that—no doubt according to best Dafa etiquette—he opened neither the endi cloth nor the bag of salt but handed both to his wives to put at once into one of the small store rooms opening from the big hall.

Teji has seven wives, his first wife having died some time ago. The second wife is a daughter of Toko Bat, and for her he has paid a bride-price of a hundred mithan and has received with her a considerable number of valuable Tibetan bells and various ornaments. All his other wives he married with comparatively small economic transactions, paying bride-prices of only four to six mithan. The "great" wife of a Dafa, who is usually but not necessarily the first, is a very important personage. In her care are all the family's valuable's and it is she who buries precious Tibetan bells, bronze plates and ornaments in the forest and controls the store of grain. The husband cannot undertake any major transaction without her consent, and while she is free to sell for instance some of her beads, her husband may not sell any of his without consulting her. Even when going to a mel a Dafa acts only as a minister on a foreign mission dependent on his cabinet's agreement and must consult his wife before he actually gives up a mithan or a Tibetan bell.

Likha Teji promised to take us to Mengo and provide the porters necessary for a small party. So we will camp in his village and then make a flying visit to Mengo.

The weather is still fine and sunny, and we can hardly believe our luck. The Miri Mission had rain from the middle of January and we were prepared for similar bad weather. Tonight the temperature is 45°F. and will no doubt sink lower.

20th January.—Halt Mudo. Today Captain Cooksey, Rajoni and one section of Assam Rifles arrived from Talo, where they had to stay owing to the lack of porters. Rations for an outpost of two sections until the middle of March are now here, and I have no doubt that an outpost in Likha would be able to manage. One was Chuhu Yaga, a woman of strong action. It does not stop raiding it will at any rate convince the Daflas that Government's present policy is very different from the short expeditions undertaken at several years' interval on previous occasions.

The parwana which we sent on the 17th to Likha Rebla has had a good effect, and he gave up the baby daughter of Nabum Rima. The messengers who had effected the release, and the happy mother came to our camp and showed us the child, a girl of not more than six or eight months, who very likely would not have 'survived the separation from her mother.

The number of captives in the various settlements of Likha and the neighbouring villages is still considerable and everyday we are requested to help in releasing the one or other man or woman. The difficulty is that some of these captives are married here, and that even if they want to return to their home village—which is not always the case—the position of the children is doubtful.

21st January.—Halt Mudo. The Survey Officer, Mr. M. W. Kalappa, started this morning on his return journey after completing his work in the Kiyi valley. From the air photographs which he recently received emerges the interesting fact that the upper course of the Khru is not where it is sketched in on the old maps, but that the Khru rises somewhere to the north-west of Likha and flows first in a north-easterly direction before it turns east and describes a large bend, the last part of which has been surveyed by the Miri Mission.

The policy adopted by the Likha men vis-a-vis the many claimants who came in our wake is one of procrastination, and when this morning we heard of the capture of male captives whose release their relatives have in vain been demanding, Davy decided on strong action. Keedo was captured in a raid on Komp village and claimed by her brother now living in Piliapu, the other a little girl, Chuhu Yedu, the daughter of a Mengo man. Yaga has been living in the house of Likha Take and Yedu was kept by Likha Chilli. Since both these young men were present at the mel held below our camp, we went there and asked them to come up and discuss matters. They came rather reluctantly, but when we demanded from Take the release of Chuhu Yaga, by her brother paid him two mithan. The argument that the release of captives captured in raids was an order of Government to be obeyed did not impress them, and so we had to resort to force and arrested Take. It took several sepoys to tie him up, and all his womenfolk, who had come with him to the camp clung to him like mad. Likha Chilli was also detained and we told both men that they would be released as soon as the two captives were brought to our camp. In the afternoon Chuhu Yaga, a strong-willed woman and Yedu, a child of about six or seven were handed over to us. The little girl who had been captured some two years ago, recognized her father and seemed very pleased, but Yaga burst into tears and it took us some time to find out whether she really wanted to go with her brother.
to Piliapu or stay on in Take's house. She was captured when a half grown girl and has ever since stayed in Likha. Though very poorly dressed, obviously treated as a slave and not married, she seemed somewhat attached to her captors and was apparently distressed to see Take in hand-cuffs. But as he was released she cheered up, and said that she wanted to go with her brother.

22nd January.—Halt Mudo. For the last few days I have had a bad cold brewing, and today I did not leave the camp.

By chance I heard that Nelom Sera had brought a slave to Likha with the idea of handing him over to Tabia Nieri in compensation for losses suffered during the raid on Lichi, in which Sera had taken part. We could not very well allow such a transfer of a slave under our auspices, and so I asked to see the man. It turned out that Nelom Sera had purchased him only yesterday from Licha Togur, and the man still showed signs of having beenetter. His name is Khoda Tamin and he said that his home was in Khoda, south of the Khru and that he had been captured by Licha Togur some five months ago. When we visited Kvirum he was tied up in a house, and tried in vain to escape and seek our protection. Here we seemed to have an excellent guide for our tour up the Khru, and we told him that if he showed us the way to his village we would see that he safely reaches his home.

Khoda Tamin was at first had seemed miserable and then pecked up at once and to our delight told me that last year he had seen me in Dutu when on a visit to some Apa Tani friends. What he tells of Khoda confirms much of what we have heard of the country round Lebla. Khoda can be reached from Kvirum in one and a half days (probably 3 days for men with loads) and lies on the right bank of the Khru River. To reach it one has to climb up considerably unless one comes to a large plain, * bigger than the Apa Tani valley, with many villages where the houses stand in streets. There the Dallis cultivate wet rice and have no jhum cultivation, the country is fertile, but cold, and in the winter there is often two feet of snow. The people of that area seem to travel a good deal, for Khoda Tamin has not only been to Haja and Dutu, but also to Mengo where he has friends. He knows nothing of Tibetans coming to Lebla (where he has not been), but told us that he once went across the Kamla and as far as the Subansiri, nine days' march from Khoda and that there on the Subansiri was a village called Sulu, which is visited by Tibetans.

23rd January.—Mudo to Takho—6 miles. Leaving all the Assam Rifles in Mudo, Davy and I moved today to Takho, the settlement of Likha Teji. We had no difficulties in collecting forty porters, all men of the Pihu and Mudo settlement of Likha and started at 10 A.M. The weather is still fine and the way was easy. We arrived at 2 A.M. and camped on a small hillock next to Likha Teji's house.

The negotiations between Nabum Epo of Piliapu and Likha Teji have entered the final stage, and we were glad to hear that most probably a *pokhe ceremony to seal their agreement will be performed tomorrow. Nabum Epo and Tana Kuli, who throughout the negotiations had acted as mediator, had gone to the settlement of Likha Ekhn and Tablia, who had started the series of raids by making war on Licha Taka, the mother's brother of Likha Teji. To release the captured members of Licha Taka's household, Likha Teji had paid Ekhn and Tablia nine mithan, and when Licha Taka had eaten of their own meat they fell into open war. Both parties warred without success, and the disease of subfusurae, from Takho (his and Teji's village) the blame for the disease was put on Piliapu, Likha Teji railed at Piliapu, partly in doubt in order to recoup himself for the losses suffered through Likha Ekhn. Since Teji has now to compensate Nabum Epo, he is trying to get his mithan back from Ekhn and Tablia, arguing that all those involved in the raiding should pay their share. But so far Ekhn and Tablia show no sign of paying up to Nabum Epo and Tana Kuli returned unsuccessful from their mission to Ekhn and Tablia's settlement where they had tried to extract some of the mithan originally paid by Teji and thereby facilitate a settlement of the whole feud.

We found Teji in his house, and he declared his wish to settle the dispute with Epo tomorrow and sacrifice a mithan at the *pokhe rite. But he is hard pressed by numerous men of other villages, such as Jorum, Talu and Nielom, who have all taken the opportunity of our visit to raise all sorts of claims for old debts and various compensations. Like vultures on carrion they descend on any village where we have changed a mel, and it is not easy to make it clear that Government is not enforcing all these debts and old claims.

24th January.—Halt Takho. Our insistence that Teji and Epo should settle their quarrel today has not fallen on deaf ears. Already in the morning men of Teji's household began to put up the forked posts a ritual structure necessary for the reconciliation (*pokhe) ceremony. In Teji's house we found the Piliapu men, and after some preliminary talk, Nabum Epo began once more to speak and pointed out that reasonable as Teji's words were, it was not only the question of providing mithan for the *pokhe but Teji had first to pay the compensation for the pokhe trial. Teji replied that he was prepared to do so, and after some short delay, he talked to his wives and they fetched from a storeroom the valuables to be given to Epo. The first was a fine Tibetan sword which Teji handed to Epo as price for his mother's rib; then he produced a Tibetan bell for her knees, a cornelian bead for her eyes, two strings of yellow Tibetan beads as price for her bowels, and at last a bronze bracelet for her arms. Above that he gave one Tibetan bell to appease Epo's wrath about his mother's murder and seal the peace between them. Epo's wife, Rahla, was enthralled and Epo and his party all magnified every object determined not to be content with anything inferior. In the *dao they could find no fault, but the Tibetan bell offered "for the knees", was refused as inferior and they would not even look at the half broken coronal bead. Teji tried to make them accept a bell metal plate instead of the *jiaj, but that plate was of Assamese origin and therefore regarded as inferior. But when he produced an old Tibetan bell metal plate for Epo's mother's knees", it was accepted, and Tegi gave the *jiaj, first refused as payment for the "two strings of yellow beads", as addition to the coronal bead for the wife, and there was an argument against the yellow beads and the Tibetan bell paid to soften Epo's grief passed also the scrutiny of the experts. But the bronze bracelet, an apparently very ancient piece, possibly of pre-historic origin, was found very unsatisfactory, and after long arguments, Teji went to another store cupboard, whispered to his wives and brought at last a second bracelet of different type. This he gave Epo in addition to the first, and when the Piliapu people had talked about a cloth for "the skin", they did not press that claim and declared themselves satisfied.

In the meantime two mithan had been brought. One was to be taken away by Epo and the two others sacrificed during the *pokhe rite. They were tied to the forked posts and a priest, who while in the house had chanted some incantations, invoked again Potor Met to watch the reconciliation rite. Then without much formality the two mithan were slain with a *dao and cut up almost at once. Epo

* The term translated by our interpreters as 'plain' means probably 'open, treeless country', which is not necessarily flat.
There is certainly nothing that she desires less than to be "released", and thus to be separated from her family and sent back to some kinsmen in Sekhe whom she has not seen for decades.

Different was the case of Tedre Yana and her daughter, a woman of Tadasering village, who for five years has been kept as a slave in the house of Likha Tablia of Bentam settlement and who, thanks to our presence, has now been set free. Late in the evening she arrived here with a daughter about 13 years old and said she was very glad to return to her own relatives.

25th January—Takho to Likhipulia—7 miles approximately. 8-30 A. M.—4 P. M. Eighteen of the porters of Mindo returned last night and we needed only about a dozen porters from Takho to take us on to Mengo. But it is always difficult to get porters away early from their own village, and it was 8-30 A. M. before we could start.

The first part of the path leads in steep climbs and descents across several spurs and deep valley. Here we met Licha Chilli of Hiu village with a slave woman and three children, among them a girl of perhaps ten, who was completely naked in spite of the chilly morning air. They were all his slaves who had been captured by men of Likha Serbe's village, Dorde, and Licha Chilli taking advantage of our presence and no doubt of the fact that our coming was known in Dorde, had done a little private debt collecting on his own and effected the release of his slaves without payment.

The most recently cleared jhums of the various Likha settlements, some obviously carved from virgin forest, lie high up in the slopes in parts close to the crest of the ridge. This is the only part of the village land which still bears high forest, whereas elephant grass has taken possession of many lower slopes, but is not yet unfit for cultivation.

Crossing over the first village we came into a shady valley, dripping with moisture even now after weeks of dry weather and harbouring the most luxuriant vegetation obviously never touched by the axe. For some time the path ran in the bed of a small stream and we decided that in the rains this route must be far from pleasant. At the end of a short rise we reached a sitting place with dapho posts memorizing the transfer of Tibetan bells and from there we looked down on to the jhums of Dorde.

From there on the path dropped steeply and we were shown a huge overhanging boulder, in whose shelter benighted travellers sometimes camp. Local tradition tells that when the Likha people first entered the village they camped in the vicinity, but later on they came in large numbers and there a dog—a man-—an unusual incident considering that nowadays Dafas do not ordinarily eat dogs. For a considerable time the well-trodden path led steeply down through high forest with some beautiful, straight boled trees, but even here in this forest certainly untouched for generations, if indeed ever, we saw a rungo dapho, a sign on some trees indicating that someone was planning to clear some land here for a jham-field.

At last we emerged from the forest and found ourselves in a clearing immediately above the village of Likhipulia. Passing some smaller houses, we went to the long and newly built house of Likha Serbe, that most prominent man of the village. We had heard of several captives kept in Dorde and after, no doubt with the use of our name, Licha Chilli had yesterday effected the release of his slaves, we were a bit doubtful of the reception Likha Serbe would give us. In the entrance to the open space in front of Serbe's house we met another newly released woman, the last of the captives on our list, who told us that she was very happy to be on her way home. But once inside Likha Serbe's house our doubts vanished. Entering the room we found at the first hearth a charming, friendly old man whose womenfolk began plying us with large mugs of rice-beer.

We made no mention of feuds or negotiations, but explained that we had come this way only in order to see Dorde and Mengo and come to know their people. Likha Serbe said that he had been to Takho to attend the mel between Teji and Nabum Epo, but had missed us.

He told us that he was the brother of both Rayo's and Teji's father, and that his father had lived in a village midway between Mindo and Takho. All the existing Likha headmen and even Likha Ton of Pegabari, south of the Panior, are descended from Serbe's grandfather also called Serbe, and they dispersed from a village in the Kiyi valley not far from the present Nielom. He, Serbe, had himself founded Dorde because in his father's village the land bearing forest had become scarce and here there was ample land for jhuming. Some households of Nabum clan and one Takum man from the Palin valley joined his village later. Serbe was delighted with us and gave us some of salt and insisted on giving us a goat in exchange.

We left his house regretting that we could not camp in Dorde.

Several articles in Dorde were indicative of intercourse with Tibet. Likha Serbe had a metal pipe not of the usual type made by Dafa founders but of Tibetan workmanship, many men wore large Tibetan ear-rings, inlaid with coloured semi-precious stones, and clothes with black and red borders of coarse, presumably Tibetan wool, are more in evidence than in any other village of the Li group.

Indeed geographically and culturally Dorde belongs today more to the Mengo group of villages than to the Li group. By crossing the ridge between Takho and Dorde we have entered the Upper Panior valley, which stretches upwards as far as the 10,000 and 12,000 feet peaks forming the watershed between Panior and Kameng. The river runs in a deep gorge; where the slopes recede, with here and there a flat or only gently inclined step, are the villages and in places the jhum-fields have eaten into the forest, nearly as far as the first ridge line. Above rise the higher ridges enclosing the valley horse-shoe like, and in ravines and on the hill-tops where pine trees stand clearly out against the sky line there are traces of a forest of magnificent grandeur than the pleasant grassland of Jorum and Talo and the wide and sunnyLikha-Licha valley of the Kiyi.

On a spur at a great distance we saw a village of a good many houses, and hearing that this was Likhipulia we decided to camp there for the night. For it is the most suitable half-way house on the way to Mengo and its position promised an excellent view.

We left Dorde at 2 p.m. and following a well-trodden path along the hillsides with many a steep drop into ravines and evenly steep climbs on the opposite side, we reached Likhipulia at 4 p.m. The houses stand partly in the hollow of a slightly concave slope and partly higher up on a flat spur commanding a
magnificent view eastwards along the Panior valley as far as the last foothills, and towards the west over Hū village, Mengo and Kulu up to the high mountains now covered in snow, that dominate the upper waters of the Panior.

We climbed to this highest part and failing a better site, camped on a level place near the long house of Nabum Taram surrounded by granaries. Quite a number of people crowded round us, and seemed quite pleased to help us to get the camp ready. The women brought rice-beer and there was no sign of suspicion in any of the men present. But later when we went to the house of Nabum Taram, we found none of the more notable men, and it became obvious that Nabum Taram was only for Mengo and his porters and hangers-on. When setting out for Mengo we had announced that on this trip we would not take on any cases, but this did not prevent people with grievances against Likhupilia and other villages on the way from following us and using our presence to press their claims.

Likhupilia consists of twelve houses and Nabum is the most prominent clan. But originally it was a settlement of the Tabia people and the Nabum people who in relatively recent times emigrated from the Lelias, and have been here only for Mengo and his porters.

The evening was perfect. The long house of Nabum Taram with its walls of new reddish wood and dark yellow thatch glowing red and golden in the setting sun against a background of mountains of deepest and yet luminous blue, drawn in bold outlines and with a lack of detail against the lighter sky like the mountains in a picture of Svetoslov Roerich.

26th January.—Likhupilia to Mengo—8 miles approximately.—8·30 A.M.—3 P.M. We attempted an early start, got up before the first grey of dawn and had luggage and tents packed up before sunrise. But the difficulty of marshalling our porters defeated the best intentions. Some of the Likha men insisted on returning and had to be replaced by some Mengo men who fortunately had come to meet us, others, though eventually showing themselves willing to go on, made a fuss about it and had to be persuaded and pampered before they would pick up any loads; and there were many who had the night before promised to go to Mengo and back with us, but had spent the night in a friend’s house in the village and only appeared to us next day in the morning. What with the paying of returning porters and the enlisting of new ones, it was 8·30 A.M. before we could start. The morning was sunny and glorious with thick white hoar frost on leaf and grass in the hollows. Before we lay full of promise the valley of the Panior, enclosed by steep wooded ranges that rose to the snow-covered ridges where the unmistakable outlines of high pine trees stood out against the sky. On a spur, not too far as the crow flies, but separated from us by several shoulders and ravines, deeply incised into the hillside, we saw the houses of Hū, a village of which we had never even heard the name and beyond it, on, at it seemed a broad step in the hillside, clear of forest and sloping only gently into the Panior valley, lay Mengo, whose name had in our minds legendary associations with trade and communications to distant areas in the North which were inhabited by tribes in direct contact with Tibetans. There, if anywhere in this valley, we should be able to gather definite information on the country near the Upper Khru; this has been my conviction ever since the Apa Tanis told me of Mengo and the trade route along the hills, blocked in the winter by snow. (Last year I heard of this trade-route from a Likha man, who had emigrated to Licha and came to tell me his troubles. His son had had a Tibetan ear-ring in his ear and on enquiry I found it came from Mengo, whose men had brought it across the pass.)

On the slope dropping from the high houses of Likhupilia the grass was covered with thick frost, which in places looked almost like snow and we realized that at night the temperature must have fallen well below freezing point.

After crossing one ravine and climbing up a slope on the other side we came to Sakhina a settlement of Mengo, and had breakfast for dish of millet-beer. Then we went on, following the narrow path, which leads alternatively along the grass and shrub of old jhum and across deep valleys clothed in luxurious vegetation, but is seldom level for even a furlong. Mengo seemed a long way off and some of our porters and guides doubted whether we would reach it. So we decided to forgo a visit to Hū, perched on a high spur, and passing below descended into the valley of the Pai River, which we crossed by an improvised bridge. Again we had to climb before we reached the open grass slopes of the village site of Mengo.

Remarkable and most refreshing feature of the vegetation were the innumerable lime-bushes scattered over the once jhumed slopes all along the way. So profuse are they that they can hardly be planted, indeed the Dalsa say they grow wild. The fruits were largely ripe—real lemon shape and bright yellow—and smelt quite right, but were disappointing and dry once opened. Simultaneously with the fruit ripening the bushes were flowering, and we delighted ourselves on the weary way with crushing the leaves between our fingers and inhaling the lovely refreshing scent.

For a camp we chose a site between two settlements, and soon crowds of Mengo people came to see us and helped in clearing the high grass for the tents and tarpaulins. The people were very friendly and not afraid to approach us from all directions and from different parts and estates. It was evident at once that we were on the threshold of a new cultural sphere, a sphere very different from that of the Durum and Leli Dafa’s with whom we have so far had contact.

27th January.—Halt Mengo.—Since yesterday midday it has been cloudy and to our intense disappointment we awoke this morning to a dull day, with clouds veiling the hills and a steady drizzle. In the most beautifully situated and photographic Dafa village this is bad luck, and the weather does not look as if it would improve very soon. Indeed the local Dafa’s presume that we are in for a rainy period of five or six days.

Mengo consists of four settlements or groups of houses known as Komru, Mengo, Sottu and Lyo-go, spread out over a series of open slopes and almost level steps, high above the left bank of the Panior, which is here a small stream almost completely hidden by the trees growing along its banks in a deep narrow valley. There is a ravine with some jungle dividing two of the Mengo settlements from those on the neighbouring spur, but otherwise there are few trees about the village site and the houses stand in between large stretches of grassy slopes, partly fenced in from last year’s cultivation and partly burnt and black in preparation for this year’s cultivation. Some of these permanent fields, cultivated in alternate years and apparently sufficiently managed by the dung of numerous pigs and some roaming goats, are quite large and well fenced-in by palisades of pointed stakes or bamboos. They are practically private property, but, as it seems, never bought or sold. There are a few clumps of a high feathery bamboo, their ends curling elegantly, and here and there a few bananas in a little enclosure.
The people of Mengo, though no doubt Dalla, strike you at once as slightly different from those of the foothills and the Jorum-Toko-Likha group. The type with the prominent, convex, narrow nose—reminding many of a somewhat hawkish nose—was certainly lacking, whereas many people have round faces with little broad snub noses, a full childlike mouth and low foreheads, giving a great impression of great primitiveness. But this too is not the predominant type, and the average Mengo man has perhaps somewhat more pronounced Mongoloid characteristics, without however being of a racial make up essentially different from that of other Dalla. The Nabum and Golo people have the reputation of being particularly light in colour and seem to pride themselves on this fact, but except for an absence of the rather darker type seen, for example, in Tsoa in Tibet, I did not find the colour a very striking characteristic.

The difference in dress, however, is at once noticeable. Very little cotton seems to be grown in Mengo, and very many men and women wear cloths woven of yarn which is spun from the bark of a small shrub called *pud*. This shrub is cultivated and its fibre was in olden times probably the only raw material for Dalla textiles. Most of these coarse cloths are plain, but I have seen one or two with a few red stripes and quite a number have a peculiar narrow border embroidered with red and black wool of Tibetan origin. Cloths with a broad multi-coloured border such as worn by Dalla of the Durum group—many of whom are probably originally from Tsoa—were the most common, giving the impression of great fertility. For the woven small chain of beads the Mengo and many other Dalla people have the reputation of being different from that of other Dalla. The Nabum and Golo people have the reputation of being particularly light in colour and seem to pride themselves on this fact, but except for an absence of the rather darker type seen, for example, in Tsoa in Tibet, I did not find the colour a very striking characteristic.

It was not long before we found the explanation for all these affinities with Tibet. In the house of Nabum Taj, which was the first we visited, we heard that practically all families now living in Mengo, came originally from the north of an area on the Panyi River, an area called Lebā, which is obviously identical with the Lebla of which we have heard so much from the Apa Tanis.

**Correspondence:**

*Lebā* sometimes also called *Leba-la* is, as it seems the name of a village as well as of an area, perhaps a large valley. A man without a load can reach this area from Mengo in two days, but it takes at least four days to get a mithan across the very high ranges and now in winter they are under snow and altogether impassable. There are no villages on this route, but some distance off the path, one day from Mengo lies Ete, a Sulung village of four houses.

The Sulung often come to Mengo to barter game for grain, salt and cloth. They are expert in woodcraft, but have also some *jhum*-fields and cultivate in the same manner as Dalla. They speak and understand Dalla, but their own language is utterly understandable to Dalla.

Both the Sulung and the Dalla of this area collect the tubers of a plant called *omi*, which contain a powerful poison used for making poisoned arrows. The plant grows only at a great altitude in places which are under snow in the winter and is very rare. One single tuber, sufficient only for making one or two poisoned arrows, has a value corresponding to about Re. 1 and all the Dalla of the lower regions get their poison from Mengo, Labā and other villages near the high ranges.

In a crowd of women that thronged our camp, bringing eggs and millet beer and getting from us some much-prized salt, the head of the household, who appeared to be in much better case than her husband, called Dallu, pointed out to a company of his women, and she recognized the similarity. It was high up—about 300 feet—on the hill above our camp, and we slipped at every step as we climbed in darkness and a drizzling rain over the steep, muddy path. Entering the house we found a long row of hearths, their fires flickering in the darkness of the long room, and round them cosy groups of men and women sitting on mats and mithan hides enjoying the warmth after a long wet day.

At the hearth nearest to the verandah door sat Tara Nana, the head of the house, with his wife and some of his children. He had been ill for a long time and as he talked he supported himself on the frame of the wood-rack hanging above the fire. In the first moment he seemed so weak and tired that I had little hope of much information, but as we began to talk he warmed to the subject and became more and more lively. Beer was brought and then eggs, boiled hard in the ashes of the fire with a little water poured on, and then a woman caught an unsuspecting sleeping hen, and brought it as a present. We suggested that he should eat it together and so it was killed and put whole into the fire until all the feathers were signed off. Then the intestines were removed and the carcass roasted in red hot embers. After a very short time it was cooked and the meat, still slightly underdone, was surprisingly tender, perhaps because the *rigor mortis* had never set in. Chewing the meat and Kwaung the bones we continued our conversation in which the girl of this morning soon took a major part.

Tara Nana told us that when he was a young boy, his father came from Gaga on the Pani River, and settled in the village where he had relations by marriage. It was he who taught the Mengo people to cultivate rice on some small fields near the Pani River. Nana's eldest wife comes from a settlement of Lebā, not far from Lilot. There are many villages in that area, and one of the most important is Būr (of which we have heard already in Mūdo). Beyond Būr are two more villages, Nāo and Buni, and then one comes to Puchilasa, the first settlement of the Tibetans. It lies on this side of the snow mountains and contains a great building of stone, like a large rock, but with many "houses" inside. Dalla who trade with Tibetans have been inside and there they bartered things like in a shop, but none of those present had ever been to Puchilasa, though they had heard all about it from others. The Tibetans themselves never came as far south as Gaga and Lilot but Borūs, who often visit the villages on the Pani, had many dealings with Tibetans.
The Borus seem to be a section of Daflas strongly influenced by Tibetans. They speak Dafla, dress their hair in Dafla style, build houses like Daflas, but wear coats and boots and use yaks. They are perhaps the rather more assimilated counterpart of our plains Daflas who wear also certain articles of foreign dress without renouncing their peculiar hair-dress. The Borus are reported to be war-like, fighting among themselves and against Daflas, but the Tibetans have now pacified them to some extent.

For the Tibetans are powerful and are in many ways what the Sircar and the Salubis are in the south and they interfered in feuds between Borus and Daflas. Yet the Tibetans fought for many years against people called Na or Nga (the exact sound being not expressible in Roman letters). The Nga people have a language of their own, build stone houses, wear woolen cloths of tonga material, and live largely on the milk of sheep. They don't grow rice and millet, but wheat and maize and they are in every respect different from Tibetans. The Nga enlisted many Daflas in their wars against the Tibetans and armed them with match lock guns. But the Tibetans wiped out the majority of Ngas and now there is a rumour that peace has been established.

The road to the abode of Tibetans on this side of the snow mountains is beset with many difficulties (mostly imaginary dangers, dangers perhaps purposefully disseminated by wily Tibetan propagandists). There is a piece of road where all passing are supposed to die if they look to either side, other parts where certain gifts must be deposited by every one passing by. There are, I believe, rules of this nature enforced in many places by Tibetan monasteries, and it is not surprising that the monks in these border areas exploit the simplicity and superstitions of the Daflas and other tribes under their control for their own benefit.

Near the great house of stone there lives a 'great raja' all by himself on a hill.

All this told by our hosts in the most animated and vivid manner and it has clear that they spoke not of vague rumours, but of things of which they have definite and concrete knowledge. The girl from Litlot, for instance, produced a small piece of sheep's fleece with lovely long wool in proof of her story that the Borus had sheepskin coats like we and sold wool to Daflas.

We left the house charmed by the friendliness and generosity of its inhabitants, and climbed from the verandah over a precarious slippery ladder down to the rain sodden ground, and sliding and slipping made our way back to the camp.

28th January.—Halt Mengo. The weather was today as disappointing as yesterday: drizzling rain and low hanging clouds obstructing the view to the high mountains rising beyond the Panior. To leave Mengo without a photograph of the Daflas at present position would be disappointing, but just now the clouds are thinning and there is some hope for tomorrow morning.

This morning we went to the Lyo-ogo settlement which consists of house-holds of the Golo, Têdr and Tai clans. In the house of Golo Tai we were told that Mengo was founded by Golo people, coming from Debra on the Paniy River. They were the first to settle in Mengo and clear the land, but at that time—four generations ago—people of Tao and Tabia clan lived in Dorde, and the Golo people had stood in marriage relations with these families before they came to Mengo and settled there. The Golo people were soon followed by a group of Nabum families who had of old been their marriage-partners, and these two clans are still predominant in Mengo. But new settlers are still coming from the Paniy area in the north and the new-comers are mostly of Tara and Têdr clan. A man of Gaga village, who came only one year ago, to settle in Mengo, where incidentally his sister is married, told me that he emigrated from Gaga on account of a food shortage. He spoke of a plague of rats which had damaged the crops, but this migration from the Khru and Paniy area is so general a feature, that other than temporary causes must be at the back of it.

The source of the Paniy is said to lie on a mountain called Lusa, which divides the Paniy and the Kameg valleys, whereas the source of the Khru is believed to lie on a mountain below 'Nime', the land of the Tibetans. Everyone is quite definite that Nime and the villages of Tibetans lie on this side of the snow-ranges and no one here in Mengo knows anyone who has crossed the main range of the Himalaya.

Whereas innumerable family ties and probably also trade relations connect the Daflas of Mengo with the Nambu people, and the connecting paths are sufficiently good to allow even of trade in mithan, contacts with the Daflas to the west, in the Kameg area are slighter. But even the high ranges, rising to peaks such as the U1-per-puttu of 12,390 feet, do not prevent all intercourse between the Panior and the Kamo-Têdr. Everybody, it seems, of Golo name who has gone across the high ranges has been a trader. The village is Chidagot on the Pach River (a tributary of the Kameg). From Mengo it is three days' journey over uninhabited hills to Chidagot on the Pach River and the path is so steep that mithan cannot be transported across. But marriage-relations are maintained and bride-prices paid in Tibetan bells and other valuable whose transfer presents no difficulties. The Golo people on the Pach speak the same Aya dialect as the people of Mengo and the Paniy valley and it would thus seem that there are Eastern Dassas in the Kameg area, and that the high ranges west of Mengo do not form a definite ethnological boundary.

In the evening Nabum Telu of the nearby village of Pami came to see us, and from him we got a genealogy of the Nabum people, which shows that practically all the Nabum men now living in Mengo, the Upper Panior valley and the area south of the Panior are descended from two pairs of brothers who four generations ago came to Mengo from Lebâ on the Paniy. In regard to family matters and connections the Daflas have an excellent memory and people know not only the names of their forefathers five or six generations back, but are aware of the fate and whereabouts of most collateral branches of their family.

29th January.—Mengo to Dorde, 11 miles—7.30 to 5 P.M. Last night and this morning compensated us for all the bad weather of the last two days. Just when we were going to bed the clouds thinned and then broke, the hills emerged and a glorious full moon transformed the valley into a silvered scene, the dark clumps of gracefully curving bamboos and the open grass slopes sweeping up to the forested ridges stood out from the valley alive with shades of white mist which wreathed the high mountains and yet allowed a glimpse of moonlight on newly fallen snow.

This morning we got up too early, all our watches being out of order and after we had breakfast in brilliant moonlight had still a long time to wait for the dawn. It was bitterly cold with frost on the ground, and with our feet numb and hurting in boots and double socks, we wondered how the Daflas with action from half the time downwards can bear this cold, which in these high valleys lasts hardly less than four or five months a year.

As gradually the stars faded, the mountains gained shape and soon stood clearly delineated against a sky of dim grey, with a moon slowly losing its brilliance. All the higher ranges were sprinkled with snow that stretched down far lower than before the two days of mist and rain. Highest of all the near mountains...
the Uiper Puttu (12,390 feet) or Hill of the Gods caught first the light of the rising sun and began to glow a delicate pink, while the moon, still fully visible drew closer to its snowy crest. Seen through the frame of two clumps of bamboo their feathery stalks like great plumes presenting an oval picture, the beauty was not complete until the roosters, perched on the ragged edges of the roofs, sang out the dawn. So I was yet to get some photograph of Mengo, and against a background of hills in the brilliance of newly fallen snow.

Most of the Likha porters had stayed on with us, and so we had not much difficulty in getting off. Davy went ahead with the porters at 7-30 A.M., and I stayed on for some time, photographing, and caught them up later.

Attempts to reach Dorde, we did not enter Hii village, but stopped for a while at Pode Sakhin where people with rice-beer met us on the way.

In Likhipulia we found in progress, a mel attended by the men of Nierge, the no longer existing small Mengo and several other villages, but the prominent men of Likhipulia and particularly Nabum Taram, were not present, but had detailed their slaves to deal with the claimants. Tana Kuli, the head-man of Beguli, was acting as mediator and told us that so far the four captives whose release he was negotiating—were still partly in Nabum Taram's house and partly hidden in the forest. We had no desire to camp in a village with an unpleasant atmosphere, but Davy made it clear to Nabum Taram's representatives what he intended basing his endeavor on the necessity to have them released, and that the fact of having been captured places a person under a sort of obligation towards his captor which it is impossible to break. No one came to the bluff and the sepoys beyond the hills were quite sufficient to lend weight to our words. After a very short while three young women were brought from Nabum Taram's house, and slaves went to fetch an old woman who had been hidden in the forest. The young women, captured during the raid on small Mengo, did not look in any way miserable and were indeed fairly good ornaments and clothes. They had obviously not been treated as slaves, but kept with an idea of extracting ransom. One woman it was said had already a suit in Likhipulia.

As we left the village, there was a dreadful wailing and crying, and we heard to our surprise that a sister of one of the victims, free and happily married in Likhipulia, deplored the sudden departure of her sister. Thus of two sisters one was respectably married in Likhipulia and the other had been captured and held in the house of Nabum Taram. That such captives, with their own village, or the village of kinmen, only a few miles away, do not find a chance to escape, is surprising, and it would almost seem that it is more easy for a man to escape than for a woman, and that the fact of having once been captured places a person under a sort of obligation towards his captor which it is impossible to break.

We left Likhipulia with the four freed captives, who though glad to be free, did not seem to have been on particularly bad terms with their captors. Indeed one of the young women kept shouting back to the people in Nabum Taram's house that they should bring her sister. Thus of two sisters the one was respectably married in Likhipulia and the other had been captured and held in the house of Nabum Taram. That such captives, with their own village, or the village of kinsmen, only a few miles away, do not find a chance to escape, is surprising, and it would almost seem that it is more easy for a man to escape than for a woman, and that the fact of having once been captured places a person under a sort of obligation towards his captor which it is impossible to break.

Davy went ahead with the porters at 7-30 A.M., and I stayed on for some time, photographing, and caught them up later.

At the mel, we and the men of Nierge, had demanded compensation for their losses through this raid and this afternoon we found a mel fairly far advanced with some mithan tied up and several Tibetan bells offered by Ekhin put out on a bronze plate between the opposing parties. But difficulties still stood in the way of a complete agreement, and as we had little time we went to Tablia's house to see about the release of three captives still reported to be there. They turned out to be a very young man and two small boys of the same village, captured by Tablia in the course of a quarrel.

Tablia is an old man and obviously little inclined to change his ways and yield to any interference with what he considers his own affairs. He and his sons refused at first to give up the captives unless certain counter-claims were enforced, and at last we had to use the threat of calling the Assam Rifles to his house, to make him understand the uselessness of his refusal, This threat worked well and the sepoys had hardly approached his house, when he gave in and the captives were produced.

But the release of one captive miscarried. Men of Piliapu who had clammed for the freeing of Nabum Tagum, a youth of Komp kept as slave in Tablia's house. When the young man was delivered, he declared that now he had been so many years in Bentam it was too late to release him. He did not want to go with relatives he hardly knew to a distant unknown village and preferred to stay where he was. His kinsmen were furious with him, feeling no doubt their prestige at stake, but their persuasions were in vain, and he had his way. This and the recent experiences with the Chuhu boy, who is probably quite happy in Ekhin's house where he has been brought up to be settled by private negotiations, indicate that the practice of selling slaves into territory like the Dallas' economic system in which domestic slavery has become its definite place, but even more on the slaves themselves. For if slaves were taken from owners at random and without compensation, slave-owners would lose no time in selling their slaves into territory yet outside the

31st January.—Bentam to Mudo—Eight miles. 6 A.M.—1 P.M. We left the Piliapu people to complete their agreement with Likha Tablia and Ekhin, and were on the point of starting, when some Chuhu men clammed for the release of a boy, alleged to be held captive in Ekhin's house. Davy and I went there only to find that Ekhin had not captured the boy, but bought him for two mithan from a man of the boy's own clan. There had been a quarrel between two men of Chuhu clan and the one shot at the other with a poisoned arrow and wounded him, though not killing him. In revenge the victim sold a boy of his opponent's Komp to Ekhin. At the instance of his father Ekhin had bought the child in good faith, it would have been difficult to demand an immediate and unconditional release. Some of the captives who were freed while we were still in Mudo had, since their capture many years ago, been sold and resold and the present owners, who had bought them like any other slaves, were sore at suddenly being deprived of property worth several mithan. So we left the question of the Chuhu boy, who is probably quite happy in Ekhin's house where he has been brought up to be settled by private negotiations, on the table. Indeed the ex-slaves who have been brought back by the missionaries would have the most serious consequences, not only of his refusal. This threat worked well and the sepoys had hardly approached his house, when he gave in and the captives were produced.

But the release of one captive miscarried. Men of Piliapu who had clammed for the freeing of Nabum Tagum, a youth of Komp kept as slave in Tablia's house. When the young man was delivered, he declared that now he had been so many years in Bentam it was too late to release him. He did not want to go with relatives he hardly knew to a distant unknown village and preferred to stay where he was. His kinsmen were furious with him, feeling no doubt their prestige at stake, but their persuasions were in vain, and he had his way. This and the recent experiences with the Chuhu boy, who is probably quite happy in Ekhin's house where he has been brought up to be settled by private negotiations, indicate that the practice of selling slaves into territory like the Dallas' economic system in which domestic slavery has become its definite place, but even more on the slaves themselves. For if slaves were taken from owners at random and without compensation, slave-owners would lose no time in selling their slaves into territory yet outside the
control of Government and unemployed slaves who had been quite happy in the service of masters who regarded them practically as members of the family would find themselves sold to strangers living some-
where far away. They were not welcomed by their former friends.

The way to Mudo was uneventful and on arrival we heard that the mel between Takhe and the Potin-
men was still not concluded, largely as it seems, owing to the intransigent attitude of Tabia Nieri, who wants
the return of all ransoms and compensation for all losses suffered during the raid on Lichi five years ago.

1st February.—Halt Mudo. The weather has now taken a turn for the worse, and all day it has been
alternately drizzling and raining with clouds hanging low and an unpleasant damp cold.

We spent the day in preparations for tomorrow's departure for Kirum, where we are to meet the Apa
Tani headmen of Haja, Duta and Bela and several companies of Apa Tani porters carrying rations and
stores from our base in Duta. Temi and the Gallong porters too are expected tomorrow in Kirum.

Yesterday we sent Kotoki to Nielom to raise porters and were pleased when over fifty men turned up this
evening.

2nd February.—Mudo to Camp near Nielom.—7 miles approximately,—10 A.M. to 3 P.M. The day
started with a steady drizzle and we doubted whether in this weather any porters would be prepared to
carry our loads. But the Nielom people, among them women, did not seem to mind starting and by about
10 A.M. we had collected enough porters from Likha to make a start with one section of Assam Rifles, the
Doctor and ratons to take us to Kirum. It has been decided that the Political Jemadar shall stay in Mudo
with Captain Cooksey and two Dafla Kotoki and cement the friendly relations between Likha and Govern-
ment. With almost all our provisions in hand, we set off for Nielom to settle our men's movements in the
area. Without a man who maintains contact with the tribesmen an outpost of these hills is likely to be more of a liability than an asset, the mobility of the Assam Rifles depending entirely
on the co-operation of the surrounding villages. There is apparently no better path to Kirum than the one
by which we came from Nielom, and we had to go down to the confluence of Palhe and Kiyi, partly over
atrociously slippery slopes. After crossing the Palhe, but not the Kiyi, we climbed a steep hillside and then
made our way to the far away farms belonging to Nielom to a field suitable for a camp. There we
stayed having carefully manoeuvred the Nielom porters sufficiently far away from their village so that they
should not be tempted to return to their houses and thereby delay tomorrow's start. Except for a few
minutes of sunshine at mid-day, the day was cloudy with now and then some light showers. In an open
camp like this it is only owing to blankets and waterproof sheets that the tribal porters can be moderately
comfortable.

2nd February.—Camp near Nielom to Kirum. 6 miles approximately,—8-15 A.M. to 12-30 P.M.
Cheered by an improvement in the weather we started soon after 8 A.M. in the direction of Kirum. Nielom
people who had come early in the morning to our camp to barter eggs, said they had not seen any
Gallongs passing through their village, but brought the good news that the Apa Tanis were already awaiting
us in Kirum. We later found that the Apa Tanis arrived yesterday; every movement of any large body
of men is in these hills known at once in the whole vicinity, and one is often surprised how quickly such new
springs.

Our guides were right in promising us no major climbs on the Likha-Kirum path, but the road is yet
far from easy, leading frequently through extremely muddy ravines and the beds of rivulets, and through
small patches of veritable bog. In some of these valleys, where water is permanently stagnant, the
Nielom people have laid out small rice-fields, but many more opportunities for wet rice cultivation seem to
offer than are actually utilised, and it seems indeed that this type of agriculture is not one the agriculturists are
induced to follow. We passed through stretches of well recuperated secondary forest, and once a village had been situated nearby, but now the land lies midway between Nielom and Kirum, and
men of either village may cultivate it. There appears to be no definite boundary between the land of these
two villages and our Nielom porters were unable to say when we left Nielom and when we entered Kirum.

After crossing a lovely clear stream called So, with the sunlight, filtered through bamboo jungle, on the
rippling surface and the yellow brownish stone of the river bed, we climbed a ridge with a good many falls. The fall was charged on us, and we set local men ahead to reassure the inhabitants and then, after lunch, we climbed the hill and entered the village. Everywhere
people were collected on the verandas, and though only two months ago we had burnt the houses of several prominent men, there seemed to be far more curiosity than fear; when we stopped for a short time we were given beer and asked for medicines for two ill women. One woman with inflamed eyes had her face covered in congealed blood; on one cheek and the back of her neck serow-horns were affixed by suction and through these her blood had been let after incisions had been made in the skin. A great deal to consider in men's movements in the area, without men who maintain contact with the tribesmen an outpost of these hills is likely to be more of a liability than an asset, the mobility of the Assam Rifles depending entirely
on the co-operation of the surrounding villages. There is apparently no better path to Kirum than the one
by which we came from Nielom, and we had to go down to the confluence of Palhe and Kiyi, partly over
atrociously slippery slopes. After crossing the Palhe, but not the Kiyi, we climbed a steep hillside and then
made our way to the far away farms belonging to Nielom to a field suitable for a camp. There we
stayed having carefully manoeuvred the Nielom porters sufficiently far away from their village so that they
should not be tempted to return to their houses and thereby delay tomorrow's start. Except for a few
minutes of sunshine at mid-day, the day was cloudy with now and then some light showers. In an open
camp like this it is only owing to blankets and waterproof sheets that the tribal porters can be moderately
comfortable.

We assured the people of our peaceable intentions and promised that this time no one who came to see
us would be arrested. Then we moved up to the spur which had once been Gem Pumbo's house, and
seemed eminently suitable for our camp. Licha Tasser, our one time prisoner, had come to welcome us
when we entered the village, and he now told of all his attempts to induce the men of Bagi to attend a mel
and settle their dispute with the Apa Tanis. But so far he has not been successful and most of those Kirum
men who have outstanding quarrels with Apa Tanis seem to have decamped and are hiding in field
houses and in the forest,—no doubt waiting to see what we shall do.

The Apa Tanis, who arrived yesterday, were very pleased to see us. Apart from some sixty men who
carried our loads several prominent headmen such as Padi Layang, Kago Bida and Tak Tara have come in
the hopes that the time it will be possible to hold a mel. A few women and some less important men of
Licha came to see us, but the general attitude of Kirum is still one of aloofness.

4th February.—Halt Kirum. Today was spent almost entirely in paying off Apa Tani porters, arrang-
ing stores and working out the rationing arrangements for our future movements. At mid-day a party of
Gallong porters arrived from Joyiling, but the loads they brought are insufficient in many ways and we
are planning to give them their share. The Gallongs are sick, and the company which has worked longest refused to start, all the men insisting on being discharged. They have worked since the middle of October and want now go to home and devote themselves
to their cultivation.

The Apa Tani headmen have not yet succeeded in getting a mel going; most of the Daflas against whom
they have claims are in hiding. Their greatest immediate difficulty is the fact that they cannot drink any
Licha water. They believe that since the men of Licha invoked their gods to kill all attackers at the time
of our first visit, and this rite has not been revoked, misfortune and even death would befall any Apa Tanis
who drank from the springs and streams on Kirum land. Consequently all water for their cooking as well as
drinking water must be fetched from a great distance.
5th February.—Halt Kirum. This morning brought a pleasant surprise in the shape of small party of Gallongs with some additional rations from Joyyling. This party consisted of the men who had refused to work any longer but had in the end thought better of it and came up with loads to ask for their regular discharge. As they have worked well since October 15th it is difficult to refuse, and they will now return to Joyyling and from there to Saddiya.

In an attempt to win over some Licha men to the idea of a mel and a settlement with the Apa Tanis, I went this morning to the houses of a few men who have not run away, and I was pleased to find in those houses I visited a friendly if reserved atmosphere. Nearly the only fairly stable liaison with Licha is now our former prisoner Licha Tasser, and I went first to the house of his father Sahra. His and several other houses in his group are fairly big, but don’t give the same impression of wealth as the houses of Lika, etc. It is probably true that Licha is not a rich village, and that most of the mithan and valuables gained by way of ransoms were at once eaten or disposed of.

I had hoped to gather here more detailed information on the country near the Khrur, but what I have so far heard is disappointing. There is on the side of the Licha people, who used to profit a good deal by acting as intermediaries in the trade between the villages to the north-west and the Apa Tanis, certainly no great desire that we should go in that direction and thereby remove perhaps a trade-block which was to their advantage; but on the other hand, they may be genuine in saying that they only go as far as Takum and Blabu, two and three days respectively from Kirum, and have no direct contact with Lisha and the villages on the Panyi River.

On all the Licha men I met, and quite a few gathered in the houses where I stopped and squatted by the fires, I impressed the necessity of settling their quarrel with the Apa Tanis and told them that as a first step to a mel and an earnest for their good intentions, they should perform the water cleansing rite (medal) which would enable the Apa Tanis to drink Kirum water without incurring magical dangers. For this rite a mithan is required, but so far the Kirum men have offered only two goats.

With the help of a few genealogies I ascertained that the Licha people have lived for several generations in this area, but that the village site has been frequently shifted. The Dafa system of cultivation seems to necessitate an occasional shifting of the village, for instead of having a regular cycle of rotation comprising a fairly large area (as for instance among the Konyak Nagas), the Dafas seem to cultivate the whole of the land nearest to the village close to the point of exhaustion, and then move their village a few miles farther to the new land, such a movement occurring as a result of the soil becoming too poor. As a result, the exhausted land has retained sufficient power of recuperation to cover itself again with forest if given a complete rest for twenty or thirty years. But if this practice is carried too far, as appears to be the case in the Jorum-Talo area, then the soil fertility sinks to so low a level that natural recuperation does not take place, and the land remains a barren grass land void of any forest.

It was raining as we left and the path was extremely slippery, but the rain stopped as we reached Bagi. All the huts and shelters on the hill-top where we stayed in December have been burnt by the enraged Bagi men, although they would have done better to use the material for their own new houses. The old village is still there, with the houses and huts intermixed with the old campsite and the thatch used for new buildings. The new houses stand only a few furlongs from the old village, partly hidden by the low jungle of old fions. They are obviously temporary buildings, far smaller than the old houses but quite solid and well built. The rumour that most of the Bagi men have emigrated to Lina and other villages is obviously unfounded. When we became visible on the top of the hill above the village they were making fun of the shouting and bellowing jungle and they were told that the people were running off to the jungle to hide, but one young man who had been to our camp yesterday came towards us and through him we ascertained the other people that they had nothing to fear.

Then we continued our way down to the Pai River and reached before dusk our old camp, where the well-built huts of the Apa Tani porters were still in good repair and gave welcome shelter to the Gallongs in our party.

7th February.—Camp on the Pai River to Duta.—12 miles.—7.30 A.M. to 6 P.M. It rained most of the night and was drizzling when we started. The path, which had been overgrown when we came this way on our first visit to Licha, was now well enough cleared, but so slippery that in the steeper places we had to cut steps with daw in order to help the porters up. The climb through the dense forest seemed endless and the higher we came the more it rained, and the worse became the path. At last, when we came to the region of rhododendron’s we found it often blocked by huge branches broken by the weight of snow, whole trees fallen across the path and branches pressed to the ground. Snowfall as we had last month seems to be rare; and it was on this path that a long Apa Tani looking at his rat-traps got caught in the snow and froze to death.

Though not below freezing point it was cold enough today, and whenever we rested we lit fires, warmed our stiff hands and drank hot tea to get the heat to them. We usually got up in the morning if not dry—which was impossible—at least a bit warmer and less clammy. Apa Tani and Gallongs seemed to suffer alike in the biting wind on the hill-top, and we all felt that a night in the wet, dripping forest would be a pretty grim experience. So we hurried on, encouraged by the Apa Tanis’ prediction that if we went fast we might reach Duta, or at least the open Apa Tani valley before dark. But this could only be done if we left the path we had come on the first time, at that short cut cut off to Haja. Without touching the old camp site on the Gando (or Poni) River we kept further west, and did not descend into the river valley until we had reached a point a good distance downstream from that camp. Then we followed the river in a narrow valley, where the Haja people sometimes keep their mithan. It is damp and full of water in the best of weather. Today there was water on the path, water rushing in rivulets from the hill-sides and water dripping from the old trees bearded with moss and looking in the rain and mist as fantastic as the enchanted trees in a fairy tale scenery. There was beauty in the blurred shapes and hazy colours and we would have enjoyed it even more had the dense mist not foreshadowed an early dusk and we had not been quite so far from Duta.
The Pei, we knew, flows to Talo, and we had to climb another range and after long ups and downs along a crest, went down into a ravine, and then followed a small watercourse upstream. Normally this may be only a trickle, but in today's rain it was a stream rushing swiftly over the stones and the yellow sand. Still in the ravine, we turned left in order to avoid more stones poking down. But at this stage of our climb we did not mind the water; we were so wet that nothing made any difference. A short climb, and suddenly and unexpectedly we emerged from the dripping forest with its slightly fetid smell and saw to our delight below us the rice-fields of the Apa Tani valley, the bracken covered slopes and hillocks with pine trees. Nothing in these hills can approach the beauty of this scene, and whether in sunshine or in rain, its charm is always strong and fascinating. Today it was painted in the most delicate pastel-shades with no loud, brassy green of the open ground, the pale straw colour of the rice-fields, the dark bluish green of the pine-covered hills and the brown the hills where the bracken was dry. Close to the villages the pastures were transformed by the glow of the evening light and the dampening of the earth into carpets of golden orange, a mellow but rich tone which in any picture would have looked unnatural.

Just before dusk we worked through the ankle deep mud of Haja village; in these days the Morom feast is being held and smoke oozed from the roof of Nada Tada's house who had given a big feast and was now entertaining the guests in his house.

We found Lobo and the Compounder in good spirits in Dutu camp, and when we sat beside a fire under the dry roof of our bamboo hut, we felt that the effort of doing two stages in one day had been well worth while.

8th February.—Halt Dutu. Today we took good stock of the ration position in Dutu, and realized at once that our return had by no means been unnecessary. The storehouse is nearly empty except for 45 bags of salt, for instead of urgently required rations ordered in every detail and allocated to each party of porters sent down, only salt has been sent up from Joysing. Moreover, it appears that owing to either faulty calculation or faulty allocation of provisions by the Assam Rifles, the section in Dutu has no rations for March except etti of which there are 20 loads. My first task is therefore to organize porter convoys to go to Joysing and bring up fresh supplies—no easy matter considering that the Apa Tani are in the throes of the Morom Festival.

This is next to the Mlok the most important festival, and is celebrated in all villages, whereas the Mlok is celebrated alternatively in different village groups. At the time of the Morom individual wealthy men perform sacrificial rites culminating in the slaughter of mithan, the meat of which is distributed among or to the households in the case of each tithe (un-pedo) necessitating the killing of at least 6 mithan, or among the households of one or two villages of the same group in the case of a small rite (pedu-latu) when only two or three mithan are sacrificed.

Most of the Morom celebrations and all the mithan sacrifices took place during the last week, and today and tomorrow are the last days of the festival. It is Haja village which is last with the ceremonies. Two men performed this year the rites, Nada Tada, a son of Roza, an un-pedo feast, and Pura Buda the less expensive rite. The six sacrificial mithan of Nada Tada as well as Pura Buda's mithan have already been slaughtered, but today there is the great procession and the dancing.

Early this morning, long before the mist had lifted, we saw groups of men in their best cloaks pass here on their way from Haja to Bela and Hari carrying barbou baskets with small pieces of mithan meat, one for each household in the village. With each group went one or two men from the village in this procession, for these men came to Haja last night to tell the number of households which have to get shares. It is the elder men who carry the meat while the younger do the actual distributing. In this they are entirely impersonal, great men and men of lower status getting similar shares, and it is only large households with many mouths to feed that get extra shares.

When these parties returned, the young men and boys of the village gathered on the Nada lapang, and led by Roza's Nada priests went first to the donor's house and then formed a procession and left the village for Bela. It was near our camp that I saw the procession coming across the fields. Ahead went Nada Bidu in the full regalia of a niwu, and behind him came a string of small boys all in their best white cloaks with yellow and blue borders, most of them adorned with strings of heavy white beads, made, I believe, from conch shells. Some of the young boys carried Tibetan bronze plates and as they went, beat them like gongs. Behind came young men, also in white or dark blue cloaks with heavy bead necklaces and shiny smoothed hair, uttering short rhythmic shouts and lifting their straight Tibetan swords. The niwu chanted prayers, waved a fan of frathers and now and then scattered a few grains of husked rice on the fields as he passed.

At a small distance came another priest in nearly equally gorgeous attire, and behind him a similar string of small boys and young men. With them went an older man, carrying a basket of rice flour, small quantities of which are distributed in the villages visited by the procession.

It was a lovely sight, all these young boys in their finery and attractive white and coloured cloths striding across the fields, swinging shining swords and beating their bronze gongs. But unfortunately I had not the time to follow them to Bela and all the Apa Tani villages where they are entertained with beer and dance in the open squares. For long I heard their rhythmic shouts and was told that they did a tour of the entire valley visiting Bela, Hari, Hang, Michi Bamin, Mudang Tage and Dutu before they returned to their own village.

At dusk I went to Haja and found the Nada lapang decorated with bamboo leaves. The surrounding balconies were filled with people, and shouts heralded the approach of the returning procession. As it filed through the village, the traditional bamboo banners (kandus) were raised, and when it started (at the stroke of age). Without moving backwards or forwards they bent their knees in the rhythm of a dance, the older boys raising their swords, and uttered short little shouts, stopping momentarily only when young men and boys came with buckets of beer, feeding the dancers with gourd ladles and others bought dishes with strongly spiced rice. An old man (Nada Tamin) dressed as a priest, brought a plate of sliced ginger and other men distributed among the boys lumps of meat and bacon, some cooked some and uncoked to be taken home.

Nearly all young men wore the rich cloths with a broad orange border, donned now not as cloaks, but wrapped tightly round the body and thrown over a shoulder; coming from Dafia villages I was struck by the amount of valuable textiles in the Apa Tani's possession.

9th February.—Duta to Mudang Tage, Michi Bamin and back. To renew contacts and show the Apa Tani that we regarded them not merely as a convenient porter reservoir I went today to several
villages, and I was glad to find that the people were everywhere very friendly and cheerful and that there is no visible resentment at the pressure exerted on the Apa Tanis when at the beginning of the season we were in need of porters.

10th February.—Halt Duta. With the Morom feast days over the Apa Tanis return now to the work in preparation for the coming culminating season. Most of their gardens have already been newly fenced in and the time of re-building and repairing granaries and houses is long over. Indeed everything is done here according to a strict time table and it is rarely that one sees an Apa Tani at an unusual occupation.

The time before the days when the efforts of every man, woman and child are required on the fields, is the time to buy the remittances of salt, cloth and other commodities imported from the plains. The trade d-pót could never satisfy the Apa Tanis' entire wants, for this year only a small part of the available porters could be used for the transport of trade goods.

On the other hand, we have poured several thousand rupees into the country in the form of porters' wages and many of the men who have worked for us possess now Rs. 20 and more in cash, with little opportunity of spending their earnings. In the trade depot we can sell salt only in small quantities and to the men whoea—three times the price prevailing in the plains, at present no white cotton cloth is in stock and iron shoes, which are much in demand cannot be sold freely. Luxury goods such as Assamese silk cloths and bell-metal vessels are still available, but their price is too high for the ordinary man.

Most of our porters are poor men, who always relied on obtaining rice from the rich men, either by working for them, or by selling goods which they bought from the plains. These men want now to convert their cash into readily marketable goods such as salt, iron and cloth, and since we cannot sell here enough of these articles they are all asking for permission to go to the plains and make their purchases there. I had hoped that by this time our supply position would be so that we could allow all the men who have carried for us to go to the plains for their own purposes but the Assam Rifles are unfortunately short of rations (or more correctly the right rations) and so we have to insist that of three Apa Tanis going to the plains at least one brings up our loads—a not too popular villlage.

This morning we heard rhythmic shouts from Duta, not unlike those which accompany the dancing at the Morom feasts and so I thought that Duta was perhaps performing some belated Morom rite. But in the evening I heard that the cause for the chanting was far from jovous. Chigi Nimè appeared in the evening with a serious face and told me that a man of his clan, Chigi Duyu, was four days ago (on the 7th) executed in Hang, and this morning's chanting accompanied the funeral rites. He explained that Chigi was a young man of guef class, and had stolen a cow belonging to Hibu Tari of Hang, and used it to pay a debt to Bela. Six days ago he was captured from the Tage lapang of Mudang Tage by men of Bela and Hang and in the Taliang lapang where he was tied up. There Chigi Nimè and the Duta boys found him when they visited Hang in the course of their Morom procession, and Chigi Nimè offered a ransom of four mitran. He said that Hibu Tari was inclined to take the ransom, but that Chigi Nimè did not think that four cow skins were a proper compensation for his crimes, and that after much discussion and wrangling with the Taliang, Hibu Tari said he would have to slay Chigi Nimè's man of his clan, and set the matter right.

Chigi Nimè, when I met him, was extremely agitated. He thought that the exact amount of the ransom should have been four cow skins (and he informed me that the cow skins had a value of £10 each) and that the ransom should have taken place. But when I saw that there was no chance of this happening he said that he would have to live with the four cow skins.

11th February.—Haí Duta. This morning several Apa Tani headmen came to see me, having arrived last night from Kirum. They are very disappointed with the developments there, for, as they say, there is very little hope of a mel and since their food ran short they returned to their villages. They said that they had established some contact with men of Bagi and Kirum, and that on the day I left some Bagi men had indeed come into the camp, but that when one of them (Dur Tapa) was arrested (because he had captured and married a slave girl of Tanya Tara of Talo and refused to give her up) all the other Bagi men took to the forest. They asked me, however, that if possible we should burn no more houses in Kirum and Bagi, because if we did so any chance of an early settlement would vanish. They are obviously worried that the Licha affair was dragging on indefinitely and said quite frankly that they would not consider the Bagis as an enemy or as a tribe with whom they could make terms. It is true that if Government exterminated the whole population of Licha, but if we were unable or unwilling to do this, they would rather have an amicable settlement than any more punitive action.

Today I went to see the grave (or rather cenotaph) of Chigi Duyu. It lies inside the village on a vacant site close to Duya's house, and I was told that the graves of men killed are placed in such a conspicuous position so as to keep their kinsmen's wrath alive. Duya's body had not been recovered, but his clothes, ornaments, and hut were buried in its place, and high up on a single, erect bamboo hung the carcass of a fowl. The widow and children remain in the deceased's house, which is not entered by anyone else for some time.

From Apa Tanis who were in Mudo at the time of our visit to that Likhia settlement, I heard of a case which shows the dangers of having one's camp surrounded by hangers-on who all want their cases heard and decided and often get embroiled with each other and with the villagers to their own disadvantage. The Licha tribe, in particular, are formidable to themselves simply by exploiting the tribemen's fear of reprisal and arrest and by taking the Sircar's name in vain. Likhia Hormin, a man who after a quarrel with his kinsmen had gone to live in Duta, had moved from there to Joruni and finally returned to Duta, took advançé of our presence in Likhia and the nervousness of the Likhia people in order to collect an old debt. Ta- Reka of Puliv village owed him three mitran, but since he could not pay
when Hormin pressed him, he gave to Likh Hormin, an old woman, the widow of a kinsman of his, who was living in his house. The woman who was free born and had been the wife of a free man, has now been taken away by Hormin and it is said that he is intending to sell her. Instead of returning to Dutu, he took her to the Dafa village of Joything, where a daughter of his is married. If it had not been for the pressure exerted by the presence of a great many seypos, Tar Reka would no doubt never have thought of selling the wife of a deceased kinsman.

12th February.—Halt Duta. I talked today to several Apa Tanis about the killing of Chigi Duyu and it becomes more and more evident that this incident, far from belonging to the order of crime, was an act of tribal justice, the victim having been a notoriously bad character. It seems that he was in the habit of stealing cattle, slaughtering the animals in the forest and selling the meat of cattle stolen from Dafas to Apa Tanis and vice versa. Thereby he not only caused losses, but he endangered also the social harmony and sowed dissention and the seed of quarrels between the villagers. The men who killed him thus did not act from selfish interest, but felt no doubt that they were fulfilling a public service. It would be very unwise to take in this case any action against the men who first condemned the victim to death—for there were long discussions between the big men of all the villages except Duta and Mudang Tagé—or those who acted as executors. The Apa Tanis who lived in crowded villages on an extremely small space must obviously have a fairly severe dose of justice and criminals must be dealt with by the community if private raids, which among the Dafas are the order of the day, are to be avoided. Their system of jurisdiction and punishment of crime is effective enough, for among the Apa Tanis raids and the slaughter of whole families simply do not occur. They have no prisons to segregate the bad characters, and the death sentence is thus their only means of eliminating a disturbing element. Until such a time when Government sees fit to provide police and criminal courts in the hills, and is in a position to take over the effective administration of justice, it would therefore be very wrong to do anything to upset the existing tribal jurisdiction, which in the case of the Apa Tanis is most successful in preventing any major disturbances of the social harmony. Even Chigi Nime, who was very distressed among other things, emphasized that his execution would not be considered as a break of the dopo between Duta and Hang; "Only owing to the existence of that dopo can we live in peace," he said "without it no one would be safe, neither in his person nor in the possession of his mithan and cows."

13th February.—Halt Duta. The Licha affair is still the main topic of conversation among the Apa Tanis, and all news coming from Kirum is eagerly discussed. Tara Takr and some other Hym men brought today the news that Davy has made some arrests and burnt Dur Tapa's house in Bagi. They said they had little hope of a mel in Kirum, because the Licha men were much too frightened to come anywhere near the seypos and they—they therefore suggested that they themselves should make another attempt to hold a mel in a neutral place, and asked me whether the arrested Licha women and their children could not in the meanwhile be given into their care. While a few Apa Tanis had been burning with revenge for wrongs done to the Licha men and are therefore not averse to stern measures—provided they succeed—other Apa Tanis still see in the Licha people their traditional trade partners and are not too pleased with their plight. The remarkable thing is that trade never completely stopped, and I noticed with some surprise, that most of the Apa Tanis who carried our loads from Duta to Kirum did such a roaring trade (as well as a lot of looting from empty houses) with those Kirum and Bagi people who had at that time not yet fled, that they left Kirum fully laden with tobacco, gourds and all sorts of other things, and those leaving Licha with me declared themselves unable to carry any more loads because they had to carry such a lot of purchases. This shows that in the dealings between Apa Tanis and Dafas, as well as among Dafas themselves—a feud seldom extends to a whole village. No idea of the collective responsibility of villagers exists, every house is a separate political unit, and a man who has a long-standing feud with one or two house-holds of, say Kirum, will happily trade with the other house-holds if he can do so safely.

14th February.—Duta to Hang and back. Today I went to Hang, both to re-establish contact, which has been rather feeble of late, as well as to inquire into the circumstances of Chigi Duyu's execution, and get the Apa Tanis' view on such a death-sentence quite clear.

The weather has of late been fairly good, with a lot of sunshine, but it is still very cold. On the way to Hang I saw everywhere gangs of young men and girls repairing dams and working in the mud and water of the rice-fields with an admirable disregard of the intense cold.

In Hang I went at first to the house of Hibu Takr whom I had not seen since November and was glad to find him very friendly and apparently pleased with my visit. Carefully I broached the subject of Chigi Duyu—after talking first for long about the Moron Feast—and was told that he was a habitual thief, who had stolen five mithan and on at least twenty occasions other valuables. His death was decided upon by the Apa Tanis of all villages, and the discussions preceding his capture were held on the lapang of first Hang, then Hari and Bela and last Haja and Michi Bamin, all prominent men taking part and agreeing with the plan. When at last he was captured on the Tage lapang of Mudang Tagé nobody stood up for him. He was brought to Hang and kept for two days at the Talang lapang, and finally killed with dao.

I went to the Talang lapang and saw on top of it a pile of shields and spears, which will remain there until the day after tomorrow when the big ceremony will be here. At the Nich saja I saw the place was overthrown and had been burnt to ashes, still surrounded by large wooden planks. At the rear all the men of the village will dance and one mithan will be sacrificed. The price of the mithan was raised by public subscription: every household gave some rice and with the rice four cows were bought from four different men; these four cows are now going to be bartered for one good mithan from Jorun.

15th February.—Duta to Hari and back. Of all the Apa Tani villages, Hari is the one with which we have least contact. True, the sirdar Dumpre Dibbo with a band of plains-going men is working for us fairly regularly but the headmen keep very aloof. One reason may be that they are not interested in the Licha affair, and do not want to become involved; another is possibly the result of the action I was forced to take at the beginning of the season; it is noticeable however that no repercussions shadow our relations with the other headmen who in the first month also came in for stern action. So this morning I went to Hari.
Hari and Bela are this year celebrating the Mlokio festival and have for months been busy with the preparations. Now it is only three weeks until the beginning of the feast, about one week after the next full moon.

At the Mlokio the tall bobo posts used for the rope-game must all be new; some have already been put up, while others still lie near the lapang and will be erected within the next few days. One was about 75 feet long. Very many small private bobo posts are put up near the houses, and boys amuse themselves by making their own small bobo posts.

The economic importance of the Mlokio lies in the fact that all renewals of wood-work are done in that year, when everybody is busy carrying and dragging the huge wooden boards for the lapang, smaller and thinner boards for their own houses and even the large wooden trays used for moving earth in the construction of rice terraces. Here and there you see up to four and five such brand new trays, carved from one solid piece of wood, lined up on a shelf above the house door. This concentration of the entire community on one particular activity shows again how extraordinarily well-regulated Apa Tani economics are. The advantages of doing all the wood-work at the same time are obvious; for while an individual could hardly fell one of the enormous forest trees in order to obtain wood for a new tray or ladder, odd ends and pieces left from the carving of the huge lapang boards provide ample material for all these, personal articles.

I went to see Gat Hadu, but did not find him at home. In his neighbour's house the preliminaries of a wedding were taken place and he was among the many assembled guests. The curious thing about this wedding was that both bride and bridegroom were small children, the bride being still breast-fed. But the bride-price was already being arranged, the men scrutinized Tibetan bells (which my Dafsa interpreter scorned as of very poor quality) and I was told that four mithan would be paid by the bridegroom's father. Such child marriages are not the rule among the Apa Tantis, and in view of the great freedom of the young girls, the bridegroom has no assurance that his 'wife' will ultimately consent to live with him.

Gat Hadu was at first a bit nervous, fearing no doubt that I would demand once again a number of porters, but th awev noticeably when he realized that I had come only for a friendly visit. The dispute with Chemir, he said, was still unsettled, but he hoped for a settlement this year.

From Hari I went to Bela, and inquired what had happened to the hand of Chigi Duyu, which had been taken to Bela after his execution. But the men I found on the lapang near the Padi nogo were rather reluctant to talk about it. With some difficulty I found out at last that the hand had actually been burnt near the nago, and that the rope ceremony was planned for to-morrow but would probably have to be postponed because the public mithan envisaged for the sacrifice, could, for the moment, not be found. I was told very definitely that Padi Chilyiang, one of the actual slayers would not have to provide any sacrificial animals at his own expense, for his deed was in the public interest. While I was talking on the lapang, some shouts sounded from a distant part of the village. I was told that somebody was missing one of his mithan, and went down the hill without him. His house is near the village, and though the people of the village, proving that the theft would have to pay dearly for the crime. The circumstances of Chigi Duyu's execution were obviously at once employed to strike terror into the hearts of other cattle thieves in order to induce them to disgorge their ill-gotten gains.

On one of the verandas Heli spotted a Dafsa woman with a log on one leg. As she moved she lifted the end of the log, which was perhaps one yard long, by a sling of cane fastened to both ends, and so—could walk without very great difficulty. She was a woman of Takum, captured in retaliation for the capture and subsequent death of a man of Renu, and when I heard that she came from that important village on the Khor, I very much wanted to talk to her. But through Heli could speak to her in Dafsa, she would never speak to us and was soon hustled away by the people of the house. The Apa Tantis present were anything but helpful, and would tell me nothing about her or her captor. This reluctance on their part was a new phenomenon and is probably due to the fact that Renu men have been in our camps at Talo and in the Kiyi area where they saw captives freed and heard that Government disapproves of the practice of holding people to ransom. Though Heli could not give me his name, I became convinced that he probably would have helped me to contact the woman, is now in Kirum, I could do nothing to utilize her presence, but later on I may be able to get from her some information on the neighbourhood of Takum.

16th February.—Halt Duta. For some days I have been gathering information on the rôle played by Tobot Bat in the negotiations with Licha and it seems that his influence until recently was considerable from the beginning to the end. There is substantial evidence to show that he has encouraged and helped them every way and that during our first expedition to Licha he sheltered in his house numerous wives and children of the prominent men of Licha, and among them the wife of Licha Togur, who is his father's brother's daughter. He had then declined to assist us in establishing contact with Licha and when on our return we passed through Talo did not meet us at first, perhaps because he thought we knew already more than we actually did. Now several Apa Tantis have told me that during the mel in Talo, the Licha men were actually prepared to reach a settlement and had brought with them Tibetan bells and bronze plates, but that Tobot Bat advised them to disappear, saying that Government would never be able to force them to pay up. This, or may not be exactly true, but it is a fact that ever since that abortive mel Licha people have been in and out of his house, and Nendin Tagum told me only the other day, that on coming from Kirum to Talo he met the two sons of Licha Togur carrying supplies of rice for the Licha people hiding in the jungle, piece by piece, which they had received from the house of Tobot Bat.

Nida Tomo, to whom I talked today, confirmed all this and gave me the names and numbers of Licha people hidden in various houses of Talo and Jorum. He said that the people of Lina, on the other hand, had refused to take in any Licha men, saying that they had no wish to be mixed up in Licha's quarrel with Government and the Apa Tantis.

17th February.—Duta to Talo and back—13 miles. Some days ago I wrote to Davy about my discoveries concerning the activities of Tobot Bat, and yesterday I received a letter from him asking me to try and arrest Tobot Bat and bring him with me to Kirum. I had little hope of catching him, for men who had been to Talo yesterday told me that they had seen Tobot leaving for Nielen. Yet, I went this morning with half a section of Assam Rifles to Talo.

On the way, not far from Talo, I met the old Nada Roza, Mudang Takr and a few other Apa Tantis. They told me without the slightest hesitation that they were on a mission as negotiators: the 'wife' of Tobot Holi was held captive in Duta, and they were now negotiating the release. The reason for the capture, which occurred very recently, was that the woman was surprised while stealing from a granary in Mudang Tage. She was caught while she tried to run away, and the owner of the granary Tage Takr, demanded now a fine.
of two misfortunes. Toko Holi offered one mithan for her release and the negotiators left no doubt that they expected an agreement to be reached fairly soon and without any disturbance of the peace between Talo and Dutta. Later I heard in Talo that Toko Holi too had gone to Dutta and when I visited his father Toko Tekhi, no one in the house asked for my intervention in favour of Holi's wife. Everyone is obviously confident that the incident would soon be amicably settled.

Already on the way I had heard that Toko Bat has gone to Nielom and I think it very probable that somehow or other he had got wind of our move against him. Though I had discussed his actions only in a small circle of trusted Apa Tanis, news of our suspicions may yet have filtered to Talo, and he may have decided to change his plans. However, the Nielom people, only his son Chada sitting on the platform, making a drinking vessel. Toko Bat's wife Yorum and his other sons were to be said on the fields, and except for a couple of young women and some children the house was empty. I told Chada that we had realized Toko Bat's double game, and that he should not think he could dupe us in that way. Chada pretended at first to know of nothing, but admitted afterwards that the family of Licha Tegur had been in the house recently and that rice had been sold to his sons.

Then I went to the house of Toko Tekhi, where I dumped some rations for the Assam Rifles. Tekhi was at home and we talked about the situation in Licha. His own son, a pleasant young boy, had been held captive in Licha for three years, and so he was certainly not biased in Licha's favour. Indeed the boy asked whether he might now capture his former captor, thus getting his own back. But Tekhi's explanation for the sudden disappearance of all the Licha men during the mel in Talo was that then the rumour had sprung up that all the Licha headmen would be captured or arrested as soon as they were all gathered together. He did not know how this rumour arose or who was the first to voice it, but he said that it found credence among the Licha headmen and they bolted without exception, taking their Tibetan belts and other valuables with them. Tekhi told me too that at present the Licha men hiding in the jungle were deliberating whether they should come to the camp at Kirmor or not. Most of them were in favour of settling their disputes with the Apa Tanis and paying up, but some held the view that as soon as they came to the camp to hold a mel they would be captured, and their council had so far prevented any rapprochement between the Licha men and the Apa Tanis encamped at Kirmor. Tekhi confirmed the rumour about the attitude of the Dallas in the Palin Valley, which has decided Davy to call off the Palin tour. He said that terrified of sharing the fate of Licha they had prepared everything for a rapid evacuation of their villages, had built granaries in hidden places in the forest and moved their stores of grain there, and had slaughtered and eaten all their pigs, presumably in order that they should not fall into our hands or give away their hiding places by their squeaking. The men of Tasser and Takur are reported to have said that "if Government is going to make war on them, they would fight, even if they had to die."—a threat which is presumably not to be taken literally, but tallies with Davy's information that all the paths into the Palin Valley are beset with panji and spear-traps.

Although Tekhi, who knows me well, was quite friendly I noticed a certain coldness in the whole atmosphere of Talo. Nowhere, not even in Tekhi's house, was I offered beer, and while on previous occasions quite a number of people collected whenever I visited a house, I was this time left alone with Tekhi and his wife. Talo is not one of the villages with that village are probably strong enough to sway the villager's sympathies on the side of Licha and of the men and women now held as prisoners in the Mūdo outpost.

On the way back to Dutta I met several parties of women carrying rice and millet, which they had bought from Apa Tanis for pots or which they had received in payment of cotton delivered many months ago. Trade continues in the midst of war and the Apa Tanis still provide rice to Talo, although they know that part of this rice goes from there to Licha and enables the Licha people to continue their policy of evading any settlement with the Apa Tani headmen waiting for a mel in Kirmor.

For the last few days the weather has been fine, and if this is a fairly normal year, it can be said that February is still a good month for touring, though there are probably always a few rainy days. The Miri Mission, which experienced almost daily rain from the middle of January to the end of February, must have been particularly unlucky.

18th February.—Dutta to Camp on the Gando River—7 miles approximately—2. P.M. to 5-30 P.M. As the impossibility of the tour to the Palin and Khrur necessitates a complete change of programme, I am going to Kirmor to discuss plans with Davy. My wife is staying on in Dutta as there is no point in her undertaking the very strenuous trip, and there is moreover a lot to be done in Dutta.

In fine weather the way to the Gando River is not difficult, for where the path follows a stream bed one can avoid wading by jumping from stone to stone.

Even two hours' brisk walk from Haja and Dutta I still met Apa Tanis carrying firewood, cane and even bamboo. Men who have no private bamboo groves can apparently procure some bamboo by fetching them from so far.

The moist and shady Gando valley is one of the favourite grazing grounds of the Apa Tanis' mithan; they are let lose there, and apparently stay in the valley without straying so far that their owners would have difficulty in finding them when they are required.

19th February.—Camp on the Gando River to Kirmor—10 miles approximately—7 A.M. to 2-30 P.M. I started at 7. A.M. and found the path, which is difficult and extremely strenuous for porters in wet weather, fairly easy now the mud has more or less dried. There are some difficult stretches where trees broken by snow have blocked the old path, but if these were improved, one would have the basis of a passable, though steep, track. Even walking here and there for porters I reached the camp on the Pai River at 11 A.M., covering a distance in 4 hours, which on the expedition against Licha when the path was sown with panji and partly not cleared, we failed to cover in a whole day. After an hour's rest at the Pai River camp, I left at midday and reached Kirmor at 2.30 P.M. little more than twenty-four hours after my start from Dutta. I can well understand that Apa Tanis often do the whole journey to Kirmor in one day.

On the way I met several Apa Tanis returning from Licha with such purchases as tobacco and small pigs and ahead of me I even saw two Apa Tani women going to Licha, obviously in order to trade. Thus an exchange of goods—probably vital to both parties has been resumed, although a settlement between Licha and the Apa Tanis is still far off. The explanation for this apparently puzzling situation lies again...
in the fact that Daba villages are not political units, and that while individual households can maintain friendly relations with the Apa Tanis, other households are to all intents and purposes at war with Haia and Duta. I met also some Bela men dragging a white mithan which a Licha man had paid in settlement of a raid by his men such as Panji — one of the most5 frequent hopes to coerce the Licha people to settle their disputes with the Apa Tanis may yet be successful.

In Kirum I found indeed a mel—or rather a number of private mels—between Licha men and Apa Tanis in progress. Davy told me that after he had adopted Daba methods and captured sixteen Licha people, mostly in their own houses, several of the influential men had come forward and promised to satisfy the Apa Tanis' demands in order to effect the release of their wives and relations who are now held at the outpost in Mudo. The atmosphere is (not unnaturally) not yet as cordial as it was during the mel at Taio, but I believe the Licha settled it for themselves and that for the future, if the suitable method of the renegade warrior who has set up his own throne is to satisfy the Apa Tanis, they would not provide porters or any other assistance. Refugees from Licha have no doubt spread terrifying tales about our intentions and even if these were not all believed, the people of Tasso and Takum probably think that in our train would come numerous men (such as Licha Take, who has a feud with Tasso) bent on exploiting our presence to realize their private claims.

The mel continued today and I saw for the first time Licha Togur, a lean and shrewd looking man, and Gem Pumbo, the hero of many adventures in love and war, a tall, slender man with grey hair and a rather calm face. It is said that he has killed for the love of the coarse, brutal and fierce looking type which is so frequent among Dabas. There are quite a number of Daba toughs, whom you would not like to meet alone on a dark night, but none of them seems to have gained a great reputation by prowess in war.

The Licha men promised to pay a good many mithan and valuables, and paid in fact three mithan to men of Bela. But both they and the Apa Tanis complain that their mel is being disturbed by Dabas of such villages as Jorum and Likha who all take the opportunity of also making demands for mithan and Tibetan bells demands which the Licha men could not possibly afford in addition to those of the Apa Tanis. We made it quite clear that for the moment Government was only interested in a settlement between Licha and the Apa Tanis, but it seems to be unavoidable that any village in trouble—and particularly so war-like a village as Licha—is soon beseeched by men seeking reparation for injuries suffered many years ago. Indeed I have heard it said that the Licha men are not averse to satisfying the Apa Tanis claims, but are appalled at the prospect of having also to pay compensation to Dabas who in the past have suffered at their hands.

21st February.—Halt Kirum. The hopes both we and the Apa Tanis had set on the promises of the Licha men at yesterday's mel have so far not been fulfilled. Today no progress was made and to make things worse it has been drizzling most of the day. There were no discussions for the simple reason that no Licha men turned up, and the Apa Tanis (and incidentally we too) were left sitting in the rain on our slippery pier. Some say that the Licha men have gone to borrow some of the valuables they have promised to give (no doubt on the understanding that they will repay them after the next successful raid), and that necessitates journeys to neighbouring villages.

That Licha is really in an unenviable position and at the mercy of many who would never dare to lift their hand against her, is shown by the fate of one of Licha Saha's slaves. After Licha Saha's and his son's arrest, one of his slaves carried an Assam rifle load from Kirum to Mudo, and hardly had he left the place when he was captured by Licha Jili of Hui, one of the Licha settlements, who had an old grudge against Saha, and knowing the old man and his sons arrested, captured at once his unfortunate slave, practically on the doorstep of the Mudo outpost.

22nd February.—Kirum to Camp on the Pal River—2 p.m. to 5 p.m. The great problem is now of moving all the loads, which were collected at Kirum for the Pal River tour, and now to be taken back to Duta. For the Apa Tanis are tires of carrying backwards and forwards between Muda and Kirum and all many of the men on our porter registers have been sent down to Joysing; Licha men are practically out of the question, though one or the other slave may be found, and the Niloem men, who carried previously on various occasions, are not likely to come forward since the Political Jemadar's unsuccessful attempt to arrest Niloem Tapa. So it would be impossible to move all the luggage at one time, and since I want to start as soon as possible on my Muri tour (why in the plausibility of the Upper Khru and Lebla), I left today with the first group of porters for Duta—nine Nepalese permanent porters and about fifteen Apa Tanis, scraped together from the various camps of headmen taking part in the mel.

The morning passed again without any Licha men of importance putting in an appearance, and Chigi Nime declared that the Apa Tanis would "wait three more days and would then start hunting down and killing all absconding Licha men!", a threat which is more designed to express his annoyance than to be translated into action. To cheer the old man up, I gave him today the present of a Moghul sword, which I had bought in Hyderabad, in order to give him a gift of a Turkish weapon to amuse him in his last year when I was leaving Duta. The beautiful Moghul steel aroused enormous admiration for no Apa Tani has ever seen so flexible and light a sword.

With me went Khoda Yopo and her baby son, the woman who was the object of the quarrel which has precipitated the recent crisis in Kirum. This evening I asked her her story which is of sufficient interest to be shortly quoted and shows the great difficulties which one encounters in trying to settle Daba cases.

On February 6th, just as I was starting for Duta, a few men of Bagi came into our camp, obviously to see how the wind blew. One of them was Dur Tapo; whereupon Tanya Tara of Talo who had obviously followed us, waiting for such an opportunity, accused Dur Tapo of having captured his "wife" and appealed to Davy to restore her to him. Davy asked Dur Tapo whether he would produce the woman so that she could chose between the two men, and when Tapa refused arrested him. One or two days later the woman, who had an infant son by Dur Tapo, was brought to the camp and said she would prefer
to go with Tanya Tara to Talo. Dur Tapa was released and claimed his son, but as the child was only six months old it was obvious that he must stay with the mother.

The next day Tanya Tara and Yopu with the child, started for Talo, but when they entered the jungle of the Kiiy valley they were waylaid by Dur Tapa and his brother Sera, who threatened Tanya Tara with a poisoned arrow and wounded him slightly in the hip with a dao. They took Yopu back to Bagi to Dur Tapa’s house, but on her entreaties spared Tanya Tara’s life. When Davy heard of the incident, he burned the house in which the Taliangs were housed; later Yopu was brought to Davy. Dur Tapa escaped and is now reported to be in the Palin valley. Davy’s order to bring him dead or alive has as yet had no result, but his brother Sera was captured and handed over to Davy by another Lichan man who hoped thereby to earn freedom for his arrested relation. Sera is now a prisoner at the Mudo outpost.

Yopu’s story is that she was born in Hidjet Lupukher, a village east of the Palin and south of the Khrum. When she was a small girl Apa Taniis of Bela raided the village and Taliang Budia, whose father had been killed by the Khrum, had her taken as slave and subsequently sold her to Gem Pumbo of Lichan. So she grew up in Kirum and among her play-mates was Dur Tapa, who was always extremely fond of her. Later, when he was half grown, Gem Pumbo sold her to Tanya Tara of Talo, in Tanya Tara’s house she was well treated and as she was of a good clan, there was some talk that Tara would ultimately keep her as wife. But although she became mature while in Talo, Tanya Tara never had intercourse with her and she remained in the position of a well treated slave girl. Dur Tapa continued to take every opportunity of meeting her, and tried to persuade her to elope with him from his mother’s house. But she was not particularly enamored of Dur Tapa and refused to leave Talo. Then one day, about two years ago, she accompanied Tanya Tara and his brother on a visit to Bagi and on the way back the whole party was waylaid by Dur Tapa and his five brothers. Dur Tapa seized Yopu and the two Tanya brothers were chased off. Yopu was taken to Dur Tapa’s house and became his wife, but she was at first not happy and ran off to Talo. However, Dur Tapa, who as she admits was very much in love with her, went and secured her again and employed the magical Licha. Take to win Yopu’s heart by love magic. This had, as she says, some effect, and since then she felt happier in Bagi. Some six months ago she bore Tapa a son, the child still with her. Tanya Tara tried twice to get Yopu back, once he brought 30 warriors intending to capture her or Dur Tapa on the fields, and once he arranged to raid their house with 60 warriors. But Dur Tapa who has friends in Talo was always warned in time, and so he hid with Yopu until the danger was over.

I asked Yopu, who after all has lived for two years as Dur Tapa’s wife and has a child by him, why when Dur Tapa or other men threatened her she chose to return to her former master Tanya Tara. The answer was disappointing to a girl for whom there has been such violent passions, for whose sake Tapa had first courted arrest rather than agree to return her to her master, and then defied Davy’s decision and wounded Tanya Tara in the attempt to regain her. She said that Dur Tapa was a poor man and that since their house and granaries had been burnt during our first visit to Licha, life in Bagi had become so difficult that she preferred to return to the peace and comparative wealth of Talo. The fact that her husband and father of her child was even now fugitive in the Palin valley did not disturb her at all, and she seemed quite happy to go with Tanya Tara’s brother Talo.

23rd February.—Camp on the Pai River to Duta—12 miles approximately—7 A.M.—3.30 P.M. I started in good weather and reached the Gando River by mid-day, but then it began to rain and hail and the rest of the trek through the stream beds was far from pleasant. In Duta it is extremely cold, far colder than in Kirum, and in our bamboo house it is difficult to keep warm.

24th February.—Halt Duta. Today a party of Apa Tani porters returned from Joything. They are all very disappointed that no cloth and no rice hoes are available at Joything or North Lakhimpur, for on this trip they had hoped to make purchases for all the cash which they have earned by carrying for us. Our attempts to obtain further supplies of standard cloth have so far been unsuccessful, and our inability to give the Apa Tanis the things useful to them for the money they have collected is a serious problem. We started by telling them this, and asked them what they would work for, and how they would wish to be paid. Artists and charcoal-burners would work for rice and charcoal, and would be supplied by Government with the things they need. This promise we have not been able to keep, for there were always so many staff and Assam Rifles rations to be carried to Duta that transport of trade goods was difficult, and now that we have resorted to the expedient of sending the men down to the plains to purchase their requirements, the expectations of the Apa Tanis are again disappointed owing to the shortage of goods. If our porters are left this year with a good deal of cash and no chance of converting it into goods, they will no doubt feel that it is better to work for rice and charcoal and get paid in rice, and next year it will be difficult to get porters. The Apa Tani cannot understand that there is a shortage of commodities in the plains, and that if they have gone and worked as in other years for some weeks in the plains, they would somehow or other have managed to buy gradually some useful goods. It is not that the individual Apa Tani porter is personally in need of very much cloth, salt or iron, but these articles are the only exchange goods with which he can barter the rice, pigs, or other goods which he wants. Apa Tani is being sold to the neighbouring Dulas, whose weaving industry is much less developed, mainly for pigs, chickens, tobacco and gourd vessels, which are strangely enough a main item of the Apa Tani import trade. It seems that the need for cloth in these hills, where only a very little cotton is grown, is so great that almost any amount of cloth is absorbed at once without being very noticeable in the dress of any individual community. But it would be desirable to supply the hillmen with really useful warm and hard-wearing cloth, complete with a cigarette-paper, cocoa-nut shell, or some small items; the standard cloth which we are now selling, though fairly strong, is made of white cotton cloth for plains use goes is certainly not ideal for the hills.

25th February.—Duta to Hari and back. Today I went to Hari to arrange for porters for my tour to Chemir, but as many of Apa Tani porters have gone to the plains and Hari and Bela the only two villages in touch with Chemir, are this year celebrating the Moko festival, it is not easy to get the necessary men. Govind and other headmen were co-operative and promised to do their best, but I noticed that the immediate reaction of all men to whom I broached the subject of porters was the advice to get Dümpré Dubo to make the arrangements. Now Dümpré Dubo is by no means a headman but a freed slave, who speaks some Assamese and has for years acted as gang-leader of Hari men working in the plains. This year he is working as sirdar and is just now on a trip to Joything. I think that last year I did not realize the great influence of these “gaonburn" of slave-class, who are the trusted leaders of the men going to work and
trade in the plains. Here we have certainly an example of a definite change in the social structure caused by a new economic development.

The kobo posts for the Mloko have not yet all been put up and it seems that the feast will not begin before the first moon—it is said about two days to the full moon.

On the way back I saw women sowing the rice in the nurseries, where the soft mud has been smoothed after being thoroughly mixed with the manure which for weeks has been thrown on to these small terrace-fields near the village. The Apa Tanis do not soak the seed grain before sowing, but scatter it dry over the liquid mud. There are several kinds of rice, ripening at different times, and they are all sown in separate nurseries, though at the same time. No ritual precedes sowing and any villager may make the start.

Tonight Kago Bida came back from Kirum. He is not hopeful of a settlement with Licha, and from him and other Apa Tanis I heard the rumour that Toko Bat, who does no longer stay in his house but is moving about in and around Nielom, advises the Licha men to hold out a few days more, because "the Sahibs and the sepoys would soon be forced to depart for want of rations"—a statement which is unfortunately true and which shows that the Dassas realize only too well that we are nearly as much in their hands as they are in ours. There can, for instance, be no doubt that if Licha, Nielom, Talo and Jorum combined to refuse us transport and sold no more rice, they could practically force us to release the Aranna Licha people. For it would be difficult to take the responsibility of allowing the men, women and children to starve, who are now fed at Mado with rice purchased from the Licha people, and porters would be required to send them under escort to the plains.

26th February.—Halt Duta. Today Gat Tadu and two other headmen of Hari came to see me to discuss the problem of porters for my journey to Chemir. They feel obviously that since Chemir lies in their sphere of trade-interests, this trip is their responsibility and they promise to do their best to arrange for porters. The feud with Chemir, which about a year ago led to the capture of Hage Gat by the Chemir headmen, has apparently come to an end, or is at least dormant though no formal dapo-treaty has yet been concluded.

Some days ago vegetable seeds suitable for high altitudes and some seed potatoes from Shillong arrived. I distributed small quantities to the Hari headmen. They and most Apa Tanis to whom I showed the seeds were very interested and with their skill in gardening they should make a success of the new vegetables.

News from Kirum is more hopeful. The Bagi men have offered sixteen mithan in bulk payment of the Apa Tanis' claim, but the Apa Tanis seem to take the view that a dapo can only be made when their individual, though already considerably reduced claims, are satisfied. They say that if they make a dapo, it must be with the whole of Licha, to be of any practical value, and that dapo with Hari alone or with other families are of little use.

The weather continues to be cold—at night near freezing—but there has been no rain for several days.

27th February.—Ha't Duta. Whether we will get sufficient porters to leave the day after tomorrow for Chemir is still a doubtful point. So far neither Hari nor Bela have produced any number of porters, and the general attention of Hari, Duta and indeed also Bela is so much focussed on the negotiations with Licha, that it is very difficult to interest them in my Chemir trip. Messages and demands for porters have been sent to Chemir, and it remains to be seen whether the forty Miris asked for will come to Duta and carry loads to Chemir. Since Bela has made friends again with Chemir, and the trouble between Chemir and Hari is also no longer acute, there should be no reason to prevent them from coming to the Apa Tani country, and the pasa-holders who have for years demanded porters without doing anything in return have no excuse to refuse co-operation. It would be a pity if my start was delayed and we missed the spell of dry weather which has lasted for the last few days.

28th February.—Halt Duta. It is still doubtful whether I will be able to start tomorrow, No Miris and no news from Chemir have as yet arrived, and though several Apa Tani headmen have promised to search for porters, there is no saying whether the required number will be at hand this morning. There are various reasons for this difficulty: most of the recognized sirdars with their parties are on the way to or from Joyhing, or have only just returned, I had to send a good many Apa Tanis back to Kirum to fetch the loads still with Davy; the work on the fields, where the dams must be repaired, is in this time between Morom and Mloko at its height and cannot be deferred; and Bela and Hari, who consider the road to Chemir as 'theirs', are feverishly busy with the preparations for the Mloko, which it is their turn to celebrate this year. After the Apa Tanis have co-operated so splendidly for four months and have made all this season's operations possible, I do not want to exert any pressure and I am still hoping to get the very limited number of porters for the trip to Chemir by persuasion rather than coercion.

1st March.—Duta.—Camp Bapu. approx 8 miles—10:30 A.M.—4 P.M. Last night I still doubted whether I would get sufficient porters to be able to start, for no Miris have arrived and the pasa-holders sent a message that it would take them a week to collect forty men. Moremore to that, David had to persuade Haja and Reru, whose men are busy evacuating Assam Rifles and stores from Kirum. I had to persuade Hari, the village usually the most difficult to tackle, to furnish a considerable number of porters. Yesterday I had told Ouch, to the death of an important man no one would come to carry loads, but I insisted that we should not wait till that happened, and this morning, to my pleasant surprise, the Hari men arrived in force ready to take men. Davy was very pleased with this as it was not only limited to the plains but also to young men of good family, who would never voluntarily go to Joyhing but have no objection to do a trip to Chemir. Another large group of Apa Tani porters are the men of the Kalung khel of Bela, who have also close trade relations with Chemir and the villages of the Bua-Rakhe group. They are accompanied by Kalung Beker, the most influential man of Kalung; with us is also Gate Tadu an important man, if not the most important man of Hari, who is coming to further the negotiations between Hage Gate of Chemir and Hari and to exchange Gurkha L.D. Cs. with Davy, we have very much facilitated our rationing arrangements, but are of course
thus entirely dependent on local porters for all our moves. We have now sixty Apa Tanis with us, not a few of whom are required to carry their own provvisions. A large proportion of the loads consist of trade goods which we will hand in pay ports to Haari when the villages in those lands with the plains where money is acceptable. With us are also four Apa Tanis whom we are training to put up the tents and whom we shall keep with us as long as we are able to feed them—the beginning of a permanent porter corps of Apa Tanis.

There was much discussion which path we should take. There is the path via Mount Donkho, which involves one long climb and which was favoured by the Kalung men, and a path to the south described as Take and as much easier though a little longer by the Hari men. In the end I decided on the latter and starting from the first we were delayed in the mountains where the porters going to their houses to do their travelling kit have and some food. It was nearly midday when we passed through an alley of magnificent pines between Hari's bamboo groves. There, as everywhere on the path, we saw large stacks of firewood, brought in, no doubt, in preparation for the Mloko feast, when no one has time to go for wood. Here again is evidence for the high degree of organization in the Apa Tanis' economic life.

Past rice-fields and small groves of pines, we entered a secluded valley, where a clear swift flowing stream winds through pastures and small fenced-in plots, used for millet and dry crops, but now all open to the cattle as grazing grounds. Much of the grass and breacken was still dead and brown, but there was yet an air of early spring, in the valley, there were catkins on the willows lining the stream, and here and there I saw the first mauve primulas, which a fortnight later will cover the hill-sides all over the Apa Tani country with a flowery carpet.

The morning had been fine, but as we began the first climb it started raining, and the yellow clay of the path was soon a slippery slimy matter. Otherwise the climb is not bad and much less steep than the one up Mount Donkho. On the crest of the ridge which lies between 6,000 and 7,000 feet, the path is broad and well trodden, leading through the Apa Tani's wood reserve of high, magnificent forest with very little undergrowth; a type of forest different from anything which I have yet seen in the Dalha hills. Each part of this wood appears to be individual and separate from the other.

After dropping for a short time, we came to a spur with a few moderately level places, possible for a camp. The water of the Bapu stream is close by and the Hari men explained that this was the only place where we could spend the night because on the next ridge there was no water for a very long way. So we camped on a narrow ledge that barely held our tent, and the Apa Tani permanent porters were surprisingly quick and efficient in pitching our tent. Just how narrow these spurs are I have just experienced; for in pushing my chair back to poke the fire it fell down the slope and rolling through the scanty undergrowth must have travelled a couple of hundred feet.

2nd March. Camp Bapu to Camp Dansok. Approximately 9 miles—7 A.M. to 3.15 P.M. Last night there was light rain, and dense mist enclosed the hills and the moist dripping forest until almost midday. We started at seven o'clock, and for a long time the path led first up and then along a high ridge, probably about 6,500 feet high. Rhododendrons were there in full blossom, clouds of red blossoms on the widespread branches and carpets of red beneath where the flowers had already fallen to the ground. In this forest never touched by the axe of jhum-cultivators. Rhododendrons are of gigantic size, some I believe must top 100 feet.

After two hours' walk we dropped into a narrow valley, and crossed the Sakhu and Pamui River close to their confluence. Whereas the hunting grounds to the near side belong to the Hago clan, the territory to the far side is owned by the particular clan and extends to the forest, even as far as a day's journey from the Apa Tani country, is owned by a particular clan and sometimes even individuals who guard jealously the rights to trap and cut cane in their piece of forest, while not interfering with hunting parties that use bow and arrows or spears.

After the crossing of the Pamui there was another long broad climb, and I felt that the crest of the hill could not be much very lower than Mount Donkho. At last we reached a high sitting place and were told that nearby lay the boundary between the Apa Tani and the Dalha land. The path dropped then steadily, and we soon passed a small bamboo structure which the Apa Tani erected as a sign of their willingness to conclude a dapo with Rakhe, Pamir and Bua at the time when they started the peace negotiations some three months ago. If the negotiations succeed the structure will be used as basis for a dapo monument. It seems that the visit of a large party of Miris to Dutka in November has had a good effect. I had called them to the Apa Tani country with the intention of settling by persuasion and in an amicable way the dispute between Bela and Hari on the one side and Bua and Chemir on the other. While agreement was reached between Bela and the Miris, no complete reconciliation took place in the case of Chemir. However, my admonishments that there must be peace between the Apa Tani and the Miris, who are both the "children of government" was not without effect. Trade relations were resumed and all concerned realized that Government would insist on the re-opening of the important line between Chemir and the Apa Tani country. No further investigations have taken place, the general atmosphere between the villages has gradually improved and I hope that with Gai Tadu of Hari in my train things will move once I get to Chemir.

A very long and tiring descent, partly over an atrociously slippery path, the steepness reminding us of last year's route via Kemping and Lobo, brought us to the Semla and Panyi Rivers which rush in waterfalls and cascades through a narrow rocky valley. To our pleasant surprise we found newly made bamboo bridges built across both streams, and after climbing a steep slope on the right bank, found a group of young men of Bua (they pronounce the name of this village without an h between the two vowels) waiting for us on an open place, free of undergrowth and comparatively dry and thus eminently suitable for a camp. The young men of Bua turned out to be relations of Kop Temi, and hearing of our coming had come down to build the bridges for our benefit. They strike me as rather different from other Dallas.

The place where they awaited us was the deserted site of Dansok village which ten years ago was wiped out by Linia. The survivors live now in Bua, but the men told us that they would like to return to Dansok. The only remaining traces of the old settlement are a few fruit-trees, now in full blossom, a delightfully fresh and delicate pink contrast to the moist tropical jungle.

3rd March—Camp Dansok to Bua. Approximately 4 miles—7 A.M. to 10.30 A.M. The morning was fine, but the path rising from the camp up a wooded slope was still extremely muddy and some boggy places could only be crossed with the help of logs laid over the mud. After a climb of half an hour we reached a view point into and across the Pin valley. From there the path hugged a very steep slope, leading down into, rambling and up over slippery steps. At last we emerged onto old jhum's and from then on passed mainly through low secondary jungle. The sun had come out and we had a good view of the ridge with the jhum's of Taplo and Rakhe and further north the range beyond the Kamla. The Miri Mission Report had
made me believe that this area was entirely covered in dense forest, but actually there are, quite apart from present jhum, large patches, sometimes whole hillsides, of bare ground, now reddish brown and probably resulting from previous over-cultivation and erosion.

On an open hill I was awaited by a crowd of magnificently dressed men of Chemir, led by Guch Tamar, the old man whom I knew from the mel in Dutu. He was all smiles and greeted me with overwhelming friendliness, producing several changa of the best millet-beer I have tasted for a long time. He assured me that the men to fetch me from Dutu were all ready, but I was soon to discover that though some had gathered, there was no question of an immediate start and had I waited for the Miris at Dutu, I would at the best have been delayed for days. Tamar, as indeed our Bua guides and Apa Tani porters, said it would be difficult to reach Chemir today, and suggested we should camp in Bua. Since this was the third day on a bad path, and the porters were all feeling the strain, I decided to camp at Bua, which in any case is an interesting link between the so-called Daflas of Pemir and Rakhe, and the so-called Miris of the Chemir group. After dropping for some considerable time through the high grass of exhausted jhum, we emerged just above the village of Bua, and I saw two clusters of houses, built against the steep slope. The larger is the old village of Bua (spelt wrongly on the map Baha) while the other is formed by the houses of the fugitives from Dansok.

There is an excellent small camp site between the two settlements and we were at once surrounded by a crowd of men, women and children. The putting-up of my tent caused great amusement and the Bua people, familiar to me, struck me as a rather insignificant lot. Very soon people began to bring gifts of beer and eggs, and it was only due to the many thirsty Apa Tanis that we could cope with the batteries of changa that filled our tent.

I had not even entered the village to realize that there is a great difference between Bua and the villages of the Leli, Durum and Aya Daflas. While there the houses lie scattered, each on a small spur or hill-top of its own, surrounded by its pig-sties and granaries, here the houses stand much closer together, forming almost a kind of street. Coming from the camp site on the spur above, I entered through an opening in a living palisade of thorny trees, standing sufficiently close together to make it possible to build a similar palisade with a lofty shadov on the spur where I have chosen to camp. Bua is built on higher ground above. I was told that this is not a general feature of the villages of this group, but has been adopted here because Bua is always nervous of the possibility of raids by Linia. The slope below this palisade drops at an angle of 40° to 45° degrees and there on high piles stand some sixteen houses to both sides of a broad main street. I doubt whether I have ever seen a steeper village site, and one cannot help wondering why the people have chosen this precipitous slope in preference to a near a stream may be the reason.

The houses are built along the slope and have on the one side of necessity very high poles. They are much smaller than most Dafla houses and none seemed to have more than two or three hearths. The verandas face the street, and the interior is, in Dafla style, one single room.

Preparations for the sacrifice of a mithan and a pig in propitiation of disease spirits, which had afflicted a prominent man, were just under way, and I saw the two large and elaborate structures of leafy branches, young trees and a similar palisade in front of which the rite was to be performed. The priest wore a huge head-dress of bear-skin, large sliver ' trumpets in his ' earlobes : and many ' other ornaments. He had come from Rakhe: village to perform the rite, and I was surprised to hear that he was a Durum Dalla from Hat Yua, south of Mai, who lives now in Rakhe and has adopted the dress of the Miris.

In the few houses I visited I was well received. I tried to find out whether the people consider themselves as Daflas or Miris, but this was difficult since neither term is in use among the hillmen themselves. They could tell me only that they stood in marriage relations with Rakhe and Pemir as well as Durum and a settlement of the clans among whom the rite was to be performed. I was told that neither they nor their immediate neighbours are parochial, but they are perhaps not as parochial, and timid as they would make me believe, but they certainly struck me as a rather insignificant lot.

In the evening I went to the other settlement and visited the house of Kop Eliu, the father's brother of the head-interpreter Kop Temi, who is with me and on his first visit to his uncle's village. Kop Eliu's father lived originally in Soipali near Jorum, but his village was raided by Nielom, Likha and Licha, and he sought refuge with relations living in Dansok and settled there. Eliu himself lived in Dansok until ten years ago when Dansok was raided by Linia. During this raid eleven men and women were killed and three girls captured. The survivors attempted no revenge and went to live in Bua where they feel safer. But they would now like to return toDansok, and asked for formal permission to re-occupy the village. I told them that Government had no objection to their contemplated move and would indeed welcome a village on the hill-top of its own, surrounded by its pig. sties and granaries, here the houses stand much closer

The presence of Kop people, who belong to the Kenmir group of Daflas in Bua, and the fact that neither they nor anyone else is conscious of any essential difference between them and the other villagers tends to show that no hard line can be drawn between the Daflas and the tribal group popularly known as Hill Miris. Both intermarry and though Bua is built in a style considerably different from villages of the Durum and Leli group, it is quite possible that the Dafla villages on the spur above, a similar pattern, and may in time be built on a similar basis.

The Apa Tanis, Bua people and Miris from Tapo and other villages and explained to them that Government expected them to conclude a tajo treaty binding to peace Bela and Har on the one side and Bua, Rakhe, Pemir, and Tapo on the other. Both the Apa Tanis and the Miris, some of whom were pro-holders, were the "children of Government" and any feuds between them ought now to be
settled, particularly since porters and messengers would have to come this way and the trade between Miri and Apa Tanis was of the greatest value to both. It was the murder of Tayo Tara of Bua by Apa Tanis of Hari which had last year given rise to a feud and caused indirectly the capture of Hage Gat by Guch Tamar of Tapo. Now it was essential to end this feud by an amicable arrangement acceptable to both parties which left no ill-feeling on either side. This speech was well received and both parties promised that they would complete a *dapa* within a few weeks. Even now a good many Apa Tanis are coming and going to Bua to trade—mainly to buy pigs for the impending Mloko, paying for them in salt or cloth.

From Bua one can see a spur with one of the houses of the houses of Tapo—the others lie on the far side of it—and the distance to the eye and on the map seemed so short that I expected to reach Tapo within two or three hours. As the crow flies it cannot be more than 3 miles, but the pathfalling into three deep valleys and rising over two ridges, until at last it rises through jungle fields to the ridge itself, was very tedious. After the drizzle of the night it was muddy and slippery and the steep descents and climbs were trying for us as well as the porters; in the rains this path must be well nigh unusable for laden porters and even today it took us from 10 A.M. to 3 P.M. to reach the village. Tapo like Bua, is built on a very steep slope with not a single level space and to pitch our tent we had to dig out part of a hill-side.

The view from the ridge above Tapo is magnificent. In no part of Assam have I ever seen such terrific, awe-inspiring country. Even the Dafis hills round Potin, Talo, Likha and Mengo ape, tena beside these forbidding mountains sweeping up within four or five miles from the deep gorge of the Kamla, whose level is below 1000 feet to 7000 and 8000 feet peaks. Every tributary rushing down in cascades and waterfalls has eaten deep into the hill-sides and as contour paths do not exist and are in some places probably impossible, one has to descend into several valleys often little higher than the main valley in moving between the villages clinging to the slopes at heights of 3000 to 4000 feet.

It has been oppressively hot, an enormous contrast after the cold bracing climate of Duta, and our Apa Tani porters discarded every cloth they carried. For the most part this meant to pack their blankets (issued to porters on longer treks) on top of their load, for the great majority had brought no other clothing with them, saying that when leaving the Apa Tani country they never wear their good cloths and that instead, they receive the porters clothes from the village and never allow of them to take a decent cloak away from home. This is apparently the reason why Apa Tanis going to the plains always wear the oldest of torn rags and it is no doubt their miserable appearance outside their own country that has given rise to the rather sneering tone in which Plains Dafas and Dafas of the foothills refer to the Apa Tanis. I rather fancy that in the past the 'Hill Miris' also dismissed the Apa Tanis with a jeer, and it was no doubt a great revelation to the Miri *posa*-holders who came to Duta to see what a prosperous people the Apa Tanis are and in what a rich country they live; many a mong the Apa Tani porters, who have gone to bring up the rest of the loads and the doctor, said they were going because they wanted to see the Apa Tani country.

Our porters and the villagers were equally helpful in carving out a camp site from the hillside above some granaries, and I could not have wished for a better reception in Tapo.

The contrast between the tour to Likha and Licha, when we had sepoyos and a few Nepalis of the Permanent Labour Corps in camp, and this tour when except for my cook only tribesmen are of the party, showed the difference produced by the presence and absence of the presence and absence of the 30 men permanent porters means of course greater efficiency and greater comfort, and when coming in tired from a march one has not to bother about the pitching of the tent and the making of shelters. On the other hand they do erect a barrier between the touring officer and the villagers, who in the first and important moment of arrival are rather relegated to the role of spectators, and have to watch a crowd of strangers preparing a site, cutting trees and collecting wood on their village land. If you travel only with local tribesmen, the entire journey and every halt on the march has the political value of establishing and deepening contact, getting to know the people and becoming familiar to them. The very fact that no one else is about awakes in them the feeling that they are responsible for you, and they show themselves far more helpful than when they carry your loads, but see you surrounded by sepoyos and Permanent Labour Corps. Similarly on arrival in a village which has perhaps never been visited, or at least not for ten or twenty years, the best way of breaking down any shyness or suspicion is to give the people a job to do. In Bua as well as here the villagers were delighted to help in putting up the tent and their very inexperience—and even the entanglement with the ropes—was the cause of much laughter, which is the first step to a friendly atmosphere. A small camp, consisting of a tent and two shelters for servants and interpreters can also be much closer to the village, or indeed inside the village and this again makes for a feeling of mutual trust.

On punitive expeditions or when for other political reasons sepoyos have to be taken, it is of course necessary to have permanent porters unless one wants to be always at the mercy of the tribesmen. But there is, I believe, also a case for the exploratory tour, without either Assam Rifles or permanent porters, when the marches and the process of getting into camp are themselves taken as opportunities for making contact. A major advantage is that moving in a very small party one is much freer in the choice of a camp site. From the Miri Mission Report it appears that the party camped usually in the valleys between the Dafis hills, until the Dafas are reached and watered, and touched the villages lying on hills only *en passant*. This is perhaps the reason why the Mission had so little real contact with the villages and why the information contained in the two reports is so unreliable.

Soon after we got into camp it began to rain; now it is pouring and the slope is gradually being transformed into a mud-slide.

5th March.—Halt Tapo. Before tackling the problems of either the not yet formally settled feud between Guch Tamar and Hari or the need for porters for my next move I went to have a look round the village and visit Guch Tamar’s house. The whole village comprises 24 houses; 17 of these stand in one settlement grouped round Guch Tamar’s house, and this is Tapo proper. Five other houses stand on a nearby slope, separated from the main slope by a small stream, and this group is known as Tanyo. One isolated house with its granaries, belonging to Hipu Taya, lies at a distance of two or three furlongs beyond a small valley and a brother of Guch Tamar who had several deaths in his family moved very recently to a site on the path to Bua.
Guch Tamar's house is fairly big and substantial with six hearths in the only long room, but the other houses are small with at the most two or three hearths. The granaries stand either in groups or are separate structures, and are large, made of sun-dried tiles, hardly distinguishable from houses; wood is much more used in the construction of buildings than tiles. The Tani country and thatching is generally banana leaf overlaid with grass. In Guch Tamar's house I was received most cordially and entertained with the most excellent millet-beer and a kind of bread made of crushed millet, and entirely black. Tamar told me that the Mili Mission, which he remembers well, ran out of money and was dissolved. There was much discussion about such matters, and at one point about what should be bought from Miris. Outside his house I saw some very fine cattle and Tamar was emphatic that this was not good Miri country and that the plains, and that it is indeed impossible to take either mithan or cows over the steep and rocky path which lies the Miris use and which leads to Dulongmuk. But cattle could be brought via the Apa Tani country, though with great difficulty. The Miris have also a variety of goat with beautiful long hair, and another with large twisted horns. When I admired a goatling of goat's hide with long silky brownish grey hair, Tamar took it off and insisted that I should accept it.

The only flaw in the entirely pleasant atmosphere was the apparent inability of Guch Tamar and Goh Muddu of Hari to get together and negotiate some settlement of the feud, in the course of which Goh Muddu's sister's son Hage Gat was last year kept for several months captive in Tamar's house. So I called them together in front of my tent and told them that they had to take this opportunity of talking things over, and in the end I took the Apa Tani delegation myself to Tamar's house and made sure an hour afterwards that the negotiations were proceeding. Meanwhile I watched in a neighbouring house a such mundane affair in propriety of deities that had caused the illness of a child. The people of the house had lived north of the Kamla, just opposite Tapo, but had moved here three years ago because their village Peltur was repeatedly raided by people of Kabak clan. The wife of one of the men of the house was from Chembri, on the left bank of the Kamla, and all the rest of the family brought up from there.

I had to ask the people to come again in a week's time, which is most inconvenient for them, as they have three or four days' journey and have not sufficient food to wait here in Tapo.

For the last few days I have been suspecting the accuracy of the information contained in the Mili Mission Reports and the maps based on the work of the Mission. Names of villages seemed to convey nothing to the inhabitants of these hills themselves, nor by their neighbours, and the 'Miris' are definitively the same as the Plains and River Miris, the latter being an offshoot of the Abors and speaking the same language.

The kamla and its left bank have been surveyed by the Mission, and I have made a map of it. The Kamla is about 60 miles long, and 5 miles across at its broadest point. The river is used for fishing, and on the left bank there is a town by the name of Doborn, a village friendly with Apa Tani and Kabak, and all the connections of her clan seem to be with the Aya Dafla clans on the Upper Khru, which is another proof of the impossibility of drawing a clear line between Miris and Daflas. The rite gave me the opportunity of asking about the deities of the Miris and I found that all the main deities are practically identical in both name and character with those of Daflas.

6th March.—Halt Tapo. The discussions between Guch Tamar and the Apa Tani of Hari have led to a provisional agreement, and both parties assured me that after the Mlokoh, which for a month will absorb all energies of Hari, they will conclude a da-po treaty and thus bury their feud.

This morning Gocham Tapak and the poa- holders with a great many of their people from Biku, Bini and Kadi arrived. It was very awkward that owing to a mistake of the Charduar office and the lack of initiative on the part of the Shakaraj, the poa-holders have not yet arrived, and the latter could have been advanced from my cash, but without the roll I am unable to make any payment. So I had to ask the people to come again in a week's time, whih is most inconvenient for them, as they have come two or three days' journey and have not sufficient food to wait here in Tapo.

Another discovery of which I have had an inkling concerns the name Mili itself. It is a term neither used by the inhabitants of these hills themselves, nor by their neighbours, and the 'Miris' are definitively the same as the Plains and River Miris, the latter being an offshoot of the Abors and speaking the same language.

The village names given on the map and in the reports are mostly the names, not of localities, but of clans or larger tribal groups then represented prominently in the villages in question. Chemir (better spelled Chipir), for instance, is the name of a group of clans occurring both south and north of the Kamla and the village marked as Chemir is really called Tapo. Similarly the real name of Gocham is Sint-Bobtok, of Neki of the Biku Dras, of Tikki Leli and Aya, so there are tribal groups among the Gungii, one of them being Chimir and others Perin (popularly known as Panlibuitia) and Pel (known as Sarak Mili). The statement of Captain Duff in his 'Report on the Miri Country' (page 13) that "the Miris are separated from the Daflas by clearly marked mountain ranges" and that "Miris and Durum seldom come into contact, peacefully or otherwise", is entirely erroneous. The people of Rahke and Perin who are Gungii of the same sub-group as the Chimir clans and intermarry freely with Tapo and villages on the left bank of the Kamla, entertain also marriage relations with the Durum Daflas of Linia. Similarly the villages on the lower Khru, or at least some of them, intermarry with both 'Miris' of the Kamla basin and Daflas of the Pain Valley and Upper Khru. It seems indeed that the Durum Daflas of Linia and the village of Rahke are a branch of the great group of tribes which includes also the known Daflas clans.

In the shortest route back to the Apa Tani country, I met a messenger to the headman Rahke Bida, who is married to Guch Tamar's sister, and asked him to come and see me here in Tapo. There have been rumours that at the news of my approach the Rahke people, who through Linia had heard of events in Licha, had all bolted, but I doubt their truth, and if there was any panic it must be over, for Rahke Bida appears to be as strong and hearty as ever. At first he was very shy, but soon gained confidence and promised to help me across the Kamla to Doborn, a village with which Rahke is on friendly terms.

7th March.—Halt Tapo. I have come to the conclusion that the most profitable move is to cross to Doborn on the left bank of the Kamla, a village friendly with Rahke and Tapo, and then follow my way forward along the Kamla, towards Kabak. Since Tapo with its 24 houses cannot possibly give all the necessary porters, I have asked the headman Rahke Bida, who is married to Guch Tamar's sister, to send in six days' time to his village. Although the main difficulty seems to be food, for most Mili villages have had a very bad harvest owing to a plague of rats, and I am told that in some places conditions border on a famine. Consequently the men find it difficult to take rations with them, and I have no means of rationing porters so far from Joyhung and Duta. But it would be advantageous to take porters from this side as far as possible, for they can be paid in money, whereas north of the Kamla I will have to expend my precious cloth and salt to obtain porters.
Cloth is here one of the main needs and Apa Tanis are always sure of finding eager buyers for any kind of cloth they bring for sales. Both in Bua and here I have been struck by the miserable rags of the less wealthy. The *posa*-holders and the villagers who go to the plains wear lengths of bazaar cloth and endi-claths. Strangely enough the people of all the villages between here and the Subansiri and of some villages on the left bank of the Kama do not know how to weave, which seems to me extraordinary. But, Pernir, the villages between Kama and Subansiri as well as some of the Upper Kama the art of weaving is known. Today I saw a woman of Dobom with a cloth of exactly the same pattern as these common in Mengu with the only difference that the black and red border was here in cotton woven into the cloth instead of being embroidered in Tibetan wool. Here in Tapo a few women born in other villages weave, but the girls of the village are ignorant of this art. Many men wear small aprons to cover their private parts, woven from monkey hair and dyed red, that they get from Abors.

8th March.—Tapo. Tutiat and back. This morning I went to Tutiat, a settlement across a valley in sight of village houses. A single house of Hipu Taya, but was once a large settlement of some 30 households of Hipu, Guchi, Lume, Dumn and Pui clan, stretching over the whole hillside. When many people died, the remainder dispersed some going to Tapo and others to the now also deserted village of Rewe. Judging from the number of villages which have been deserted or have shrunk, and the number of clans of which I was told that they have died out or are reduced to a few families, I am inclined to believe that the Miris of the Kama valley have decreased in recent years. As a hypothesis I would suggest that the reason for the decrease is the increasing abundance of grass in the Kama valley. The absence of miris and the presence of numerous and large flocks of sheep indicate the presence of a large amount of grass. The decrease of the Miris coincides with the increase of grass between 1870 and 1890 as stated by Pernir. The Kama valley is certainly not as a whole adapted to grazing sheep, but the abundance of grass is a large reason for the shrinkage of the Miris. The Miris asserted their old rights on fishing and hunting grounds by levying tribute from the new settlers, a tribute which was later converted into the *posa*-payments. But there is reason to believe that even then they did not mix very much with plains populations of any appreciable size, the new settlements being small and scattered. In the last seventy or eighty years this has considerably changed, and the populations crowding into Assam from many parts of India brought in their train diseases, which had previously never touched the Kama valley, and against whom they had previously only little resistance. Whereas tribes such as Apa Tanis and those Dafas who go only occasionally and for short spells to the plains are affected mainly by great epidemics of small-pox and influenza the Hill Miris, who, men, women and children, live for two or three months in the plains are much more endangered, and it would not be surprising if the annual exposure to the dangers of infection was responsible for the apparent decline in numbers.

Hipu Taya, whose house I visited, is the man who last year caused some stir among the Apa Tanis by his disparaging remarks about Government in general and me in particular, having picked up some Japanese-inspired propaganda when visiting the plains to receive his *posa*. But even since the *posa*-holders' visit to Tapo many in the village of Hipu Taya, as they tell me, have done so. A black and red border was the only difference that the narrow black and red border was here in cotton woven into the cloth instead of being embroidered in Tibetan wool. Here in Tapo a few women born in other villages weave, but the girls of the village are ignorant of this art. Many men wear small aprons to cover their private parts, woven from monkey hair and dyed red, that they get from Abors.

The weather has been fine for the last three days and the temperature of 78° at midday and 64° in the evening, is an enormous contrast to the temperature of between 35° and 50° during the last days in Duta. But the great drawback of this area are the dam-dim flies against which there is no effective protection. Everyone in camp is covered with their irritating bites, and I feel that in the choice of any permanent station in this hill freedom from this pest must be a major consideration. For anyone, not born in these hills, would find the constant irritation well nigh unbearable. Fortunately the Apa Tan valley is entirely free from dam-dims.

9th March.—Halt Tapo. The weather is now so fine and dry, with a fine haze on the more distant hills, that I wish I could start for Dobom and the other villages north of the Kama, which I want to visit. For judging from the region this year may be the last dry spell for many weeks to come. But the Tapo and Bua men who went to fetch the doctor and remaining loads from Duta have not yet returned, nor have I received the *posa* roll which I need to pay the *posa* before leaving this area.

So I am spending these days in inquiring into conditions in the villages south of the Kama and into Miri custom in general. In discussing the different types of marriages recognized by the Miris I struck an interesting phenomenon which throws new light on Miri and indeed also Dafa society. Guch Tamar told me that one of his daughters, a women of no remarkable or forceful personality, had remained unmarried for a long time and had during the years she stayed in her father's house acquired quite considerable wealth of her own. She cultivated separately, calling the men of the village to fell the jungle, sell her jhum and feasting them at her expense, and had with the surplus of her grain bought mithar.
Tibetan bells and ornaments. These were her private property and when she met a man of Pelriu whom she liked, she went to live with him in his village, without even informing her father of her move. After some time both she and her husband came to live in Tapo because Pelriu had become unsafe on account of raids. Such independence of grown-up daughters is apparently no unusual thing, and Kop Temi, my Dula interpreter, tells me that a similar custom prevails among the Dallas. There the daughters of very rich men often remain unmarried for many years because they are forced to do so by their parents. Such girls often succeed in gaining great economic independence. They cultivate on their own and build up a stock of cattle and pigs from presents received from their parents and animals bought with grain. When they are wealthy enough to buy some slaves they are given a separate hearth, and have for all practical purposes a household of their own. Ultimately this girl may marry a man of her choice either taking his property or giving her parents more likely to make things unpleasant—by going to live in his house. In that case the parents have no right to demand a bride-price, for the girl is not in need of a dowry, but provides herself the valuables (mostly Tibetan bells and beads) which in every marriage celebrated with full rites must be handed over with the bride. It seems that the position of a girl economically independent of her parents or brother is very strong, and her right to do as she likes not seriously contested by the other members of the family.

This right of unmarried women to economic independence opens very important vistas, and I wonder whether the entire property law of Miri and Dallas has so far not been misunderstood. I have previously remarked—on various occasions in Likha—that women have a very great say in the disposal of valuables, and that a husband cannot give away or sell any Tibetan bell or string of beads without the consent of his elder wife, while on the other hand a wife is allowed to sell ornaments without her husband's knowledge. It is not at all impossible that there is an underlying idea that valuables of that kind are really more the property of women than of men, whereas their husbands have bought it. Of course this is not always the case. In the keeping of the women, the husband sometimes not even knowing where they are hidden. One could well imagine that the fusion of a matriarchal society such as that of the Khasin with a society organized on patrilineal lines could have produced a state of property rights as found among the Miris and Dallas of today. For the administrator it is, of course, of major importance to know who is the real owner of valuables and it would, for instance, be difficult to press the men at me for a woman who has been kidnapped by the enemy and has no property of womanhood. There are, however, a few cases known to me of a property law in which a woman's property of womanhood is of some value, and not only in Dallas custom seems to have gone. Here too, in the protection of the property of women by the husband, there is the same element of a society organized on patrilineal lines. It is not at all impossible that the custom of the older women to give their property to the men who ask for it may be due to the fact that this custom protects the men's property more than the women's from raids. For instance, a woman of age may be persuaded to give her property to the man who asks for it, if his property is safe, whereas if the men's property is safer the women will give it to them. This is another important theme of the Miri and Dalla society, and I must leave this subject for further investigation.

This afternoon there was a tragedy in the village. I was just going out, when there were shouts in the village, and people rushed to Guch Tamar's house. A small child, perhaps two years old, had fallen from a high window, and been picked up unconscious. It was unable to be able, we went into the house, and found the unconscious child in his mother's arms, with two nurses already close by. The youngest nurse was picking up the child, and the other was helping to cut the child out of his mother's arms. After hours on the path near my camp to give him the news before he saw the grave and met his wife. When the child came at last Tamar talked to him very quietly, but was unable to control his own tears. To anyone witnessing this scene it must be clear that slavery among the Miris is something very different from the popular idea of the relationship of exploited slaves and brutal masters.

I am finding more and more evidence of the extraordinary shrinking of the population of the lower Kamla valley within the last generation or so. Many of the villages marked on the map of the Miri Mission, 15 or 16 years ago, do not now look as if they had only shifted to other sites, for whole villages once populated are now bare and the few families remaining of the former village communities have attached themselves to other villages.

Today I talked to a man of Damar clan of Tapo. He said that in his father's time there was a settlement of 15 or 16 houses of Damar people on a neighbouring slope, but nearly all died out gradually. The only surviving members of the Damar clan are he, one man in Rakhe and one man in Timinpa. Similarly of nine clans of the Yehu group, populating four settlements comprising the village marked as La on the map, six are entirely extinct, of two only one household of each remains, and only the La clan has still sufficient members to form the small village called Ruba Yae.

The Miris are conscious of this decline in their numbers, but have no explanation for it. Malaria may be one of the causes, for it seems that the people suffer a good deal from fever. I have not seen any mosquitoes but the annual visits to the plains (not of a few young men as among Apa Tans, but of whole families) with the possibility of coming in contact with other peoples and Tani country one is at once struck by the comparatively unhealthy look of the people, and particularly by the prevalence of goitre, which is as bad as among the Dallas of the Kiyi and Upper Panior Valley, but absent among the Apa Tans. Hand-in-hand with goitre seems to go an unusually large number of cases of mental deficiency—I have seen several obviously half sane women and children and in family histories and histories of feuds simple-minded persons are always creeping in.

11th March.—Halt Tapo. Today 15 men of Tapo went down to the Kamlia to make the raft required for crossing the river. They took with them loads of cane which yesterday and the day before they had collected in a distant part of the forest.

In the afternoon the Doctor arrived with a batch of porters from here and Bua, who had fetched him from Duta. I had great difficulty in persuading the Bua men to come here again the day after tomorrow and carry loads as far as Dobom. They argue that this is the time to till fields and clear the jungle on their new plums, and that they cannot afford the time to work as porters. I cannot quite understand why the Miris leave the cutting of the jungle till so late, while other jhum cultivators, start this work two months earlier. The reason may be that the men are used to going to the plains in January and February, and that even those staying behind wait for their co-villagers to help them.
To my great relief the *pasa* rolls and registers arrived this evening by special messenger from Joything. So I will be able to pay the *pasa* tomorrow before leaving.

There has been no attempt to group the *pasa*-holders by villages or clans and the existing divisions of the *Miris* tribe are ill defined and the clan-names are entirely arbitrary, and do not correspond to any major difference between tribal groups. In some cases the village name is the only name given to the *pasa*-holders, although in some documents the clan-name does occur, being mistaken for the village name. Where the village name has been entered at all, it is usually erroneous, being either a clan-name or the name of a tribal group, extending over perhaps a dozen villages. But in some cases only the personal name of the *pasa*-holder, without either the name of his clan or of his village is given both on his document and in the register of roll, and unless the person presents himself with the document showing the serial number it would be quite impossible to find or identify such an unspecified Tami, Taktar or Tapo.

This confusion is borne out by a note in the *pasa*-register according to which the two *pasa*-holders (Guch Tamar of Tapo and Hipa Taya of Tapi) mentioned in my diary of last season could not be identified. Actually both *pasa*-holders do occur in the register, but with their names so mutilated that indentification was impossible.

Here I have no access to any records other than the Miri Mission reports that would throw light on the origin of *pasa*-payments to Miris. But judging from local tradition it would seem that the Miris' right to demand dues is mixed up with that of the Tama who was merely instituted to "buy off" troublesome hillmen, or that the idea was to pay influential village headmen for services they may render to Government, but *pasa* was originally a kind of rent for land on which the Miris had ancient and well established rights. If tribal tradition is to be believed, the Miris of the Kamla valley and the hills south of the Kamla, were habitation to a certain seasonal nomadism, and every year the bulk of the population moved during the cold weather to the plains. There the Miris engaged in organized fishing and hunting each clan or each village community having their recognized fishing and hunting grounds, land which was considered as much their property as the village land used for *jhuming* on the hills. The Miris say that in olden times when hunting and fishing in the plains were still good, not only the people of the villages south of the Kamla, but also those of the north bank went regularly to the plains. When Assamese colonists settled in their hunting and fishing grounds, the Miris obviously demanded a certain tribute or rent for their land, and this was at first paid in kind. That payment was far more in the nature of rent than of tribute for the Miris, with their recognised rights fully respected and with the occupation of the country being a necessary in a position similar to that of an absentee landlord, and in fact less divorced from their property than many a landlord in so far as they visited their hunting grounds annually and entertained quite friendly relations with the new-comers settled there. Later, when there was friction between the hillmen and the new settlers over the paying of these rents, Government took over the obligation in the form of the payment of *pasa*, but the memory is still strong among the hillmen that the *pasa* is rent for land among the fastholds which belongs to the Miris by ancient right and every year the hillmen still spend some weeks in the plains villages built on their hunting grounds.

The practical advantage of the *pasa* to Government is that it has created a set of influential people, who realise that they must co-operate with Government and on whom some pressure can be brought to bear. They have certainly a stabilizing influence and I felt today the difference between the villages of *pasa*-holders who have all-furnished porters and the men of Bua who promised to come but never did. I have not found any indication that among the *pasa*-holders there are slaves, such as was suggested in correspondence between the Governor's Secretary and the Political Officer, 1940, and it is likely that none of the named members of a few prominent families. It would be advisable to make a full enquiry into the status and connections of the various recipients of *pasa*-payments and I would have done this this year if the *pasa* rolls had not arrived at the very last minute; to have delayed the start would have prejudiced my journey, each day of delay restricting the range the assembled porters could go.

While making the payments I entered on the roll such details as will make it possible to rewrite the registers in a more accurate and consistent form. All documents with the real names, clan names and village names of the *pasa*-holders can be prepared for next year.

I finished paying the *pasa* at 2 p.m. and started at once for the Kamla River.
sliding along two strong cane ropes that spanned the river from bank to bank and in the middle just skimmed the surface of the water. The men working the rafts hauled hand over hand on these ropes and so propelled the rafts across (The ropes two to each raft, are slung parallel at a distance of 15 feet apart and are attached to the bow and the stern of the raft which travels both-side on). Most of the luggage had already been taken across and we joined the Doctor and the porters in an excellent camp on a broad level sandy beach with a lovely view up and down the river; a camp sight which obviously and unfortunately will be under water in the rains. The current is even now very strong and the Miris are emphatic that in a month it will be impossible to cross the river by these rafts. At the time of the Miri Mission there was a suspension bridge spanning the river and I was shown the old trees to which it had been fastened; it has been cut in recent years owing to the fear of raids.

4th March.—Camp Tajpu to Dobom.—Approximately 8 miles. —7.30 A. M. to 3.30 P. M. The weather has noticeably improved and there was no rain last night or during the day. We left the Camp on the Kamla at 7.30 and except for complaints about the heaviness of certain loads, particularly the tent, the Miri porters gave little trouble and agreed to do the rather long and tiring stage to Dobom. Unlike Apa Tanis who turn out in gangs of young men for carrying loads, the Miris had brought women and a good many small boys and girls to carry their own rations and the whole column was rather like a conglomeration of family parties. Even Biku Yama, an elderly lady who draws Rs.149 pah, has joined us and is carrying her own load. But most of the Miris are emphatic that in a month it will be impossible to cross the river by these rafts. Funky boy, the young men of Biku carry my loads. Why exactly Yama has come personally I have no doubt yet to find out, but she says she is coming to see that I and my wife have no trouble; since she is very well known and speaks some Assamese, she is a welcome addition to our party.

The path led very steeply through forest, with many deciduous trees still leafless, some flaming with a profusion of fire-red blossoms. After climbing for perhaps 2,000 feet we reached the deserted site of Hachi, a village of the Nakre clan, which is today very nearly extinct. From there the path led down into a valley where the high grass must have been burnt and new green grass is sprouting interspersed with violets. From the crest of some 4,000 feet we dropped very rapidly along a badly cut, muddy path leading through dense jungle, consisting mainly of high elephant grass. Soon we saw on a neighbouring spur, at almost the same altitude, but separated from us by the deep valley of the Poku stream, the houses of Dobom, occupying a spur in a large compact group.

After less than a mile we came to the place where until three years ago Pelru village had stood. Partly in the temple in ordinary cotton, but most of these cloths are made by people to the north west, or the Miris are emphatic that in a month it will be impossible to cross the river by these rafts. Funky boy, the young men of Biku carry my loads. Why exactly Yama has come personally I have no doubt yet to find out, but she says she is coming to see that I and my wife have no trouble; since she is very well known and speaks some Assamese, she is a welcome addition to our party.

A steep drop through bamboo jungle brought us to the Poku stream, and then began a trying ascent, first through forest and then across and up a long open slope to Dobom village, situated on top of a spur at 3,000 feet altitude. The seventeen houses stand in one group, not in streets as in Apa Tanis villages, but close enough to leave little open space between. They are built on fairly high wooden piles and are thatched with banana leaves and a layer of grass. None of the houses are very large, and most contained only one or two hearths. The granaries, also on high piles, stand on the outskirts of the village, for the most part a little way down the slope.

A young man of Hova village, whom we had met on the way, had gone ahead to Dobom to announce our coming, but it seems that most of the villagers were taken by surprise when we entered the village. Gocham Tapak has a friend in the village and went to his house, but was told by a woman that his friend, Yukar Teru, was making a puja, and that Tapak could not therefore enter his house for the moment. It struck me that Tapak, though well known in Dobom, went very slowly and did not enter any other house. But another young man, Yukar Topu, brought us some tea and we sat down on stones on an open space, rather like a piazza, in the middle of houses. More people collected and it was soon clear that they were all curious and a little shy, but by no means unfriendly. I handed round a few cigarettes and gave Yukar Topu a match box for his beer. But most people did not know what to do with either cigarettes or matches.

The clothes worn and the peculiar dress of some women showed at once that we had crossed over into the area of a different tribal group. Cloth seems to be extremely short and the poorer people wear little but a few torn and tattered rags. Besides a number of bazaar cloths, obtained partly through Miris from south of the Kamla and partly from Apa Tanis, and a few Apa Tanis bolts, there were a good many cloths of a pattern I have so far seen only in the Mengo area. The distinctive feature of these cloths is a narrow border in dark colours, generally black and red, and in the cloths of the Lebla area (from where Mengo people get them) the black and red is embroidery in Tibetan wool. Here I found a few cloths of identical make, as well as others in which the border is either red, or green or blue, and is worked over in those few threads. But most of these cloths are made by people to the west or north-west, and I was told that many had been bought from Kabak people of the villages on the Kamla who entertain trade relations with people further to the west. Thus these cloths, identical in Mengo and here, make it probable that somewhere on the Upper Khru and perhaps also the Upper Kamla, there is a large population producing a definite type of cloth and trading it to all their neighbours—in a similar way perhaps as the Apa Tanis manufacture cloth and sell it to their Dalla neighbours.

Even more surprising than these “Lebla” cloths are, however, the short grass skirts, worn by some women below the multitude of cane rings which both men and women wear round their waists.

The Dobom people were very helpful in clearing a good camp site above the village, and after some time Yukar Teru, the friend of Gocham Tapak and an influential man in Dobom came to see me. Tapak credits him with the possession of 200 mithan and cows, but this figure is presumably an exaggeration. Taro offered to present me with a cow, and I would have welcomed the meat for feeding the porters, but in the end it proved difficult to catch the cow in question as it was already dusk and we had to be content with the good intention.
Towards evening I went to Yukar Terû's house and found it crowded with Miri porters. Except for the Apa Tanim, all porters have been shown hospitality in the one or other house and this evening there is no difficulty over their rations. From this it would appear that Miris, though this year very short of grain, are more hospitable than Dafas and entertain even tribesmen from villages as far as Ketbat and Sintpaga, most of whom were new-comers in Dobom.

16th March.—Dobom to Bidak—Approximately 8 miles—9 A. M. to 4-15 P. M. We experienced little difficulty in enlisting a few porters among the people of Dobom, who were partly to take the place of a few men and women returning to Tapo, and partly to supply seconds for the heavier loads which on these awful hills are too much for one man to carry all day. The Dobom people did their best to appear helpful, but the headman Yukar Terû who had heard from Gocham Tapak that I was interested in the villages on the Upper Kamla showed great solicitude for our welfare, saying first that the tribes of the Upper Kamla were fierce and warlike and then that there was an epidemic, not too clear a nature, which was raging all the villages, with a grave of salt, but they were water in the mid for our porters who have only the one idea of returning to their own villages across the Kamla as speedily as possible.

Fortunately the weather is as fine as one could wish, and was not for this piece of luck I very much doubt if all the porters would have gone on.

After a sharp drop from the village and through a recently cut jhum, the path led in steep rises and downs along an almost precipitous slope, bearing yet wonderful forest with high trees, creepers and whole patches of wild bananas. Some high step-ups over rocks were here unavoidable, but on the whole it seems that Miris are clever in choosing the best possible tracks in difficult country and do attempt to lead their paths along the contours of hills wherever feasible. After perhaps two miles, in the neighbourhood of the deserted village site of Bumrik the path rose through high thatching grass. We reached the crest of a 4000 feet hill, and there suddenly through a gap in the grass we saw spread out the most beautiful and broadest view yet seen in the hills; and even in the Kamla, Miris are thrilsed by the sight and forgot for the moment their reluctance to go so far afield.

From the ridge where we stood the hill-side with its tropical jungle, giant trees spared in pastfellings towering amidst dense thickets of shrub, bamboo and shiny wild bananas spread steeply into the valley of the Kamla. The near ridge with that of Bidak was still hidden from view but beyond it the Kamla turns north-east, and there, its height above the gorge flanked by wide grassy steps on which were clearly visible the houses of Mingô and Guchi Sojam. Mingô is obviously the Khabak of the map, and Lapchi Lapte turned out to lie not on the left bank as I had been led to believe in Tapo, but on the right bank of the Kamla, beyond those grassy slopes, looking from the distance very large and flat, rose abruptly the densely ranged culminating valley, twin cones of Pit Cholo (857 feet) and the massive hump of Mount Romta (986 feet) as black as the villages on the right bank of the Kamla. Mingô and Guchi Sojam the hills rose to a central massif of over 9,000 feet. But it was the scene visible through the large triangle of the Kamla valley, where the Kamla turns north-west and there is a gap in the ridges through which presumably the Senu of the map passes that held out the greatest promise. There, as it seemed behind not more than two dark blue ranges, spread in dazzling white, wreathed with just a fluff of heat-cloud, a solid chain of snow peaks. This was most probably the range between the peaks of 14,190 and 13,412 feet, which separates the Kamla from the Subansiri valley and is at this time of the year still deep in snow.

The Kamla valley seemed broader, the whole country grander and yet more friendly to be led by the country of the Lower Kamla. After a short descent we came to an open jhum from which we could see Bidak on a ridge below. The largest village in sight was perhaps 1 mile to the right (spelt Garta on the map) spreading over a knoll high above a sharp bend of the Kamla. The Khru valley was largely blurbed by a fine haze, but I counted on both sides more than ten ridges sloping towards the river and in the far distance could just discern the snow on the 11000 feet peaks south of the Khru.

For the next 2000 feet we dropped almost the whole time through jhum either cultivated last year or cleared and burnt for cultivation for this year. For the first time the essential difference between the jhum cultivation of the Dafas of the Panrier area and that of the Miris became apparent. The former cultivate in comparatively small patches, strewed as it seems haphazardly over the land surrounding the village, the Miris (rather like Nagas) prefer cultivating in large blocks, with one field adjoining the other. These blocks lie often far to the sides and upon the hill-slop, a good three miles from Dobom, is a block belonging to several Yukar men, while lower down and separated only by a belt of jungle is a block of land cultivated by Bidak people. There seems to be a definite purpose in leaving belts of high forest between these large blocks and recuperation seems on the whole adequate.

At the Poi stream we rested, and then climbed very steeply, at first through mixed bamboo jungle and then through jhum land, to the village of Bidak. A man of Bidak, forewarned of our coming by a messenger from Dobom, had come home to meet us half way and he now shouted to the villagers not to be afraid. But the first house we passed showed us that caution is in this country certainly the better part of valour. The house was entirely surrounded by a fence, and judging from the fact that there was no visible gate it would seem that the inhabitants must climb over the paling every time they go in and out. Even the veranda was railed in like a cage, and I was told that fear of raids had induced the owners to take these precautions. One might expect to find these houses huddled together, or at least sitting as close as in Dobom or Tapo, if safety is so great a consideration. But actually the ten houses of Bidak stand isolated hardly two visible to each other.

We found a possible, though narrow camp on the crest of the ridge, and several men and women gathered, rather timid, but obviously prepared to be friendly. The men were easily persuaded to help in clearing the site and the women soon reappeared with vessels of millet beer. They looked with few exceptions rather miserable: many have huge goitres and many have no other clothes but a few torn, discoloured rags. Most of the cloth was of the “Leble” pattern and these had been bought from villages on the Kamla. A few women seem to weave in the same style, but their output cannot be great. One or two of the men wore good Apa Tani cloth. It is amusing how a study of these textiles allows one to gauge at a glance the trade connections of a village. Here many men wear small aprons of a thick woolly texture, dyed bright red; I took them for wool, but was told that yarn was spun of the long hair of the grey monkey.
There were not many people present, and we soon heard that Tagla, the most important man of the village had gone with many of his relations to attend a feast in Balu (on the opposite side of the river). In his absence no one seemed prepared to commit himself to any definite attitude, and we soon realized that we would either have to wait for his return or move on to Mingó with the porters we had brought. Not without difficulty and much coaxing were we persuaded to go on the day; as we were nearly all short of food and we had to issue rations to nearly half the party—rice which we can ill afford to spare.

So our guides and interpreters have resigned themselves to go as far as Mingó; only this morning I was told of the terrible disease (with the most indefinite and varied symptoms) that had claimed already two victims in Mingó and everybody had sworn that though Bidak and the village beyond are of the same clan they stand, if in any relationship at all, then at enmity with each other. But now Mingó was described as the last village unaffected by the epidemic, and our guide of Dobom (Yukar Tallo) added, 'He who lived in Mingó, everlastingly is a friend, but presently, however, that the people of Guchi-Sojan are a terrible and dangerous lot, that the mysterious epidemic is ravaging their village, that no one of the Kabak group (including the people of Mingó) has any connection with them and that to go there would be little short of suicide.

16th March.—Bidak to Mingó (Kabak) Approximately 8 miles.—9 A.M. to 4.30 P.M.—Only two of the men of Bidak were prepared to carry for us, and the reason is no doubt the absence of the headman with whom no one wants to do anything out of the ordinary. Since Tame, the man who met us yesterday, was willing to act again as a guide, and perhaps encouraged by his talk Yakan Tallo agreed to come too. But our start was long delayed because some of our porters from Tano had gone to the nearby Gipe settlement—two houses below Bidak—where they had friends and did not return until 9 A.M.

I was told that there were two paths: one dropping steeply into the valley and leading straight to Mingó, and the other hugging the hillside in a great bend until it too drops into the Palen valley. The latter path was described as easier and so we decided to take it, though it is probably slightly longer. From our camp we climbed up to the crest of the Bidak ridge, and followed the crest past Lomra, once a large village but now a one house settlement. Though winding along the steep hill-slopes some two thirds up the steeply rising path, the path involves a fair number of clods and descents; the path is very roughly cut and must in wet weather be extremely trying, some slopes being so precipitous that even today one had to watch one step and this after four days of fine weather. From the 3,000 feet spur flanking the Palen one looks down almost vertically into the valley and the jhuns through which the path passes are among the steepest pieces of cultivated land I have ever seen.

On the banks of the Palen we rested and gave all porters tea to sustain and fortify them on the long climb ahead. In travelling with porters who bring their own rations, occasional issues of tea are a cheap and useful way of keeping up their morale. The climb from the stream to the open slopes near the village is about 2,000 feet and took us exactly two hours. From a grass covered hill-side we saw beyond a small valley the houses of Mingó, standing in groups of two and three in a thicket of elephant grass and shrubs. They were rather small and the whole village seemed rather insignificant for the mother village of the important Kabak clan. There was one house—on which men were working in the rain—a fairly large one on the spur, and on another flat place at some distance on a step of a grassy slope. Patches of the slope were burnt and fenced in, and it seems that even the ground covered by no other growth than thatching grass and lowest shrub can occasionally be cultivated.

Our guides, the men of Dobom and Bidak, had gone ahead to tell the inhabitants of our peaceful intentions. They did their job well, for first one man and then a whole group of men and women came down the path to meet us with chunga of millet beer. So we had to sit down once more, before we began the last ascent to drink the beer which was shared among all the porters and interpreters present. The men who had come to meet us wore with few exceptions a minimum of clothing, either nothing but a little apron attached to their cane belts or a small cloth with the typical narrow dark border wrapped round their chest and shoulders that did not reach below their waist. I noticed one young man who wore a banana leaf instead of little apron, and later I saw a bamboo penis-cover, held in place by a string around his waist. An old man with a tattered rag as only other garment. Some women, and particularly old ones wore only a loin cloth in addition to the usual cane belts, but others had fairly good cloths with 'Leba' patterns.

We were pleasantly welcomed by this cordial welcome, and the Mingó people seemed equally pleasantly surprised that our party bore no resemblance to the dreaded mass of armed strangers of which their elders, who had seen the Miri Mission seem to have told them grim stories. It was not long before they confided to Gocham Tapak, my main guide, that at the rumour of the coming of a Sahib, they had made up their minds to hide in the forest if he brought sepoys with him.

We found a possible camp-site close to the village—having rejected the suggestion that we should camp on the spur above the village where the Miri Mission had had a camp. Within a few minutes we were surrounded by sightsseers and inundated with millet beer. But my usual return gifts of cigarettes and matches produced a blank expression on the people's faces: no one had ever seen a cigarette or a match. The women put the flat of their hands before their mouths and made the gesture of licking; this was to show that they wanted salt, and I was left guessing whether the gesture was derived from the past or the way in which they consumed salt, or the way the mithaonick salt from the hands of their owners.

Our porters helped a good deal in explaining the reasons for our presence and the peaceful character of the whole visit. Though few of them had ever been to Mingó they mixed freely with the local people, and in the end nearly everyone went to the village to spend the night in the houses of people with whom they had found points of contact. The advantages of tribal porters in breaking down suspicion or anxiety were once more evident.

17th March.—Half Mingó. Most of the morning was spent in paying porters and I was glad to find that even the Dobom people accepted money. They may have sufficient contact with the South Kamla Miris to be able to exchange the money for some articles of more practical use. (The South Kamla Miris are the middle men for salt from Assam.)

Soon after midday Chugdu Tagla, the headman of Bidak, appeared with a small party. He is a man with an imposing face and a thin black beard, a feature rare among Miris. He had heard of my arrival in his village and on his return to Bidak from Balu had come here without
delay. His bearing is that of an important man, and being closely related to several people in Mingō from where his line of the Kabak clan has also sprung, he spoke, as it seemed to me not only as headman of Dobžan, but acted in a way also as the mouthpiece of the Mingō people who have no important man among them.

Backed up in every word by several Mingō men he explained that the men of the Kabak villages would give us all the help they could and if I let him know he would arrange porters for carrying loads. But he and all Kabak men would go only to friendly villages such as Laphe Lapi and Balu, but nothing would induce them to go even a step further up the Kamla. Mingō was the last friendly village, and beyond it lived war-like people, who threatened the lives of anyone so rash as to enter their villages. Even with the nearby Gachi and Sojam clans he was not on good terms and he never went to their village. If I wanted to see other villages why not go to Laphe Lapi and to Balu? Porters to these places could be arranged. There was no point in arguing at this stage, but to get in touch with Gachi Sojam or any other village to the north-west or north may be a tougher job than I had expected. When I took Talga and a few other men on to the Kamla the people had been very excited about it but the excitement had vanished in a moment to Guchi-Sojam and did not know in what a state the party was. To the north-west beyond the hills—and as I believe in the Sipi valley—lay the villages of Dey and Niló, the former three days' march through uninhabited forest from here. But the people of those villages were very fierce and had at present a feud with Mingō and the whole Kabak group. They were Abors, and had little in common with the Miris of this group. Their houses lay isolated and hidden in the forest of deep valleys and beyond there lived 'agriculturists' and a few people who had little in common with those of Mingō and the men did not tie up their hair in a knot on the forehead, but cut it all round the head,—obviously like Gallongs. They were a kind of coast, but often left the private parts uncovered or wore a bamboo penis-cover. It would be most interesting to do a short trip into the Sipi valley, but the mere suggestion of any such move produces the most violent protestations about the difficulties of the way and the fierceness of the tribesmen who would murder any party coming from Mingō.

This afternoon I had a foretaste of possible difficulties in our dealings with Miris, Changmo, Tapak, apparently a prominent man as men go in Mingō, brought a white female goat as a 'present', but when I gave him a white cotton cloth and several seers of salt in exchange he refused it saying the cloth was too thin. The actual value of the goat was of course higher than that of the cloth and salt as bought in the plains but among Dalla similar cloths have often been gladly accepted in return for goats, and as I could not very well bargain with the man I told him that I was very sorry, but if he was not paid with a present he would take his gift-goat bride if I wanted to sell the goat that was a different matter. The trouble is partly that here where Tibetan woollen cloth is known and occasional- ly bought, strangers are expected to bring cloth superior to the local textiles and not flashy bazaar cloth of inferior quality. There was a good deal of 'shame' on all sides over this incident, but it is very difficult to hold a balance between stinginess with presents and a largesse which cannot be kept up and spoils the market for subsequent occasions. Apparently the Miris still remember the gifts of the Miri Mission, which spent Rs. 1,000 on Political presents per month (a sum easily equaling Rs.1,030 of present-day purchasing power) and showered silk cloths and other valuable presents on all the more prominent Miris.

18th March.—Halt Mingō. The weather has now definitely changed for the worse. The days are cloudy with light rain off and on, and only very rarely a glimpse of sunshine.

But the atmosphere among the villagers and the Miris in my camp is steadily improving. While yesterday everyone was obstinately opposed to any move to Guchi-Sojam, which incidentally is a few weeks' journey, a Hare with whom I made friends yesterday actually volunteered to go to Guchi-Sojam and ask the big men to come and see me here in Mingō. I jumped at this offer and gave him a small quantity of salt to distribute among his friends in Guchi-Sojam.

At this morning we went to the house of Changmo Tachak, and were very cordially received. In contradistinction to Dalla houses and the houses in Toppo and Dobzam, this like most houses in Mingō has the only entrance in the centre, the verandas at the ends having no ladders to the ground. In this particular house the interior was undivided, but in other houses I have seen a small central room with a pounding block and separate rooms to both sides partitioned off. Tachak's house has four hearths, each being used by one of four brothers. By inquiring for the names and family connections of their wives, I got some idea of the relations between Mingō and other villages. One of Tachak's own wives is from a village near Balu, his brother Ekim's wife from Godak on the right bank of the Kamla. Godak seems to be allied to the Kabak group, and some ten days ago was raided by men of Tumir (a village two days from here on the left bank of Kamla); five people were killed, twelve taken captive, and three serious arrows. This is possibly the reason why the Mingō people are opposed to any trip higher up the Kamla.

On the whole the Mingō people cannot be said to be blessed with beauty and about half the adults have goitres, some distressingly large. But Tachak's younger wife is a charming exception. In the house she wore above her broad belt of cane rings, covering waist and hips, only a plaited cane breast-band, and three long strings of large white beads harmonized happily with the simplicity of this dress.

In the darkness of the house our demonstrations of matches were even more effective than they had been in the open air, and the people—invertebrate smokers—were not slow in learning to enjoy cigarettes.

I tried this visit more in order to make contact than to get information, but in the end my hosts had so far gained in confidence that they envisaged the entire house-holders of Guchi Sojam while even yesterday everybody had denied having any contact with that village.

In the afternoon we went to Chugdu Tasso's house, which lies on an isolated slope some two furlocks from the main village. Chugdu is, like Changmo, one of the branches of the Kabak clan, and is represented in Mingō as well as in Bidak and other villages. Tasso's wife is from Nikkor, a village on the Kamla north-west of Guchi Sojam, belonging to the group of villages round Tumir, of which the Mingō people deny any close knowledge. But contacts cannot be entirely lacking; Tasso's wife is the second and widowed mother and her brothers sometimes came to visit her. From her I got some information on the census of Nikkor and neighbouring villages as well as certain villages on the Selu River. While she said that some of the villages on the Kamla had
good cultivation she spoke also of the Sulung talk high up on the Selu River, who lived mainly on the path of a sago-like palm. The connections of Taso's wife were not confined to Nikto her mother was from Nilō, in the Sipi valley as it seems, but she herself has never visited Nilō. There was, however, a man of Dei village in the house, who has found refuge here after killing a brother who had seduced her wife. He confirmed that the people in Dei village cut their hair in Arbor style and are in many ways different from the people here. I should very much like to go to Dei but as yet the people do not want to consider it. The wealth is also not favourable for they have gone for several days over high hills, and it would seem more important to get somehow to Guchi-Sojam.

When we came to report it was nearly dark, and as we passed a piece of jungle we heard a tree fall and some chanting. Gocham Tapak explained that somebody was making black magic and sending an evil spirit against the intended victim. He was obviously rather afraid and told us not to talk.

19th March.—Halt Mingō. Last night there was a scare in the camp. The Doctor and Temi heard an odd noise and went out to see what was the matter. At this the Miris including our guide and interpreter Gocham Tapak concluded that raiders or evil spirits were about, and in their terror left the camp to seek safety in a house. The idea that there should be any danger it would not be particularly creditable to leave us to our own resources did not seem to strike them and this morning they declared happily that if we had been killed they would at least have been able to take the news to the plains.

During a visit to Changmō Tapak's house I heard more about the reasons for the reluctance of the Mingō people to go to Dei or Nilō in the Sipi valley. It seems that until three years ago Mingō had closely connections with Nilō, but since the Slaves of Mingō had found refuge in Nilō, and conversely men of Dei and Nilō, who had quarrelled with their kinsmen, had come to live for some time in Mingō. Intercourse has not completely stopped, but negotiations for a settlement of all outstanding claims have not led to concrete results.

In this connection I realized that unlikeDallas the Miris of this area have not the institution of standing *daga*-treaties between neighbouring villages. The term *daga* is known but *daga*-rites are performed only in conclusion of major wars. Individuals have *pet* agreements (corresponding to the *pate* of Dallas) with friends or others.

In conversation with Tapak I realized that the Miris of the Kamla valley have more connections with the Durum Dallas than one would think. For in his house lives, as the wife of a freed slave, a woman of Lika clan, who turned out to be the father's brother's daughter of Lika. She was originally married to a man of Godak village on the Khrus, and was then captured during a raid on Goda by men of Kruma (between Kamla and Khrus) who sold her to Mingō. There is also a man from Tākum in the Palin valley living as a slave in Changmō, Lati village.

This afternoon four men of Guchi-Sojam all accompanied by their wives arrived here with the messenger who had gone to invite them to come and meet me. They struck me at once as rather superior to the Mingō men in appearance and bearing, and this seems to confirm the verdict on Mingō, which has been described to me as a village of "small men" without an outstanding personality. The Guchi-Sojam men certainly gave me the impression of being of good status and their behaviour was most dignified. They first listened to what I had to say, and when I explained that I would like to see their village and stay there for some time, they replied that they were glad to welcome me and even carry my luggage, but that they would not take me to any village further up the Kamla. In order not to scare them I said I would be quite content with visiting their village, but here a Mingō man chimed in, saying, as it seemed, that here I had at first said exactly the same. This created at first some uneasiness among the Guchi-Sojam people, but just then my wife arrived and interpreters, helped substantially by Varna, the _pota_-holder of Biku, did their best to explain that the Guchi-Sojam men certainly gave me the impression of being of good status and their behaviour was most dignified. They first listened to what I had to say, and when I explained that I would like to see their village and stay there for some time, they replied that they were glad to welcome me and even carry my luggage, but that they would not take me to any village further up the Kamla. In order not to scare them I said I would be quite content with visiting their village, but here a Mingō man chimed in, saying, as it seemed, that here I had at first said exactly the same. This created at first some uneasiness among the Guchi-Sojam people, but just then my wife arrived and interpreters, helped substantially by Varna, the _pota_-holder of Biku, did their best to explain that the Guchi-Sojam are more cautious and it is not until they see the smallness of our party that they shed their tears. The great reluctance of every village we have so far visited to take us further on and indeed to admit any connections with villages further up the Kamla or towards the Subansitā may be due to their anxiousness not to draw upon them the wrath of their neighbours in case any incident should occur. For it seems that after the departure of the Miri Mission the Tall-Tumir group put the blame for their losses on the Labuk people, who had been translated and who were alleged to have killed the Labuk and expelled the Labuk and to have taken up residence in the Kamla. No village wants to risk a repetition of such a charge, and until the people are convinced of our harmless they shun the responsibility of taking us to their neighbours.

Indeed without the visit of the Guchi-Sojam people it is doubtful whether the Mingō men would ever have consented to take us to their village, but now the Guchi-Sojam men have agreed to welcome us they have no more hesitation and the rumours of feuds and epidemics have completely disappeared.

20th March.—Halt Mingō. The Guchi-Sojam men left with promises to send men to fetch us and our loads after four days, and they seemed so cheerful and friendly that I have little doubt of their sincerity. But it is, of course, still possible that their co-villagers will be less enthusiastic over our visit and that the promised porters will not materialize. In such an event I will have to go ahead with a few loads and try to arrange for relays to bring up the rest of the luggage.

In spite of the isolation of some village groups, which is however never complete, news seems to travel far in these hills. Chugdu Tōhuk, an old man who remembers the Miri Mission, told me today that he had not heard of our doing in Lichā, but also of a visit of a Government _kōtāki_ to Segla Sera, a village on
the east bank of the Subansiri, about one day from Nilö with which Mingö has connections. (It seems that an Abor Kowki went westwards from Wak and struck the Subansiri; our Gallong porters had also heard rumours of his trip).

To my surprise prominent men of the villages of Balu, Lapchi, and Lapte appeared today accompanied by Chugdu Tagla, the headman of Bidak. Tagla was here some days ago and has now brought several of his friends. They were all most anxious to express their friendly feelings and promised to send porters if I wanted to visit their villages. Tagla insists that I should spend some days in his village on my way back and the man from Balu told me we could live in one of his granaries, most of which are warmed by what he terms his favourite fires, if the text could not be taken across the Kamla by the existing one rope bridge. If I fail to get on from Guchi-Sojam I will remember these invitations and in any case I will have to draw on porters from the nearby villages for my return journey.

Balu seems to be not on very good terms with the villages higher up the Kuru, except with the nearby Hirlo which belongs to the same group as the Kabak and Balu clans. Only one year ago Balu raided Niktor, the village beyond Guchi-Sojam, and that may be one of the reasons why the Kabak people do not want to take me as far as Niktor.

Chugdu Tagla told me also with much relish of how one year ago he first raided Rei (on the right bank of the Kamla, opposite Guchi-Sojam) killing two and capturing eight people, and then a settlement of Takum called Bote-Champto (on the Kuru near its confluence with the Patin) to which the people whom he had tried to get in Rei had in the meantime fled. In this later raid, on which he was accompanied by men of Mingö, Lapchi, Lapte and Gope, they killed six people and captured three, but lost one of their own party in a counter-attack.

I have so far purposely avoided putting questions about connections with Tibet, for the reticence of the people to talk about anything concerning distant villages is only gradually vanishing. But all agree that Guchi-Sojam is the last village relying for salt and iron on supplies from Assam, whereas Niktor to the north-west and Nilö to the north-east, get all their salt from Tibet as well as many other commodities. Even here Tibetan cloth and Tibetan ornaments are much in evidence, and one man of Mingö wears a magnificent Tibetan cloak of purple woolen cloth, far superior to anything I have so far seen in these hills. The cloak is 'tailored' and the material is similar to, though thicker than our red broad-cloth; the proud owner says he paid a mithan for it.

During a visit to the house of Chaglo Tara, who wears himself a good woolen Tibetan cloth which he got from Nilö, the village of one of his four fathers-in-law, I found a young man from Lyubulia, a village two days' march beyond Tali, who was captured by men of Nai and sold as a slave to Chaglo Tara. He and his master, who is obviously well informed told me a good deal about connections with Tibet. The people of the Tumir group, including such villages as Niktor, go as far as the last villages before the snow ranges on this side and the people of those villages go across the snows to trade with Tibetans. The stages from Mokhi and Chaglo to Guchi-Sojam-Gam-Champto are expensive. The people of the villages of Soru and Oro Soru. All these are villages. Lyubulia, the home village of my informant, is already high up; he told me that in the winter they had not to go to a spring for water, but heated snow in their cooking pots. They wear coats with long sleeves and the people who go over the snows wrap rags round their feet but have no boots. Beyond Oro Soru there are no villages and it takes several days to reach Tibet (Nime) over high mountains. Both Tara and his slave denied any knowledge of Tibetans coming this side and said that the people of the Soru villages, who are people like they, were the only middle-men in the trade with Tibet. They have heard of the Himalayan range and dead the idea that Tibetans go beyond the snow-ranges, where only men lived in great buildings, but no women. The question is, of course whether they mean by the snow-ranges the Himalayan main-range or perhaps the 14,000 feet range between Kamla and Subansiri which the people of the high villages cross at a point much further west than Tali. They know a route to the Subansiri via Deyi and Nilö, but say that it is not used for trade with Tibet.

21st March.—Halt Mingö. After having had several hours of sunshine. If this year is at all typical—and I am inclined to believe that last year the rains started unusually early—March should be a month still suitable for fairly extensive touring. But the haze on fine days and the clouds on rainy days would make survey work difficult and there would be little point in keeping a survey party in the hills much after the middle of February.

My relations with the people of Mingö grow more cordial every day, and having shed their initial reluctance to admit any knowledge of the country and people to the north and north-west, they now say that if next year I come soon after the harvest they would gladly carry me to more distant villages. Everyone in the valley have convinced them that we are able to bring them very tangible benefits for I am sure that Mingö has not seen as much salt in years as I have already paid out for goods and services. Everyone is anxious to trade and there passes scarcely an hour of the day when I am not offered a variety of articles from edible roots, chickens, and smoked fish to Tibetan das and beads in exchange for either salt or cloth, but mainly salt. Alas, I must preserve my limited stock and refuse most of these tempting offers and at present I am giving salt only in exchange for rice at a rate of 3/6 seer of salt for one seer of rice. It has been impossible to carry sufficient rice for my whole camp and I have always the trade with Tibet and the need of salt and beads in mind. It is not until I leave Mingö that I can trade with Tibet beyond the snow-ranges, where only men lived in great buildings, but no women. The question is, of course whether they mean by the snow-ranges the Himalayan main-range or perhaps the 14,000 feet range between Kamla and Subansiri which the people of the high villages cross at a point much further west than Tali. They know a route to the Subansiri via Deyi and Nilö, but say that it is not used for trade with Tibet.

The other great need of the people is cloth, and the existing shortage is almost entirely due to the scarcity of raw material. For the cloths woven by the women of the village are of strong quality and artistically pleasing with their borders and central patterns of dark blue, red, green and black. But the
cotton grown, is, as it seems, of poor quality and little space is devoted to its cultivation. There is consequently not enough of it to go round, and while wealthier men wear good cotton cloth, often in addition to very fine woolen cloth of Tibetan make, the poor men own only the most pitiable rags. Again and again young men and even women offer to carry for me to Guchi-Sijam if they thereby they can earn a piece of cloth. The tragedy is that owing to the shortage at North Lakhimpur, I have very little standard cloth with me. Otherwise I might be able to bribe the people into carrying on a more extensive trip.

The great scarcity of such essential commodities as salt and cloth seems to prove that Mingô lies on the edge of the world. It is true that a few men have already freed themselves (they are members of the Kabak clan), but had not the least chance to earn wages of cloth or salt. And six p'tsl~holder; cloth! But at this stage after their arrival we have had no chance to discuss the question of salt which I had ordered, partly because of the difficult country.

We have arrived in the country of Panior Regiou, to eat; This need not be surprising—discipline as I wrote their names and each man who said he wanted the salt and cloth I had promised the Apa Tanis a load, No doubt there will be more loads and a very short time after their arrival we were ready to start.

The well trodden path leads for the first twenty minutes in a moderate gradient through the high grass and shrub of old palm, but then leaves the top of the spur and drops suddenly and steeply into the Haren valley. Two men ahead were busy improving the path, cutting footholds into particularly precipitous and slippery places with the butt ends of their spears. Such solicitude for us and the porters coming behind struck me very different from the attitude of the average Dafra on a difficult path. As in most of the valleys in this part of the hills, the steeper the descent the more burdensome and longer the trip became, so there were some passages over rocks where one had to hold on to cane ropes and watch one's step. The Haren is a small river, rushing through its narrow gorge, in a succession of rapids and waterfalls. It is normally forked but for our benefit a small bamboo bridge had been built. Even in the rains this stream can no doubt easily be bridged. From the Haren crossing on the path rises gradually along a precipitous but densely wooded hill-side. To our Apa Tanis it
From the virgin forest of the steep slopes flanking the Haren, we emerged finally on old \textit{jham} land and reached at 1 P.M. the approaches of Sibing-pa, the village marked on the map as Sojam, and inhabited by the Hamam (or Sojam) clan. But the path we took skirted the village, and rising higher, led over open grassy slopes with, old and new \textit{jham} intermingled, up to the village of Rute-Hate, known by its predominant clan also as Guchi and marked so on the map. Houses of medium size and granaries, all on piles, lie in several groups, on a hill-side, and on the fringe of the highest part of the village we found a field a fairly level site for the camp.

Practically all the villagers had carried for us, but the very old people and children and a few women who had stayed behind came from their houses as we passed and following us up the hill stood watching us make our camp. A slice of the slope had to be dug out to accommodate my tent and the young men simply threw themselves into the work, while others climbed high trees and cut the branches to build shelters. Everybody seemed amused and in the best of spirits. But neither we nor our tent and belongings created half as much interest and excitement as our cat with her six kittens. The people had never seen a cat or even heard of such an animal, and sat round in a circle watching fascinated; they were delighted to handle the kittens and many people asked me to give them one. If I had not already many Apa Tani's and Dulas on the waiting list for these kittens I might leave a pair in Rute-Hate to start a new line in cats!

The people look in many ways superior to those of Mingō, and the village is not only bigger but looks definitely more prosperous. There are several men of obvious importance and good status and some of the younger men are very fine looking with their headaddresses of yak's hair, attractive cloth with narrow, dark brown stripes on yellow grounds, often in horizontal bands covered with long grey monkey-tail and the lower jaw of a leopard bested with cowries hanging on the chest from the shoulder-halter. But in the great heat of midday many of the men had divested themselves of their clothes and wore besides the plaited cane rings round their hips only a penis-cover carved, as it seems, from the root of a bamboo. Others wear small aprons, and for these red, orange and purple are the favourite colours. Of the women who carried, many also took their clothes off, the older ones in the morning, and the younger enclosing the breasts in a plaited piece of cloth tucked into a narrow waistband by a narrow band. I noticed several men with short hair and one man with shaggy head wore a hat in Abor style. Even more interesting were several grey woollen coats with sleeves, unmistakably of Tibetan origin, as well as a sleeveless purple coat. One woman wore a small cap of red Tibetan wool, and many men have aprons of woolen material resembling the Bhutia cloth known in Assam as "tonga". In no village, including Mengo on the Panier, have I yet seen so many clothes of Tibetan origin, and it is obvious that the people carries many more commodities from the north-west than from Assam.

Since the making of the camp had taken a quite a long time, and the people had eaten practically nothing all day, they themselves suggested deferring the paying of the wages until to-morrow. They have to be paid in cloth or salt and that cannot be done in a hurry.

All day it had been extremely hot and climbing the sunny slopes we found the heat for the first time this year really trying. But towards evening it cooled off rapidly and after dusk it became quite chilly. There are some dam-dims, but not as many as on the lower Kamla.

Our camp is in an excellent position. It is just next door to the upper part of the village, and has a magnificent view across the Kamla onto the towering mass of mountains rising from the river without any real break to 8,000 and 9,000 feet peaks, and south-eastwards over the ridges of Bidak and other villages of the Kabal clan to the ranges between Kamla and Subansiri.

24th March.—Halt Rute-Hate. The first thing this morning was to pay the porters who carried yesterday. I had expected that most of them would want salt, but cloth was actually even more in demand. We paid either three arm lengths of cloth (worth about Re.1) or 3/4 seer of salt and two match boxes. With the salt all the men, and the cloth everywhere, very little cloth we insisted that the women should take the salt and this proved fairly satisfactory, each house receiving both cloth and salt.

The atmosphere was very good and no one asked for a higher wage.

On our arrival yesterday an old lady had introduced herself as a friend of the "Jila-Sahib" who came many years ago and insisted that I should visit her house before any other. She is the widow of Dangme Take mentioned as headman of Guchi in the Miri Mission Report, and her husband's son Tame by another wife is to day as it seems the most prominent man in the village and incidentally also a great priest and magician.

Knowing that the people are anxious that this season we should not go any further up the Kamla, I decided to avoid for some time all direct questions about the country ahead and the possible connections with the villages of the Tum.-Niktor group. Seemingly innocent questions about the members of a man's family yield usually more reliable information, without arousing too much suspicion. In Dangme Tame's house this method proved singularly successful, and whereas to a direct question he would undubtly have replied that he never went higher up the Kamla, I learnt within half an hour that his eldest wife was from Niktor, and his two younger wives were of Murbam clan, which is concentrated in Tum and the villages to the north-west on the Sela River. This and the many Tibetan articles worn by the villagers gives the lie to the assertion that Rute-Hate formed part of the Kabal group and had few connections with the north-west, an assertion made by several people in Mingō and contained also in the Mission Report.

When I realized where my host's marriage connections lay I did not discomfort him by further questions, for he and several of the men present were sharp enough to realize that I had learnt more than they cared that I should know. So I turned to the useful subject of deities and ceremonies, and they grasped at this topic eagerly and bore the question to its heights, and spoke of the correspondence to various deities and what rites precede and follow vowing they had shed their fear that I might impress them as heathens but were more inclined to believe that I had come to make friends with them. Dangme Tame produced a pig which will provide welcome meat for the camp and was delighted with my return gift of a brass cup.

In the evening I visited the house of Dungo Kokom and heard from him something about the trade with Assam.

No man of this village has ever visited the plains, but salt is obtained from the men of the Kaba.
villages, who in turn deal with the south Kamla Miris. The Rute-Hate people pay for the salt in beads and Tibetan "dao"—paying for half a seer of salt one conch-shell bead valued by the Miris of the foothills between Re.i and Rs.2. When I asked from where they got all their beads, bells, and "dao", there was a very disingenuous attempt to deceive me by saying these also came from the Kabak people who in turn got them from people on the Subansiri. But one man admitted at last that these articles reached the Miris by a route along the Kamla as well as by the route along the Khru.

25th March.—Halt Rute-Hate. Last night a strong wind sprang up and carried ragged clouds with amazing speed through the Kamla valley. The gorge seemed to spout steam, which was seized by wind and whirled along the dark steep slopes of the mountains, torn into shreds and lifted upwards. Now and then we too were enveloped in grey mist, and a few squalls of rain beat against the tents. But later the wind calmed down and we awoke to a quiet grey morning.

My sole aim is at the moment to make friends with the villagers and prepare thereby both a possible half-way house for next season and a forward move after a few days. The great friendliness of the people I meet might make one believe that the battle is already won, but from what my two Miri guides and interpreters, Gocham Tapak and Nek-Mado tell me, I see that a good many memories have to be lived down. Over some mugs of rice-beer they were told last night that before we approached the people of Rute-Hate removed their mithan and shut up their pigs, because during the Miri Mission, many mithan and pigs were speared and eaten by Naga porters. Considering that many porter convoys went without supervision this is not necessarily untrue; particularly after there had been some clashes the Nagas may have considered themselves at liberty to live on the country. But the Miris have now begun to realize that this year they have had a third along the valley's feeling not now to sink in here, but to consolidate itself to the 5,000 feet which I am unable to visit. It is a good sign that people from neighbouring villages are already coming in to see me, no doubt as much in order to see what we are like as to know what attitude to adopt in case I want to visit their villages. Today two men of Rei clan from the village marked on the map as Ria, but actually called Ngoni-pobo, came across the Kamla. They have relatives in Rute-Hate and there is a road, a rope bridge, across the Kamla between their village and Rute-Hate. The Rei men had not much to say, but I was informed that their father and grandfather were leaders of houses and composition of their village and other villages on the right bank of the Kamla. A clan of Rei, Godak and Sungu form a group called Teniu, just as the clans of Guchi, Hamam (Sojam), Dangme, Dungu and Pacha form a group called Talom. Very gradually the complicated mosaic of the Miris' political and social organization is taking shape.

In the house of Dungu Tamung I met today Chugdu Kane, a man from Mingo; he moved here about a month ago on account of a quarrel with two Mingol men of Chango clan, both Chugdu and Changmo being sub-clans of Kabak. The quarrel has a long history and it seems that Chugdu Kane was somehow responsible for the capture of the two Chango men by men of Mingo, and their subsequent detention in that village. As Chugdu Kane's father is the Mingo widow and daughter of his brother by men of Balu and Paren (a small village visible from here, not far from Kumra). Kane pursued the captors, but got slightly wounded in the chest by an arrow, and being alone, had to give up the attempt to rescue the women. Fearing to run into trouble with the two Chango men, who were parties to the plot, he left Mingo and came to stay in the house of his sister who is married in Rute-Hate. He will cultivate here this year, but intends to return to Mingo, where he left his house and granaries as they were, when the danger has blown over. Ironically I ate unwittingly a piece of a pig paid to the Chango men as reward for their assistance in the capture of the women.

In the course of this story I realized that Kane's wife had a brother in Tumr (Tumir of the map), and that brother has close connections with Nilo. I further heard that Nilo is a large village of about forty houses, lying in two settlements to both sides of the Sipi River, and that men without loads can reach it from Goba (the Niktur of the map) in one day after crossing a high hill. Considering that the Selu River, which flows near Tumr into the Kamla, seems to come from the 14,000 feet range separating Kamla and Subansiri, I have suspected for some time that a route may lead along that river and across a pass into the upper Subansiri. Kane confirmed me that they were told that the road lies near, and gave me the names of several of them. Most of these villages lie so high up that in winter they are under snow, and the path along the river is said to be extremely difficult. In the summer the high villages on this side of the snow range are visited by Tibetans, who come across the passes. They have guns and are dressed in many layers of cloth, with high boots, and caps covering the whole head and leaving only eyes, mouth and nose bare. When they come for war they wear iron armours which no arrow can pierce and carry double edged swords, which they wield with great skill.

The route along the Sipi river is three routes to Tibet known to the Miris. Another runs along the Kamla and across the Subansiri; apart from these there is the route along the Khru.

Chugdu Kane mentioned that in Nilo village on the Sipi nearly all men wear Tibetan coats and as he made no attempt to veil his close connections with Nilo, I asked him whether he would not accompany me to Goba and from there to Nilo. I added that I had no wish to go to Samtang and Tali this season, but that I would like to see Nilo and the Sipi valley. This suggestion did not horrify him as much as I had feared and I believe indeed that the people are mainly anxious that we should not go to Samtang and Tali, where the Miri Mission ran into trouble and inflicted losses on the tribesmen. For a trip up the Selu river, attractive as it would be, I have not sufficient exchange goods to offer the porters. But I got an important talk with the Tadr-Tamg group controlling the entrance into the Selu valley, and in Nilo I might be able to hear more about the two routes to Tibet along the Selu and along the Subansiri. For it seems that there is a direct connection between Sipi and the Selu valleys; both are inhabited by tribes differing from the Kamla Miris, and resembling in hair cut and dress the 'Abors of the Subansiri area.

The Miri Mission Report, however, mentions nothing of a route through the Selu valley, nor indeed that Tibetans visit villages on this side of the snow ranges.

26th March.—Halt Rute-Hate. This morning I went up the spur west of the village and down a steep slope to a place with a good vista of the Kamla valley and the snow ranges to the north-west. From deep down sounded the roar of the Kamla River, rushing over innumerable rapids. By cutting a few small trees we gained a view of the white foaming water breaking through barriers of boulders and pouring into pools of luminous green. From a distance it looks as if the river could here be easily bridged by bamboo spanning the gaps between the groups of boulders, but the width of these gaps may in reality be greater than it seems. The lowest part of the valley is narrow, in parts even gorge-like, but widens some 1,500 feet above the water level, and the gentler slopes offer there possibilities for cultivation. But from the view
point onwards there was unbroken forest for a good many miles, as far as the village of Goba (the Nktor of the map) which is surrounded by *jhum*-fields and large areas bearing only grass. Tumr, the village beyond it near the confluence of Kamla and Selu is not visible, but further up the valley I could clearly see the large open slopes of Sartam and one big house belonging to Rugi. While the Kamla valley turns westwards, the Selu valley bends southwards and the two meet in a deep cañon in a southerly direction. The clouds above the valley were just dispersing and soon a high snow range emerged, enclosing the valley to the north and north-west. This is obviously the range with the peaks of 13,412 feet and 12,504 feet and above the hills of Sartam and Rugi appeared shortly higher snow peaks, being probably the points of 16,112 and 14,190 feet of the map.

The men with me had been several days march up the Selu valley and told me that the main valley leads not due north as sketched in on the map, but turns west and runs nearly parallel to the Kamla valley. Near the confluence of Kamla and Selu there are not many hills and the path leads in places dangerously along cliffs, but higher up it broadens and the villages lie amidst good land. The names of the villages which my informants knew, were largely the same which I had been told by the slave from Lyublia in Mingó, and it seems indeed that the latter had led the Selu route in mind. My informants left no doubt that from the Selu valley there leads a path across the same snow-mountains at which we were looking and that behind these walled up乐队 of the Kamla valley. This route is much easier, but in parts rather more difficult, that the sources of Kamla and Selu lie not very far apart and that both routes lead into an area of high villages on this side of the snows, inhabited by clans allied to themselves in manners and speech. These people go sometimes across the snow ranges, but many are said to persist on the way. My informants were full of phantastic stories about the dangers of the road to the land of the Tibetans, stories which stand in obvious contrast to their assertion that in those high villages practically only Tibetan clothes are worn.

We were still discussing the country ahead when a group of people came along the path from Rute-Hate, and I recognized a man and two women of Mingó. They were on their way to friends in Goba (Nktor) and I told them to ask some Goba men to accompany them on their way back and come to see me in Rute-Hate, So much for the assertion that Mingó has no connections with the villages further up the Kamla!

While on a visit in a house this afternoon I saw a woman who struck me as looking rather different and more purely Mongolid than the ordinary Miri. Her skin was unusually light and her features more delicate. She is now married to a man of this village, but her home is in Kaha Yanam, a village high up in the snows and is some 10 miles near the land of the Tibetans. There she said men and women wore warm Tibetan clothes and out of their houses were not very different from those of this village. She herself was captured in war and sold and re-sold till while still a young girl she reached Rute-Hate. She told me that the people of her village used to buy their clothes from 'Agla Nieme', i.e., 'the Tibet on this side of the snow ranges', and that none of them went to 'Ara Nieme' the Tibet beyond the high snow ranges.

Hospitality in Rute-Hate is no haphazard affair. The man whose house I visited invited me yesterday for today, so that he would have enough time to prepare beer and a present. Similarly people have asked me to d-ier a visit to their house if they were not ready. It is essential to observe these rules in order to avoid embarrassment to one's hosts. In a country where personal safety depends on the number of one's friends, the ties created by hospitality are highly valued, and it seems that the first visit to a man's house accompanied by an exchange of presents, is an act of great importance. An old man commented today on the difference between this time when they have a chance of making friends with a Sahib, and last time when Sahibs did not enter their houses and would not even drink with them, but at the most poured a little beer into their hands. The mugs of millet-beer going round a gathering at a hearth have here as much symbolic value as the 'pipe of peace' among Red Indians and to refuse them is to say the least unwise.

Now the people have gained confidence in us, their banished live-stock has returned. The village is swarming with pigs and this evening numerous mithan are grazing on the nearby slopes. From what the older people have said privately to my interpreters I gather that the porters of the Miri Mission were very bad in killing and eating whatever mithan, pigs and goats they saw.

27th March.—Rute-Hate to Sibing-pa and back.—Approximately 4 miles. The days are now so perfect that I almost regret that I cannot move forward. But it is essential to consolidate here and establish some contact with men of Goba (Nktor) and Tumr, before shifting my camp. This village is moreover an excellent centre, having as it seems equally strong connections with the Kabak group, the Rei group on the right bank of the Kamla, and the villages of Goba and Tumr.

This morning I went to Sibing-pa, the village of the Hamam clan which is closely allied to the Guchi clan of Rute-Hate. On the way I passed through a *jhum*-field on a very steep and stony slope. Nearly all the bigger trees were still standing, but the branches had been largely lopped off, and the burning of the undergrowth had singed the remaining leaves. Part of the field was already planted with maize, and a boy and a girl in a little palm-thatched shelter were guarding the tender, sprouting shoots. Moreover there were small gratings of bamboo dangling above the young crop, suspended from ropes that were stretched between the trees.

The houses of Sibing-pa also known as Sojam, stand embedded in jungle on a sloping hill-side. I went to the house of Hamam Talar, which he shares with two brothers. None of the men were at home, but the women were in no way embarrassed and I got from them a good deal of information before Talar and his brothers returned from a fishing trip to the Haren stream. Most of the fish caught here are very small, and come from such streams as the Haren, where the people fish by building weirs and traps. Strangely enough they do not seem to fish in the Kamla.

Hamam Talar was the first Miri of this area who could tell me something of the history of his clan. The ancestors of the Talam clan (who split later into Hamam, Guchi, Dangma and other clans), the Kabak clan, the Rei clan which I did not see because the men were not there, and the Angut clan appeared from the Kamla river to follow the Kamla and to have gone as far as Debom, where they settled. From there they spread out and the Hamam and Guchi clans, retracing their steps, went first to live in Mingó and then settled in Sibing-pa and Rute-Hate. When they first entered the country they found a race akin to the 'Abos' of Deyi and Nilö and wiped it out in bloody wars.

Late afternoon a large group of men and women from Malempoo, a village of Boki clan near Kumra, arrived here with the purchase of a Tibetan bell. Chodul Tani, a young man who left Mingó to settle here, told me the other day that he is entering into a kind of friendship with Boki Tari by selling him a *nejb* called Rusi, which he has inherited from his father. Boki Tari has already paid two *mithan*, an *enli* cloth and other valuables, and has brought now one mithan and a calf, as well as a large quantity of beer and meat. The party arrived shortly before sunset and most of the
villagers watched the procession coming up the hill. Ahead went two men leading the mithan and mithan calf (the mithan with bamboo streamers on the horns), then followed a priest and a line of women, each carrying a basket with two new bamboo vessels of beer or with meat, and behind them came the men, Boki Tari and his officers, followed by the procession of Naga officers and at the end of the procession another priest, chanting as he went. As they approached the house of Chugdu Tania's household, and the visitors filed into the house. Inside they sat down, the women in one group and the men in another and the two priests paced up and down chanting incantations, one swirling a bamboo whisk. They chanted of the maje Rusi, moulded by gods, which they came to obtain, and prayed that the spirits of the place should be friendly to the guests. Then they purified food and drink, praying that none of those present might suffer litigation, and brought to the visitors. 

The whole proceedings occurred in an atmosphere of greatest solemnity, appropriate to the sanctity of the bond of friendship which the transfer of the bell was to create between the two families. Not until the priests had touched with their bamboo whisks the vessels of millet-beer, and taken a guardia l beer to pour on the mithan and on the ground, was the drink dealt out. Not the host, but the wife of Boki Tari ladled out the beer prepared by Chugdu Tania's household, and I was told that the beer brought by the visitors would not be drunk until tomorrow.

But the interest in us was too great to allow the visitors to concentrate entirely on the ritual of hospitality.

As we left the house they followed us to our camp and, equally fascinated by our cats and the tent with its contents, seemed loathe to return to the ceremonies. Boki Tari is a rather unusual personality, distinguished by a narrow face with a prominent, long nose and a small thin beard. He has the self-importance of a man of influence but the curiosity of a child, and strikes me as potentially useful but probably difficult to deal with. His two grown-up sons are very forthcoming and so are the other young men in his party.

28th March.—Halt Rute-Hate. For some days people of the village and the neighbouring Sibing-па have approached my interpreters with complaints about the murder of a woman by Naga porters at the time of the procession which was arriving at this place not long ago, explaining that I could not be made responsible for occurrences of so long ago, but I felt that although the incident was not still fresh in the minds of the villagers, nor indeed feasible to disclaim all connection between the Miri Mission and Officers of Government now visiting the hills, and decided that it would be wise to face this unfortunate incident and try to settle it in a way understandable to the tribesmen. For as long as blood remained between us, the position of the villagers is difficult and embarrassing situations can arise if I try for instance to enter the house of akinsman of the murdered woman who according to tribal custom cannot possibly offer me hospitality. If Rute-Hate and Sibing-па were to be used as a base or a half-way house next year it is essential to remove old grievances and lay the foundation of friendship which in time can become as valuable as the friendship with the Apa Tanis.

I therefore Hamam Tabli, who is an important man and the nearest relative of the murdered woman, being her late husband's brother's son; as her sons are deid the obligation to severge her death or conversely the right to demand compensation falls on him. His description of the incident tallies with what I have so far heard. While the Political Officer was camping in Rute-Hate, Tokis Yaram, the wife of Hamam Tadak of Sibing-па went on a ceremonial visit to her daughter in Minogo who had just given birth to a child. Yaram left Mingo carrying a load of pork given to her by her son-in-law. But she never arrived in Sibing-па and when search was made they found her body close to the path, the head having been cut off and the body left in a small wood. On the day Yaram left Minogo with a large party of pork and bokis, Rute-Hate and Sibing-па under Captain Duff with the Apa Tanis for Minogo and there was no doubt that the Minogo had killed her. My interpreter Gochem Tapak, as a boy was with the Miri Mission, remembers the killing of the woman by Nagas and says that Kerwood did not hear of it until he had left Rute-Hate and was camping in Pai. The incident is not mentioned in either of the printed reports, but Captain Duff writes that the discipline of the Nagas left much to be desired and that the local tribesmen were very much afraid of them. This is an understatement. From what is remembered the killings have been common in these parts, and if it seems strange to the people here as elsewhere to me, that they killed and ate every mithan, pig, goat, or chicken they saw, and that their camps were usually at some distance from that of the Sahibs and sepoy—a fact born out by the reports.

In the light of this, the first suspicions and later hostile-attitude of Sartam, Rugi and Tali is not so very surprising. If anyone tried to tour the country of the Kalyo Kengyu or Yinsung Nagas with several hundred Daus who speared the pigs and goats of the villages on the way and engaged in private head-hunting, he would also be an unwelcome visitor.

Since the Guchi and Hanam people behaved extremely well and—as acknowledged in the reports—furnished guides and porters, the killing of a lone, unsuspecting old woman cannot be justified by any moral standard, and I feel it essential for our future relations with the Miris that, however belated, the officers of Government should dissociate themselves from the incident. It is too much to expect that the Miris should realize the difficulties with which Kerwood was faced in maintaining discipline among his porters, and the only way of upholding the dignity of the Miri Mission and reproducing myself as a base for the coming year it is essential to remove old grievances and lay the foundation of friendship which in time can become as valuable as the friendship with the Apa Tanis

How much I needed the support and friendship of the people of Rute-Hate and Sibing-pa I realized a few hours later when Chago Tana of Minto returned from Goba (Niktor) accompanied by two men of Tum and accompanied by the usual gifts of beer and chickens. I had hoped for a moment that a move to Goba would be plain sailing, but I soon saw that this was by no means so. Tana, who had taken my message to Goba, and the two envoy explained dramatically that my going to Goba and Nilo would certainly lead to disaster. The men of Sartam and Tum had voiced their determination to kill me and anyone with me if I dared to come that way, and the men of Goba would not let me come to their village either. Goba consists now mainly of the Tungum and the Tagro clan, and while the Tungum men would have no objection to a visit and would indeed be pleased to welcome me, the Tagro men were saying that their men had been killed by Sahibs when they last came, and that therefore they would oppose my coming. As to the
people of Nilö, a village in the Sipí valley, Tara knew only that he had met two Nilö men in Gôba, and that far from being pleased with the idea of a visit of mine to their village, they said they would block the path with jangi and jelel trees if I chose to approach.

I tried to dissuade the Gôba men from this negative attitude, but they kept on saying that in order to save me from danger they had come to turn me back, and that while their clansmen were prepared to be friendly, the Taqro men, who formed the majority in the village, were dead against my visit, and the Sartam men might easily waylay me on the way back if they heard I had gone to Nilö.

In the hope that the friendly atmosphere now prevailing in the village may induce them to change their minds, I let the envoys go to the houses of relatives. When they returned in the evening their attitude was slightly less intransigent. They said that they would go back to their village and discuss matters with the other men, I should send one or two influential men of Rute-Hate with them to support their arguments, and if they succeeded in persuading their co-villagers to welcome us, they would arrange for people to see us. They would remain with the representatives sent over to their men.

Dangme Tame, clearly the most prominent man of Rute-Hate, and his son Taken agreed to accompany them to Gôba and I feel that if there was no hope of arranging for my visit to Gôba and Nilö these two men would not have staked their prestige.

From the men of Malen-po who had come with Bâki Tari to receive the Tibetan bell Rusî, I gathered some interesting information on the villages on the left bank of the Kuru, with which they entertain close relations. One man is married to a girl of Hôra-Tai, a village on a tributary of the Kuru (Sheet No. 83E, C1), and has often been there. He as well as Gocham Tapak describe it as a wide valley with a good deal of flat land, very like the Apa Tani country, though much smaller in size. Some wet rice is grown in naturally swampy places, while the Hôra people know how to transplant the rice, they do not build proper dams and terraces like the Apa Tanis. It is not unlikely that this flat-bottomed valley of Hôra-Tai has given names about a group of Hôra-Tani country, which we heard of in Likhana and other villages.

But if the map is at all correct, the level ground cannot be much larger than 1 mile by ¾ mile. However, in country like this, even such a stretch of level ground is likely to make a considerable impression on people unused to even an acre of level space. The men told me moreover that in Hôra-Tai, as he called the group of villages, people were a great deal of Tibetan cloth and ornaments, and this too was confirmed by Tapak. The position of the area three to four easy marches from Kûrin coincides with what we heard about the "broad valley of level ground" from people in Likhana.

In the area between Kûlma and Khrû 'Miris' and 'Dâllass', merge imperceptibly into each other. One of the Malen-po men, who was born in Yit (the Komra on the map, 83E, D1.1) is of Dukum clan, and this clan occurs also in Jîrum and belongs definitely to the group of Darum villages. He wore incidentally a standard crown such as said in the Duha shop, and told me that he got it in Dora from a man who had bought it from Apa Tâni. Not only trade goods, but also news spreads fast from village to village and group to group. The Dukum man told me that he had heard that Tasso Tade (of Tasso villæ in the Palín valley) recently killed one man and wounded another who came from the direction of Lîcha at a time when the seploys were in Kûrin. He was not quite sure whether the two victims were men of Lîcha or another Diffa village near Lîcha, but he said that he had heard that Tasso Tade was threatening to deal with any Salib, sepoy or Diffa coming with a Salib, in exactly the same way. It seems that these two unfortunate men went on a private debt-collecting expedition; it is said they used the name of Government and the seploys to reinforce their claim and that Tasso Tade far from being intimidated sliced one man in half like a chicken and wounded the other. How much of this story is true remains to be seen, but it is clear evidence that anything happening in these hills is soon known, the news flying like wild fire over very wide areas, with distance magnifying rather than reducing the importance of any incident.

29th March.—Halt Rute-Hate. Early this morning the two Gôba men accompanied by Dangme Tame and his son Taken left for Gôba. The time spent here has done them a lot of good and they seemed now genuinely eager to make their mission a success and persuade their fellow villagers to receive us as friends. I told them that whereas this year I wanted no more than to pay a friendly visit and if possible get Nilö, next year I would like also to settle the old quarrel with Sartam, Rugi, Mei and Tali. Because there had been fighting 33 years ago, there need not be enmity between these villages and Government for all time to come, and Government would be prepared to make friends and a dapo with all villages in this area.

Fortunately it seems that abstention from hostilities is all that would be required of the men of Sartam and Tali; for an expedition moving towards the snow ranges need not necessarily touch them. The information I have gathered within the last few days leave no doubt that the route dûlai is only one, and perhaps the less frequented, of two routes across the snow ranges. The other route leaves Tûmr and follows the valley of the Selû River, and leads to Lyubilia and Soreng, * two villages occasionally visited by people of Rute-Hate. From Tali there is a path across the hills to Lyubilia and Soreng and it seems that Kamla and Selû run for a stretch almost parallel. The Tail route in Soreng is said to be easier, but longer than the Selû route, but the latter has the advantage that it leads through villages friendly with and well known to the Guchi and Hamam people. There is said to be also a route along the right bank of the Kamla which ultimately meets the Khru route and leads across the snow ranges in a region different to that reached dûlia Soreng. That route, however, is never used by people of whom my informants have any personal knowledge.

Soreng can be reached from Tûmr in three days, but part of the path through the Selû gorge is dangerous and a man must be very careful when by a long route one wishes to pass Kete, a high hill with a good view of the surrounding country. Soreng is a large village of about 40 houses, and the predominant clans are Tado, Taplo and Tail. From there Agla Manrang, * the area immediately beneath the snows, is only three or four days, and my informants have met Agk Mangl people in Soreng

Soreng would be a convenient base for a visit to Agla Manrang and the villages through which most of the trade with Tibet must flow. It is a pity that this season it is too late to go as far as Soreng, but quite apart from the impending monsoon, which makes it imperative to re-cross the Kamla before the end of April, the time would be too short to win over the villages on the way to the idea of providing porters for the trip.

*Soreng seems to be identical with Soru, and Marrang with Marras,
That the legacy of the Miri Mission necessitates the most lengthy diplomatic preparation for any forward move, I learnt this afternoon when messengers from Mingô, the brother of the Bidak headman and a prominent man of Gütte arrived here and besought me not to go any further. They said that their brothers, Kugom and Tall, were planning to take revenge for their friends’ deaths and were determined to attack and kill us, or wait until we returned from Nilb and ambush us on the way back. Chugdu Tagla, the Bidak headman, and his friends were very disturbed about the possibility that we who had come to them like guests and exchanged presents of friendship should run such dangers, and if we were killed they would feel that they had to avenge our death. So they begged us not to proceed, although we had been living some days in their villages; Chugdu Tagla and Yukar Teru of Dukam would each kill a mithan for us, and they added that even if nothing should happen to us, any long delay in returning would make it impossible for us to stay long in their villages and they did not want us to spend just a night or two, but look forward to our staying for four or five days. Unfortunately they added that the Sartam and Tall men had heard that Gochum Tapak, the son of Kojum, was in my party, and were determined to wreck their vengeance on his account. As for the Miri Mission, that overtook them at the time of the Miri Mission. To make things worse they related the rumour that Kojum himself had taken part in the shooting on one occasion; a rumour which seems to be entirely unfounded. Tapak has never been too stout of heart, but being the only man in our party who has full mastery of the dialect in this area, which is considerably different from the South Kamla dialect, he is absolutely essential and if he loses his nerve we shall be in a difficult position. The fact that he accompanied the Miri Mission as a boy and took a prominent part in it has no further importance, but it has also its drawbacks. For according to the Miri code a son is responsible for the deeds of his father, and in areas where hostilities occurred Tapak is consequently in enemy territory.

In the course of the debates with the bringers of evil tidings, I heard of an incident during the Miri Mission whose shadow may make friendly contact with Goba somewhat difficult. It seems that on the day Kugom and Tall attacked our small party on the outskirts of the village, a group of Miris seen passing at some distance from the camp. Kerwood writes that “Capt. Dufl at once stopped the firing and asked who they were. They called themselves men of Tagro, a village on the other side of the Kamia. Subsequent inquiry has failed to elicit the truth of this matter: it may be, I think, presumed that the persons whoever they were had no good purpose towards us. Unfortunately the incident was not as harmless or irrelevant as it would seem from the report. Tapak, who was present in the same camp, tells me that fire was opened on the men passing the camp in broad daylight and that Captain Dufl may have been with the sepoys firing without orders, but was too late to prevent two of the Miris from being killed. He succeeded in contacting the others and prevailed upon them to take their dead away. The men were met by Tagro men and not of the Tagro settlement on the right bank of the Kamia, but of Goba referred to in the reports as Niktor which had always been friendly with the Mission. A relative of one of the killed men who lives now in Rute-Hate, told me to-day that these men had no quarrel with the Mission, and had indeed seen all the parties pass through their village. When trouble broke out in Tal, the very fact that they had been friendly caused the Sartam men to call them to help in settling matters, Sartam having had no part in the hostilities. As they had nothing to fear, they passed the camp on the ordinary path, although they could easily have made a detour, and were fired on without any warning. Two of their men were killed and among them a very important man of Niktor clan. It seems that there is more resentment over the killing of these two men, than over the losses in the fight at Tal, and hearing people talk one would think the incident occurred last year and not 33 years ago. It is perhaps understandable that the less glorious incidents such as the killing of the woman of Sijing-pa by Naga porters, are not mentioned in the printed reports, or, like this firing by nervous sepoys on a non-aggressive party, recounted without full the facts, but for officers visiting the same localities in later years it is little more accuracy in the reports would be extremely helpful and enable them to realize in which villages they are likely to have to operate. On the contrary, the reports can only be complete if they are written with the knowledge that they have known better how to tackle the two envoy who left this morning if I had known that their village had a grievance because despite their non aggressive attitude they had sustained losses at the hands of the Miri Mission.

30th March.—Halt Rute-Hate. The days are now warm and sunny, with a thin layer of high clouds now and then overcasting the sky. Smoke of the many burning junipers fills the air with a dense haze and reduces visibility to a few miles. It is like a fine, grey veil enveloping the whole landscape and even when there are no clouds the sun is pale and without brilliance, and spasmodic breezes rain black shreds of ash.

The reluctance of the people to talk with their trade with the peoples to the north and north-west has almost entirely vanished and I am gradually finding out about the manner in which they obtain the many articles of Tibetan clothing. The most extraordinary element in this trade is the cheapness of the Tibetan woollen cloth. For a few beads I bought yesterday a very lovely piece of multicoloured Tibetan cloth, and we were very pleased. The head quartered pattern was seen in the drapery of a young woman, and would constitute a reasonable price. The price of one long Tibetan woolen coat with sleeves is one medium-sized pig, and considering that near the Apa Tani country one small pig is paid for a cotton cloth, this is very cheap indeed. The price of Tibetan salt is in comparison high, and the people say that they prefer Indian salt, which, though here also expensive has a much stronger taste.

The reason for the cheapness and plenty of woolen cloth is that it is made on this side of the snow-ranges in villages only a few days’ march to the north-west. People distinguish here between Agla Marrang (or Agla Nieme), the area of high altitude villages on this side of the snow-ranges and Eril Marrang, which is the easternmost border of Agla country. The only woolen cloth on this side as far as Soreng (which is four days from here) and would seem to be a race half Miri and half Tibetan. They wear only Tibetan clothes, do not tie their hair in a knot, have woolen caps instead of campaign helmets, have guns and speak a language which some though not all people of Soreng understand. They keep sheep and yaks, which are used as pack animals, and large herds dogs, which are kept on iron chains. The yaks are taken backwards and forwards across the snows, and the journey from Agla Marrang to Era Marrang is said to take about five days. In Agla Marrang the houses are built of wood, and the only type of cultivation is juniper cultivation. But crops of rice, millet and maize are good. The main goods sold to
the Tibetans beyond the snows are skins of otter, leopard, tiger, bear, monkey and squirrel, as well as snake, and even villages such as Rute-Hate sell such skins to the tribes further north who are the middle-men in this trade.

Soon after mid-day Dangme Tame and Tekin, whom I had sent to Goba, returned with the news that they had in vain tried to persuade the Goba people to let us come to their village, but that the latter were frighten against any trouble. So I was forced to take the road to Nilö in a company of Rugi and Tali. Both men looked rather disgruntled, but said that some Goba men would themselves come and explain the reasons why they could not welcome me in their village. That sounded depressing and I saw our hopes of a forward move rapidly dwindling.

Not very long afterwards a long procession approached the camp and I was glad to see that a good many Goba people had thought it worth while to come and see me. There were eight men, most of them accompanied by their wives, and they all brought gifts of chickens and beer. Their clan-names showed that the settlements of Goba were represented. Then I pointed out that they themselves would like to be friends and would have no objection to my visiting their village, but that they were afraid Sartam and Tali might take the opportunity to attack us and that in that case they would also suffer and moreover get a bad name. They were not on good terms with either Sartam or Tali, and indeed had had of late several conflicts with these villages. If I waited until next year they would in the meantime try to come to terms with Sartam and Tali and arrange if possible a dopo, which would be a guarantee against any trouble.

I replied that I was not afraid of Tali and Sartam but, appreciated their difficulties and would not insist on a visit which might embarrass them. But if I could not go to Goba, I would like to go to Nilö, and it was for them and the Guchi and Hamam men, who both had many connections of marriage and friendship with Nilö, to arrange the porters for that trip. There were at first shouts of protest, but I explained that I only wanted to see Nilö and the people in the Sipi valley who were in no way involved in the hostilities at the time of the Miri Mission. After a good deal of persuasion on my part and many assurances that I had only come to see and make friends, the visitors and the men of Rute-Hate began to discuss the route, and surprised me with the offer to take me not only to Nilö, but even to Goba, provided I was content with a short trip, which did not interfere too badly with their agricultural work. If I stayed only one night in Goba the men of Sartam and Tali would have no chance to make any trouble, and in Nilö they had sufficient friends to make things all right. I could hardly believe my ears, and assured them that such a short visit with light luggage was all that I wanted this season. As soon as we had agreed on this plan of action, the atmosphere changed almost miraculously and the Goba people began to chat in the most amicable manner.

I believe that they arrived with the definite idea of buying me off with presents of chickens and beer, of which they had brought large quantities, and that the long speech of their spokesman at the beginning was so-to-say the agreed text of their excuse for turning me back. But when they saw the informal atmosphere in the camp (complete with wife and seven cats) they changed their minds and no longer considered a visit so great an imposition. They were delighted with gifts of tobacco, and the kittens were as usual an enormous success. If they were not all promised, I could dispose of them anywhere in these villages with the greatest of ease.

Unless anything unexpected happens we shall be able to leave for Goba and Nilö within two or three days, and Nilö will be the furthest point I can hope to reach this season.

31st March.—Halt Rute-Hate. The people of Goba returned this morning to their village with the promise to send thirty porters to fetch me tomorrow evening. This will enable me to leave on April 2nd for Goba and if all goes I should reach Nilö on the 4th. The special interest of that village in the Sipi valley lies in its trade connections with Tibet. I am told that the Nilö people get a great deal of Tibetan cloth for fueling through the Sipi valley, a route which then follows the Sabrassé without crossing the river. People here say that more cloth comes by that route than by the Selu route leading to Agla Marrang. By visiting Goba and Nilö it might be possible to ascertain whether the Kamla Route, the Selu Route or the Subansiri Route is the most promising approach to country under direct Tibetan influence.

A son of Dangme Tame who is at present living in Navi (his wife's village) on the Selu River told me today more details of the villages along the Selu as far as the first snow-range, and since his account of villagers is fully reliable with that of other informants I believe that my information on that route can be considered fairly reliable.

An interesting feature of that area are the Sulu, a tribe differing in speech and customs from the Miris, but apparently identical with the Sulu of the Par and Panior regions. They are mainly hunters and trappers, collect the pith of sugo-like trees, and sometimes come down to the Kamla and harpoon big fish with spears. Their own language is utterly ununderstandable to the Miris, but they know also the local languages of the villagers with whom they barter their jungle produce and game.

1st April.—Rute-Hate Halt. Easter Sunday was at least climatically in no way in accordance with our ideas of Easter and the first days of spring. It was the hottest day we have so far had and it is hardly believable that six weeks ago there was frost and ice in Dutia (barely 900 feet higher than Rute-Hate) and today the temperature in the shade rose to 94° F, and even now at sunset it is still 82°F.

This morning Balu Temi, a friend of Gochem Topak, came from Balu to warn Topak not to go any further, for Sartam, Rugi and Tali were said to be planning to slay him in revenge for his father Kojum's murder. The decisive step came in a dream by the Miri Mission. Fortunately Topak thinks that a visit to Goba and Nilö will not expose him to any danger, and is content with my promise that on no account will I ask him or anybody else to go to Sartam or even cross the Selu River this year.

This evening I was told that several men of Goba related to the Niktor man killed by the Miri Mission had arrived and were waiting in the house of a friend. I sent them word that I was anxious to see them and talk things over before visiting their village. It seemed indeed very important to satisfy this section of opinion in Goba in order to prevent them from persuading others to keep aloof and not help in the journey to Nilö. After some time Niktor Fasser and two slightly older men appeared and brought me beer and a chicken as signs of their willingness to settle things peacefully. Niktor Fasser began to explain that his brother had gone to Sartam with no evil intentions. The Niktor people had previously been friendly with the Mission and even carried luggage. When trouble seemed imminent in Tali, the Sartam men called their
friends from Göba, not in order to fight, but to help them arrange matters. They passed the camp on a path in broad day-light, although they could easily have remained hidden. Then the sepoy opened fire without warning and killed two of the Göba men on the spot. Later the Sahibs called out to them and they were allowed to carry off the bodies. As brothers of Niktor Tassa, who was a young unmarried man when he was killed, naturally, they caused, he, Tasser, could not welcome us in Göba nor could he give up all thoughts of avenging his brother's death.

Since I was anxious that these men should be in no position to create difficulties during my visit, I declared that I wanted to achieve a settlement and explained that although I had no direct connection with the Sahibs of the Miri Mission (being neither brother nor son) Government was anxious to have good relations with all villages. I proposed therefore to give to the relations and heirs of the killed man a present to set their minds at rest. They replied that according to tribal custom they should get one Tibetan bell, one mithan, one bronze plate, one string of beads of mithan value and various smaller articles, this being the minimum price for a man's life; without such a payment it was impossible to restore friendship. I knew that this was an exaggeration, having seen the nominal sum exceeding a peeta in Tado and Likha and knowing how much the kinsmen of a killed man will demand before they agree to resume friendly relations with the killer or his heirs. I explained, however, that it was quite out of the question that either I or any other officer of Government would pay a "price" in that sense of even approaching in value the items enumerated. But to show Government's good-will and desire to bury an old feud and re-establish the friendly relations which had existed in the past and also to avoid the danger of a possible misunderstanding between the Government when the Miri Mission first camped in the village, I would give the killed man's own brother one endi cloth, a brass cup, some bead and salt, and to the three other nearest kinsmen who had come with him to make friends a small cotton cloth and some salt each. This was finally accepted and Niktor Tasser and his cousins departed well pleased with their presents, declaring their friendship for Government.

One might argue that the paying of such compensations is detrimental to the prestige of Government. But we will have to wait for another generation before the tribesmen will even begin to judge us by any other than their own standards of justice. To them it is entirely honourable and indeed meritorious to end old feuds by the payment of these presents. I do not think we could harm our interests by paying the presents. I would not have taken this course if Niktor Tasser and his kinsmen had attempted to exert any pressure; but they had approached me with presents of chickens and beer and expressed their desire to end a feud and join in the welcome which the other clans of Göba were prepared to give me.

Until last night I was doubtful whether the Göba men would stick to their word and come to fetch me and my luggage. But already at mid-day the first porters arrived, and an hour later I saw a long line of people making their way down the hill through the old jhuma. They were the Göba men and a few women, a very picturesque crowd, in many ways different in dress from the people of this village.

2nd April.—Rute-Hate to Göba (Niktak)—Approximately 10 miles—6.45 A.M. to 2-15 P.M. We rose early hoping to leave at sunrise and the Göba men who had all slept in the houses of kinsmen and friends, collected even before we were quite ready to start. I left a large part of the luggage and my big tent in Rute-Hate and everyone has taken rations only for eight days. Kop Temi, my Dafia interpreter, is unfortunately unable to ride and so I left him behind. He is very willing and thinks it a great honour to understand the dialect of this area, he is a very necessary stiffing for the two Miri interpreters and has taken over the camp arrangement, weighing and issuing of rations. But on this rapid and probably strenuous trip I can only take perfectly fit men. Two Apa Tanis, to look after the godown and my cats, are also staying in Rute-Hate.

The day was fine, but clouds and haze are now so dense that we saw nothing of the magnificent view from the hill over Rute-Hate and had I not gone there the other day I would never have known how much of the snow ranges are visible from that path.

For the first five hours the path led through dense forest; first steep down almost to the level of the Kamla, and then along the slope without major rise or descent. But though the roar of the Kamla rapids is nearly always present, one catches only a very few glimpses of the river. There are several small streams on the way as well as the Pai River which offered the porters a welcome opportunity for a bath.

Temi was not the only casualty. The doctor sprained his ankle before starting and though trying gallantly to walk had to turn back from the top of the hill above Rute-Hate, thus remained a party consisting only of my wife and myself, the two Miri interpreters Nak Mado and Gocham Tapak and two young South Kامla Miris who work for them and help in the camp. Even the most suspicious tribesmen could not fear that such a party might prove in any way dangerous.

The spirit among the Göba people was indeed excellent and the two men showing the way, evinced the most touching solicitude, warning us of every difficult step, every spike or unsafe stone. Over long stretches the path is rocky and strenuous, and having to balance from stone to stone one is with boots at a grave disadvantage. It was oppressively hot—certainly above 90°F of a damp heat—and all the men used their small square plaited fans, which they wear on a string as part of their jungle outfit.

Near the borders of Guchiland we came across secondary jungle of no great age, and I was told that this was Bido land, but that the Bido period had many years ago been defeated by Gouchi men and moved across the river to Godak. A few years ago the Bido men returned to cultivate their old clan land for one or two periods of cultivation, but returned afterwards to Godak.

It was not until we approached the villages that we emerged from the forest on to large cultivated slopes, and saw one newly cleared field with all the big trees still standing, though partly polluted and partly burnt; in between was cotton and sprouting maize. There I saw also old fields covered with a large weed, which is reported to have made its first appearance throughout the hills in the year after the Miri Mission. At intervals we were met and stopped by people bringing beer, and when we finally reached the village consisting of three settlements scattered over the hillsides, which slopes steeply into the Kamla valley, everybody gathered to have a look at us and welcome us with beer. Our reception could not have been more cordial and we could hardly believe that only four days ago the envos of Göba had come with the message that we should not visit their village.

Today the Göba people were not only friendly, but also extremely helpful. We found a small level space beside two houses and everybody helped in pitching my tent and making shelters. Men, women and children crowded round us and they only regretted that we had not brought our cats whose fame has preceded us.
Göba comprises the three settlement marked as Nikol, Mata and Nikthak on the map, but today they lie rather more closely together. The names marked on the map are those of class and not localities, and today these class are no longer prominent. The clans largest in numbers are Tungam and Tagro.

In Göba one is very definitely outside the sphere of Indian trade influence and is, economically speaking, in the back-yard of Tibet. I could not discern any cloth of Assamese origin, whereas Tibetan cloth and ornaments are in common use and the people get all their salt from Tibet. There are also certain features in the physical type which suggest northern congregations. Some individuals have extremely light skin and purely Mongoloid facial features, and I saw one young man with a skin as light a yellow as that of a Chinese. About half the men wear the hair tied up in a knot on the forehead, and the rest wear it cut short rather like Abors and have also cloths of Abor fashion. I wonder what the people in the Sipi valley will look like, but so far it is not absolutely certain whether tomorrow we will really able to start for Nilô.

When I discussed the trip to Nilô with the Göba men at Rute-Hate they agreed definitely to take me there, but made the condition that we should not stay in Göba more than a night on the way. But to-night they changed their tune, spoke of the difficulty of the road to Nilô and the doubtfulness of the Nilô people's reaction to a visit. They said that certain Nilô men were blaming Mingô, Rute-Hate and Göba for telling me of the existence of Nilô. The Nilô men argued that neither Salibs nor Tibetans had ever been to their village and that they saw no reason why I should go there now. If any harm to them resulted from my visit, they would take revenge on the villages that told me of Nilô and showed me the way. It is obvious that they must have heard of the Miri Mission, and when men of Tali, Sartam and Göba got into trouble, they probably congratulated themselves that their village lay so far off the route of the Salibs and sepoys. But their reference to Tibetans is significant. If Tibetans never came to any of the villages within the orbit of the Nilô men's experience, the latter would hardly have commented on the fact that Tibetans had never come to their village.

Whatever the Nilô people's reasons for hesitating to welcome me, their attitude seems to have influenced the people of Göba who show little inclination to start tomorrow. They would like me to camp in Göba for a day or two and await the return of a certain messenger who has gone to Nilô. Naturally I would not wish to camp in Göba, but, a few days in Göba would be very much welcome. But in this particular case I feel that if we do not start tomorrow the Nilô trip is as good as called off. We left Rute-Hate with ratians for only eight days, and the weather is so hot and oppressive that rain cannot be far off. And once it begins to rain the Göba people would have another excuse to add to the already mounting piles of reasons why they cannot take us to Nilô this year. So I tried every art of persuasion and Tungam Toehin and Dungu Char whose houses I visited promised in the end to do their best to find porters for to-morrow morning.

I do not attach any importance to the stories that Nilô men would put panji in the path or slay us if we came to their villages, but it may be taken as a fact that no village liked to take on a party of strangers to a neighbouring village unless full agreement over the move has been achieved with the men of that village. The best course is no doubt to get the men of the further village to fetch one, as we did so successfully with Rute-Hate and Göba.

That Göba itself is no haven of peace we experienced this evening. We had just returned from Dungu Char's house when we were asked to help a girl who had been shot in the chest with an arrow. My wife went at once to the house and found a girl of about eight years with a fresh arrow wound just above the chest bone. Fortunately we had taken the medicine chest when the doctor had had to turn back and she was able to deal with the wound quite adequately. The immediate cause of the attack on the girl was that her step father had killed a pig belonging to the attacker. My wife was offered part of the dismembered pig as doctor's fee, but declined so doubtful a piece of pork, being not anxious to serve as a target for the enraged owner on her way back to camp.

3rd April.—Göba to Camp Sôke-Pasa.—Approximately 8 miles—9.15 to 4.30 p.m. It did not help much that we got up in the dark and were ready to start at the crack of dawn. The few men who approved of taking us to Nilô today, had not succeeded in persuading many of their co-villagers and so we had to do the persuading ourselves and wrestle for every single porter. No word had yet come from Nilô and most men were not keen on a trip with a doubtful reception at the end—to which is added the cultivator's reluctance to leave his village at so exiguous a time. While we were busy finding men and distributing loads, the most interesting visitors appeared in the camp. There was a large number of Tumur men, who said they would be only too pleased to carry if we would go to their village. More surprisingly two men of Sartam brought the message that Sartam too would be glad to welcome us and if necessary send porters; they had never wanted war with Government but had been involved at the time of the Miri Mission through no fault of their own. But the most striking and attractive figure was a young man of Navi, a village up the Selu River. He wore his hair out, but long enough to frame his handsome, rather feminine face with Mongoloid eyes, a light skin and a smiling full mouth. Round shoulders and chest he had draped coat-like a piece of woolen material in white and red, woven as it seemed in carpet technique. This "coat" reached hardly to his cane-belt, and below it he wore only the usual ba abho penis-cover. He said that if we wanted to visit Navi he could arrange for porters, and that the Navi men would be prepared to take us on as far as Soreng, from where people go across the snow ranges. It is a pity that for this season I have to decline all these tempting offers, but with the amount of exchange goods in hand the trip to Nilô is the most I can do. But for the next season it is a good thing that all these villages are so keen on having us.

It was 9.15 A.M. when at last we could start, having left behind my table and chairs and a servants' tent. The loads were all light, for knowing no doubt the path ahead the porters would not look at a heavy load and it was lucky that instead of the Government tent, we have taken only my light mountainier tent weighing 30 lbs. in all.

We left in the most oppressive heat, climbing slowly through old jhâri in a north-easterly direction. The path was at first good but worsened as it entered the forest. There was one stretch across the face of a landslide, when even Gocharm Tapak, not used to quite such difficult country, got quite worried and said he wanted to live still a few years, and had no wish to kill himself on these hills.

After a hard and steady climb of some three hours we reached what looked like a saddle, but was obviously only a dent in a high spur in the triangle between the Kamla and the Sôke River.
From there the path turned nearly due north, winding along a steep hill-slope, with the valley of the S okre deep below to the right. On either side towered high peaks enclosing the valley and Dungu Char warned everyone not to make any noise, lest the hill-dwellers dwelling on nearby mountain-tops grew offended and sent rain. So we continued the journey in silence, but soon our porters forgot the warning and assumed their noisy chatter, much to the annoyance of our guide.

We were just crossing a steep slope when sunlight broke through the leaves of huge bananas when we met a man and a woman. I thought they might be Niló people, but the man turned out to be the messenger sent to Niló to prepare the ground for our coming. His news was reassuring. The Niló people had sent the message that if I came with sepoy's or Naga porters or brought disease with me, they would oppose my entering their country, but if I was not accompanied by any of these dread forces, they would be pleased to welcome me to their village. This cheered our guides and porters greatly and they stopped talking of the possibility of having to turn back without entering Niló.

In the meantime the path grew more and more difficult; there were trees broken by the weight of snow, over which one had to clamber, wet rocks where the boots found no hold, tunnels roofed by fallen bamboo and a continuous up and down without any apparent aim or end. Thunder proclaimed the approaching of a storm, and the rain that fell after the first crash of thunder made the path even more slippery. It was usual in the permanent moisture of that high valley. It was obvious that the hill-dwellers had not built the path rather over the fallen trees, thick undergrowth and scattered rocks there was no place which seemed at all suitable for a camp. We crossed and re-crossed the Soki River, climbed up and down steep slippery slopes and balanced like tight rope dancers along fallen trees, the trunks and branches of which were the only possible track through the debris and thickets. At last, after we had crossed once more the stream, our guides pointed to the camp site—it was indeed the only possible camp site but was on a slope about 30. The undergrowth was cut, and somehow or other we managed to pitch our little tent, with the beds as slanting as deck chairs.

A march of seven hours should not take too much out of one, but with all the climbing, jumping and sliding this march was rather like seven hours in the gymnasium and everyone was very tired. The Miris quickly built very serviceable shelters of banana leaves, but the rain soon stopped and it was obvious that the full force of the thunderstorm had passed us by.

I should say that the camp must be about 5,000 to 5,500 feet high, but even at this altitude it is hardly chilly.

4th April.—Camp S okre Pass to Linki-Rangpi (Niló)—Approximately 8 miles—7 A.M. 0-25 P.M.

At a little past the sky cleared, but we awoke in dense mist and moved in mist and clouds nearly the whole march. But we considered ourselves lucky that there was no more rain. When we came to our camp I thought that the camp was close to the saddle between the Kamla and the Sipi valley. This, however, was a vain hope. Before we reached the saddle we had to do two hours of difficult track best with the same obstacles of snow broken trees and rocks as yesterday. With their bare feet, the people walk over these slippery passages quite easily, but for those encumbered by boots they are to say the least of it uncomfortable. The difficulty of this march was relieved by the beauty of flowering trees, whose profuse large white blossoms I took for a kind of magnolia. There were also clouds of white rhododendron and several kinds of begonia, white and pink with great yellow centres.

We were relieved when we came to a rest place on the saddle known as Oga Lutu, and Dungu Char our indefatigable guide pointed out a ravine below us as the watershed between Kamla and Sipi. Nearby is a point from where on clear days one has a view over the Sipi valley, the hills beyond and even as far as the snow ranges, but today we were in the clouds and could hardly see a hundred yards.

The path dropped now rapidly, so rapidly indeed that in places one had to climb down rocks with precarious footholds. After perhaps an hour the path crossed a water-course and rose again steeply up a slope with slippery, clayey soil, difficult enough today but worse still in heavy rain. At 11.30 A.M. we reached a rest place and from there on the track became much better, being obviously used by Niló people for hunting and judging from foot-marks for taking mithan to their grazing grounds.

After perhaps an hour on this path leading downwards along the backbone of a narrow spur, we heard voices in the distance and our guide reminded us to put our hats on. He was anxious to save us from the social faux pas of meeting the Niló men with bare heads like slaves or young boys of no account. That the voices we heard were so loud and animated banished the last lingering doubt from every mind: If the Niló people had planned to turn us back they would not have doubt have set about it in a very different way. A few moments later we came across a group of men sitting round a fire, and as we approached they rose. With them were the two young men of Rute-Hate and Góba who had yesterday gone ahead, making the journey in one day without loads, to announce our coming. The other men, perhaps six or seven, struck me immediately as different from the tribesmen I have so far met. Except for one man with a black palm-fibre hat, common also among Kamla Miris and even Apa Tani's, they all wore round cane-hats with a stout brim. Most of them had worn clothes in Tibetan style, consisting of several strips sewn together. They wore Tibetan beads, mainly of the pale blue type and of white conch shell, and a few had Tibetan ear-ornaments.

Two were obviously the leaders and were introduced first: Niló Take, a powerful man with athletic figure, a broad massif face and un orderly short hair, the other Niló Tedü, an elderly man with a longish face and small slit eyes, wearing a purple woollen cloth. They welcomed us in a calm and friendly manner and I explained that I had come for no other purpose than to make friends with them and to see their villages. Niló Take, the obvious spokesman, replied that we were welcome as long as we came alone, and did not bring sepoy's or foreign porters and were free from disease. I assured them that all was well and we sat down to mugs of millet-beer and the Niló men had their first cigarettes.
After a short talk, we left for the village and moved along a good path for a considerable time through forest, and at last through recently abandoned jhum. Immediately above the village we had our first view of the Sipi valley and of the other settlement of Niló clan, Rilú-Aio, spread over a steep slope on the north bank of the Sipi. The settlement just below us, known as Linkú-Rangpu was smaller, consisting only of seven houses. Most of them were large, not as long as Dulla houses, but very broad and built on enormously high piles. All were thatched with palm leaves, which seem to be the only thatching material in use.

We were taken to a level place beside Niló Take's house, which was most suitable for a small camp. Within a few moments the entire population of the village was crowding round us, and I saw once more that we had passed over into a different cultural sphere. Nearly everybody here wears Tibetan woollen cloth, and red woollen caps are quite common among the women. Not only men cut their hair; I saw several women with clipped hair, and as both sexes wear the same type of cloth one cannot always see at a glance whether a person is a man or a woman.

To the men who had come to meet us with beer, we gave small quantities of salt and this was much appreciated. All salt consumed here comes from Tibet, and is, of course, comparatively expensive. I was given plenty of it.

While the camp was prepared I went to Niló Take's house. His whole bearing is that of a big and influential man; he was very amiable and expressed pleasure that we had come to his village to make friends and establish contacts where before there had been none whatsoever. He knew, of course, of the Miri Mission, and the existence of Assam, but told me himself that all his trade lay to the north, and that it was only from people in touch with Tibetans that he got salt and cloth.

The friendly attitude of the villagers has reassured my interpreters who are at last convinced that we will not be slain. But the curiosity of the Niló people places a great strain on our servants, whose cook-shop is continuously surrounded by people, and also on us, who have not had a minute of rest ever since we arrived.

5th April.—Linkú-Rangpu (Niló) Halt. We had hardly got up, when a large delegation of men and women of Rilú Aio village, the settlement on the opposite slope came to see us with gifts of beef and chickens. They confirmed my impression that these people of the Sipi valley are of a peaceful and simple nature. In front of the Kalam tribe-mens. Many of the men have round heads and eyes like narrow slit, more definitely mongoloid than the larger and deeper set eyes of the Kamla Miris and Dalias. They struck me as of a developed mongoloid type, comparable to Tibetans and Chinese, in contrast to the paleomongoloid type of the other Assamese hillmen. The resemblance to Chinese is still further emphasized by the custom of shaving the head completely and then letting the hair grow to a length of several inches, when the hair-dress reminds one of Aoors; but I am not sure whether there is really a direct connection between the two styles: one could easily imagine that this custom of shaving the head is inspired by the simple character of the region, characterized by a very long nose, which, however, is not prominent, but rather low throughout its length.

Our visitors were mainly woollen cloth, partly grey with coloured stripes, and partly of plain purple. A certain number of cotton cloths with the narrow, dark-coloured border typical of the upper Kamla and upper Kru regions, are also to be seen; these, however, are not of local manufacture, but are bought from such villages as Gíba and Mingó. The men wear penis-covers, mostly made of bamboo, but sometimes also of horn. Many women have crude chains, with large rings of bone or iron, and tiny tin pendants. The Missi-jewelry which hang down in front of cotton cloth with inlaid semi-precious stones are seen on both men and women, but are on the whole not very common. Judging from the ease with which I could acquire some samples for modest quantities of salt, their value cannot be high.

A little later than the other visitors came Niló Terti with his family from Rilú-Aio, and seeing the crowd and commotion round our tent waited at some distance on the path. So I went to meet him and receive his presents. The Tibetan cloth he wore was of excellent quality, soft and warm and of a pleasing pattern in pastel colours. He was very forthcoming and had no hesitation in telling me of the routes towards the centres of trade with Tibet.

From what he, the other men of Rilú-Aio as well as Niló Take told me of their northward trade connections it would seem that the Niló people obtain most of their Tibetan goods through villages in the Mongó valley. The Mongó River, is roughly sketched in on the Survey of India map (No. 82L, A4) and called there Menga. According to the map it flows into the Subansiri about 3 miles north of the mouth of the Sipi, but this seems to be a mistake. All my informants agree that it flows into the Sipi and that the united Sipi and Mongó flow then into the Subansiri; I was usually pointed out the hill-range converging with the Sipi valley behind which lies the part of the Mongó river. This is to its conformity with the Sipi. The Niló people cross into the Mongó valley by a high path, running across the hills between the two rivers, and reach first the village Tamin, then cross the Mongó by a cane suspension bridge (shom) and come to Tamro. From there a path runs through several villages (Moye, Devam, Bakti and Meso) in the hills between the Mongó and the Subansiri and reaches in the end Mará, an area in the Subansiri valley, and a village called Sheke which is often visited by Tibetans. Sheke can be reached from here in six or seven days.

It appears that the Niló people never go as far as Mará, but obtain all their requirements from their friends and trade-partners in the Mongó valley. All their salt and woollen cloth comes from there as well as Tibetan beads and swords. In exchange they give mainly skins and furs and I saw several deer skins hanging under the rafters of one house ready for sale. Part of the Tibetan goods which reach them from the Mongó valley are passed on to their kinsmen and friends in such villages as Góla, and the other goods and produce of the region are woven locally as well as pigs and fowls, the usual currency for small payments. Comparing the many brand new and beautiful Tibetan cloths worn here with the slightly shabby cloths and cloaks found in the Kamla villages, I would not be surprised if the Niló people often handed on worn clothes to their friends further south, perhaps not in the course of a planned second hand cloth trade but in the way of the usual gifts between friends. No cotton is grown nor cloth woven in either the Sipi or the Mongó valley and the people in the Mongó area wear exclusively woollens.
The white cotton standard cloth which I have brought for payments of porters and political presents arouses little enthusiasm among people who are clad in woollen cloth of the most artistic patterns. In any future penetration into this area great care will have to be taken in the choice of exchange goods, and a difficulty with which I was faced today is indicative of the problems ahead.

Nilö Take, the headman of Linkü-Rangpu, suggested this morning concluding a *d apo* treaty of friendship and offered to provide a mithan for the sacrifice, if I agreed to the pact and gave a suitable present in return to seal the peace. The return gift is in such a rite insituting reciprocal obligations an absolute necessity, and even in the similar *pala*-pacts concluded between former enemies in Llhpa, I believed that in due time the obligations under too great an obligation by Nilö Take producing a huge mithan I gave my present first and chose a very good green woollen blanket and a string of large red beads as well as two strings of smaller red beads, and three seers of salt. Take did not seem very pleased and I discovered that he would prefer an *enö* cloth. So I substituted an *enö* cloth for the blanket and thought all was well. Shortly afterwards Take gave me a small mithan, in it up next morning. This amounted to a very cordial, but nothing further happened, and ultimately I realized that Take was waiting for me to make my gift up to the value of the mithan. This was apparently not so much due to greed as to the idea that the prestige of a man depends not only on the gifts he is able to give but on those he receives when concluding a formal friendship pact. This put me into dilemma. It would be a dangerous precedent if I increased the value of my gift on demand and it would be equally unwise to refuse an offer of friendship in a new and important area. In the end I had a long talk with Take and he agreed to sacrifice the mithan thus concluding the *d apo* and leave it to me to as whether I would give him anything more. A hole was dug in front of my tent and a *t a g e*-tree brought. (This is a thorny tree with fire-red blossoms which easily takes root). The tree was planted and the mithan tied to it. A priest then recited incantations, praying that this pact of friendship should last for generations. At last the mithan was beheaded and the blood allowed to run into a small stone basin. I tied up the body to the tree. Two stones, one upright and one horizontal, representing me and my wife were placed close to it. Take gave the sacrifice a solemn blessing and the *d apo* between his village and Government. In order not to offend against tribal custom I then gave him a bell metal bowl, as a fairly lasting symbol of friendship, and a cotton cloth for his son, who in case of Take's death would automatically take over the *d apo* obligation.

It will have to be considered whether in future the not inconsiderable expense of such pacts of friendships may be incurred in all the more important villages. They are certainly an excellent means of spreading our influence in a peaceful way, and the expense is negligible compared to the cost of touring with an escort.

I spent the day in visiting various houses, and was everywhere well received and entertained with millet beer. The Sipi valley has also had a very bad harvest and the people complain that they are short of food and have had to buy grain for mithan from more fortunate villages. In one house I was shown several bronze objects, rather like parts of the high hats worn by the Tibetia hierarchy, and obviously of Tibetan origin. Such objects are used for ceremonial payments in the same way as *moaje* (Tibetan prayer bells).

In the evening three men from Nayi (or Nälö) village came to see me. Nayi lies in the Selu valley, but rather far away from the river, and they came by a path across the hills on hearing the news that I was visiting the Sipi valley. There was also a delegation from Mate village inhabited by people, that potters and took to gifts of chickens and beer. Mate lies at a small distance from here, higher up the Sipi valley. The villages in the Sipi valley east of Linkü-Rangpu and Rilö Aio are as follows; on the right bank : Déi, Hina, Sikam-Dōiu, Lumdik (deserted), Losar and Kangi (near the Subansiri); on the left bank : Karre, Gidu, Söngia, Kömcchu Tania, Dungium and Baier. The Môngö River flows into the Sipi between Dungium and Baier. Except Mate there are no villages in the Sipi valley above the two villages of the Nilö people. The valley is narrow with very steep slopes, most of which are densely wooded. The character of the landscape does not differ very much from that of the Kamla valley except that everything is steeper and narrower.

6th April.—Linkü-Rangpu to Camp Bapi.—Approximately 10 miles. — 7 A.M. P.M. I would have liked to stay another day in Linkü-Rangpu, but my porters from Gõba were anxious to get back to their cultivation and were moreover short of food, the Nilö people giving them in this time of scarcity only spring hospitality. Last night they gorged themselves with mithan meat, but now they wanted to start on the home journey, knowing that they would have to take me not only back to their village but afterwards also to Rute-Hate.

The entire population of Linkü-Rangpu watched our packing and start, and mingling their voices with those of our porters they produced a noise extraordinary even for these parts where the shouting across valleys seems to have trained people to an amazing vociferousness. But there was no difficulty over porters and we started after the most cordial adieux and assurances of friendship at 7 A.M. in sunny and hot weather.

The climb over a very difficult path is pretty strenuous, but we reached the pass between Sipi and Kamla soon after mid-day. Owing to clouds we had only a very limited view; we saw the range between Sipi and Môngö and behind a higher range, which lies north of the Môngö valley, but the snows were today not visible. Descending on the other side we reached our old camp at 2 P.M. but decided to push on. The weather looked threatening and we wanted to get behind us as much as possible of the tricky path through the high valley before heavy rain made it more difficult. At 4 P.M. we were in front of a possible, but very difficult pass; the path was jammed between dense Juniper bushes and covered with cutting stones for tent and shelters. My 30 lb. Alpine tent is here a boom; I don't think any porter could have, carried the heavy loads of my Government tent over this route. Leeches and dam-dims are bad, and having also picked up a good many fleas from the houses, we are suffering badly from bites.

7th April.—Camp Bapi to Gõba.—Approximately 6 miles. — 7 A.M. to 1 P.M. The expected rain came during the night and we woke in a drenched, dripping jungle with everyone rather miserable after a night in leaky shelters. However by the time we started the rain had nearly stopped and during
the rest of the day there were only a few light showers. But the rain had made the track over the debris of snow-broken trees excessively slippery and our progress was very slow. The leeches were truly awful—all the cooies' legs were streaming with blood and despite every precaution we too suffered. Fortunately the march was comparatively short and we reached Gobsa soon after 1 P.M.

We would have appreciated some rest, but until long after dark we were surrounded by a chattering crowd and there were visitors from neighbouring villages, who had come a long way to see me and could not be ignored. There was no more talk about a possible attack by men of Sartam and Talii, and it seemed that if I had had the time and the exchange goods I could go to any village in the Selu and Kamla valley.

A good many people of the nearby village of Tumr came with small gifts, one of them gave me the most detailed account of the route to Agla Marra I have yet heard. He is married to a girl of Soreng and has several times visited Agla Marra in the company of Soreng people. From Tumr it is three days to Soreng via the villages of Ha and Haki in the Selu valley. From Soreng the path runs via Longpu, Niarum and Dadung to Hai, the last major village on this side of the snow-mountains. Between Hai and Marra lie high hills which it takes three days to cross. There is always snow on these hills and during the winter the path is under snow. Once when my informant crossed the hills his feet were frozen and his companions had to carry him. But the road is completely blocked for only about one month during the coldest time of the year. It takes about three days to cross the hills and the names of recognized camp sites are Holi, Kotir and Derguing. Beyond the snow ranges one reaches Agla Marra, also known as Agla Nieme ("Near Tibet") an area in the valley of the Subansiri. The path from Soreng leads first to Tachi, a village on the right bank and Tachi is connected by a route on the left bank. The Tibetans from Erü Nieme visit these villages and it appears that they come at all times of the year—which can only be possible if there is a comparatively low route along the Subansiri. The people of Agla Marra are akin to the tribes in the Selu valley and they cultivate in the same style, growing rice, millet and maize on plum fields. They have not only mithan, but a few yaks and sheep, and they keep big, fierce dogs. They dress in Tibetan woollen clothes and caps, and some have even Tibetan armour and guns; the latter are short and have three barrels.

My informant spoke obviously from his own experience and said that if next autumn I wanted to go to Agla Marra he would gladly accompany me.

The very remarkable thing is that while many people will relate a good deal about the Selu valley and the route across the snow-covered Agla Marra in the Subansiri valley, no one can say anything concrete about the villages on the Upper Kamla.

Among my visitors were also two men of Godak on the right bank of the Kamla. All their connections lie this side and they seem to have little knowledge of the country between Kamla and Khuru.

In the evening I visited the house of Tumang Tebin, who had accompanied me to Linkû-Rangpu, and he presented me with a pig much to the delight of my camp.

The girl wounded by an arrow, whom my wife treated during our first stay, has recovered and came to the camp. The wound is healing well.

8th April.—Goba to Rute-Hate.—Approximately 10 miles.—7.30 A.M. to 4 P.M. The Goba men and women who carried my luggage to Linkû-Rangpu were not particularly pleased to have to do one more march to Rute-Hate, but since, fortunately for me and unfortunately for them, I had not the salt and cloth in Goba to pay them all, they had molest voix to come to Rute-Hate and carried their loads without much grumbling. The behaviour of these Goba people, who had never seen me before and whose last contact with Government was more than thirty years ago, was altogether admirable. They gave no trouble on the way, and were most helpful in camp. The prominent men who accompanied us, and above all Dungu Char, evinced the greatest solicitude for our well-being. Over difficult places he would show us what steps to take or point out roots and creepers as suitable holds by which to drag ourselves up. His behaviour towards my wife was of perfect gallantry, and really surprising among a people whose women are not considered as either entitled to or in need of special solicitous treatment. Though she is rather more agile than I and much better on the precipices, he helped her over every obstacle and watched carefully that she should not slip and fall when we had to climb over rocks. This morning too he was excellent in getting the porters ready and finding substitutes for the few people I had paid off yesterday.

Before we started a prominent man of Naiy came to see me. He confirmed in every detail the account of Agla Marra given by the Tumr people and also offered to take me there next year. He wore a lovely woolen cloth with a pattern in mauve and purple. If only we could find exchange goods of equal usefulness and artistic merit. It would be a pity to corrupt the people's appreciation of beautiful textiles.

The Naiy man told me of an occurrence in Agla Marra which may be of significance. Soreng people have brought a story that sometime ago, he could not say how long, a large number of Tibetans came to Agla Marra and distributed a lot of cloth, salt and dao, without asking for payment. Usually their transactions with the Agla Marra people are on a strict barter basis and this unusual generosity seems to have caused a great deal of surprise.

The way to Rute-Hate was very hot and seemed particularly long, but on our arrival we were cheered by the presence of four Apa Tanis, who had brought post and much needed supplies and exchange goods, and of Hipu Tayo of Tapo, who has brought five out of the seven loads of salt left in Tapo, dumping two on the way in Dobom as arranged. This is the pa-a-holder who last year made disparaging remarks about Government; by his great helpfulness he has now completely redeemed himself.

9th April.—Rute-Hate. Halt. This morning I heard the people of Goba who had carried for seven days in cloth, salt and matches, and they seemed pleased enough with their wages. I think the success of the trip to the Sipi valley speaks for the advantages of using none but local porters when moving in new country. Had I tried to go to Goba with outside porters, I would probably have been received with the greatest suspicions, and I should have very much whether I could have ever found a guide to take such a party to Linkû-Rangpu. There the approach of a large number of strangers might either have led to a stampede or to opposition in the form of panji on the path. I heard today
that before I even reached Rute-Hate the people of Göba had already begun to hide their stores of grain in the forest, fearing presumably the arrival of a party resembling the Mīri Mission. The smallness of their present territory and the atmosphere in Rute-Hate must have reassured them, and their favourable attitude must have communicated itself to those villages whose headmen came to see me with gifts and promises of co-operation if I wanted to visit their area.

The two men who have given me most help and have proved that they have real influence in their villages are Dangme Tame of Rute-Hate and Dungu Char of Göba. Both were not only invaluable during the tour to the Sipi, but have spent days in negotiating and winning over the men of their villages before I was able to start. As both villages will be important if either the Selu or the Kamlà route is taken, I investigated them with the red cloths of Government “gombura”. This has also the advantage of showing that Government has gifts at least equal to the goods coming from Tibet. To two younger men who had done good service as messengers I gave hand printed cotton cloth in red and black which I bought personally in Hyderabad, and these products of Deccan rural craftsmen proved an astonishing success, and looked really quite pleasing with the picturesque Mīri dress.

10th April—Rute-Hate.—Halt. This morning Dungu Tamin invited me to his house and after we had had a long talk and drunk beer and eaten some excellent roasted tubers called engi, whose taste lies between that of potatoes and chestnuts, he produced a goat and expressed his and the villagers’ wish to conclude a pact of friendship and erect a dapo monument before my tent. I agreed with pleasure and in the presence of Dangme Tame in his red cloth and other village notables, an old priest chanted long incantations, while young men dug a hole and brought a tage-tree and a stone. I had to plant the tree while Dungu Tamin set up the stone; then the goat was tied to the tree and beheaded. Finally Tamin showed me his young son as the person to uphold the dapo in case of his death.

I believe that such dapo pacts are of considerable value and a far greater safeguard of personal security than any escort. For the breaking of a dapo brings supernatural sanction upon the head of the culprit, the deity Potor Met, who is the guardian of dapo treaties, afflicting the offender with paralysis. While dapo is one of those usages which are based on the hope of a settlement on future occasions, a wide-spread net of dapo pacts may give Government also in the eyes of the tribesmen the right to mediate in inter-village feuds, and thus make any necessary intervention more acceptable. For according to tribal custom a man is held to look after the interests of his nia-asa, i.e., friends with whom he is associated by dapo treaties or other reciprocal obligations. Should trouble break out between two villages, both of whom have dapo treaties with Government, a settlement by mediation might be much easier than if one party regarded Government with suspicion or paralyse as an ally of the other.

The Mīri Mission Report mentions that only “the presence of a large armed force draws out the latent affections of the hillmen”, and that the Mīris assume an arrogant attitude if superior force is on their side. I have had just the contrary experience. Although I have no force at my disposal, I have everywhere been treated with the greatest courtesy and even when the Guchi and Göba people thought they could not take me to the Sipi, they concealed their excuses in the most polite terms. Some of the men with whom we have been for days were not only polite, but almost embarrassed as with their fellow-countrymen only recently brought under the English. From being ‘treacherous savages’ these people strike me as warm hearted and cheerful as any primitive tribe I have yet met.

11th April.—Rute-Hate.—Halt. The weather is still quite good with occasional sunshine and only a few short showers. The heat during the first days of the month seems to have been unusual; now the temperature is quite pleasant.

To feed our camp we have again to buy rice, and I had no difficulty in purchasing yesterday and today nearly 100 seers of rice for salt, and this quantity will last us nearly until our return to Duta. The people of Rute-Hate told me today that if I come next year I should not bring any rice, for if they have a normal harvest they can give me as much as I want in exchange for dapo salt and cloth. This is a great advantage, for one load of cloth buys a good many loads of rice, and even salt can be bartered for nearly three times the amount of rice.

At present the dry rice and millet crop is already being sown, but the sowing of the main crop will be delayed for a few days until after the new moon, when those with high hills-fields start with the sowing; on fields lower down in the valley the sowing can wait nearly a month or more.

In this area all cultivable land is clan-property, and there is even some property of individual families in land. Members of clans on the increase, who are short of land, can either hire land belonging to others for a small rent, or buy it outright. Similarly hunting grounds are clan and family property. Land is an object of conquest and the victors in a feud may take over the land of a vanquished and hence probably scattered clan. But large scale feuds and wars seem to be here much rarer than among the Dafas of the Kiyi and Panior region, and the whole country appears to be more settled. Migrations of whole groups of clans are by far the commoner generation and even village pairs together, and therefore the expansion of the Kabak clan. Nothing comparable to the pressure from the north-west which has driven many Dafas clans from the Khrū region into the Kiyi and Panior valleys, is noticeable in the Kamlà region, and whereas few Dafas in the Likha-Licha triangle live in the villages where their fathers were born—practically every generation occupying a different site—people in these villages of the Kamlà valley emphasize that their families have lived for untold generations in their present villages.

12th April.—Rute-Hate.—Halt. Today is our last day in Rute-Hate. Everybody is very anxious that I should cross the Kamlà as long as the going is good, and the last dak-runners coming from Duta brought messages from Dobom and Rakhe, the two villages responsible for the crossing, to the effect that after the full moon the possibility of crossing the Kamlà is very doubtful. So I decided to start on the return journey as long as there is only spasmodic rain, and let visitors from Mingo and Bidak that I would be leaving tomorrow. Consequently a good many Mingo men and the brother of the Bidak headman arrived today to take me to their villages.

A messenger from Navi (also known as Noyi) on the Selu River arrived today, and repeated the invitation to that village. He said that the Navi men would like to see me this year and were keeping ready a mithan for a dapo pact of friendship. Next year they would then take me to Soreng and across the snows to Agla Marra. He mentioned that the villagers of Lyublia (between Navi and Soreng) were also keen on
a visit, but unfortunately it is too late even to think of such a tour and my stock of trade-goods is much too low. The messenger left no doubt that the amount of cloth and salt earned by Goba and other villages as porters' wages and as payments for rice and other provisions has impressed the people in the Selu valley and given rise to the desire for a friendship whereby they will receive equal benefits.

News from Sartam, Rugi and Tali is equally encouraging. The people of these villages, who had at first announced their determination rather to fight than to let me enter their land, seem to have completely changed their tune. While men of Sartam visited me when I passed through Goba and expressed their wish to make peace with Government, Rugi and Tali are now reported to contemplate a similar move. They have mentioned to friends of mine in the district that they are prepared to end the old feud by not making a depo pact if in turn they are released from their obligations of revenging their dead by giving presents to the heirs as nominal compensation as was done in the case of this village and Goba. They are also reported to have said that once peace was restored they would give me porters and all help to reach the snow-ranges. All this tends to show that Rugi and Tali would not be an problem next year, but that even after 33 years these villages still consider themselves at war with Government, and that any genuine co-operation can only begin when this state of war has been terminated by a depo treaty.

Dangme Tame asked me to pay a farewell visit to his house. His son Takin is very keen on accompanying me next year to Soreng and Agla Marra, but both father and son asked me to come immediately after the rice harvest, when not only the going to Agla Marra is easiest, but also the route from Agla Marra to Tibet is free from snow. The time after the harvest in autumn and this time, before the rains have properly started, are, as it seems the two times of the year when communications between Agla Marra and Tibet proper are easiest. It is apparently mainly at these times that Tibetans come to trade in Agla Marra.

13th April.—Rute-Hate to Mingô.—Approximately 8 miles.—7.15 A.M. to 1:30 P.M. Last night there was thunderstorm and when we got up this morning it was again raining. But later the rain stopped and we had a surprisingly good day with quite a lot of sunshine.

Men and women of Rute-Hate, Sibingpa and Mingô gathered in the early morning in my camp, and far from having difficulties in finding enough porters, there were more people prepared to carry than there were loads. A great advantage in these Kamla villages is that both men and women will carry; and so even a fairly small village can furnish a good many porters.

The Doctor, who could not come to Goba on account of a hurt foot, has unfortunately not yet recovered; and as he could not walk, he had to be carried today. A stretcher or even a carrying chair is out of the question for four or five days. Having therefore carried Miri fashion, the two Apa Tani porters and the two South Kamla Miri porters taking it in turns to carry him on their backs: the Doctor sat on a narrow baton which was firmly secured to either end of the carrying band, put his arms over the shoulders of the porter and had his legs tied together under the baton. In such an emergency it is good to have two or three reliable permanent men in camp. And future expeditions might be equipped with one or two batons of this type, well padded.

The way was not too troublesome and we reached Mingô at 1:30 P.M. By 2:30 P.M. our camp was ready and we had paid all the Miri porters in salt.

Later on I was asked to visit the house of a man, who last time could not invite me because his house was taboo for strangers following the performance of a rite. Both his wives are from Dei in the Sipi valley, and I heard that some days ago men of Karre and Dei (in the Sipi valley) had come to Mingô to invite me to their villages. The messengers had blamed the Mingô people that the latter had not taken me to Dei when I wanted to go, and said that they would be glad if I came now. However, with my exchange goods nearly exhausted it is too late for any more side-tours. Dei is apparently only two marches from Mingô, and it seems that the Mingô people are very much regretting having made such a fuss about taking me to Dei now that they see what a lot of cloth and salt the men of Rute-Hate and Goba received for carrying my luggage to Linkü-Rangpu.

Mingo has connections not only with the Rau tribe of the Sipi valley, but to a lesser degree also with the Kgro people in the Sigi valley. But in the Dui people in the Sigi valley. But the Mingô people are very insistent that I should stay at least for one day, and they are talking of making a depo. But as I camped in Mingô for nearly a week on the outward journey there is not much point in halting again, and being short of exchange goods I dreed further gifts of mithan, pigs and goats, which when provided as sacrificial animals for a depo pact definitely called for return gifts. So I told the people I would leave tomorrow for Bidak unless there was heavy rain. When it would be difficult to carry the Doctor over these slippery paths.

14th April.—Mingo to Bidak.—Approximately 8 miles—7 A.M. to 2 P.M. There was heavy mist this morning, but no rain, and the first porters arrived soon after dawn. With all the Mingô people anxious to earn wages of cloth or salt, we had no difficulty whatsoever in getting off; some of the women who had come to carry loads wore skirtish little grass skirts, which, suggestive of the skirts of ballet dancers, stood in curious contrast to their heavy squat figures, some of them definitely matron-like.

Since we last were in Mingô the people have done a lot of work on their fields. Near the village are most carefully fenced in plots, with the surface cleaned and evened after the burning of the shrub and elephant grass, and on these plots they are now sowing the early crops of rice and millet, maize being in many cases already sprouting. The more distant fields are mainly for the later crops, but there too the soil is very well cleaned and all the remaining logs and branches are arranged horizontally so as to prevent the soil from being washed down by heavy rains. The stumps of trees and bamboos are another safeguard against erosion, and, as it seems, particularly on very steep slopes a good many trees are left standing and are only pole-hard.

The path is difficult and tiring, most of the way leading along very steep slopes and then down into narrow valleys in almost vertical descents. But it is not excessively long, and we reached Bidak soon after 2 P.M. There we found a pleasant surprise. Chgudu Tagla the headman who was so insistent that this time I should spend several days, had prepared an excellent camp site just above the village with a shelter for the luggage and flat sites for the tents. Considering that he has only seen one camp in Mingô, this effort is extraordinarily good, and must have cost quite a lot of labour.

Many of the Mingô porters wanted to go back to-day, and so we paid them at once, giving them the choice between ½ seer salt or 1½ yards of white cloth. Most of them chose the cloth, and there were several men who had carried yesterday and today in order to earn a bigger piece. It struck me that the
Among the people who welcomed me in Bidak was a man of Balu on the opposite bank of the Kamla who brought a message from the old and no longer very mobile Balu head-man, inviting me to his village. But I am so short of cloth and salt that even though the weather is still good, I cannot undertake any side-tours but will be glad if I get back to Darjeeling without difficulties over the payment of porters.

15th April.—Bidak—Halt. The weather is still unseasonably fine and my interpreters would like me to use this last fine spell to cross the Kamla as soon as possible. But as I moved through Bidak and Dobom rapidly on the outward journey, I consider it essential to consolidate and prepare the government for an increased consideration of the situation which next year will be demanded from these villages if a party is to go up the Selu valley.

This morning I visited Chugdu Tagla's house. With its six hearths it is the biggest Miri house I have seen north of the Kamla, and though Bidak is not a large village, there can be no doubt that Tagla is a very wealthy and important man, perhaps the most important man in this group of Kabak villages, excepting the large village of Hova.

After we had talked for an hour or so, Tagla produced some tally sticks and explained how a slave of Nilo clan, who had been sold to him by a Gobha man after having been caught in the act of stealing from a granary, had killed his Tagla's, brother in a quarrel and had then run off to Nilo. I remember having seen the man in Linku-Rangpu and having heard of him being an important man of Bidak. Tagla said that he had been planning for a long time to raid the house where the man had found refuge, but as I had made a dapo with the Nilo people would I object to such a raid? I replied that I would certainly disapprove of a raid undertaken against a village with which I had formally made friends; if Tagla had legitimate claims against any Nilo people, they could be asserted in the way of war. I pointed out that if both Bidak and Nilo were friendly with Government, they should avoid fighting among themselves, and I suggested that Dangme Tame, the headman of Rute-Hate who has followed me to Bidak and is on good terms both with Tagla and Nilo Take should go to Nilo and negotiate a settlement acceptable to both parties. Dangme Tame agreed to try his best, but even if no complete agreement is achieved I think it is a good sign that people hesitate to raid a village which has concluded a dapo pact with Government.

16th April.—Bidak—Halt. Ever since Chugdu Tagla came to see me in Mingó, he has been talking about sacrificing a mithan when I come to his village, and thus establish a formal pact of friendship. But the news that I had concluded such a pact with the Nilo people, against whom he has claims, seems to have taken him somewhat aback and it was not easy to persuade him that Government stood above these local feuds and was prepared to enter into friendly relations with all villages willing to co-operate, even though these villages may not all be friendly with each other. However, in the end he understood that not being friendly with Nilo Take, was no obstacle to a similar ceremonial friendship with himself, and so we agreed that the dapo should be performed this morning. I also succeeded in persuading him to substitute a goat for the mithan, for had he given a mithan, I would have been under the obligation of giving an equally valuable return gift. So a large-tree was planted in the camp, I put up a stone and Dangme Tame, the headman of Rute-Hate, who has been so helpful in persuading that Met Potor and all great gods should be witness at this rite, and decree that there should be eternal friendship between Tagla's clan and all Sahibs who may ever come to this village. Then the goat was beheaded by one of my interpreters, the blood sprinkled on tree and stone, and the horns tied to the stone.

To seal the dapo pact (as well as in payment of the camp-building and all the help given to my dak-runners) I gave Tagla an endi-cloth and—as he is a great collector of beads—three large stone beads that I have bought personally in Hyderabad for such an occasion. They were a great success and strengthened my hope that Met Potor and all great gods should be witness at this rite, and dacee that there should be eternal friendship between Tagla's clan and all Sahibs who may ever come to this village. Then the goat was beheaded by one of my interpreters, the blood sprinkled on tree and stone, and the horns tied to the stone.

Later in the day he showed me his large collection of Tibetan beads. There were strings and strings of lovely turquoise beads, large beads as big as very big cherries of white stone and deep blue lapislazuli, and even bigger beads of conch shell, strung together with large, sky-blue stone beads. The larger beads Tagla had collected one by one and it is obvious that among people so appreciative of really beautiful beads, our bazaar beads must make a very poor impression.

The dapo with Chugdu Tagla assures the friendship of the important Kabak clan, and together with the dapo concluded in Rute-Hate with the Gichh people and in Linku-Rangpu with the Nilo clan, is a guarantee for the future co-operation of the most influential men in this part of the Kamla valley and in the upper Sipi valley. The fact that Dangme Tame, a red cloth holder, was a witness to all three dapo further helps to strengthen this net of friendship pacts, which next year can easily be extended if such villages as Balu and Nayi, who invited me this season, are visited. While these dapo of individual villages with Government will certainly not at once establish complete peace, they will be a great help in the prevention of local quarrles or raids and in preventing people from being unduly inconvenienced by local quarrels, which otherwise might easily block the route to our objectives further north. I had thought of Chugdu Tagla as a suitable candidate for a red cloth, but decided to defer the investiture until his quarrel with the Nilo people is settled.

Bidak, which lies close to the confluence of Khru and Kamla has connections with villages in the valleys of both rivers. Chugdu Tagla confirmed what I had guessed for some time, namely that by the Khru route valuable articles of Tibetan origin, such as bells, bronze plates and beads, but very few other objects, are brought by the Kamla and Balu people, but by the Khru route valuable articles are traded down. Tagla has never been further up the Khru than Hora Tai, but yesterday I talked to a slave belonging to his brother who comes from a village far up between Khru and Kamla. This slave's name is Tarram Taya, and though he was captured and sold while still a young boy he remembers a good deal of the country round his home-village. Tarram lies between Khru and Kamla and one route to Tibet leads first along the left bank of the Khru then crosses into the Kamla valley and runs for a stretch along the right bank of the Kamla, and ultimately crosses it to the left bank. However another route follows the Khru throughout. Taya said that Tibetans come as far as Tarram, from where it is eight days journey to Tibet, but whether the people he remembers as Tibetans were from Tibet proper or even of Tibetan race is doubtful.
Today a group of men from Char, a village on the left bank of the Khrur near Terü (Teuri of the map, No. 83E, C 1) came to Bidak, and among them was a young man, Lugio Pemi, whose home village is Gugi, which is one day's journey west of Geda, a village tentatively marked on the maps. He and the Char men confirmed that the upper waters of Khrur and Kama lie very close together. They said that both Khrur and Kama rise this side of the great snow range, and spoke of a lake, our map does not show but a stream which they called the Khrur. They both knew, of course, the flat land near Hora Tai, and said that on the Khrur there were several flat places like that, whereas on the Upper Kama there were only steep mountains. From Gugi it is a two days journey to the Kama and the path leads via Tarram. The Char men knew of the Panyi River, on which, as they confirmed, the Tai Tedr people dwell, but even the man from Gugi had not seen the confluence of the Khrur and Panyi, which is a long way upstream from Gugi. The names of the villages on the Khrur as given by Tarram Taya and Lugio Pemi tally roughly and among them are Tanchi Rishe, Norum, Benga and Pisa. Tibetans seem to come as far as Pisa (from which a path leads also to Lokam on the Kama) and Pisa men come as far down the Khrur as Norum and Benga,—obviously the villages of the Norum-Benga clan, some members of which have filtered into the Panior valley via Mengo. In Gugi and all the villages on the Khrur people wear mainly pud cloth, woven of the fibre of a shrub, and only very little wollen. The Tibetans from the Khrur side of the Kama are considerably better off than the people of Goba on the Kama and all the villages on the Sip and Selu Rivers. There has been rain this evening and the weather does not look too hopeful for our move to Dobom.

17th April.—Bidak to Dobom.—Approximately 8 miles—6:30 A.M. to 1:15 P.M. After some rain during the night, the weather cleared magnificently and it was fine all day, and extremely hot at midday.

Work on the fields is now in full swing, and most of the fields for the early crops are ready to be sown and carefully fenced in. But on the fields for the late and main crop, work is still in progress and I used a water wheel where people were cutting the angle, which seems extremely late indeed. On other fields I found women busy digging up the soil with implements such I have never seen before. They used short spade-like instruments with a wooden shaft, and inserted into that shaft and forming its continuation a shoulder blade of a mithan, shaped roughly triangular and sharpened at the cutting edge. This instrument, which is called lebe, is wielded with both hands, meeting the ground at an angle of perhaps forty-five degrees. An identical tool, the blade of iron which was smaller than the bone blade. These spades are used for digging over the soil before the sowing, whereas after the sowing the ground is smoothed with small hoes of bent bamboo. A good many tree-stumps as well as banana stumps are left on the fields, but between them the soil is very carefully prepared and wherever the field is steep, cut trees and branches are arranged horizontally in order to protect the soil against rapid erosion.

Dobom looks very attractive from a distance, with the houses standing all in one place and forming a proper village rather than a spread out collection of habitations. But the inhabitants are the most miserable crowd I have seen on this whole tour. Small, dirty and unhealthy, looking people, with a lot of skin disease and goutre, and many clad in rags that can hardly be described as clothes. They don't weave and get the few cloths they have from Apa Tanis, south Kama Miris, who sell them bazaar cloth, and the villages on Khrur and Upper Kama. This is the only village north of the Kama, where I have seen cows.

18th April.—Dobom—Halt. The most important man in Dobom is Yukar Terü. He is old and very rich and wanted to slaughter an ox in my honour. He showed me the animal already tied up under his house. He envisaged performing a dape rite, but I am so short of suitable presents, that I persuaded him to desist from sacrificing the ox, and he gave me instead a whole pig, which a friend of his had slaughtered and brought yesterday as the initial payment in the long process of purchasing a Tibetan bell. The pork was welcomed with enthusiasm by my camp, but was just a shade too high for my own taste. Kilos of meat were then by the inhabitants of the village, sold at the market,
We reached the Kamla within 4 hours at a place where it is deep and with no very strong current. White rocks lined the green water, and the forest on the steep slopes was dotted with flowering trees (Fuchsia Superba). Their white flowers were large and five petalled, one petal having a large splash of purple that almost entirely covered it; the scent was very delicate and sweet. High up on the bank, above the flood level, was a derelict platform which used to be the starting point of a hired or rope-bridge. But there is at present no such cane-bridge spanning the river, and the Dobom men had dragged two very long and stout ropes up the steep sides of the river as far as the village of Rakhe. This manner of crossing is very different from that employed by the Tapa men when we first crossed the Kamla. For then the ropes spanned the river close to the surface, and the crew of the raft hauled the raft across hand over hand; here there was no crew and the pulling was done by men ashore.

While in all the luggage and most of the porters crossed by the big raft on ropes, a few men crossed further upstream by a small free floating raft, paddled across by two Dobom men obviously expert in this work, who stood in the bow while the passengers sat behind.

The whole crossing took a good many hours and it was past midday before we could start on the climb up to Rakhe.

Rakhe Bida, one of the headmen had himself come to meet us; and some of his men replaced Dobom women, who did not want to go further than the Kamla because they had small children at home. In all these Miri villages the women carry loads in almost equal numbers with men, and their carrying capacity is hardly less than that of men.

It was still hot when we climbed the steep south bank, and though the village of Rakhe is considerably lower than Dobom, we had to first climb a spur which must be nearly 4,000 feet. From there the path runs in moderate ups and downs along the hill-side passing ultimately through several fenced-in fields, where the maize is only standing about a foot below reaching the village we had to drop into the valley of a small stream and climb steeply up on the other side.

The village of Rakhe is spread out over a slope, so steep that from a distance the houses look as if they stood one on top of the other. With difficulty we found a site where a place for my tent could be dug out of the slope. An empty house is providing excellent shelter for Kotoki and servants.

The villagers crowding round us were most friendly. In dress and appearance, they are considerably different from the Dobom people.

20th April.—Rakhe—Halt. The period of fine weather appears to have come to an end and though today there has been only a little rain, we are glad to be on this side of the Kamla.

First thing in the morning I paid off the Dobom people. Our exchange goods are nearly exhausted, and so I had to pay partly in money, giving each Porter in addition only a side of salt, and some matches and tobacco. This caused some dissatisfaction, but not nearly as much as I had expected. Through their connection with plains-going Miris in Tapa and other villages south of the Kamla, the Dobom people have obviously opportunities for using money.

Gocham Tapak and the two men of Biku, who have been with me as porters (and proved invaluable in carrying the doctor from Rute Hate to Rakhe) left today for their villages. Tapak has not the polish and experience of an interpreter such as Temy, but being the only Hill Miri who is fluent in Assamese and who understands the dialects on the Upper Kamla, he will be indispensable for any party visiting the country between Kamla and Subansiri next year. He is a rich and influential man with wide spread connections, and if our influence is to be extended into the area north of the Kamla he is the obvious choice for a Kotoki.

Rakhe is a village of some thirty houses, grouped in three clusters and remind one in lay-out of Tapa. Many of the houses are longer than the houses in the villages north of the Kamla, and having doors at the ends instead of in the middle, they are more like Dafia houses. The name of the locality is Dikur-Sala but this is seldom used and neighbours refer to the village as Rakhe, the name of the predominant clan, which has occupied the site for untold generations.

This morning I went to the house of Rakhe Bida, who is the most prominent, but not the eldest of five brothers. I was most cordially received and entertained with beer, bacon heated on the fire and roast roots. I have for some time overcome my revulsion against those dripping lumps of not always too fresh pig’s fat, seeing the difference it makes if one accepts this highly priced fare, the best a Miri can offer to a visitor. Rakhe has never been visited, lying off the route of the Miri Mission, and when last year Bida came to Hari to negotiate the termination of a feud, they refused to come anywhere near my camp and were even too nervous to meet me in Hari. Rakhe Bida told me that this year too they were very frightened when they heard that alter returning from Licha I would visit this area. He said they thought I would come to demand mithan and dro grants, but news from other Miris villages visited reassured them greatly. When at Dikur-Sala they are decorated as far as possible with garlands and flowers, and my dak-runners were given hospitality when they passed through and helped to cross the Kamla.

If next year a party is to push northwards along Kamla and Selu, Rakhe will be an important point on the route, suitable for a dump which can be filled up by Apa Tani porters. Rakhe men and perhaps other South Kamla Miris could then carry from here as far as Bidak or Mingo.

21st April.—Rakhe—Halt. Today it rained most of the day, and we congratulated ourselves on having crossed the Kamla as long as the going was good. Men of Tapo, who arrived this evening, reported that even the Pein River has already risen very high.

An Apa Tani from Hari brought the news that the Hari headmen were on the way to Rakhe, having started as soon as the news of my impending arrival reached them. I hope to settle at last the old feud between Tapo (Chemir) and Hari and have sent word to Guchi Tamar, to come and negotiate a dafa. He arrived this evening and with him came Hipu Taya and three other prominent men of Tapo. Guchi Tamar was loud in the expression of his pleasure at seeing me back, and I only hope that he will be equally enthusiastic over concluding a peace with the Hari men. He described at length how, when my field glasses were believed to have been lost in Tapo (while actually Apa Tani had taken them by mistake back to
Duta), he searched the whole village and all the houses, and consulted innumerable omens. When in the end he heard of the recovery of the glasses, he slaughtered a pig and feasted the villagers to compensate for the trouble he had caused them. Whatever his other merits and faults, there can be no doubt that he realizes the responsibilities of a village headman.

22nd April.—Rakhe.—Halt. Guchi Tamar told me today that the Guchi clan of Rute-Hate and his clan were identical, and this explains how it is that the Guchi and Sajam clans belong to the Gungub tribal group, while the Kabak clans do not. There is a good deal of evidence that the Kabak clans have come into this area comparatively recently and partly split and partly displaced the clans previously in possession of the Kamla valley.

Tamar told me too of a definite tradition that the Miris came originally along the Kamla, while the Apa Tanis came along the Subansiri. The Apa Tanis themselves have the tradition that on their migrations they came to Karr in the Sipi valley and and across the hills past PJ Cholo. The branch now settled in the villages of Haja, Duta, Madung Tagi, Michi Bamin and Hang is believed to have moved south from Mount Ladu, crossed the Khru and reached their present habitat as the Palin valley and the Licha area. These traditions are confirmed by the Miris on the Kabak side, who moved downwards and crossed the Kamla in two places near Taya and Gochem, and from there moved on to the Apa Tanri country, where they met again the other group. How much credence can be given to these stories is not easy to say, but since they are confirmed by the Miris, who associate definite stones and sites with that early migration of the Apa Tanis, they may have some historic foundation.

In the afternoon a delegation of Apa Tanis from Hari, led by GT Talu, came to negotiate the dapa with the Miris of Tapo. It is a good sign that both Guchi Tamar and the Hari men started for Rakhe as soon as they received my message, particularly considering how difficult Hari has been in the past. Altogether fourteen Hari men have come, representing all the important clans. Although trade relations between Tapo and Hari have been resumed ever since my stay in Tapo, nearly two months ago, there are still several outstanding questions. But both parties say that they are willing to conclude a definite peace, and I have hopes that this will be reached. The main causes for the feud are the killing (in their view the justified killing for various misdeeds) of Tayo Tara, a relative of Guchi Tamar, as a result of Hari business, and subsequent capture and detention of Hage Gat of Hari by Guchi Tamar. No compensation has been paid for the killing of Taya Tara, but Guchi Tamar received a large ransom for Hage Gat. Apart from this there are claims of mithan on both sides, but these can be settled by compromise and my suggestion is to end the mithan dispute by saying that the ransom paid for Hari Gat should be considered as compensation for the killing of Taya Tara, and not apart from the mithan to be provided by both sides for the dapa, there need be no substantial payments by either side.

Guchi Tamar and the Hari men seemed quite amenable to the idea of making a dapa without delay and I let them work out the details by themselves. Late in the evening I heard that an agreement had been reached.

23rd April.—Rakhe.—Halt. Early in the morning Guchi Tamar and the Hari men came to tell me of the result of their mithan. They have decided that a dapa pact between Tapo and Hari should be concluded forthwith, and the procedure will be as follows. First they will go to Tapo and there a mithan will be slaughtered and eaten by the assembled men of both parties. This is one of five mithans who, though belonging to Hari, have been long in the care of Hipo Taya and could not be recovered owing to the feud between the two villages. One of them will be given to Hipo Taya for looking after them, and the three others may at once be taken back to the Apa Tanri country:

Then Guchi Tamar and the Hari men are to come to Hari and erect a dapa monument near the village. Next Hage Gat and prominent Hari men are to go to Tapo and there Guchi Tamar will sacrifice a pig and perform a pahre rite in order to reconcile Hage Gat, who was for months kept captive in Guchi Tamar's house.

After that the Hari men are to perform a sacrifice and erect a dapa monument near Tapo thus ending formally the quarrel between them and the Mithri of the Chalum group. I have impressed on Guchi Tamar the need to come to Hari and perform the dapa rite while I am still in Dita, but since both his eldest son and wife are ill, and the field work of Miris is at present at its most pressing stage there may possibly be some delay.

But the most important thing is that Guchi Tamar and the Apa Tanis are going today to Tapo as friends, and that no outstanding questions remain between the two parties.

When I went today to Rakhe Bida's house, I saw on the veranda a girl with one leg on a log, which she had to lift as she walked. Later I inquired casually who she was and I was told without hesitation that she was girl of Permir, a village only about a mile from Rakhe, and had been captured on account of a long-standing debt of her kinsmen. Negotiations about settlement of that debt of mithan would soon begin, and as soon as an agreement was reached, she would be set free. I wanted to take a photograph and Rakhe Bida's wife brought her out of the house. It struck me that she treated the girl, who was shy and frightened of the camera, extremely kindly, and the girl clung to her rather like to a mother than to the wife of her captor. Though a leg on one leg is very inconvenient, this particular girl is probably not too miserable during the time of her captivity. For she is in a family she must have known from earliest childhood, people of her own kin are shown in and out of Rakhe Bida's house, and she is pretty sure that sooner or later she will be released and the dispute settled.

24th April.—Rakhe to Gunp Bogde.—Approximately 8 miles—10 a.m. to 6-30 p.m. Since I have had no serious difficulties over porters in any Miri village on this tour, and Rakhe is a fairly large village I anticipated no trouble with porters. I was able to start as early as usual. But I was sadly disillusioned. Although the morning the weather was as fine as one could wish, only about half the required number of porters turned up. Rakhe Bida and his brothers tried their best to get more men, but all their efforts produced only a very few men and women, and they confessed that the villagers would not listen to their appeals and persuasion. It got later and later and when it was nearly 10 o'clock we decided to leave six non-essential loads behind, and start with the porters we had, including five men of Permir. Even Rakhe Elha and Sala came along with a team of indistinguishable men in Permir.

There are probably several reasons for this lack of enthusiasm for carrying my loads among the Rakhe people. The most decisive is no doubt the fact that I have to offer none of the things they want. Money is known in Rakhe, but not easily disposed of, and I have neither cloth, silt nor any other acceptable exchange goods left. The Rakhe people saw that the porters of Dobom were paid only half in kind and half in money and I cannot even promise cloth and salt to those who carry all the way to Dita. For I don't know whether
either is now available in the shop. Secondly, the Mira are now very busy on their fields, and many people hardly come to their houses, but live in the fields in field houses. Thirdly, the Rakhe people know that most of the porters will have to go either all the way to Duta, or at least as far as Linia. For Taplo, the village one reaches in one day is too small to provide sufficient porters and Rakhe is moreover not on particularly good terms with Linia, which is the only larger village en route to Duta. Thus no one was keen on coming with us, and the porters who did turn up were mainly dependents and slaves of Rakhe Bida or his brothers, among them a slave woman, whom Bida had bought last night from a Kabak man and whom he sent with hesitation fearing she might use the opportunity to escape.

After less than an hour’s walk we reached Pemir and Murga, two small settlements lying opposite each other at the end of the valley. Pemir has six and Murga five houses, and it took us more than one hour to raise some more porters to replace women too weak to come: all the way and take over the loads brought to Rakhe by Bida and his brothers.

Considering that Bida has a captured Pemir girl in his house, I was surprised to see that he was in no way embarrassed in his dealings with the Pemir people, and in the house of Pemir Tchi, the most prominent man, was offered beer like me and the other visitors. While a raid certainly prejudices a man’s position towards the raided village for some time to come, the capture of an individual to enforce payment of a debt is obviously taken as a legitimate move in a civil case, and does not inspire very much enmity on the side of the victim’s clanmen.

It was mid-day and very hot, with a blazing sun, when we left Murga, and started on a long climb up the range separating the Kamla and the Pein valley. The path led mainly through open slopes where young grass is sprouting in the places where the old grass has been burnt this year.

In the distance beyond the Pein could be seen the jhums of Taplo, and I was told, that the village lies now on the right bank of the Pein, whereas on the map it is marked as lying above the left bank. We dropped very steeply down the grassy hill-sides, and saw to the south Mount Dankho enveloped in a rain-storm—a rain-storm which fortunately turned north-west and past us without more than a few drops.

As we came down to the Pein it was a question of whether to cross and go to Taplo village, or remain on the northside and make for a camp site on the left bank opposite Taplo As the porters doubted whether by crossing the Pein we could reach Taplo before dark, but thought we would get to the camp-site on the left bank by evening, we decided on the latter course, and moved up-stream along an extremely badly cut path, frequently rising and dropping and blocked by many fallen bamboos. However, just at dusk we reached the camp-site Bogde, where as we were told Captain Davy camped some six weeks ago when he has visiting Taplo. The village can be seen on a very steep slope beyond the river, the houses standing scattered in between jungle.

It was dark by the time the last porter reached the camp, and everyone is very tired. But most of the Rakhe people crossed the river and climbed up to Taplo to sleep in the houses of their friends.

25th April—Camp Bogde to Linia—Approximately 7 miles—10 A.M. to 5-30 P.M. Early this morning Taplo Tami, the son of the most prominent man of Taplo village, came to our camp. Some of the Rakhe men, who had gone to sleep in the houses of friends had already talked about porters, but Taplo Tami’s reaction was not too hopeful. He said the villagers had already carried for one Sahib (Captain Davy) this year and would not carry a second time. If all the Rakhe and Pemir men had been prepared to do so this would have been possible. But no, Taplo and Pemir men were in no condition to get on the mountain and Murga, in all eleven, had departed at dawn without saying anything or claiming yesterday’s wages. It was imperative to leave them by porters from Taplo.

To get to the village, I had to descend steeply to the Pein River, cross it by a single log bridge and them climb up evenly steeply through jungle and jhums. On the jhum both mizzle and the early rice were already sprouting, and I noticed that the rice is dibbled in such a way as to leave nearly one foot between each cluster of plants. The houses of the village, built against the hill-sides are partly hidden by trees, and it seems that these were once decided on by the plants not to clear the jungle between all the houses.

The village looked rather empty, but I found some men in the house of Taplo Tago, a very old man of obvious prominence. Among them were Gat Tada and most of the other clan headmen of Hari, who had come to Rakhe for the dapo negotiations and were now on their back from Tapo, while their dependents took the mithan to Hari by another way. Taplo Tago was friendly and agreed to send his son and three of his slaves to carry my luggage, and apart from these I managed to recruit a couple from Buna, who wanted to come to Duta because any Rakhe man has recently stolen a string of beads for their house. Taplo Tago too has a grievance; two days ago two Apa Tanis of Rezo stole one of his mithans, and his co-operative attitude in giving his own son and two dependents as porters is no doubt due to the hope of enlisting my intervention and so get his mithan back. But no one else would carry and most men were indeed not in their houses.

Until four years ago Taplo was situated on a site called Bogde on the left bank of the Pein. There the Taplo people were raided by Mintlat, and consequently moved to the present village site called Narva. The Tado people, who used to have a village further up-stream (marked on the map) joined them there because they too were afraid of being raided.

With the few porters I could get I returned to the camp and at about 10 A.M. we got off with some difficulty. But we had hardly gone a few steps when there were suddenly two loads dropped on the path and no sign of the porters. To save the situation my Naga bearer and the medicine-carrier gallantly agreed to carry these. But after perhaps an hour another man, newly recruited from Taplo dropped his load and disappeared. This time we split it, and our indefatigable Apa Tanis distributed the extra weight among themselves. The Hari headmen who had agreed to come our way, had already each taken some of my luggage which was all the more creditable as none of them was young and no prominent Apa Tanis will normally ever carry a load.

But soon there was a new crisis. Taplo Tami, the son of the headman, vanished leaving his load, an unsplittable tent on the path. I could not think what to do, when Rakhe Bida—an unhoped for help—appeared. With the new loads of Rakhe we left Taplo and headed for Duta. He had also caught and was bringing back two deserters and so the situation was once more saved.

The lesson of all these difficulties is that wages in money in these remote villages are no attraction whatsoever. A man will rather lose one day’s wages than carry a second day, and when he possibly can he will avoid carrying altogether. I am pretty certain that if, like in Mingö or Rute-Hate, I could have promised payment in cloth and salt, I would have got as many porters as I wanted from Rakhe, Pemir and Murga and the Murga and Pemir men who had already earned one wage, would not have run away this morning. The fact
that money is known does not mean that a man, and particularly a poor man or a slave can do very much with one or two rupees, whereas even a slave is permitted to wear the cloth he earns by carrying.

The question of how much a village knows of the power of Government, seems to come hardly into the picture. For Taplo, two days' march at the most from Licha, and visited by Captain Dwy only six weeks ago, knows certainly that Government can make things unpleasant, whereas from the village of Upa Kamla with no contacts with Government since the Miri Mission in 1914, I had usually mere porters than I could use, for the simple reason that they got the cloth and salt they wanted.

Near Taplo the Pein valley is very narrow and the path hugging steep slopes is difficult. But further up the valley widens and the path leads without major climb less along the river. Near Linia one comes to fairly large, fenced-in fields in the bed of the valley, but they occupy only a fraction of the available level land. Apart from the Apa Tani country I have so far seen no place in these hills, where plough-cultivation could be so successful as in this valley. Every opportunity occurred to settle plough-cultivating Plains Dwellers here. There would be a possible place and by occupying the bottom of the valley, they would be in no way interfere with the jhumag of the people of Linia.

After passing by a log bridge from the left to the right bank of the Pein, we came to several small irrigated fields still bearing the stubble of last year's rice crop. The Apa Tanis are already busy transplanting seedlings, but here the fields have not even been cleared. I heard later that until some years ago the Linia people had more extensive rice cultivation, but have stopped laying out irrigated fields, because they no longer get rice from the Apa Tanis. The shortage of rice in the plains has thus its rep reusions as far as the Pein valley.

The village of Linia lies high up on a steep slope, and we camped just below it on a newly cleared jhum. This site is sloping and not too comfortable, but it is, as it seems, the only possible one near the settlement. A few men and women of the village came to see me, but were non-committal in regard to porters for to morrow.

26th April.—Linia to Duta—Approximately 9 miles—7.30 a.m. to 1.30 p.m. The Rakhe and Taplo men consented fortunately to carry as far as Duta. This was lucky, for the village of Linia is nearly empty, most men and women living on distant fields. I think it must be recognized that at this time of the year, when people are occupied with urgent work on their jhum, local porters cannot everywhere be had at short notice.

Of the more prominent men only Linia Punk was in his house, and he probably only because I met him on the path yesterday, and he returned with me to the village. He told me that the locality name of the village is Rip-Micha, but on account of the two predominant clans, Khoda and Linia, it is commonly known as Khoda-Linia. Though marked on the map (No. 82 E.D. 2.) as a deserted site (and Taplo men have already occupied), I believe it is in existence for several generations. A jhumagage site with the houses was probably not visible from the peak from which the Pein valley was surveyed.

The path from Linia to the Apa Tani country is far better and easier than either the path via Mount Donkho or the path called Take, by which I went to Bua. This path is known as Pesa, from the highest point (over 7,000 feet) over which it leads, and between the Pessa and the Donkho path, there is a path known as Nigin.

We reached the Apa Tani country soon after mid-day and came out in a side valley belonging to the Tadjang Khet of Bia. There plots of grass land, looking like pasture, are fenced in and in a herd growing there naturally is used in the manufacture of the black 'salt' used by the Apa Tanis and sold by them to many of their neighbours at a considerable price. Dallas and Miris do not know how to produce this 'salt', substance, and it is not unlikely that the complete absence of gaite among the Apa Tanis (striking in view of its prevalence among the surrounding Misirs and Dassals) is due to the use of this salt.

However well one may know the Apa Tani country, returning after a tour in other parts of these hills, one is every time struck by the enormous difference between the wild country of Dallas and Miris, where man with his small patches of cultivated land and his villages seemingly precociously clinging to hillside, and the developed community that this valley is. The small fields, and the purposeful order of the Apa Tani valley, where every feature and force of nature is tamed and pressed into the service of man. The neatness and care with which every dam is built, every path levelled and aligned, and every stream led into channels and distributed, stands in, extraordinary contrast to the ranking wildness of bushes and bushes and the slow difficult paths even in between the houses of many a Miri village.

To lay the impression of man mastering nature and controlling the land with loving care was intensified by hundreds of men and women out at work on the fields, some extracting the rice seedlings from the them to many of the men. Others planting them out or levelling and clearing the fields, and yet others carrying out some last minute repairs on the dams of the already flooded fields. As they saw us coming, many dropped their hops and came running along the dams, partly to welcome us and partly no doubt to have a look at the Miris carrying our luggage. Many asked from where we had come, and it seems indeed that news does not travel as fast in the crowded Apa Tani villages as in the small settlements of Miris and Dallas, where every unusual event is recorded and again and again, and news is quickly picked up by many. The Haja Haji and Hari men have been going backwards and forwards to Rakhe, these Bia people seemed to have little idea where we had been.

In Duta we found everything in good order and were relieved to hear that porters bringing cloth and salt were expected this evening. They arrived after dusk and saved us the embarrassing situation of having no goods to pay the Rakhe and Taplo men to whom money is of very little use.

27th April.—Duta—Halt. The porters from Rakhe, Penir and Taplo were very pleased to receive their wages in cloth and tala, and the providential arrival of these trade goods last night will make all the difference if next year porters from the villages in the Pein valley and Rakhe are required.

The atmosphere among the Apa Tanis is better than it I had expected. The compounder and clerk left here after the departure of the Police Officer and the Assam Rifles, seem to have exaggerated the untruly of a few youths who annoyed them by coming full of rice beer to the camp and amusing themselves in a somewhat rowdy manner. Actually nothing happened which could be construed as a sign of evil intentions, and since the supply of beer left from the Miko time has dried up, there have been no more difficulties. The threat from the goldent in the clerk's absence seem to have been only petty ones.

There is still a good deal of cash in the hands of the Apa Tanis who were unable to expend it on goods. The shop could still sell large quantities of cloth, salt and hoos, but while salt and hoos would be entirely beneficial, I am somewhat disturbed by the extent to which white bazar cloth has already
displaced the beautiful multi-coloured Apa Tanis cloth. A large percentage of the men and boys working on the fields are wearing white cloths, and even some women have adopted this new type of dress. If this is the result of one season's wage-earning, the weaving industry of the Apa Tanis may be seriously damaged by the availability of cheap machine-made cloth. The Apa Tanis is considered to import next year less cloth and sell white cotton yarn which the Apa Tanis could dye in the same way as they used to use for weaving their traditional cloths. The difficulty is, of course, to replace the cloth by any other trade goods which is equally cheap, easy to transport and attractive to our porters. Hoes could certainly be sold in far larger numbers. The Apa Tanis blacksmiths would take a certain amount of iron for the manufacture of dagi, which have a wide market among neighbouring tribes. Aluminum vessels of all kinds were not included in the cargo order of 1938 and could be used as trade goods again next year. But if Apa Tanis porters are used on the same scale as this season, the problem remains of how to direct their earning power into channels which bring them real benefits and do not harm existing industries. Those men to whom I mentioned the possibility of bringing yarn were unexpectedly enthusiastic and from this it would almost seem that the Apa Tanis are not oblivious of the artistic merit of their own multi-coloured cloth when compared to the plain, machine-made standard cloth.

23th April.—Duta—Halt: This morning the compounder left for Joything and I am trying to get the staff and luggage down gradually, so as to avoid the necessity for a great many porters at one time.

Miris. of Tapo (Chemir), Bua and Ratan arrived today for the dapo with Hari, but Guchi Tamar, the headman of Tapo and the man who had the feud with Hari has unfortunately fallen ill on the way and has been left behind in Bua. He asked his kinsmen to act for him at the dapo rite, but this does not seem to be popular and all concerned feel that a dapo without Guchi Tamar loss much of its value. Keming negotiations and not the least farmers urge negotiations with Hari to Hari. Thither the Miris had already performed a small ceremony, sacrificed a fowl and erected at a laopang a temporary structure in token of their readiness to hold dapo rites. But it seems that they hesitate to go any further in Guchi Tamar's absence, and the Hari people proposed also a postponement at least until tomorrow. In such a situation patience is the only course, and as the dapo pact is sufficiently far advanced for the Miris to accept the hospitality of the Hari people, they suffer little inconvenience in waiting another day.

Hage Gat, the man who was last year captured by Guchi Tamar, is not too happy with the agreed terms of the dapo, but I explained that it was his fault that he had not attended the negotiations in Tapo and Rakhe, and in the end he agreed to sacrifice his claims to the public good.

29th April.—Duta to Haja and back. During my absence four of the arrested Licha men, Licha, Saha, Dur Sera, Sunu Rei and Licha Pij had been brought to Haja and handed over to the Apa Tanis to be kept until an agreement with Licha has been reached. The Haja men have since released Licha Pij, who is a very old slave of Licha Saha, but the other three men are still in Haja. Last night fourteen Hari men and a number of elderly Hari came to see me and spoke of the attempts to settle the dispute and effect the release of the captured Licha men. Negotiators from Licha have been several times to Haja, and have recently brought a fair number of mithan. According to Kamin's reckoning they have paid a total of 28 mithan, and he mentioned with some bitterness that the Apa Tanis were continuously raising their claims. He said that Licha Saha's sons had already paid four mithan in order to effect their father's release, but could not prevail on other Licha men to satisfy all the Apa Tanis' demands.

This morning I went to see the prisoners and found Dur Sera on the veranda of Nendin Tagum's house, talking animatedly to several Apa Tanis women. He sat on the railing with his legs folded in a lanky log, which he lifted with a string when he wanted to move. But otherwise he looked extremely well and seemed quite cheerful. He is a young man with a jolly full moon face and one would not expect of him the warlike deeds that have given him a certain notoriety among the Apa Tanis. He did not seem very disturbed about his fate and told me that his brother was trying to ransom him and would shortly bring a mithan as the final part of the ransom. Nendin Tagum said that since the Apa Tanis had not ordered the mithan he would not give it, but that they would prepare to return it as soon as the money was paid. It is customary to feed prisoners as well as possible, and judging from his face, Dur Sera must indeed be well provisioned in Nendin Tagum's house, and his boredom must be much relieved by the frequent visits of Dafna friends from Talo and even Nielon. There can be no doubt that the fate of a captive in an Apa Tani or a Dafna house is less grim than one is inclined to imagine, and that it is preferable by far to that of a man in a modern prison. For the captive lives in an atmosphere, very much like that of his own home, and is in no way shut off from ordinary social intercourse. This is probably the reason why a rule no lasting animosity remains between captors and captives and they soon become quite good friends again.

This impression was confirmed by a visit to the house of Tak Kömle, who is at present the keeper of Licha Saha. The latter, being old and decrepit has no log on his foot, and lives, as far as I could judge, more like a guest in the house than as a prisoner. The people of the house keep, of course, an eye on him, but he is allowed a good deal of freedom and in the afternoon both he and Tak Kömle came to see me in my camp. Tak Kömle told me that the only remaining claim against Licha Saha is that he would not give his mithan, if he could not have it on certain conditions. But Kago Bida, Padi Layang and other prominent Apa Tanis invoked in the dispute with Licha are determined to hold on to Licha Saha until not only he, but all the Licha men have satisfied the Apa Tanis demands. They claim to have received only 23 mithan from Licha and claim 16 more as well as two gani and bronze plates; only after receiving these will they conclude a dapo pact.

30th April.—Duta to Hari, Kalung and Reru and back.—5½ miles.—11.30 A.M. to 4 P.M. Owing to the absence of Guchi Tamar, who is reported to be still ill, the dapo rites between Hari and the Miris have not got further than the preparatory ceremony. The Hari people are very disappointed, for they had prepared all the food for the formal meal of reconciliation, but the Miris felt that without their leader, who is at the same time the man whose feud with Hari is to be buried, they could not perform the full rites. They returned this morning to the village and I strongly urged Guchi Tamar to come with his men and at least visit Hari to perform the rites. The position between Hari and the Miris of Tapo and Rakhe is quite a delicate one now that the feud which existed last year and which had led to an interruption of all communications and trade has for all practical purposes been terminated, and that the claims of both parties have partly been cancelled out and partly satisfied. The negotiations which began last November, when I called the Miris to Duta and held a mel, were continued during my stay in Tapo and concluded when both parties met me in Rakhe. Certain disputed mithan have been handed over to the Apa Tanis, and trade and normal intercourse
have been resumed. A token dapo has been performed at a lapang of Hari, but the full dapo rites will have to wait till Guchi Tamar has recovered.

I heard that the Bela people are in favour of a general dapo between Bela, Hari and Hang on the one side and all South Kamla Miris on the other. So I went to Kalung and Reru to explore these possibilities. These villages too were at loggerheads with the Miris last year, but my persuasions in November led them to discuss a settlement and now a dapo has been performed on the path near Tapo which is binding for the who'ee of Bela (i.e. Reru, Tajang and Kalung) and the Miris of Tapo La, Biku, Bini, Rotom and Goea n. The Miris have not yet performed the corresponding ceremony between Hari and Bela, but trade between the two has not been interrupted and I think recent experience shows that the conclusion of a dapo is even under the most favourable circumstances a very lengthy affair, necessitating the exchange of innumerable visits from village to village. Though Government can do much in bringing the parties together (as I did on three separate occasions in the case of Hari and Tapo), the details must be left to the disputing parties, who will perform a rite soliciting the sanction of supernatural powers only when real agreement has been achieved.

A stumbling block for a joint dapo between all Apa Tani villages and the South Kamla Miris are the old claims of the Miris against Hang, which date from an abortive raid against Jorum, more than 30 years ago. Then many Miris, enlisted by Hang to help against Jorum were killed by the Dallas and it is claimed that their fate was due to the blunders of their Hang leaders. But the non-existence of a dapo between Hang and Miris does not inconvenience Government, for porters from the Apa Tani country to Tapo will always have to be recruited from Bela and Hari, and there has never been any active hostility between Hang and the Miris. Padi Layang spoke to me of his plan of arranging also a dapo between Hang and Miris, but I very much doubt whether Hang will be prepared to satisfy claims of thirty years ago. Should the plan succeed, however, the existing individual village dapos, performed in Apa Tani style with dogs as sacrificial animals, will be embraced in a general mitahan dapo guaranteeing the peace between the two tribes.

1st May.—Duta—Halt. Yesterday a slave of Mai Holi came and complained that in violation of the dapo between Hang and Mai, concluded barely a year ago, Kago Jili of Hang had captured a slave boy belonging to Mai Holi, the headmen of Mai who is at present dangerously ill. As good relations between the Apa Tanis and Mai are essential to us, I called Kago Jili and inquired into the reasons of his action. It turned out that this slave boy had various dealings in mitahan, which in the usual way of Apa Tani and Dulla friends they gave into each other’s care. On two occasions Kago Jili helped Mai Holi to recover mitahan stolen by Hang men, and for this service he had received the customary reward. But Mai Holi did not pay, and when Kago Jili came repeatedly to Mai to ask for his dues, he forbade him in the end to enter his house. The news of Mai Holi’s critical state seems to have determined Kago Jili to take by force what he felt was his one friend who would not give, and he captured Duli Pilia, a young Apa Tani boy, whom Mai Holi bought some two years ago from Michi Bumun. Far from being pleased to return to the Apa Tani country, this boy is said to be protesting loudly against his capture; saying that he has become a Dulla and a ‘son’ of Mai Holi and does not want to live among the Apa Tanis who had once sold him. I explained that while Government did not want to interfere in the internal affairs of the Apa Tanis, the breach of a dapo with a village on the main route to Joypur could not be censured. And I advised parties to settle the dispute by a mitahan in which Dutia men should act as mediators; that Kago Jili should return the slave boy to his master and Mai Holi should pay to Kago Jili such dues as the mitahan thought equitable.

Whereas Apa Tanis settle their own quarrels among themselves, many Dillas come here in hopes of getting redress of a real or imaginary grievance. A few days ago a boy of Pei came to complain that a man of Ongu had neglected his small sister, and in this case the ‘captar’ was the girl’s own maternal uncle and the dispute arose over the question whether the motherless girl should be brought up. This evening Toko Tanio came with bitter complaints against Toko Bat, and from his story it would seem that even such compact Dulla villages as Toko, where all the prominent families belong to one clan, are by no means as well organized as Apa Tani villages, where an unobtrusive, but yet effective system of Government reduces internal friction to a minimum. The story of Toko Tanio deals with events which lie back nearly a year and do not call for intervention. But as illustration of the atmosphere inside an apparently peaceful Dalla village, it is of interest.

Toko Togur and Toko Tanio with their wives, a daughter of Togur and some slaves were on their way to Haja when Toko Bat, his sons and his son-in-law Lihka Teji waylaid and captured them. Only Togur’s retinue was left once without ransom. His daughter escaped, but six of the captives were kept in Toko Bat’s house with logs on their legs. All but Toko Tanio’s wife were subsequently ransomed with nine mitahan and one maje, but Tanio’s wife is still in Toko Bat’s house and, freed of her log, is kept as a concubine by Toko Kapa, one of Bat’s sons. The ostensible reason for the capture was that the evil spirit of a man killed by Toko Tanio was supposed to have caused the death of a son of Toko Bat.

2nd May.—Duta—Halt. Among my visitors of this morning were Tago Taio of Pul (Lihka) and Tar Tacha of Mudo (Lihka). Taio acted on several occasions as sirdar of porters recruited in Lihka, and he complains now that several men of Lihka are threatening to kill him, accusing him of various misdeeds, but really because he worked for Government. He fears apparently to share the fate of Nielon Loma, who told me the other day that Nielon Sera, the headman, had kept him tied up for more than a month. Tago Taio’s story is that ever since the withdrawal of the outpost Lihka has been in a state of unrest, the inhabitants having murdered his small sister, and taking each other’s cattle and stealing each other’s mitahan in order to recover their own loss. If Tago Taio is to be believed, the big men Sui as Tahe, Horka and Teji did not only use their own mitahan to pay the compensation to the men they had raided, but encroached on the mitahan of smaller men—presumably on the plea that the latter had got a share of the loot and should now bear part of the expenses of compensating the victims of the raids. Dissension has also broken out between Lihka and Nielon and they are now capturing each others mitahan.

3rd May.—Duta—Halt. Picha Rei, a Sulu arrested in Kirum and subsequently handed over to the Haja men, came this morning with Kago Bida, in whose house he is staying. He is obviously not treated as a prisoner and brought the leg of a deer which he had shot when out hunting. He is the first member of the elusive Sulu tribe with whom I have yet had a chance to talk, but having lost his parents early and grown up among Dallas, he knows next to nothing about his own tribe and has even forgotten its language.
In Kirum he lived ultimately not in a house, but in a field-hut on a jhum field. He says that as he had no quarrel with the Apa Tanis, but got revenge owing to the Licha men's quarrel with Government, he would take revenge on the Licha men—a threat he is not likely to implement.

Koj Karu volunteered rather surprisingly to go to Licha and call the Kirum and Bagi men to Duta where the fate of the prisoners and the possibilities for a settlement is to be once more discussed.

Nendin Tagum, in whose house Dur Sera is kept, asked me today to arrange a dosp between Haja, Duta and Bela before I left, for he feared that disputes would break out over the amount of compensation received from Licha and the allocations of the various still outstanding mithan. He would like to have all this settled before I leave, and the terms of the settlement confirmed by a tripartite dosp. But I have very little hope that things will happen so quickly, and though some Licha negotiators will presumably arrive, it is highly unlikely that any settlement will be reached within the next ten days. For the Apa Tanis are not prepared to give up their demands, and the Licha men are reported to have said that if the Apa Tanis will not accept a reasonable ransom for Licha Saha, they would have to remain at Haja; they would not ruin themselves for one old man.

4th May.—Duta—Halt. Nendin Tagum's chances of getting a ransom for his prisoner Dur Sera seem to have further receded. For today came the news, that his brother Dur Tapak, who had promised to ransom him, has been captured by Likha Tago and Nielom Takha. It seems that Dur Tapak went to Nielom to collect a mithan which he had received as part of the bride-price of his sister, and was captured there. The cause is not known.

The problem of the appalling death and sickness rate of Apa Tani porters going to Joyhing, which was serious enough last season, has now assumed so grave a form that in the future it will not be possible to ignore it. Within the last two days two young men of Duta died after an illness of several weeks. Both had been to the plains as porters and fallen ill shortly after their return. Another boy of Duta who went with the same party, is so dangerously ill that the Doctor doubts whether he will recover; in Haja one young man died and several are ill, in Mudang Tage three of our porters died and in Hari also three porters died from dysentery from Joyhing. Apart from these fatal casualties, there have been many men who when men returning from the plains, got sick on the way and could not attend to their fields, but that the expense of scratches eats up anything they may have saved by working as porters and often forces them to contract debts. Most of the cases of death and sickness are due to malaria against which the Apa Tanis seem to have very little resistance, but three Mudang Tage men coming from the plains died of diphtheria and infected several of their relatives, three of whom also died.

Under these circumstances it is not to be wondered at that Apa Tanis are extremely reluctant to go to the plains, and it is very difficult to force them to go against their will if possibly one condemns them thereby to death. The greatest danger of malarial infection seems to be from the end of February onwards, but even men who have not been to the plains since December seem still occasionally to suffer from fever.

There can be no doubt that the death and sickness rate of porters could be drastically reduced if in the future Apa Tanis were used only in the hills, from Potin (or even Selsemchi) to Duta, but normally not sent all the way to Joyhing.

5th May.—Duta—Halt. This afternoon two Dutas of Jorum came to tell me that two men of Jorum Kopi's settlement, Jorum Terti and Pad Röchi who had been to Yoglu to fetch their mithan, had been captured by Likha Rebia, in whose care the mithan had been. The two messengers were asking whether I would do anything in the matter; if not, they would raid Yoglu and free the captives themselves. I advised them to desist from such drastic action and try first their luck by negotiation. As the Apa Tanis of Haja are friendly both with Jorum and with Likha Rebia, it was agreed that two Haja men, Kago Bida and Nada Bida, should go to Yoglu and try to effect the release of the two Jorum men. But it turns out that the two captives were not as innocent as the messengers had tried to make me believe. When Likha Rebia told them that he could not lay his hands on the mithan they demanded, and promised to produce them later, the Jorum men went away—but on the way stole two of Rebia's own mithan. The Likha men followed them, recovered the mithan and tied the Jorum men up near the house. But at night the Jorum men escaped, again stole the mithan and were caught in the act.

Koj Karu returned this evening from Licha. He has been to Bagi and Kirum and asked the Licha men to come once more to Haja and discuss the release of Licha Saha and Dur Tapak. Several men said they would come after two days and were prepared to pay some mithan and valuables, but as it seems, not anything like the amount still demanded by the Apa Tanis. But it may be taken as a good sign that men like Koj Karu can now safely go to Licha. The rumour that the Licha people had again blocked the path with panji proved unfounded.

6th May.—Duta—Halt. Today Milo Gat, an old man of the Tajang khel of Bela, came and complained that his brother's son, who had lived in his house, had died after returning from Joyhing. He had had several times worked as porter and Milo Gat said that he himself had to bear the expense of the burial. The boy died after working several days as porter and Milo Gat said that he himself had to bear the expense of the sacrifices during his nephew's illness and had to borrow a cow for the funeral feast. On these grounds he asked for compensation, and added that if no compensation was paid to the relatives of men who die because they went for Government to the plains, it would next year be even more difficult to raise porters. In this he is, I think, right, and it would indeed be only fair if, as in the case of permanent porters, Government assumed some responsibility for the deaths of porters who go to the plains and there contract malaria and other diseases fatal to Apa Tanis.

Jorum Tacho, a headman of Jorum, came today to tell that his son's wife, for whom he had paid a considerable bride-price, had run away from him and had married with a man of Dukum clan to Mebia village in the Par valley. He asked for Government's intervention but I explained that it was not the job of Government to chase runaway wives or even bring their aubctors to book. Tacho's retort was that if Government did not help him, he would mind if he took the law in his own hands and raided the house where the couple were sheltering? To this I could not consent and in the end he agreed to attempt to settle the dispute with the headmen of Mebia. But herein lies a difficulty; Government cannot possibly take up every quarrel over non-payment of bride-prices or runaway wives, on the other hand in areas close to the plains and our lines of communications we cannot tolerate the old method of obtaining justice by raiding if thereby the whole area is rendered dangerous for porters.
7th May.—Duta.—Bakhun via Hang and back—9 miles—9 a.m. to 3 p.m. How difficult it will be to keep the right balance between non-interference in private disputes and a certain control over inter-tribal relations is demonstrated by the quarrel between Mai Holi and Kago Jili of Hang, mentioned in my diary of May 1st. My advice to settle the dispute by compromise was followed by the Mai people, who produced a mithan as ransom for the captured slave boy, though maintaining that Mai Holi owed nothing to Kago Jili and gave the mithan only as a token of good-will. But Kago Jili proved far less compromising, and while only the other day he said that he would be content with one mithan he now refuses to give up the boy or even to come again to Duta to discuss the matter.

Since I wanted in any case to see the land above Hang which might be possible for an establishment, I went today myself to Hang, accompanied by several prominent Haja men, willing to act as mediators between Hang and Mai. For the incident has greatly disturbed the people in Haja, Duta and even Hari, since they fear that a quarrel between Hang and Mai would endanger the safety of the road via Mai to Potin and other villages in the Panior Valley.

The Hang men had been warned of my coming and I collected rather sooner than usual a good many of the prominent men. Pono Tamar again with a long and rambling speech in which part was, however very much to the point. He said that this time Government had taken up the case of Hajta, Dutta and Bela, and had helped them to extract numerous mithan from Licha. He too had many claims, as many as hain for the day, and he thought that this would not be a bad thing for the village. He said that there were numerous Apa Tanis who thought the time had come to dig up old disputes and demand from neighbouring Dalla villages mithan and other valuables, threatening them with the fate of Licha if the demands were resisted. So bold had they become that they stole mithan right and left, thinking themselves safe from any retribution. I replied that this was exactly what I objected to in the action of Kago Jili, who had broken the dapo between Hang and Mai, by capturing Mai Holi's slave on the pretext of an old and by no means fully justified claim. I appealed to the village headmen to use their influence in persuading Kago Jili to come to Duta again and hear the offer made by the Mai people and reinstitute the dapo.

But the reaction was in no way favourable. The Hang men harped on old claims, supported Kago Jili's plea that he had already sold the boy to Hibia Tabun and could not get him back, and in short gave the impression that they resent any interference and would not give up the boy. I argued for some time, pointing out that this was no private quarrel, but one which endangered the safety of the Mai route, a fact to which Government could be indifferent. But Kago Jili showed himself much less compromising than he had done in Duta and in the end I had to tell him that if he did not return the boy or find other means of reconciling Mai Holi he would be made responsible for the closing of the Mai route for Apa Tanis, with consequent unpleasant consequences.

The Haja men who stayed on arguing told me afterwards that the Hang people were furious with them, blamed them for having brought Government into the country and expressed all sorts of threats as to what they would do to them in the rains. The Hang men have always remained rather aloof and have often stressed that unlike the Haja and Duta men who sought Government's assistance in the quarrel with Licha, they did not want us to interfere in their affairs. The present temper of the village is definitely turbulent and I believe that the incident with Mai is rather a symptom than the cause of their attitude. One of the real causes for their dissatisfaction may be that in previous years the Hang people had many more contracts with the planers, and had in any case more numbers to live the Datta people of other villages. This year they found that all villages obtained large quantities of imported goods, and that they themselves instead of monopolizing a large part of the trade with the plains, had to work on the same terms with others and "could not get salt or cloth when they went independently to the plains to trade and work as in former times. The reason for this being probably not so much the easily evaded ban on Apa Tanis working in the plains as the prevailing shortage of goods. But they blame us, and have the feeling that they are hindered in their old traditional trade relations with Goj本人er refugees that the Datta planers are not restored, brought the latent dissatisfaction to the surface and the village united in hating Kago Jili, though individual men admit privately that he is in the wrong, particularly in having sold Piliba without giving Mai Holi a chance of ransoming him.

From Hang I went to a place called Bakhun, which I think is one of the sites possible for an establishment more permanent than the present camp in Duta. The advantages are that there is much more space that the land now only used as pasture is of much less value than the gardens and groves hemming in the Duta camp and that there is a stream coming straight from the hill. The wide open slope in front of the potential site for the buildings would be useful for air droppings. The Datta camp, as attractive as it is, can hardly be made into a permanency for it lies on the traditional grave yard of the Datta people and in the past few days two people have been buried within a few yards of our houses. Indeed the Duta people are now saying that so many men have died in their village because the spirits are enraged that the peace of the burial ground has been disturbed.

8th May.—Duta.—Halt. Today Licha Sera came to negotiate the release of the Licha prisoners. He came to me and said that to effect the release of Licha Saha he would settle the claims of several Haja men, paying one mithan, one magi and two bronze plates and giving one mithan to be slaughtered for the dapo. If that was not accepted by the Haja men, Licha Saha would have to be left to his fate; he has an obligation to have had in any case only a few numbers to live the Haja people want to better their lot. This year they may do so; he and the other kinsmen of Saha would not ruin themselves for one old man to pay not only their own debts; but satisfy also all the Apa Tani claims against men who had left Licha and were now living in such villages as Lina. Tomorrow more Licha men would come and discuss matters with the Apa Tani.

The latest development in the Hang-Mul quarrel is that Kago Jili, unable to buy back Dali Pilia, has declared that he will compensate Mai Holi by buying him a Dalla slave. This is probably more acceptable to public opinion in Hang, for the loss of face would not be as great as if they had to return Dali Pilia.

Since yesterday rainy weather has set in. Nearly all the rice has already been planted out, and the women are now busy planting millet on the bunds between the fields.

9th May.—Duta.—Halt. Licha Sera has been joined by Licha Tekhi, Licha Tator and other Licha men who left Licha because of the dapo with the Apa Tani. They offer to satisfy all the claims against the millet but protest that they cannot answer for such men as Damang Talang who has gone to live in Linia. Their proposal is to settle the claims against Licha Saha and themselves, make a dapo with the men who raised these claims and afterwards to hold a meeting between Apa Tani and the remaining Licha men in Kiro. For they say that Licha Togur and Geirm Pumbo did not dare to come here, fearing that the Apa Tani might capture them. The Licha men arrived this evening and I hope that tomorrow a meeting can be held.
10th May.—Duta—Halt. Today the Doctor left for Jothing, but it was only with the greatest difficulty that I got him five porters to carry his personal luggage. The many deaths among porters returning from the plains has terrified the Apa Tanis and they are most reluctant to embark on a journey which they consider highly dangerous. As I plan to take Apa Tanis only as far as Potin, I hope that I will have less difficulty.

Today there were only a few showers, but the Apa Tanis fear that heavier rain is in store.

The negotiations between the Licha delegation and the Apa Tanis have made little progress, for no prominent member of Haja, Duta or Bela came to attend a meeting. Indeed the Apa Tanis are pursuing a policy of procrastination; there is at least one party opposing the release of Licha Saha and the conclusion of a partial dado thinking perhaps that by holding on to the prisoners they can gradually extract more advantages. The men in whose houses the prisoners are living are, on the other hand, too anxious to get rid of them.

11th May.—Duta—Halt. The negotiators from Licha hung about all yesterday, for the Apa Tanis, who had obviously not yet agreed among themselves on their attitude, did not appear for the mel. But this morning I insisted that the headmen of Haja and Duta should come and finally Chigi Nile, Nada Roza Nada Tomu, Kago Bida, Tak Tara, Tak Komo, Nendin Tagum and other prominent men assembled to discuss matters with the Licha men. Both parties started in the usual way with old stories, but in the end I got the Apa Tanis to stake their minimum claims and to leave out of account claims against men who had left Licha or had no connection whatever with the prisoners in Haja. Then I asked the Licha men whether they were willing to satisfy the Apa Tanis' reduced demands and hand over the mithan and valuables to me, if I guaranteed that Licha Saha would be set free as soon as the agreed amount had been fully paid. They consented to pay up their own debts and dues, but maintained that they could not satisfy the claims of two Dutu men against two Datas at present in Kirum. On this point I suggested a compromise according to which after payment of the other agreed valuables and the release of Licha Saha, the Licha negotiators, Saha and a delegation of Apa Tanis should go to Kirum and negotiate fulfilment of these claims. During that time Dur Sera would remain in Haja and if a settlement in Kirum was reached a dado would be made and the Haja men would subsequently also release Dur Sera.

Both parties agreed to this proposal, and I detailed exactly what each Licha man present had promised to produce to effect the release of Licha Saha. They said that they had not brought quite as much with them but would go to Talo and try to borrow the balance from their friends and kinsmen.

This settlement, or rather attempted settlement, does not include Bela, but the Bela men have ignored all invitations to take part in the mel and do not seem very keen on an agreement. The reason is probably that they have already received more from Licha than either Haja or Duta, and think that they will be able to extract more if a dado is postponed until later.

All the Haja and Dutu men seemed very pleased with the result of the discussions, and it now remains to be seen whether the Licha negotiators will be able to raise the necessary mithan in Talo. The compensation they will have to pay at once amounts to 2 mithan, 2 cows 1 bronze plate and 1 dado; two more mithan will have to be given in Kirum before the dado can be performed.

Since my return to Duta I have noticed that the Apa Tanis do not seem to trust the Dalla interpreter Hat Heli. Various headmen, such as Kago Bida, suggest that only Apa Tanis should translate and certainly in discussion whatever with the prisoners in Haja. Then I asked the Licha men whether they were willing to satisfy the Apa Tanis' reduced demands and hand over the mithan and valuables to me, if I guaranteed that Licha Saha would be set free as soon as the agreed amount had been fully paid. They consented to pay up their own debts and dues, but maintained that they could not satisfy the claims of two Dutu men against two Datas at present in Kirum. On this point I suggested a compromise according to which after payment of the other agreed valuables and the release of Licha Saha, the Licha negotiators, Saha and a delegation of Apa Tanis should go to Kirum and negotiate fulfilment of these claims. During that time Dur Sera would remain in Haja and if a settlement in Kirum was reached a dado would be made and the Haja men would subsequently also release Dur Sera.

Both parties agreed to this proposals and I detailed exactly what each Licha man present had promised to produce to effect the release of Licha Saha. They said that they had not brought quite as much with them but would go to Talo and try to borrow the balance from their friends and kinsmen.

This settlement, or rather attempted settlement, does not include Bela, but the Bela men have ignored all invitations to take part in the mel and do not seem very keen on an agreement. The reason is probably that they have already received more from Licha than either Haja or Duta, and think that they will be able to extract more if a dado is postponed until later.

12th May.—Duta—Halt. The Licha negotiators, who went yesterday to Talo, have not yet returned and there were consequently no new developments in the negotiations. But the Apa Tanis' dissatisfaction with the Dalla interpreter Heli came to a head today and when Heli was on an errand in Bela they complained that Heli was favouring the Licha men, that he had received from them valuable gifts including a mithan at the time of the mel in Kirum, and that he was now asking for similar gifts from the Apa Tani headmen. I explained that only the inexperience and linguistic limitations of the Tala and Heli had made us employ Dalla in work which was not competent, and that soon we would replace him by suitable interpreters. The Apa Tanis did not seem happy with Heli. As this morning he was incidentally away at Hari I had to use the former Apa Tani interpreter Koj Karu and found him inspite of the limitations of his Assamese surprisingly efficient. The Apa Tanis seemed much happier, and there seemed no objection on the part of the Licha men, who could, after all, have insisted on waiting for Heli's return.

13th May.—Duta—Halt. The Licha negotiators, who went yesterday to Talo, have not yet returned and there were consequently no new developments in the negotiations. But the Apa Tanis' dissatisfaction with the Dalla interpreter Heli came to a head today and when Heli was on an errand in Bela they complained that Heli was favouring the Licha men, that he had received from them valuable gifts including a mithan at the time of the mel in Kirum, and that he was now asking for similar gifts from the Apa Tani headmen. I explained that only the inexperience and linguistic limitations of the Tala and Heli had made us employ Dalla in work which was not competent, and that soon we would replace him by suitable interpreters. The Apa Tanis did not seem happy with Heli. As this morning he was incidentally away at Hari I had to use the former Apa Tani interpreter Koj Karu and found him inspite of the limitations of his Assamese surprisingly efficient. The Apa Tanis seemed much happier, and there seemed no objection on the part of the Licha men, who could, after all, have insisted on waiting for Heli's return.

14th May.—Duta—Halt. The Licha negotiators disappointed us all once again. Some of them had gone to Talo to borrow the mithan which they had promised to give in order to effect the release of Licha Saha. They returned saying that no one would lend them any mithan, and have now decided to return to their village and try to raise the agreed ransom there.

Men of Bela came to see me this morning and said that for the moment they would be content if the Licha men paid one mithan to the Reru khel and one to the Tajang khel as well as one kahins bronze plate. But as the Licha men could not or would not bring the very modest preliminary compensation for Haja and Duta, there is not much hope of an immediate settlement.

Tilling Khoda, one of the Haja headmen, came to tell of the suggestion of a compromise between Kago Jili and Mai Holi. It seems that the leaders of Haja have taken a hand in the matter and have persuaded Kago Jili to reduce his claims. They say now that Kago Jili will return the disputed boy, if Mai Holi gave him a mithan cow instead of the mithan bull which the Mai men had been ready to give. It is to be hoped that on this basis an arrangement acceptable to both parties will gradually be reached.

During the last few days I have discovered an institution of village dignitaries which will have to remain the basis of any tribal self-government. In every village there is a number of councillors or than builang, middle aged or old men of prominent status, in whose hands lies the direction of village affairs and the settling of disputes. They are entitled to special shares of meat from animals sacrificed at certain feasts in their own village and at the Moko festival they receive gifts of meat from the villages with which
their own village stands in relations of ceremonial reciprocity. These akha buliang are assisted by younger men, chosen and appointed by them, and known as ajang buliang and yapa buliang. An ajang buliang reaching middle age becomes automatically a yapa buliang and there is little difference in their function and neither are they allowed to raise their voices. Below them, the main body of the village, are the following: the chums, who rank nearest to the head of the village, the midge porters for housekeeping, and the middle porters for other purposes. Ajang and yapa buliang go as negotiators and messengers to other villages and attend councils for the settlements of disputes, whereas the akha buliang stay mainly at home, give directions and take over only when the stage of the final negotiations has been reached. Their is no absolute authority, but they are the only men in an Apa Tani village who have authority outside the immediate circle of their houses and family and can get things done.

14th May.—Duta—Halt. I had expected that there would be great difficulties in getting porters for the down journey, but so far it looks as if we will have sufficient for our start tomorrow. The weather is fortunately good, and though there was a heavy hail-storm yesterday afternoon, today it was sunny until midday, and there were only a few isolated showers later in the day.

The Licha people have left, promising to raise the required mithan, bells, etc., in their own village, but I am beginning to wonder whether they have any real intention of fulfilling the Apa Tanis’ demands. It is out of the question that they really cannot lay their hands on the small number of mithan and valuables still required by the Haja and Duta people. The only man who is really in bad straits is Dur Sera who is kept in the house of Nendin Tagurm. For both his brothers who had promised to release him are now prisoners in Nieldom and with most of his family captive there is small chance of any of them being ransomed.

To prevent people from hucking up our houses when we are away Chigi Nime has volunteered to make a dajo and sacrifice a dog and he is curiously confident that such a rite will guarantee the safety of the houses.

15th May.—Duta to Mai—Approximately 8 miles—8 A.M. to 3 P.M. The weather has changed and it rained with short intervals from early morning till midday. Nevertheless the full number of porters, 42 including sirdars and those carrying their own rations, arrived in the early morning and we could start without any difficulty. The houses at Duta and Lobo’s vegetable plots remained in the charge of Nada Bida, and the two Koto Kago Tajo and Takhe Bida will also keep an eye on the establishments.

On the way to Mai we passed a ridge at the end of the Apa Tani valley, which might be a suitable site, for a small station. There is certainly no point in building anything permanent at the Duta-Bela end, where land is short and one is right in between four villages all using the available land to the last square yard. But at the south end of the valley there is a good deal of vacant land, where only this year new terraces have been laid out.

In Mai we found the people in a state of anxious suspension. The headman Mai Holii has been ill for two months and is expected to die at any moment. He is a comparatively young man and the nature of his illness is not clear. On the veranda of his long house, barred to all visitors, two priests were reciting incantations, and I was told that two mithan, several pigs and innumerable chickens had already been sacrificed to appease the spirits believed to have caused the disease. At so late a stage any fleeting treatment must be in vain and so I did not suggest giving any medicine.

Another man, however, begged us to treat a dajo wound, the result of a quarrel with a co-villager. He has a gashing wound in his forehead, septic and stinking to heaven. My wife did what she could, but I think it highly doubtful whether without proper treatment the man will survive. Nothing has happened to the attacker, and unless the victim recovers and takes his own revenge the community will not take any steps against the offender—if he dies his next-of-kin may of course claim compensation.

All but four or five of the Apa Tani porters have been given hospitality in Dalla houses, and despite the recent capture of Mai Heili’s slave by Hang men, even the Hang porters were welcomed in the houses of friends.

16th May.—Mai to Camp Pite.—Approximately 12 miles—7 A.M. to 6 P.M. In Mai and on the way to the Pangen I saw irrigated terrace fields in various stages of preparation. Right in the village people were working on a newly built flight of terraces, cut into a steep slope, flanking a small stream; I counted twenty-six terraces one above the other, none of them wider than ten feet, while most of the dams were at least 5 to 6 feet high. The whole flight is proof of the Mai Dallas’ considerable skill in terracing and irrigation. Every valley near the village is used for wet rice cultivation, and here and there are small series of terraces built into the hill sides. But the most extensive system of terraces lies on a slightly concave slope above the Pangen valley. There, however, no work has yet been done and rice plants have sprung up by themselves in between grass and weeds. Planting begins here only much later than in the Apa Tani country and the first terraces have only just been planted. Mai has practically changed over from the cultivation of millet on jhum to rice cultivation on terraces; only millet—mainly for beer—is grown on jhum fields, but the progressive deforestation has forced the people to rely more and more on irrigated terraces. The Apa Tanis have been good instructors and many Dallas employed Apa Tanis to help in laying out their fields. The same varieties of early rice as grown in the Apa Tani country are planted here and are known under exactly the same names (whereas other crops have very different names in Apa Tani and Dalla), but instead of the bearded variety of late rice grown by the Apa Tanis, the Mai people grow a non-bearded variety, which is incidentally the same as grown elsewhere on dry jhum fields.

The rice fields of Pochu and Pei, lying in the flat bed of the Pangen valley, have not yet been prepared, and it seems that the Dallas here finish the work on the jhum first, and only then devote themselves to the wet rice fields.

It was fine until midday, but in the early afternoon there was a sharp shower, and the path beyond Dodo Seram, where it rises steeply and falls abruptly, was so slippery that we and the porters had to leave the existing track and climb through the slightly less slippery forest. Later the weather improved very much and we were surprised that the Panior valley was not very hot. But the stage Mai-Pite is very long and should not be attempted unless there is any particular reason for hurry. We reached Pite at sunset extremely tired.

17th May.—Camp Pite—Potin—Approximately 4 miles—7 A.M. to 10 A.M. The night was clear and pleasant with a strong cool wind springing up in the early morning. For this time of the year the weather is impossibly good.
Not far from Pite we passed across a newly cut jhums belonging to Chodo people. The ground between the trees that lay about in complete confusion was well cleared and cleaned, and a woman was just dishing rice, making holes with a stick, but leaving the grain uncovered and just visible. Birds do not seem to be as great a danger to the seed here as elsewhere. The woman had her legs wrapped in leaves, and such "gaiters" are used here frequently as protection against dam-dims.

On the climb from the river to Potin lies now another new jhums where some of the rice is already sprouting. Many banana stumps had been left standing and new leaves were already shooting up; they are obviously never allowed to develop fully, but the practice of sparing some banana clumps may account for the fact that abandoned jhums are often covered almost entirely with bananas.

In Potin we found some cloth and salt, sent there to pay the Apa Tani porters, but half of the arranged quantity has not yet arrived, and some of the Apa Tanis will therefore go on to Joything with Lobo, while others will wait in the hope that more cloth will still arrive.

18th May.-Potin-Halt. Some of the luggage went to day with Lobo and Apa Tani porters, but I have to stay on and arrange for Dafias to take the rest to Joything. There has been a great deal of illness—apparently some kind of influenza—in Sekhe and Chod, and the only villages on which I can draw for porters are therefore Potin and Selsemchi. But the halt in Potin is quite welcome to check some of my information on the Dafias of this area, and to renew contacts with people who have done a great deal of work for Government ever since the beginning of October. The Potin people have incidentally done quite well, for they got from Likha Take and Likha Horku eleven mithan, eleven Tibetan bells and four bronze plates as compensation for the raid on their village and subsequent ransoms. This does not completely cover their losses, but is more than they could have ever hoped to regain without the intervention of Government.

Jorum Tacho arrived today to request my help in the case of the elopement of his small son's grown up wife with a man of another Jorum settlement—the couple has fled to Mebia, a village in the Par valley. He argued that if left to himself he would raid the house in which the couple is sheltering and regain the girl by force, but that since Government has forbidden raiding it is for Government to support his claim. Similar cases will do crop up as our influence spreads and it will be necessary to decide on a definite policy. For the moment I told Tacho to go to Mebia and try to settle the matter with the help of the headman of Mebia, Tana Nieri who is a jossa holder, at a med. If they could not come to an agreement they should all come to Joything and discuss a settlement.

19th May.—Potin—Halt. The weather is still magnificent, and even when I camped here in November there were not as many fine days. The Dafias say that the present good weather is the natural sequence of the unusual amount of rain during the winter.

Although it will be three months till the first crops ripen the people of Potin have practically exhausted their store of rice. The last harvest was indifferent and they say that they expended a lot of rice on entertaining the many prominent men who came to see me here last November and also the many porters from nearby villages who passed occasionally through Potin. Now they buy rice from the plains and it seems indeed that in bad years these foothill Dafias are not self-sufficient for food. The work they do in the plains is for them an absolute necessity, for all their cloth and of course their salt comes from Assam. They work mainly on contract clearing jungle and say that a man may earn as much as Rs.40 a month; the daily wage now paid in the plains to Dafias is annas 12 plus food, which is annas 2 more than the Government rate for rationed porters.

20th May.—Potin to Camp Lichi—Approximately 5 miles—8 A.M. to 11:30 A.M. The arrival of several Selsemchi men last night and the agreement of some Apa Tanis to carry as far as Selsemchi enabled me to start this morning with all loads. There was a short shower just before we reached camp and leeches were more than usually plentiful; but the stage is easy and men with light loads might reach Selsemchi in one day.

21st May.—Camp Lichi to Selsemchi—Approximately 8 miles—7 A.M. to 1:30 P.M. After the many higher mountains which we have climbed during the last months, the ascent to Tasser Puttu seemed to-day harmless and hardly tiring. Half way down the scenery has been greatly changed. People of Selsemchi have carved a large block of jhums from the forest here never touched by the axe during human memory. Enormous forest giants have been felled, and some of the stumps some 15 feet high are still surrounded by the scaffolds on which the cutters stood. Maize, some six weeks old, is already standing between charred trunks but the rice has not yet been planted. Closer to the village we saw on an old jhums maize with the cobs already swelling and closely women were dishing rice with rude, wooden digging sticks.

In Selsemchi I found only the main store house and one shelter standing. All the other shelters have been broken up and used as firewood by passing porters. Preservation of any staging camps from a similar fate would be a real problem.

We spent most of the afternoon in paying porters and selling cloth and salt to the returning Apa Tanis. A few bags of rice were left from a dump, and as they have already suffered badly from rats and insects, I disposed of most to Apa Tanis and Dafias against payment. The Apa Tanis bought rations for the return journey, but the Dafias of Potin and Selsemchi are in need of rice owing to a bad harvest.

22nd May.—Selsemchi to Joything—Approximately 9 miles.—7 A.M. to 2 P.M. At night there was a very heavy down pour which partly flooded my tent. But the morning was fine and later in the day it became very hot. The stream whose bed the path follows for some time carries as yet little water, but later in the season, this stage must be difficult. I was told that all Apa Tanis now use this route in preference to the more strenuous Keningma Lobu route, which they used to take for fear of being attacked or captured by the Dafias of Sekhe Potin and other villages south of the Panior.

We reached Joything early in the afternoon, and thus concluded this season's touring which we began more than seven months ago. Very much in contrast to last year, we had this year a pleasant and easy down journey from Dutu, with no heavy rain except on the first day.
